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1. Stress induced curvatures during tissue folding , looping, branching

Cortex convolution Gut villi

Tissue curvature: control and self-organisation

their elastic properties and the relative strain mismatch at different
stages of chick gut development; we chose three stages: E8, E12 and
E16 (Fig. 3). The mesentery has a time-varying thickness, h, which is
evaluated from histological cross-section (Supplementary Fig. 2).
The inner and outer radii of the gut tube were extracted from 49,6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)-stained tube cross-sections (Fig. 3b).
The length of the gut tube, Lt, was measured on the dissected gut. The
natural rest length of the periphery ofmesentery, Lm, wasmeasured by
cutting out thin strips along the junction with the gut and aligning
themunstretchedwith a ruler (Fig. 3c). The bending stiffness of the gut
tube and the stretching stiffness of themesenteryweremeasured using
in vitro, uniaxial, low-rate tensile tests, where the load was generated
by a magnet applying a calibrated force on a millimetre-size steel ball,
attached to one end of a tissue sample thatwas pinned at the other end.
The extension of the sample under load was tracked using video-
microscopy to extract its stress (s)/strain (e) response curve (see
Fig. 3d, e, insets, Methods and Supplementary Information).
For the mesentery, we observed a nonlinear response curve with a

sharp break at a strain eƒep, where ep5 Lt/Lm2 1 is the physiological
strain mismatch, typical of the strain-stiffening seen in biological
soft tissues16. We define an effective modulus, Em~(ds=de)e~ep ,
and strain, e0~(s{1ds=de){1

e~ep
, by locally linearizing the response

(Fig. 3d) and noting that the membrane has negligible stiffness
when 0vevep{e0. For the gut, we measured the modulus,
Et5 s/e, from the linear, low-strain response curve (e, 10%;
Fig. 3e). In Fig. 3f, g, we summarize the variation of Em, Et and e0 as
functions of developmental time. Measurements of the mesentery
stiffness at various locations and in various directions did not show
significant differences (Supplementary Fig. 4). This confirms the
validity of modelling the mesentery and the gut as isotropic, homo-
geneous material.
The measured biophysical parameters allowed us to create a

detailed numerical simulation of gut looping. Because the gut and
mesentery grow slowly, inertial effects are unimportant and the com-
posite system is always in mechanical equilibrium. This equilibrium
configuration was calculated as follows. The mesentery was modelled
as a discrete elastic membrane consisting of a hexagonal lattice of
springs with a discrete energy associated with in-plane stretching/
shearing deformations as well as out-of-plane bending deforma-
tions17, relative to the rest length of the springs. The gut was modelled
as an equivalentmembrane strip (two elementswide)with a discretized
energy associated with bending and stretching deformations, and
elastic stiffnesses different from those of themembrane. The geometry,
mechanical properties and relative growth of the tissues parameterized
by h, It, Em, Et and e0 were all experimentallymeasured at different time
points during development. Given these input parameters, energy
minimization for different relative growth strains, e0, yielded predic-
tions for the loopingmorphology of the gut (Methods and Supplemen-
tary Information).
In Fig. 4a, we compare the results of our observation at E16 with

numerical simulations. In Fig. 4b, c, we compare our quantitative
measurements of the wavelength and radius of curvature of the chick
gut at the different measured stages of development (see also
Supplementary Fig. 8) with those of both the rubber simulacrum
and numerical simulations, as functions of the geometry and elastic
moduli of the tube and sheet. Over the strain ranges e0[½0, 1" in the
simulation (Supplementary Movie 1) and e0[½0:5, 1" for the various
rubber models, we plot the wavelength, l, and radius, R, of the loop
and find that they follow the relations
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in accord with our simple scaling laws (equations (1) and (2)). In
Table 1, we compare the values of these parameters for the chick
gut with the expressions given in equations (3) and (4), and confirm
that our model captures the salient properties of the looping patterns
with no adjustable parameters, strongly suggesting that the main
features of the chick gut looping pattern are established by the simple
balance of forces induced by the relative growth between the gut and
the mesentery.

Comparative study of gut looping across species
To test our theory in cases other than the development of the chick
gut, we took advantage of the distinct gut looping patterns observed in
different avian taxa, which have served as criteria for phylogenetic
classification and are thought of as having adaptive significance, inde-
pendent of bird size.
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Figure 4 | Predictions for loop shape, size and number at three stages in
chick gut development. a, Comparisons of the chick gut at E16 (top) with its
simulated counterpart (bottom). b, Scaled loop contour length, l/ro, plotted
versus the equivalently scaled expression from equation (3) for the chick gut
(black squares), the rubber model (green triangles) and numerical simulations
(blue circles). The results are consistent with the scaling law in equation (1).
c, Scaled loop radius, R/ro, plotted versus the equivalently scaled expression
from equation (4) for the chick gut, the rubber model, and numerical
simulations (symbols are as in b). The results are consistent with the scaling law
in equation (2). Error bars, s.d.

Table 1 | Morphometry of chick gut looping pattern
Stage n l (mm) R (mm)

E8 Experimental observation 2.460.4 4.661.0 1.460.2
Computational model* 1.860.3 6.161.5 1.660.3

E12 Experimental observation 9.060.5 5.661.2 1.560.1
Computational model{ 7.361.6 6.861.6 1.760.3

E16 Experimental observation 15.060.5 9.560.5 1.960.1
Computational model{ 17.562.4 8.161.9 1.960.5

The observed number of loops (n), loop wavelength (l) and radius (R) for the chick at different stages of
gut development, for given geometrical and physical parameters associated with the gut and the
mesentery, show that the model predictions are quantitatively consistent with observations.
*Lt511.060.5mm, h513.061.5 mm, ro515568 mm, ri54465mm, Em535614kPa,
Et54.861.4 kPa, ep53867% and e052865%.
{Lt550.068.3mm, h58.061.5mm, ro5209612 mm, ri57269mm, Em5156678kPa,
Et55.661.7 kPa, ep5116619% and e053065%.
{Lt5142.163.3mm, h57.161.4 mm, ro5391627 mm, ri5232631 mm, Em58616344kPa,
Et54.261.3 kPa, ep5218615% and e053368%.
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2.  Tissue invagination
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Stress induced curvatures during tissue folding , looping etc
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1. Self-Organised mechanical instabilities

General Framework:
• Elastic material
• Internal stress: eg. growth
• External stress: boundary conditions
• Stress relaxation

Use of continuous/coarse grained models
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volumes were expressed as a percentage of the total telencephalic
volume of the hemisphere (not including the diencephalon) or as
a percentage of the cerebral volume of the hemisphere (including
the diencephalon).

Surface extraction and registration
Manual pre-alignment of fetal hemispheres in MRI scans to
stereotaxic space was a prerequisite for registration of surfaces
and outer surface extraction. Each brain hemisphere was first
manually registered to a stereotaxic space defined on an
adult human template (ICBM152). Registration of the brain
hemisphere to ICBM152 stereotaxic space was performed in
Register, a GUI module developed at the MNI. For registration
of fetal scans with adult templates, we manually defined
10 anatomical tag points on fetal brain scans with their
corresponding counterparts on the ICBM152 model. Each brain
hemisphere was then co-registered to the adult model using three
translations, three rotations, and one scaling option.

The extraction of inner surfaces from CP and SP, and the
CP-pial boundary was fully automated (MacDonald et al., 2000;
Kim et al., 2005) and was based on the previously described
segmented images. Surfaces were extracted by hemisphere, with
81920 triangles and 40962 vertices. The gyrification index (GI, the
ratio of total to exposed area of the pial surface) was evaluated at
the pial surface of the cortical plate.

Given the rapid growth and change in fetal brain morphology
between 13 and 40 weeks of gestation, it was not possible to
define a global static surface model to use for surface registration,
as can be done with adult brain. Fetal surfaces were instead
longitudinally registered by age with reference one to another.
The oldest subjects, near 40 PCW,were registered to the reference
adult template (ICBM152), thus defining the latest standard
stereotaxic space (Robbins, 2004; Lyttelton et al., 2007; Boucher
et al., 2009). On the younger brains, the longitudinal surface
registration was driven by matching borders of lobes (or regions)
as manually delineated on the extracted “inner” surfaces.

Regional and lobar segmentation was performed manually
on the inner surfaces of the CP. The surfaces were first divided
into 6 lobes [frontal lobe, parietal lobe, occipital lobe, temporal
lobe, outer ring of the limbic lobe (gyrus fornicatus), and
insular lobe]. The outer ring of the limbic lobe was further
split into parahippocampal gyrus and cingulate gyrus resulting
with 7 segmented regions in total (Figure 4). After longitudinal
alignment of the surfaces, pathlines can be traced in time along
the registered vertices of the individual surfaces to observe
growth patterns of CP and SP both globally and regionally. For
the segmentation of SP and CP, we have used anatomical borders
on the inner cortical plate surfaces, i.e. gyri and sulci, which have
been used for adult cortical surface segmentation, as described by
von Economo and Brodmann (Brodmann, 1909; von Economo
and Koskinas, 1925). The CP and SP were segmented only after
identifying the primary sulci in fetal brain (Kostovic and Vasung,
2009). The anatomical borders used for surface segmentation
were as follows (Figure 4).

Frontal lobe
The Sylvian fissure (SF) forms early in fetal development
(9–13 PCW). The circular sulcus of insulae (CSI) forms during

FIGURE 4 | Extracted lateral and medial cortical plate surfaces in 25

(upper row), 30 (middle row), and 40 (bottom row) PCW old fetal brains.

Regional and lobar segmentation was performed manually and the surfaces

were divided into 6 lobes: frontal lobe (violet), parietal lobe (red), occipital lobe

(green), temporal lobe (beige or jungle green), outer ring of the limbic lobe

[gyrus fornicatus encompassing: parahippocampal gyrus (celadon green) and

cingulate gyrus with subcallosal area (orange)], and insular lobe (yellow).

early fetal and mid-fetal development. During late mid-fetal
development, the central sulcus (CS) begins to appear and can be
identified continuously in the rostro-caudal direction (Kostovic
and Vasung, 2009). Thus, CS, SF, and CSI provide anatomical
borders of frontal lobe at lateral aspect. On the medial aspect, the
frontal lobe extends to the cingulate sulcus that is continuous in
appearance already in themid fetal phase. The parolfactory sulcus
does not appear before the early preterm phase, so from the
rostral end of the cingulate sulcus we have extrapolated the line
that most resembles the adult parolfactory sulcus (connecting
rostral end of the cingulate sulcus with substantia perforata
anterior) dividing the subcallosal area from frontal lobe.

Temporal lobe
As there is no sulcus delimiting the temporal from occipital lobe
in fetal brain, we have extrapolated line connecting the Sylvian
fissure with occipitotemporal incisures on the lateral aspect. On
the medial aspect, the temporal lobe was delimited by collateral
sulcus.

Occipital lobe
The borders of the occipital lobe were defined as follows: on
the lateral aspect the extrapolated lines connecting the occipito-
temporal incisures and parieto-occipital fissure with the Sylvian
fissure, on the medial aspect occipitotemporal incisures and
parieto-occipital fissure.

Parietal lobe
On the lateral aspect, the parietal lobe is delimited by the central
sulcus and extrapolated line connecting the parieto-occipital
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• Mechanics of Brain convolutions

Growth induced mechanical instabilities: Cortex convolutions

Homo sapiens

— Development

exceptionally high 2.4-fold variation of brain size, when
compared to data for human (1.1-fold [14] and 1.6-fold [2]),
rhesus (1.3-fold [13]), and baboon (1.1-fold [14]). The GI
varies only by 1.19-fold in different dogs (i.e., much less
than brain size varies), which further supports the as-
sumption of different control mechanisms for brain size
and folding.

In summary, although the GI correlates positively with
brain size and cortical surface across mammalian orders,
this relationship is not found within a species.

Ontogeny of the GI
In macaque monkeys, mean GI remains low up to fetal day
90, increases drastically from day 100, and reaches adult
value by fetal day 150 (birth date 166 ! 8) [42,43]. Cortical
folding of the human brain starts around the 16th week of
gestation, increases rapidly during the first trimester, and
reaches a transient maximum between weeks 66 and 80
postconception [44]. From this time on, the GI declines by
18% from a maximal value of 3.03 to the adult level, which is
reached at an age of almost 23 years [44] (Figure 4a). An
MRI study confirms this folding overshoot [45]. The mech-
anisms underlying this developmental course are not suffi-
ciently understood, but it may be speculated that perinatal
pruning with programmed cell death and reduction of cell
numbers and connectivity may lead to the GI reduction [46].
However, the decrease in GI continues into adulthood,
whereas the perinatal overshooting of synaptic density
seems to reach a plateau much earlier than the GI [47].

Alternatively, the reduction of GI can be explained by an
increasing gyral width driven by the peak of myelination of
input and output fibers during the postnatal period. The GI
will decrease if the sulcal depths remain constant or start
to decline [48,49]. Furthermore, the white matter con-
tinues to grow until the beginning of the third decade
[50]. Thus, the postnatal maturation of nerve fibers and
connectivity may explain the developmental course of
cortical folding.

GI increases with increasing brain size up to a brain
weight of approximately 530 g [44], but from this point a
2.5-fold enlargement of brain weight follows without any
further increase in GI. The increase in brain weight is
mainly driven by a twofold increase in the white matter
volume [50], supporting the hypothesis of a causal relation
between connectivity and GI. Apparently, folding and
increase in brain weight are not controlled by identical
developmental mechanisms.

Cortical folding during fetal and early postnatal devel-
opment is also an important early marker of latter neuro-
behavioral development. In vivo imaging of premature
newborns shows a delayed but balanced development of
gyrification and surface in twins compared to singletons
[51]. By contrast, newborns with intrauterine growth
restrictions have a greater reduction in surface area than
in folding [51]. The effect of the increasing brain weight on
cortical volume is largely driven by the increase in cortical
surface area, not cortical thickness [52]. The extent of
cortical surface is probably determined by the number of
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Figure 3. Variability of cortical folding in different primate species. Dorsal (left columns) and lateral (right columns) views of primate brains. Approximate position and size
of motor, somatosensory, auditory, and visual areas are labeled based on published brain maps [90–95]. Brain images: Stephan Collection, C. & O. Vogt Institute of Brain
Research, University of Düsseldorf and the JuBrain website (https://jubrain.fz-juelich.de/); ip, intraparietal sulcus.
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tinues to grow until the beginning of the third decade
[50]. Thus, the postnatal maturation of nerve fibers and
connectivity may explain the developmental course of
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GI increases with increasing brain size up to a brain
weight of approximately 530 g [44], but from this point a
2.5-fold enlargement of brain weight follows without any
further increase in GI. The increase in brain weight is
mainly driven by a twofold increase in the white matter
volume [50], supporting the hypothesis of a causal relation
between connectivity and GI. Apparently, folding and
increase in brain weight are not controlled by identical
developmental mechanisms.

Cortical folding during fetal and early postnatal devel-
opment is also an important early marker of latter neuro-
behavioral development. In vivo imaging of premature
newborns shows a delayed but balanced development of
gyrification and surface in twins compared to singletons
[51]. By contrast, newborns with intrauterine growth
restrictions have a greater reduction in surface area than
in folding [51]. The effect of the increasing brain weight on
cortical volume is largely driven by the increase in cortical
surface area, not cortical thickness [52]. The extent of
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Research, University of Düsseldorf and the JuBrain website (https://jubrain.fz-juelich.de/); ip, intraparietal sulcus.
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increase in brain weight are not controlled by identical
developmental mechanisms.
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behavioral development. In vivo imaging of premature
newborns shows a delayed but balanced development of
gyrification and surface in twins compared to singletons
[51]. By contrast, newborns with intrauterine growth
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1. Folding index generally 
increases with brain mass.
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• Cortical folding scaling laws

 B. Mota and S Herculano-Houzel 
Science (2015) 349:74-77
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(fractal dimension d= 2.48)
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• Mechanics of Brain convolutions

Growth induced mechanical instabilities: Cortex convolutions

(rodents)

to form as a result of cortical growth (4, 5), the
mechanisms that drive gyrification remain to be
determined, and the field still lacks a mechanis-
tic and predictive, quantitative explanation for
how the degree of cortical folding scales across
species. Moreover, recent systematic analyses of
cortical folding have made clear that gyrification
actually scales differently across mammalian or-
ders, across clades within an order, and across
individuals as a function of increasing brain vol-
ume (6–9). These apparent discrepancies have
led to the view that different mechanisms must
regulate cortical folding at the evolutionary, species-
specific, and ontogenetic levels (7).
We undertook a systematic analysis of the var-

iation in cortical folding across a large sample of
mammalian species in search of a universal, uni-
fying relationship between cortical folding and
morphological properties of the cerebral cortex.
We examined two data sets: our own, which in-
cludes numbers of cortical neurons and cortical
surface areas (10–21), and another consisting of
published data on cortical surface area, thickness,
brain volume, and folding index, but not numbers
of cortical neurons (1, 22–24) (table S1).
In the combined data set, there is a general

correlation between total brain mass and the
degree of cortical folding, and the two data sets
overlap in their distribution (Fig. 1A, compare

black and colored data points). However, the
power function that relates the folding index of
gyrencephalic species to brain mass has a fairly
low r2 and a 95% confidence interval that ex-
cludes many species (Fig. 1A). Striking and well-
known outliers in this relationship are cetaceans
(as a whole) and the manatee, but the capybara,
the greater kudu, and humans also lie outside of
the confidence interval (Fig. 1A). This indicates
that cortical folding is not a homogeneous func-
tion of brain mass.
Although all cortical hemispheres with fewer

than 30million neurons are lissencephalic in our
data set, and the correlation between folding in-
dex and number of neurons is significant across
gyrencephalic species (Spearman correlation, r =
0.7741, P < 0.0001), the degree of gyrification is
much larger in artiodactyls than in primates for
similar numbers of cortical neurons (Fig. 1B). Ad-
ditionally, the elephant cortex is about twice as
folded as the human cortex, although the former
has only about one-third the number of neurons
found in the latter (Fig. 1B, “e” and “h”). The cor-
tical surface area across species expands sublin-
early with the number of cortical neurons in
primates and supralinearly in other species (Fig.
1C). As a consequence, the average number of
neurons per mm2 of cortical surface is highly
variable across species, ranging in our data set

from 10,752 in the African elephant (15) to 138,606
in the squirrel monkey (20). Cortical expansion
and folding are therefore neither a direct conse-
quence of increasing numbers of neurons nor a
requirement for increasing numbers of neurons
in the cortex.
In comparison to the poor fit between folding

index and total brainmass (Fig. 1A), a better fit is
found for total surface area of the cerebral cortex
in the two data sets (Fig. 1D). In this case, there is
better overlap across afrotherians, glires, primates,
and artiodactyls, although cetaceans, themanatee,
and humans are still major outliers. Interest-
ingly, all species with a cortical surface area be-
low 400 mm2 are lissencephalic in the two data
sets. Similarly, all species with average cortical
thickness below 1.2 mm are lissencephalic, but
the folding index does not vary as a signifi-
cant power function of cortical thickness across
gyrencephalic species (Fig. 1E).
The folding index shows a sharp inflection be-

tween smooth andgyrated cortices, so it is unlikely
that a universal model in terms of this variable
alone could be derived. Because the folding index
is the ratio of total surface area AG to exposed sur-
face area AE, we next examined directly how AE
scales with AG (Fig. 1F). In the combined data sets,
for the species with small AG (<400 mm2) there is
no folding, such that AE equals AG (Fig. 1F, green
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Fig. 1. Scaling of cortical folding index and total cortical surface area.
Data points in black are taken from the literature; points in colors are fromour own
dataset,except forcetaceans. (A toE) Folding indexscalesacrossall gyrencephalic
species in the combined data sets as power functions of (A) brain mass, with
exponent 0.221 T 0.018 (r2 = 0.751, P < 0.0001); (B) number of cortical
neurons, with exponent 0.168 T 0.032 (r2 = 0.573, P < 0.0001; not plotted);
(D) total cortical area, with exponent 0.257 T 0.014 (r2 = 0.872, P < 0.0001);
and (E) average cortical thickness, with a nonsignificant exponent (r2 =

0.054, P =0.1430; not plotted). (C) Total cortical surface area of the cerebral
cortex scales across primate species with an exponent of 0.911 T 0.083 (r2 =
0.938, P < 0.0001) and across nonprimate species with an exponent of
1.248 T 0.037 (r2 = 0.989, P < 0.0001). (F) Total cortical surface area varies
across lissencephalic species as a linear function of the exposed surface
area, but as a power function with an exponent of 1.242 T 0.018 across
noncetacean gyrencephalic species (r2 = 0.992, P < 0.0001). Dashed lines
are 95% confidence intervals for the fitted functions.
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3.   Two different scaling laws for smooth and folded cortices

to form as a result of cortical growth (4, 5), the
mechanisms that drive gyrification remain to be
determined, and the field still lacks a mechanis-
tic and predictive, quantitative explanation for
how the degree of cortical folding scales across
species. Moreover, recent systematic analyses of
cortical folding have made clear that gyrification
actually scales differently across mammalian or-
ders, across clades within an order, and across
individuals as a function of increasing brain vol-
ume (6–9). These apparent discrepancies have
led to the view that different mechanisms must
regulate cortical folding at the evolutionary, species-
specific, and ontogenetic levels (7).
We undertook a systematic analysis of the var-

iation in cortical folding across a large sample of
mammalian species in search of a universal, uni-
fying relationship between cortical folding and
morphological properties of the cerebral cortex.
We examined two data sets: our own, which in-
cludes numbers of cortical neurons and cortical
surface areas (10–21), and another consisting of
published data on cortical surface area, thickness,
brain volume, and folding index, but not numbers
of cortical neurons (1, 22–24) (table S1).
In the combined data set, there is a general

correlation between total brain mass and the
degree of cortical folding, and the two data sets
overlap in their distribution (Fig. 1A, compare

black and colored data points). However, the
power function that relates the folding index of
gyrencephalic species to brain mass has a fairly
low r2 and a 95% confidence interval that ex-
cludes many species (Fig. 1A). Striking and well-
known outliers in this relationship are cetaceans
(as a whole) and the manatee, but the capybara,
the greater kudu, and humans also lie outside of
the confidence interval (Fig. 1A). This indicates
that cortical folding is not a homogeneous func-
tion of brain mass.
Although all cortical hemispheres with fewer

than 30million neurons are lissencephalic in our
data set, and the correlation between folding in-
dex and number of neurons is significant across
gyrencephalic species (Spearman correlation, r =
0.7741, P < 0.0001), the degree of gyrification is
much larger in artiodactyls than in primates for
similar numbers of cortical neurons (Fig. 1B). Ad-
ditionally, the elephant cortex is about twice as
folded as the human cortex, although the former
has only about one-third the number of neurons
found in the latter (Fig. 1B, “e” and “h”). The cor-
tical surface area across species expands sublin-
early with the number of cortical neurons in
primates and supralinearly in other species (Fig.
1C). As a consequence, the average number of
neurons per mm2 of cortical surface is highly
variable across species, ranging in our data set

from 10,752 in the African elephant (15) to 138,606
in the squirrel monkey (20). Cortical expansion
and folding are therefore neither a direct conse-
quence of increasing numbers of neurons nor a
requirement for increasing numbers of neurons
in the cortex.
In comparison to the poor fit between folding

index and total brainmass (Fig. 1A), a better fit is
found for total surface area of the cerebral cortex
in the two data sets (Fig. 1D). In this case, there is
better overlap across afrotherians, glires, primates,
and artiodactyls, although cetaceans, themanatee,
and humans are still major outliers. Interest-
ingly, all species with a cortical surface area be-
low 400 mm2 are lissencephalic in the two data
sets. Similarly, all species with average cortical
thickness below 1.2 mm are lissencephalic, but
the folding index does not vary as a signifi-
cant power function of cortical thickness across
gyrencephalic species (Fig. 1E).
The folding index shows a sharp inflection be-

tween smooth andgyrated cortices, so it is unlikely
that a universal model in terms of this variable
alone could be derived. Because the folding index
is the ratio of total surface area AG to exposed sur-
face area AE, we next examined directly how AE
scales with AG (Fig. 1F). In the combined data sets,
for the species with small AG (<400 mm2) there is
no folding, such that AE equals AG (Fig. 1F, green
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Fig. 1. Scaling of cortical folding index and total cortical surface area.
Data points in black are taken from the literature; points in colors are fromour own
dataset,except forcetaceans. (A toE) Folding indexscalesacrossall gyrencephalic
species in the combined data sets as power functions of (A) brain mass, with
exponent 0.221 T 0.018 (r2 = 0.751, P < 0.0001); (B) number of cortical
neurons, with exponent 0.168 T 0.032 (r2 = 0.573, P < 0.0001; not plotted);
(D) total cortical area, with exponent 0.257 T 0.014 (r2 = 0.872, P < 0.0001);
and (E) average cortical thickness, with a nonsignificant exponent (r2 =

0.054, P =0.1430; not plotted). (C) Total cortical surface area of the cerebral
cortex scales across primate species with an exponent of 0.911 T 0.083 (r2 =
0.938, P < 0.0001) and across nonprimate species with an exponent of
1.248 T 0.037 (r2 = 0.989, P < 0.0001). (F) Total cortical surface area varies
across lissencephalic species as a linear function of the exposed surface
area, but as a power function with an exponent of 1.242 T 0.018 across
noncetacean gyrencephalic species (r2 = 0.992, P < 0.0001). Dashed lines
are 95% confidence intervals for the fitted functions.
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second figure, panel A), which does not al-

ter the shape of the structure. In contrast, 

when the round tail was compressed, no 

such linear sliding is possible because of 

the shape of the plates; rather, the plates 

are forced out of register with one another 

(see the second figure, panel B), disrupting 

their load-bearing orientation and thus 

their resistance to deformation.

The square array was also more resis-

tant to torsion (long-axis twisting) than 

the round array (see the second figure, 

panels C and D). Finally, the square array 

naturally returned to its initial alignment 

(all of the square segments in register with 

one another) after an impact, whereas the 

round tail segments would remain skewed 

with respect to one another. Torsion resis-

tance and the passive return property may 

provide protection to the delicate spinal 

cord, which is easily injured by stretching.

Current research in bioinspired robotics 

is moving away from strictly rigid elements 

( 8) and toward soft actuators, but these 

soft robots are more susceptible to damage 

( 9). Thus, the combination of mechanical 

strength with flexibility exemplified by the 

seahorse tail is attractive, though in some 

cases it appears that a strict interpreta-

tion of the anatomy is less than optimal. In 

this regard, in Porter’s presentation of this 

work at the annual meeting of the Society 

for Integrative and Comparative Biology 

in January ( 10) (which I had the pleasure 

to hear), he pointed out in his introduc-

tion that he had hoped to use the seahorse 

tail as the model for a steerable catheter 

(but with a round cross section). By the 

end of the talk, he expressed his chagrin 

that the round tail failed to match the per-

formance of the square one. Nonetheless, 

in situations where the sharp corners are 

not a drawback, a flexible armor based on 

the seahorse tail may prove advantageous, 

bending smoothly while still affording pro-

tection to structures within—proving that 

it’s not always a bad thing to be “square.”        ■   
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           A
lmost 100 years ago, in an influen-

tial book titled On Growth and Form, 

D’Arcy Thompson called for the in-

tegration of biology with mathemat-

ics and physics ( 1). Fulfillment of 

his vision has been slow, but more 

and more scientists are heeding Thomp-

son’s call, attempting to explain problems 

of “growth and form” through physics and 

mathematics. An excellent example of this 

trend is the report by Mota and Herculano-

Houzel ( 2) on page 74 of this issue. They 

provide a novel mathematical description 

of how the degree of neocortical folding 

in mammalian brains varies with other 

biological parameters, notably cortical 

thickness and surface area, and they of-

fer the crumpling of a paper ball as a 

physical model to explain the observed 

scaling rules.

Many scientists have looked for scaling 

rules that govern folding of the mammalian 

neocortex, but a universal scaling rule has 

remained elusive. For example, if you graph 

the total surface area of the neocortex (fol-

lowing the surface deep into all folds) 

against its exposed surface area (which you 

can measure by covering the cortex with a 

piece of cellophane), you get two different 

scaling laws. In species with smooth cortices 

(such as mice and rats), the best-fit line has 

a slope of 1.0 because the total and exposed 

areas are by definition the same. By con-

trast, for species with folded cortices (such 

as the human brain), total surface area in-

creases faster than the exposed surface area 

(i.e., the slope is substantially greater than 

1). Thus, you need at least two lines to fit 

the data points ( 3). Moreover, several spe-

cies are outliers given those scaling rules. 

Dolphins and whales, for example, exhibit 

more cortical folds than other mammals for 

the same cortical surface area ( 4).

Mota and Herculano-Houzel manage to 

bring these data together under a single, 

universal scaling law by including cortical 

thickness in their equation. Specifically, they 

discovered that the exposed cortical surface 

area is proportional to the total surface area 

multiplied by the square root of cortical 

Knowing when to fold them

Folding

Area

Folding

Thickness

Just like paper. 

Folding increases 

with paper size, but 

at each size, thicker 

paper has fewer 

folds. An analogous 

scaling rule applies 

to cortical folding in 

mammalian brains.
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Crumpled paper is a possible model for cortical folding 
in mammalian brains
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line). This linear relationship extends to the man-
atee cerebral cortex, even though its AG is much
larger than 1000 mm2. In contrast, for all non-
cetacean gyrencephalic species, AG increases with
AE

1.242T0.018 (r2 = 0.992, P < 0.0001), significantly
above linearity (Fig. 1F, red line), meaning that as
total surface area increases, it becomes increas-
ingly folded. Cetaceans fall above the 95% confi-
dence interval of the function, which indicates
that these cortices are more folded than sim-
ilarly sized cortices in noncetaceans.
The finding thatAG scales as a power law ofAE

means that gyrification is a property of a cortical
surface that is self-similar down to a fundamental
scale (the limit area between lissencephaly and
gyrencephaly). This strongly suggests the existence
of a single universal mechanism responsible for
cortical folding (the alternative being some im-
probable multiscale fine-tuning) that over a range
of scales generates self-similar, or fractal, surfaces.
Fractals can be characterized by the power-law

scaling between intrinsic and extrinsic measures
of an object’s size, such asAG andAE. In this case,
the fractal dimension d of the cortical surface is
twice the value of the exponent relating AG to AE

(given that AE in turn scales with the square of
the linear dimension of the cortex). Given that
AG scales with AE

1.242T0.018 across noncetacean
gyrencephalic brains, then d = 2.484 T 0.036.
This value is remarkably close to the fractal di-
mension 2.5 of crumpled sheets of paper (25),
which are fractal-like self-avoiding surfaces thin
enough to fold under external compressionwhile
maintaining structural integrity.
Empirically, we conceive the fractal folding (or

lack thereof) of the cortical surface as a conse-
quence of the minimization of the effective free
energy of a self-avoiding surface of average thick-
ness T that bounds a volume composed of fibers
connecting distal regions of said surface. Our
model incorporates the known mechanics and
organization of elongating axonal fibers (26, 27),
as described in the supplementary materials. It
predicts that from a purely physical perspective,
AG,AE, andT are related by the power lawT1/2AG =
kAE

5/4. (The exponent 5/4 is the only value for
which the constant k is adimensional.)
We first tested whether our model based on

the minimization of the effective free energy of a
self-avoiding surface could explain thewell-known
fractal folding of a self-avoiding surface: paper.
We examined how the exposed surface area of
crumpled paper balls, AE, scales with increasing
total surface area, AT, and thickness, T, of office
paper (in this case, under forces applied exter-
nally by the experimenter’s hands). As shown in
Fig. 2A, AT ≈ AE

1.234T0.033 for crumpled single
sheets, a value similar to that for gyrencephalic
cortices. Increasing T (by stacking sheets before
crumpling) displaces the curves to the right (Fig.
2A) but leaves their slope largely unaltered, re-
sulting in similar-looking but less folded paper
balls (Fig. 2B). However, the product T1/2AT varies
proportionately to AE

1.105T0.022 as a single, uni-
versal power function across all paper balls of
different surface areas and thicknesses (Fig. 2C),
as predicted by our model. This conformity indi-

cates that the coarse-grained folding of a sheet of
paper subjected to external compression depends
simply on a combination of its surface area and
thickness.
We next examinedwhether ourmodel predicts

the folding of the mammalian cerebral cortex by
plotting the product T1/2AG as a function ofAE for
the combined data sets. This yielded a power
function with an exponent of 1.329 T 0.014, with
a very high r2 of 0.996 for the noncetacean
gyrencephalic species in the combined data sets
(Fig. 3A, red line). Note that this function, although
calculated for gyrencephalic species, overlapswith
lissencephalic species. Including lissencephalic
species (but still excluding cetaceans) actually
improved the fit, with r2 = 0.998, and yielded an
exponent of 1.305 T 0.010, which is close to the
expected value of 1.25. Adding cetaceans to the
analysis resulted in a small change of the fit (Fig.
3A, black line). Remarkably, the function fitted
exclusively for lissencephalic species also predicted
the relationship between T 1/2AG and AE in
gyrencephalic species (Fig. 3A, green line)—and
species such as themanatee and other afrotherians
are no longer outliers.
Given the theoretical relation T1/2AG = kAE

1.25,
it follows that lissencephalic species (for which

AG = AE) are those that meet the condition T =
k2AG

1/2. In contrast, all species forwhich T< k2AG
1/2

are predicted to be gyrencephalic, with AG > AE

(the alternative whereT > k2AG
1/2 would result in

AG < AE, which is geometrically impossible).
Indeed, in the combined data set, we find that
T ≈AG

0.555T0.053 (P < 0.0001) across lissencephalic
species (Fig. 3B, green line). All gyrencephalic
species data points fall to the right of the lis-
sencephalic distribution; that is, their AG values
are larger than predicted for a cortical thickness
that would allow lissencephaly. The precise rela-
tionship between T and AG across gyrencephalic
species differs across orders, with amuch smaller
exponent for primates than for artiodactyls (Fig.
3B, red and pink lines). Thus, within the single
universal relationship that describes cortical ex-
pansion, there is a transition point between smooth
and folded cortices: Gyrencephaly ensues when
AG expands in area faster than T 2. For gyrence-
phalic species, the rate of expansion of cortical
thickness relative to expansion of the cortical
surface varies across orders, but the product
T 1/2AG still varies as a universal function ofAE

1.26

to AE
1.33.

We also found the same universality between
the product T1/2AG and AE across coronal sections
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Fig. 2. The degree of folding of crumpled paper
balls is a function of surface area and thickness
as predicted by our model. (A) Relationship
between total surface area of A4 to A11 sheets of
office paper and the exposed surface area of the
crumpled sheet of paper, with a power function of
exponent 1.234 T 0.033 for a single sheet of thickness
0.1 mm. (B) Increasing the thickness of the paper to
be crumpled by stacking two to eight sheets dis-
places the curves to the right, that is, decreases
the folding index of the resulting paper balls. (C)
However, all crumpled paper balls of varying total
surface area and thickness exhibit the same rela-
tionship, with the product T1/2AT varying propor-
tionately toAE

1.105T0.022 (r2=0.983,P<0.0001).Color
gradations correspond to thickness in millimeters,
as shown in each panel.
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line). This linear relationship extends to the man-
atee cerebral cortex, even though its AG is much
larger than 1000 mm2. In contrast, for all non-
cetacean gyrencephalic species, AG increases with
AE

1.242T0.018 (r2 = 0.992, P < 0.0001), significantly
above linearity (Fig. 1F, red line), meaning that as
total surface area increases, it becomes increas-
ingly folded. Cetaceans fall above the 95% confi-
dence interval of the function, which indicates
that these cortices are more folded than sim-
ilarly sized cortices in noncetaceans.
The finding thatAG scales as a power law ofAE

means that gyrification is a property of a cortical
surface that is self-similar down to a fundamental
scale (the limit area between lissencephaly and
gyrencephaly). This strongly suggests the existence
of a single universal mechanism responsible for
cortical folding (the alternative being some im-
probable multiscale fine-tuning) that over a range
of scales generates self-similar, or fractal, surfaces.
Fractals can be characterized by the power-law

scaling between intrinsic and extrinsic measures
of an object’s size, such asAG andAE. In this case,
the fractal dimension d of the cortical surface is
twice the value of the exponent relating AG to AE

(given that AE in turn scales with the square of
the linear dimension of the cortex). Given that
AG scales with AE

1.242T0.018 across noncetacean
gyrencephalic brains, then d = 2.484 T 0.036.
This value is remarkably close to the fractal di-
mension 2.5 of crumpled sheets of paper (25),
which are fractal-like self-avoiding surfaces thin
enough to fold under external compressionwhile
maintaining structural integrity.
Empirically, we conceive the fractal folding (or

lack thereof) of the cortical surface as a conse-
quence of the minimization of the effective free
energy of a self-avoiding surface of average thick-
ness T that bounds a volume composed of fibers
connecting distal regions of said surface. Our
model incorporates the known mechanics and
organization of elongating axonal fibers (26, 27),
as described in the supplementary materials. It
predicts that from a purely physical perspective,
AG,AE, andT are related by the power lawT1/2AG =
kAE

5/4. (The exponent 5/4 is the only value for
which the constant k is adimensional.)
We first tested whether our model based on

the minimization of the effective free energy of a
self-avoiding surface could explain thewell-known
fractal folding of a self-avoiding surface: paper.
We examined how the exposed surface area of
crumpled paper balls, AE, scales with increasing
total surface area, AT, and thickness, T, of office
paper (in this case, under forces applied exter-
nally by the experimenter’s hands). As shown in
Fig. 2A, AT ≈ AE

1.234T0.033 for crumpled single
sheets, a value similar to that for gyrencephalic
cortices. Increasing T (by stacking sheets before
crumpling) displaces the curves to the right (Fig.
2A) but leaves their slope largely unaltered, re-
sulting in similar-looking but less folded paper
balls (Fig. 2B). However, the product T1/2AT varies
proportionately to AE

1.105T0.022 as a single, uni-
versal power function across all paper balls of
different surface areas and thicknesses (Fig. 2C),
as predicted by our model. This conformity indi-

cates that the coarse-grained folding of a sheet of
paper subjected to external compression depends
simply on a combination of its surface area and
thickness.
We next examinedwhether ourmodel predicts

the folding of the mammalian cerebral cortex by
plotting the product T1/2AG as a function ofAE for
the combined data sets. This yielded a power
function with an exponent of 1.329 T 0.014, with
a very high r2 of 0.996 for the noncetacean
gyrencephalic species in the combined data sets
(Fig. 3A, red line). Note that this function, although
calculated for gyrencephalic species, overlapswith
lissencephalic species. Including lissencephalic
species (but still excluding cetaceans) actually
improved the fit, with r2 = 0.998, and yielded an
exponent of 1.305 T 0.010, which is close to the
expected value of 1.25. Adding cetaceans to the
analysis resulted in a small change of the fit (Fig.
3A, black line). Remarkably, the function fitted
exclusively for lissencephalic species also predicted
the relationship between T 1/2AG and AE in
gyrencephalic species (Fig. 3A, green line)—and
species such as themanatee and other afrotherians
are no longer outliers.
Given the theoretical relation T1/2AG = kAE

1.25,
it follows that lissencephalic species (for which

AG = AE) are those that meet the condition T =
k2AG

1/2. In contrast, all species forwhich T< k2AG
1/2

are predicted to be gyrencephalic, with AG > AE

(the alternative whereT > k2AG
1/2 would result in

AG < AE, which is geometrically impossible).
Indeed, in the combined data set, we find that
T ≈AG

0.555T0.053 (P < 0.0001) across lissencephalic
species (Fig. 3B, green line). All gyrencephalic
species data points fall to the right of the lis-
sencephalic distribution; that is, their AG values
are larger than predicted for a cortical thickness
that would allow lissencephaly. The precise rela-
tionship between T and AG across gyrencephalic
species differs across orders, with amuch smaller
exponent for primates than for artiodactyls (Fig.
3B, red and pink lines). Thus, within the single
universal relationship that describes cortical ex-
pansion, there is a transition point between smooth
and folded cortices: Gyrencephaly ensues when
AG expands in area faster than T 2. For gyrence-
phalic species, the rate of expansion of cortical
thickness relative to expansion of the cortical
surface varies across orders, but the product
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We also found the same universality between
the product T1/2AG and AE across coronal sections
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Fig. 2. The degree of folding of crumpled paper
balls is a function of surface area and thickness
as predicted by our model. (A) Relationship
between total surface area of A4 to A11 sheets of
office paper and the exposed surface area of the
crumpled sheet of paper, with a power function of
exponent 1.234 T 0.033 for a single sheet of thickness
0.1 mm. (B) Increasing the thickness of the paper to
be crumpled by stacking two to eight sheets dis-
places the curves to the right, that is, decreases
the folding index of the resulting paper balls. (C)
However, all crumpled paper balls of varying total
surface area and thickness exhibit the same rela-
tionship, with the product T1/2AT varying propor-
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• A mechanical model of cortex folding: minimisation of stresses

1. Folding of a sheet of paper:
Self-avoiding (non-
intersecting) surface that 
minimises its free energy

(minimisation of internal 
and external stresses)

- a thinner sheet folds more

 B. Mota and S Herculano-Houzel Science (2015) 349:74-77
 G. Strieder and S Srinivasan Science (2015) 349:31-32

(1.25 exponent so that k is dimensionless)

T: thickness

Growth induced mechanical instabilities: Cortex convolutions

AG

AE

: total surface
: exposed surface

(AG=AE)

along the anteroposterior axis of the cortical hemi-
sphere of a single individual, of different individ-
uals, and even different species ranging from small
rodents to human and elephant (fig. S1).
The finding that AE scales across all lissen-

cephalic and gyrencephalic mammals (and even
across species usually regarded as outliers such
as the manatee and cetaceans) as a single power
law of T1/2AG indicates that gyrification is an in-
trinsic property of anymammalian cortex. Further,
because the degree of folding can be described
by the simple equation generated by our model
(which also applies to crumpled sheets of paper),
folding must occur as it minimizes the effective
free energy of the cortical surface. Folding is
therefore an intrinsic, fractal property of a self-
avoiding surface, whether biological or not, sub-
jected to crumpling forces. As such, this scaling
of cortical folding does not depend on numbers
of neurons or how they are distributed in the
cortical sheet, but simply on the relative lateral
expansion of this sheet relative to its thickness,
regardless of how densely neurons are distrib-
uted within it.
The finding that cortical folding scales univer-

sally across clades, species, individuals, and parts
of the same cortex implies that the single mecha-
nism based on the physics of minimization of
effective free energy of a growing surface subject
to inhomogeneous bulk stresses applies across
cortical development and evolution. This is in stark
contrast to previous conclusions that different
mechanisms regulated folding at different lev-
els (7); such conclusions may reflect the tradi-
tional emphasis on the relationship between
folding degree and brain volume (1, 8), which is
indeed diverse across orders, across species, and
across individuals of a same species (6 , 8). Also,
the dependence of cortical folding on a simple
combination of AG and T implies that any al-

terations, such as defects in cell migration, that
lead to increased T or decreasedAG (or both) are
expected to decrease cortical folding, exactly as
found in human pathological lissencephaly (28).
This might also be the case for the lissencephalic
brain of birds, where a very thick telencephalon
of small surface area surrounds the subpallial
structures.
Finally, our findings indicate that cortical fold-

ing did not evolve, in the sense of a new property
specific to some clades but not others. Similarly,
there is no such thing as “secondary lissencephaly”
(29), nor are there two clusters of gyrencephaly (9).
Rather, what has evolved, we propose, is a faster
increase in AG relative to T 2 in development—
and at different rates in different mammalian
clades, which thus become gyrencephalic at dif-
ferent functions of AG or different numbers of
neurons.
Remarkably, there is no a priori reason for

lissencephaly, considering that AG and T ulti-
mately result from different biological processes:
lateral expansion of the progenitor cell popula-
tion for AG, radial neurogenesis and cell growth
for T (30). Similarly, there is no a priori reason
for the cortex to become gyrencephalic once past
a certain surface area—unless the rate of (lateral)
progenitor cell expansion inevitably outpaces
the rate of (radial) neurogenesis at this point,
which apparently occurs typically whenAG reaches
400mm2. We propose that, starting from the ear-
liest and smallest (and smooth)mammalian brains
(31), the cortical surface initially scaled isometri-
cally, withAG ≈ T 2. Gyrencephaly ensued in each
clade as soon as this lockstep growth changed,
with AG now increasing faster than T2. Prob-
able mechanisms involved are those that con-
trol the rate of neurogenesis and increases in
cell size relative to the rate of progenitor and
intermediate progenitor cell proliferation in

early cortical development. Rapid increases in
numbers of intermediate progenitor cells would
lead to gyrencephaly, althoughnot through the gen-
eration of larger numbers of neurons, as previ-
ously thought (7, 30, 32), but rather through the
simple lateral expansion of the resulting cortical
surface area at a rate faster than the cortical
thickness squared.
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Fig. 3. The degree of folding of the mammalian
cerebral cortex is a single function of surface area
and thickness across lissencephalic and gyrence-
phalic species alike, although thickness scales
as order-specific functions of cortical surface area.
(A) The product T1/2AG varies with AE

1.329T0.014 (r2 =
0.996, P < 0.0001) across noncetacean gyrence-
phalic species in the combined data set (red line),
with AE

1.325T0.009 (r2 = 0.997, P < 0.0001, k = 0.157 T

0.012) across all species (including cetaceans; black
line), and with AE

1.292T0.027 (r2 = 0.994, P < 0.0001)
across lissencephalic species alone (green line). Note
that the function plotted for lissencephalic species
predicts the productT1/2AG for gyrencephalic species
equally well as the functions plotted for gyrencephalic
species themselves. (B) Cortical thickness varies
with cortical surface areaAG

0.555T0.053 (r2 =0.887,P<
0.0001) across lissencephalic species in the com-
bined data set (green line), butwithAG

0.160T0.025 (r2 =
0.703,P<0.0001) across primates (red line), andwith
AG

0.334T0.072 (r2 = 0.879, P = 0.0185) across artio-
dactyl species (pink line). All fits exclude cetaceans.
Dashed lines indicate the 95% confidence intervals
for the fitted functions.
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1.3

2.  All cortices (gyrencephalic and lissencephalic) follow a unique power law 
where folding scales universally with surface area and thickness

3. The exponent is nearly the 
same as for folded paper

line). This linear relationship extends to the man-
atee cerebral cortex, even though its AG is much
larger than 1000 mm2. In contrast, for all non-
cetacean gyrencephalic species, AG increases with
AE

1.242T0.018 (r2 = 0.992, P < 0.0001), significantly
above linearity (Fig. 1F, red line), meaning that as
total surface area increases, it becomes increas-
ingly folded. Cetaceans fall above the 95% confi-
dence interval of the function, which indicates
that these cortices are more folded than sim-
ilarly sized cortices in noncetaceans.
The finding thatAG scales as a power law ofAE

means that gyrification is a property of a cortical
surface that is self-similar down to a fundamental
scale (the limit area between lissencephaly and
gyrencephaly). This strongly suggests the existence
of a single universal mechanism responsible for
cortical folding (the alternative being some im-
probable multiscale fine-tuning) that over a range
of scales generates self-similar, or fractal, surfaces.
Fractals can be characterized by the power-law

scaling between intrinsic and extrinsic measures
of an object’s size, such asAG andAE. In this case,
the fractal dimension d of the cortical surface is
twice the value of the exponent relating AG to AE

(given that AE in turn scales with the square of
the linear dimension of the cortex). Given that
AG scales with AE

1.242T0.018 across noncetacean
gyrencephalic brains, then d = 2.484 T 0.036.
This value is remarkably close to the fractal di-
mension 2.5 of crumpled sheets of paper (25),
which are fractal-like self-avoiding surfaces thin
enough to fold under external compressionwhile
maintaining structural integrity.
Empirically, we conceive the fractal folding (or

lack thereof) of the cortical surface as a conse-
quence of the minimization of the effective free
energy of a self-avoiding surface of average thick-
ness T that bounds a volume composed of fibers
connecting distal regions of said surface. Our
model incorporates the known mechanics and
organization of elongating axonal fibers (26, 27),
as described in the supplementary materials. It
predicts that from a purely physical perspective,
AG,AE, andT are related by the power lawT1/2AG =
kAE

5/4. (The exponent 5/4 is the only value for
which the constant k is adimensional.)
We first tested whether our model based on

the minimization of the effective free energy of a
self-avoiding surface could explain thewell-known
fractal folding of a self-avoiding surface: paper.
We examined how the exposed surface area of
crumpled paper balls, AE, scales with increasing
total surface area, AT, and thickness, T, of office
paper (in this case, under forces applied exter-
nally by the experimenter’s hands). As shown in
Fig. 2A, AT ≈ AE

1.234T0.033 for crumpled single
sheets, a value similar to that for gyrencephalic
cortices. Increasing T (by stacking sheets before
crumpling) displaces the curves to the right (Fig.
2A) but leaves their slope largely unaltered, re-
sulting in similar-looking but less folded paper
balls (Fig. 2B). However, the product T1/2AT varies
proportionately to AE

1.105T0.022 as a single, uni-
versal power function across all paper balls of
different surface areas and thicknesses (Fig. 2C),
as predicted by our model. This conformity indi-

cates that the coarse-grained folding of a sheet of
paper subjected to external compression depends
simply on a combination of its surface area and
thickness.
We next examinedwhether ourmodel predicts

the folding of the mammalian cerebral cortex by
plotting the product T1/2AG as a function ofAE for
the combined data sets. This yielded a power
function with an exponent of 1.329 T 0.014, with
a very high r2 of 0.996 for the noncetacean
gyrencephalic species in the combined data sets
(Fig. 3A, red line). Note that this function, although
calculated for gyrencephalic species, overlapswith
lissencephalic species. Including lissencephalic
species (but still excluding cetaceans) actually
improved the fit, with r2 = 0.998, and yielded an
exponent of 1.305 T 0.010, which is close to the
expected value of 1.25. Adding cetaceans to the
analysis resulted in a small change of the fit (Fig.
3A, black line). Remarkably, the function fitted
exclusively for lissencephalic species also predicted
the relationship between T 1/2AG and AE in
gyrencephalic species (Fig. 3A, green line)—and
species such as themanatee and other afrotherians
are no longer outliers.
Given the theoretical relation T1/2AG = kAE

1.25,
it follows that lissencephalic species (for which

AG = AE) are those that meet the condition T =
k2AG

1/2. In contrast, all species forwhich T< k2AG
1/2

are predicted to be gyrencephalic, with AG > AE

(the alternative whereT > k2AG
1/2 would result in

AG < AE, which is geometrically impossible).
Indeed, in the combined data set, we find that
T ≈AG

0.555T0.053 (P < 0.0001) across lissencephalic
species (Fig. 3B, green line). All gyrencephalic
species data points fall to the right of the lis-
sencephalic distribution; that is, their AG values
are larger than predicted for a cortical thickness
that would allow lissencephaly. The precise rela-
tionship between T and AG across gyrencephalic
species differs across orders, with amuch smaller
exponent for primates than for artiodactyls (Fig.
3B, red and pink lines). Thus, within the single
universal relationship that describes cortical ex-
pansion, there is a transition point between smooth
and folded cortices: Gyrencephaly ensues when
AG expands in area faster than T 2. For gyrence-
phalic species, the rate of expansion of cortical
thickness relative to expansion of the cortical
surface varies across orders, but the product
T 1/2AG still varies as a universal function ofAE

1.26

to AE
1.33.

We also found the same universality between
the product T1/2AG and AE across coronal sections
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Fig. 2. The degree of folding of crumpled paper
balls is a function of surface area and thickness
as predicted by our model. (A) Relationship
between total surface area of A4 to A11 sheets of
office paper and the exposed surface area of the
crumpled sheet of paper, with a power function of
exponent 1.234 T 0.033 for a single sheet of thickness
0.1 mm. (B) Increasing the thickness of the paper to
be crumpled by stacking two to eight sheets dis-
places the curves to the right, that is, decreases
the folding index of the resulting paper balls. (C)
However, all crumpled paper balls of varying total
surface area and thickness exhibit the same rela-
tionship, with the product T1/2AT varying propor-
tionately toAE

1.105T0.022 (r2=0.983,P<0.0001).Color
gradations correspond to thickness in millimeters,
as shown in each panel.
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line). This linear relationship extends to the man-
atee cerebral cortex, even though its AG is much
larger than 1000 mm2. In contrast, for all non-
cetacean gyrencephalic species, AG increases with
AE

1.242T0.018 (r2 = 0.992, P < 0.0001), significantly
above linearity (Fig. 1F, red line), meaning that as
total surface area increases, it becomes increas-
ingly folded. Cetaceans fall above the 95% confi-
dence interval of the function, which indicates
that these cortices are more folded than sim-
ilarly sized cortices in noncetaceans.
The finding thatAG scales as a power law ofAE

means that gyrification is a property of a cortical
surface that is self-similar down to a fundamental
scale (the limit area between lissencephaly and
gyrencephaly). This strongly suggests the existence
of a single universal mechanism responsible for
cortical folding (the alternative being some im-
probable multiscale fine-tuning) that over a range
of scales generates self-similar, or fractal, surfaces.
Fractals can be characterized by the power-law

scaling between intrinsic and extrinsic measures
of an object’s size, such asAG andAE. In this case,
the fractal dimension d of the cortical surface is
twice the value of the exponent relating AG to AE

(given that AE in turn scales with the square of
the linear dimension of the cortex). Given that
AG scales with AE

1.242T0.018 across noncetacean
gyrencephalic brains, then d = 2.484 T 0.036.
This value is remarkably close to the fractal di-
mension 2.5 of crumpled sheets of paper (25),
which are fractal-like self-avoiding surfaces thin
enough to fold under external compressionwhile
maintaining structural integrity.
Empirically, we conceive the fractal folding (or

lack thereof) of the cortical surface as a conse-
quence of the minimization of the effective free
energy of a self-avoiding surface of average thick-
ness T that bounds a volume composed of fibers
connecting distal regions of said surface. Our
model incorporates the known mechanics and
organization of elongating axonal fibers (26, 27),
as described in the supplementary materials. It
predicts that from a purely physical perspective,
AG,AE, andT are related by the power lawT1/2AG =
kAE

5/4. (The exponent 5/4 is the only value for
which the constant k is adimensional.)
We first tested whether our model based on

the minimization of the effective free energy of a
self-avoiding surface could explain thewell-known
fractal folding of a self-avoiding surface: paper.
We examined how the exposed surface area of
crumpled paper balls, AE, scales with increasing
total surface area, AT, and thickness, T, of office
paper (in this case, under forces applied exter-
nally by the experimenter’s hands). As shown in
Fig. 2A, AT ≈ AE

1.234T0.033 for crumpled single
sheets, a value similar to that for gyrencephalic
cortices. Increasing T (by stacking sheets before
crumpling) displaces the curves to the right (Fig.
2A) but leaves their slope largely unaltered, re-
sulting in similar-looking but less folded paper
balls (Fig. 2B). However, the product T1/2AT varies
proportionately to AE

1.105T0.022 as a single, uni-
versal power function across all paper balls of
different surface areas and thicknesses (Fig. 2C),
as predicted by our model. This conformity indi-

cates that the coarse-grained folding of a sheet of
paper subjected to external compression depends
simply on a combination of its surface area and
thickness.
We next examinedwhether ourmodel predicts

the folding of the mammalian cerebral cortex by
plotting the product T1/2AG as a function ofAE for
the combined data sets. This yielded a power
function with an exponent of 1.329 T 0.014, with
a very high r2 of 0.996 for the noncetacean
gyrencephalic species in the combined data sets
(Fig. 3A, red line). Note that this function, although
calculated for gyrencephalic species, overlapswith
lissencephalic species. Including lissencephalic
species (but still excluding cetaceans) actually
improved the fit, with r2 = 0.998, and yielded an
exponent of 1.305 T 0.010, which is close to the
expected value of 1.25. Adding cetaceans to the
analysis resulted in a small change of the fit (Fig.
3A, black line). Remarkably, the function fitted
exclusively for lissencephalic species also predicted
the relationship between T 1/2AG and AE in
gyrencephalic species (Fig. 3A, green line)—and
species such as themanatee and other afrotherians
are no longer outliers.
Given the theoretical relation T1/2AG = kAE

1.25,
it follows that lissencephalic species (for which

AG = AE) are those that meet the condition T =
k2AG

1/2. In contrast, all species forwhich T< k2AG
1/2

are predicted to be gyrencephalic, with AG > AE

(the alternative whereT > k2AG
1/2 would result in

AG < AE, which is geometrically impossible).
Indeed, in the combined data set, we find that
T ≈AG

0.555T0.053 (P < 0.0001) across lissencephalic
species (Fig. 3B, green line). All gyrencephalic
species data points fall to the right of the lis-
sencephalic distribution; that is, their AG values
are larger than predicted for a cortical thickness
that would allow lissencephaly. The precise rela-
tionship between T and AG across gyrencephalic
species differs across orders, with amuch smaller
exponent for primates than for artiodactyls (Fig.
3B, red and pink lines). Thus, within the single
universal relationship that describes cortical ex-
pansion, there is a transition point between smooth
and folded cortices: Gyrencephaly ensues when
AG expands in area faster than T 2. For gyrence-
phalic species, the rate of expansion of cortical
thickness relative to expansion of the cortical
surface varies across orders, but the product
T 1/2AG still varies as a universal function ofAE

1.26

to AE
1.33.

We also found the same universality between
the product T1/2AG and AE across coronal sections
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Fig. 2. The degree of folding of crumpled paper
balls is a function of surface area and thickness
as predicted by our model. (A) Relationship
between total surface area of A4 to A11 sheets of
office paper and the exposed surface area of the
crumpled sheet of paper, with a power function of
exponent 1.234 T 0.033 for a single sheet of thickness
0.1 mm. (B) Increasing the thickness of the paper to
be crumpled by stacking two to eight sheets dis-
places the curves to the right, that is, decreases
the folding index of the resulting paper balls. (C)
However, all crumpled paper balls of varying total
surface area and thickness exhibit the same rela-
tionship, with the product T1/2AT varying propor-
tionately toAE

1.105T0.022 (r2=0.983,P<0.0001).Color
gradations correspond to thickness in millimeters,
as shown in each panel.
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• A mechanical model of cortex folding: minimisation of stresses

 B. Mota and S Herculano-Houzel Science (2015) 349:74-77
 G. Strieder and S Srinivasan Science (2015) 349:31-32

1. Universality of scaling law across folded and unfolded 
cortices calls for intrinsic property of cortex

2. Follows minimisation of internal and external stresses

3. Depends on relative rate of lateral expansion of total 
surface (progenitor expansion) relative to its thickness 
(radial neurogenesis, cell migration)

4. Evolution of brain shape reflects evolution of mechanisms 
regulating T    relative to AG

5. What is the origin of internal stresses that emerge during 
development of brain?
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Growth induced mechanical instabilities: Cortex convolutions
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• Models of brain convolutions: internal stresses

1. Tensile forces of axons (white matter) onto cortex (grey matter)

2. Differential growth rate in grey matter compared to white matter: compressive stress

3. Chemical Turing pattern pre-pattern the cortex and induce growth heterogeneities
Lefèvre & Mangin Plos Comp. Biol. 2010

DC Van Essen Nature (1997) 385:313

Mechanical Model of Brain
Convolutional Development

Pathologic and experimental data suggest a model based
on differential growth within the cerebral cortex.

David P. Richman, R. Malcolm Stewart, John W. Hutchinson,
Verne S. Caviness, Jr.

For centuries the convolutions (1) of the
human brain have evoked both scientific
and general interest. Biologists have exten-
sively investigated the cerebral cortex, but
remarkably little is known about the intra-
uterine events responsible for its con-
voluted form. This article is based on our
observations (2-4) of two human con-
genital cerebral malformations, micro-
gyria and lissencephaly, which manifest
opposite extremes of abnormal con-
volutional development. Biomechanical
analysis of brain development in these two
conditions has led us to propose a general
model of the ontogenesis of cerebral con-
volutions.

Normal Convolutional Development

Cerebral convolutions (5) appear in man
in the fifth fetal month and continue their
development into the first postnatal year
(6). This period coincides with the time of
maximal increase in volume of the cerebral
cortex (7). Since cellular migration to the
cortex is essentially complete by the end of
the fifth fetal month (6, 8), this growth is
the consequence of several other factors,
including glial cell proliferation, growth
and differentiation of individual neurons,
and the influx of afferent fibers (9).

The first convolutions to appear, the pri-
mary ones (such as the central and calca-
rine fissures) and secondary ones (such as
the parieto-occipital sulcus and the frontal
and temporal gyri), are relatively constant
in their location, configuration, and rela-

D. P. Richman and R. M. Stewart are research fel-
lows and V. S. Caviness, Jr., is assistant professor in
the Department of Neurology, Harvard Medical
School and Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston
02114. J. W. Hutchinson is professor of applied me-
chanics in the Division of Engineering and Applied
Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachu-
setts 02138.
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tionship to cortical architectonic fields
(10). The tertiary convolutions, by far the
most numerous, begin to develop late in
the third trimester and become fully de-
marcated only months after birth (6). They
appear random in their form and anatomi-
cal relationships (11, 12).

The earliest students of convolutional
development observed that the ratio of the
volume of the entire cerebral hemisphere
to the surface area of the cortex changes
very little throughout development; this is
the so-called law of Baillarger and Dareste
(13). Cortical folding was considered a

process that served to maintain the con-

stant ratio. This view, however, provides
little insight into the origin and distribu-
tion of the physical stresses which actually
cause cortical folding. Subsequent investi-
gators (14) suggested that, within this
framework, the location of individual con-

volutions depends on local changes in cor-
tical structure, with sulci occurring in rela-
tion to boundaries between cortical archi-
tectonic fields.

Clark (12) presented the first analytical
theory of convolutional development. He
pictured the expanding cerebral hemi-
sphere as constrained by nondeformable
neighboring structures-the base of the
skull and the basal ganglia below and the
corpus callosum above. He suggested, ac-

cordingly, that compressive stresses are set
up in the hemisphere during its expansion,
and these stresses cause buckles or sulci
which run parallel to the noncompressible
limiting structures.

Other early investigators (15) proposed,
however, that convolutional development
is a purely intracortical process. They sug-
gested that certain segments of the cortical
surface undergo increased growth, with the
resultant local bulges eventually becoming
gyri. Again the analysis was entirely mor-

phologic, and mechanical factors were not
considered.

Barron (16), in the only experimental ex-
amination of the mechanics of cortical
folding that we know of, suggested that
convolutional development is, in fact, de-
pendent wholly on events and constraints
within the cortex itself. The developing
cerebral cortex of sheep was surgically iso-
lated in utero from subcortical structures
at a time before the appearance of con-
volutions but after the completion of cellu-
lar migration. In one group of animals the
"nondeformable" corpus callosum, basal
ganglia, and thalamus were ablated. In an-
other group much of the central hemi-
sphere, including central white matter, was
destroyed, markedly altering the ratio of
volume to surface area. Despite these ex-
tensive ablations all animals, at term, had
gyri and sulci of essentially normal size
and configuration. These experiments
clearly focus the analysis on intracortical
events as the primary determinants of cor-
tical folding during development.

Pathological Convolutional Development

Human brains with the malformations
of convolutional development microgyria
and lissencephaly (2-4) are remarkably ab-
normal in their intracortical structure. Mi-
crogyric brains (Fig. IA) have a cortex
that is markedly buckled, resulting in an
increase in number and decrease in size of
the gyri and sulci. Lissencephalic brains
(Fig. 1 B), in contrast, have a smooth sur-
face lacking the usual secondary and ter-
tiary gyri. Beneath the lissencephalic cor-
tex, whose relative thickness is diminished
(4), is a broad collection of neurons lying
within the white matter of the hemispheric
wall, presumably arrested there during cel-
lular migration to the cortex.

The cellular patterns of the cortex in
these two developmental malformations
differ from the six-layered architecture of
normal brains (Fig. 2). In microgyria most
of the cells of cortical layer V (and occa-
sionally portions of adjoining layers IV
and VI) are absent (2, 3). In the cortex of
lissencephalic brains the cells of layers II
and IV are either markedly reduced in
number or completely missing (2, 4).

The observed architectonic differences
are corroborated by measurements of the
total surface area, in the tangential plane,
of each of the cortical layers in normal and
microgyric cortex (Table 1). In normal
cortex the surface area increases progres-
sively from the innermost to the outermost
cellular layer (17). The relative increase in
area in the more superficial layers is
greater than would be expected for a series
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. Fig. 2. Camera lucida drawings of the cytoarchitecture of lissen-
.,.: a, cephalic, normal, and microgyric cerebral cortex. Roman numer-

, als correspond to the standard cellular layers of normal cortex.

ti,

t CC 2 <~~~

A ~~~~B
Fig. 3. (A) Proposed two-layered spherical model in the initial state before buckling. (Symbols are
defined in the text.) (B) Illustration of a segment of the buckled surface predicted by the mechanical
analysis of the model in (A). The surface shown here, with the wavelength of buckling (1V,/2) equal
in both the x- and y-directions, is only one of an entire set of possible solutions.

t

where I can be computed for any set of me-
chanical parameters: El, E2, Ecore ,afI2,
and t, where t tl + t2. The symmetrical
solution that is, the one for which the
wavelength in the x-direction is equal to
the wavelength in the y-direction (lx =

Iy = 1\/2) is shown in Fig. 3B. We may
view I as the minimum possible wavelength
for any set of initial parameters. Figure 4A
shows the computed values of 1, expressed
as l/t, as a function of the stress ratio a2/
al, for the choices E, = E2 and EcorelE, =
1/ 10. Note than l/t is constant over a wide
range of values of o2/a,. The material was
taken to be elastically incompressible, an
assumption which has little effect on the
prediction. Decreasing the ratio Ecore/Ei
by a factor of 10 was found to increase lby
only a factor of approximately 2.

A number of observations may be made
from these results of the mechanical analy-
sis of the model. The anatomical findings
discussed above suggest that during nor-
mal development stratum 1 grows some-
what more than stratum 2 and the growth
of both strata is held back by the slower
growth of the core. In this situation,
a > o2 > 0. Thus (from Fig. 4A) for
E,o,/EI = 1/1O, I/t 8. In the normal
fetus during convolutional development,
t ; 1.0 mm, and hence 1 8t z 8 mm.
This predicted value of / is in reasonable
agreement with measurements of the nor-
mal "incipient" intersulcal distance at the
end of the seventh gestational month: 8.5
mm in the normal hemisphere of our 27-
week specimen and 7.5 mm in a specimen
illustrated in Sidman and Rakic (6, figure
10C).

In the microgyric brain the thickness of
the abnormal inner cortical stratum, t2, is
less than t,. Provided other factors remain
unchanged, if the inner stratum were ab-
sent altogether, the wavelengths would be
reduced by one-half (22). If the growth of
stratum 2, relative to stratum 1, is suffi-
ciently reduced to result in the devel-
opment of a tensile stress in stratum 2-
that is, a2 < 0 and j2/ey1 < 0-then, as can
be seen in Fig. 4A, the wavelengths will be
further reduced. At a sufficiently negative
value of 02/0l, 1/ti 1. Hence, the model
predicts that the wavelengths in microgyria
may be reduced to a value approximately
equal to the cortical thickness, t (23), a
finding in agreement with histologic obser-
vation in our case (see Fig. IA).

Fig. 4. (A) Plot of llt as a function of a2/cr ,, for
the choices E = E2 and Ecore/Ei = 1/10 (sym-
bols are defined in the text). Note that for 0'2/Ur
> 0,1/t = 8. Also as o2/a l becomes pro-
gressively more negative, lit diminishes mark-
edly. (B) The critical stress in stratum 1 re-
quired for buckling, normalized by El, is
plotted as a function of the stress ratio o2/r ,.
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1. Tensile forces of axons (white matter) onto cortex (grey matter)

2. Differential growth rate in grey matter compared to white matter: compressive stress

3. Chemical Turing pattern pre-pattern the cortex and induce growth heterogeneities
no evidence: Lefèvre & Mangin Plos Comp. Biol. 2010

DC Van Essen Nature (1997) 385:313

Mechanical Model of Brain
Convolutional Development

Pathologic and experimental data suggest a model based
on differential growth within the cerebral cortex.

David P. Richman, R. Malcolm Stewart, John W. Hutchinson,
Verne S. Caviness, Jr.

For centuries the convolutions (1) of the
human brain have evoked both scientific
and general interest. Biologists have exten-
sively investigated the cerebral cortex, but
remarkably little is known about the intra-
uterine events responsible for its con-
voluted form. This article is based on our
observations (2-4) of two human con-
genital cerebral malformations, micro-
gyria and lissencephaly, which manifest
opposite extremes of abnormal con-
volutional development. Biomechanical
analysis of brain development in these two
conditions has led us to propose a general
model of the ontogenesis of cerebral con-
volutions.

Normal Convolutional Development

Cerebral convolutions (5) appear in man
in the fifth fetal month and continue their
development into the first postnatal year
(6). This period coincides with the time of
maximal increase in volume of the cerebral
cortex (7). Since cellular migration to the
cortex is essentially complete by the end of
the fifth fetal month (6, 8), this growth is
the consequence of several other factors,
including glial cell proliferation, growth
and differentiation of individual neurons,
and the influx of afferent fibers (9).

The first convolutions to appear, the pri-
mary ones (such as the central and calca-
rine fissures) and secondary ones (such as
the parieto-occipital sulcus and the frontal
and temporal gyri), are relatively constant
in their location, configuration, and rela-

D. P. Richman and R. M. Stewart are research fel-
lows and V. S. Caviness, Jr., is assistant professor in
the Department of Neurology, Harvard Medical
School and Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston
02114. J. W. Hutchinson is professor of applied me-
chanics in the Division of Engineering and Applied
Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachu-
setts 02138.
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tionship to cortical architectonic fields
(10). The tertiary convolutions, by far the
most numerous, begin to develop late in
the third trimester and become fully de-
marcated only months after birth (6). They
appear random in their form and anatomi-
cal relationships (11, 12).

The earliest students of convolutional
development observed that the ratio of the
volume of the entire cerebral hemisphere
to the surface area of the cortex changes
very little throughout development; this is
the so-called law of Baillarger and Dareste
(13). Cortical folding was considered a

process that served to maintain the con-

stant ratio. This view, however, provides
little insight into the origin and distribu-
tion of the physical stresses which actually
cause cortical folding. Subsequent investi-
gators (14) suggested that, within this
framework, the location of individual con-

volutions depends on local changes in cor-
tical structure, with sulci occurring in rela-
tion to boundaries between cortical archi-
tectonic fields.

Clark (12) presented the first analytical
theory of convolutional development. He
pictured the expanding cerebral hemi-
sphere as constrained by nondeformable
neighboring structures-the base of the
skull and the basal ganglia below and the
corpus callosum above. He suggested, ac-

cordingly, that compressive stresses are set
up in the hemisphere during its expansion,
and these stresses cause buckles or sulci
which run parallel to the noncompressible
limiting structures.

Other early investigators (15) proposed,
however, that convolutional development
is a purely intracortical process. They sug-
gested that certain segments of the cortical
surface undergo increased growth, with the
resultant local bulges eventually becoming
gyri. Again the analysis was entirely mor-

phologic, and mechanical factors were not
considered.

Barron (16), in the only experimental ex-
amination of the mechanics of cortical
folding that we know of, suggested that
convolutional development is, in fact, de-
pendent wholly on events and constraints
within the cortex itself. The developing
cerebral cortex of sheep was surgically iso-
lated in utero from subcortical structures
at a time before the appearance of con-
volutions but after the completion of cellu-
lar migration. In one group of animals the
"nondeformable" corpus callosum, basal
ganglia, and thalamus were ablated. In an-
other group much of the central hemi-
sphere, including central white matter, was
destroyed, markedly altering the ratio of
volume to surface area. Despite these ex-
tensive ablations all animals, at term, had
gyri and sulci of essentially normal size
and configuration. These experiments
clearly focus the analysis on intracortical
events as the primary determinants of cor-
tical folding during development.

Pathological Convolutional Development

Human brains with the malformations
of convolutional development microgyria
and lissencephaly (2-4) are remarkably ab-
normal in their intracortical structure. Mi-
crogyric brains (Fig. IA) have a cortex
that is markedly buckled, resulting in an
increase in number and decrease in size of
the gyri and sulci. Lissencephalic brains
(Fig. 1 B), in contrast, have a smooth sur-
face lacking the usual secondary and ter-
tiary gyri. Beneath the lissencephalic cor-
tex, whose relative thickness is diminished
(4), is a broad collection of neurons lying
within the white matter of the hemispheric
wall, presumably arrested there during cel-
lular migration to the cortex.

The cellular patterns of the cortex in
these two developmental malformations
differ from the six-layered architecture of
normal brains (Fig. 2). In microgyria most
of the cells of cortical layer V (and occa-
sionally portions of adjoining layers IV
and VI) are absent (2, 3). In the cortex of
lissencephalic brains the cells of layers II
and IV are either markedly reduced in
number or completely missing (2, 4).

The observed architectonic differences
are corroborated by measurements of the
total surface area, in the tangential plane,
of each of the cortical layers in normal and
microgyric cortex (Table 1). In normal
cortex the surface area increases progres-
sively from the innermost to the outermost
cellular layer (17). The relative increase in
area in the more superficial layers is
greater than would be expected for a series
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. Fig. 2. Camera lucida drawings of the cytoarchitecture of lissen-
.,.: a, cephalic, normal, and microgyric cerebral cortex. Roman numer-

, als correspond to the standard cellular layers of normal cortex.

ti,

t CC 2 <~~~

A ~~~~B
Fig. 3. (A) Proposed two-layered spherical model in the initial state before buckling. (Symbols are
defined in the text.) (B) Illustration of a segment of the buckled surface predicted by the mechanical
analysis of the model in (A). The surface shown here, with the wavelength of buckling (1V,/2) equal
in both the x- and y-directions, is only one of an entire set of possible solutions.

t

where I can be computed for any set of me-
chanical parameters: El, E2, Ecore ,afI2,
and t, where t tl + t2. The symmetrical
solution that is, the one for which the
wavelength in the x-direction is equal to
the wavelength in the y-direction (lx =

Iy = 1\/2) is shown in Fig. 3B. We may
view I as the minimum possible wavelength
for any set of initial parameters. Figure 4A
shows the computed values of 1, expressed
as l/t, as a function of the stress ratio a2/
al, for the choices E, = E2 and EcorelE, =
1/ 10. Note than l/t is constant over a wide
range of values of o2/a,. The material was
taken to be elastically incompressible, an
assumption which has little effect on the
prediction. Decreasing the ratio Ecore/Ei
by a factor of 10 was found to increase lby
only a factor of approximately 2.

A number of observations may be made
from these results of the mechanical analy-
sis of the model. The anatomical findings
discussed above suggest that during nor-
mal development stratum 1 grows some-
what more than stratum 2 and the growth
of both strata is held back by the slower
growth of the core. In this situation,
a > o2 > 0. Thus (from Fig. 4A) for
E,o,/EI = 1/1O, I/t 8. In the normal
fetus during convolutional development,
t ; 1.0 mm, and hence 1 8t z 8 mm.
This predicted value of / is in reasonable
agreement with measurements of the nor-
mal "incipient" intersulcal distance at the
end of the seventh gestational month: 8.5
mm in the normal hemisphere of our 27-
week specimen and 7.5 mm in a specimen
illustrated in Sidman and Rakic (6, figure
10C).

In the microgyric brain the thickness of
the abnormal inner cortical stratum, t2, is
less than t,. Provided other factors remain
unchanged, if the inner stratum were ab-
sent altogether, the wavelengths would be
reduced by one-half (22). If the growth of
stratum 2, relative to stratum 1, is suffi-
ciently reduced to result in the devel-
opment of a tensile stress in stratum 2-
that is, a2 < 0 and j2/ey1 < 0-then, as can
be seen in Fig. 4A, the wavelengths will be
further reduced. At a sufficiently negative
value of 02/0l, 1/ti 1. Hence, the model
predicts that the wavelengths in microgyria
may be reduced to a value approximately
equal to the cortical thickness, t (23), a
finding in agreement with histologic obser-
vation in our case (see Fig. IA).

Fig. 4. (A) Plot of llt as a function of a2/cr ,, for
the choices E = E2 and Ecore/Ei = 1/10 (sym-
bols are defined in the text). Note that for 0'2/Ur
> 0,1/t = 8. Also as o2/a l becomes pro-
gressively more negative, lit diminishes mark-
edly. (B) The critical stress in stratum 1 re-
quired for buckling, normalized by El, is
plotted as a function of the stress ratio o2/r ,.
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2 Experimental Methods
The brain is composed of white matter !WM" !primarily axons"

and gray matter which contains axons, dendrites, neuronal cell
bodies, and glial cells #14$. During folding, the ferret brain con-
sists of four major layers !Fig. 2": cortex !cortical gray matter",
subplate !becomes white matter in mature brains", subcortical
white matter tract, and deep gray matter !dGM". The subcortical
white matter contains the highest concentration of axons.

In the ferret, cortical folding occurs primarily during the first 3
weeks after birth #15–18$. The ferret brain is smooth !lissencepha-
lic" at birth !P0, postnatal day 0". Curvature changes that signify
incipient folds are visible at P6 !Fig. 2!a"", and the folding pattern,
consisting of outward folds !gyri" and inward folds !sulci", is
nearly complete around P14–P18 !Fig. 2!b"". In general, folds
develop initially from P6 to P11 and substantially from P15 to
P21.

2.1 Tissue Dissection. Dissection techniques are commonly
used to reveal the stress state in living tissues #13,19,20$. The
procedure used in this work follows published methods #13$.
Briefly, whole brains were extracted from male ferrets !Marshall

BioResources, North Rose, NY" on postnatal days P6, P18, and
adult !9- and 12-month old" immediately after sacrifice !two ani-
mals at each age". Similar tests were also conducted on brains of
other ages, e.g., P11, P15, and P21. The results shown in this
article are representative observations from all these brains. Using
a vibratome, we cut 600-!m-thick !800 !m for adult brains"
coronal slices from brains submerged in ice-cold artificial cere-
brospinal fluid !aCSF" #21$. Slices containing the subcortical
white matter with corpus callosum were collected !two to four
slices from each animal" and allowed to recover for about 15 min
at room temperature !%22°C" in aCSF. To eliminate potential
artifacts caused by surface tension, all brain sections were fully
submerged in aCSF during the experiments.

To probe the circumferential stress in different layers of cere-
bral gyri and sulci, a razor blade was used to make radial cuts
completely through the slice thickness at different levels of depth
into the brain: !1" through the cerebral cortex and the subplate,
and !2" deeper into the subcortical white matter tract !Figs. 2!a"
and 2!b"". The degree of opening at the cutting site served as an
indicator of the magnitude of the stress perpendicular to the cut-

Fig. 1 Schematics of postulated models for brain cortical folding. „a… Intra-
cortical differential growth model †7‡. Brain cortex is roughly divided into
two layers with the outer layer growing faster „indicated by “++”… than the
inner layer „“+”…. All other underlying tissue is treated as a softer elastic
foundation without any growth „“0”…. Differential growth results in cortical
buckling. „b… Axon tension hypothesis †9 ‡. Tension „black arrows… in axons
that strongly interconnect two cortical regions pulls them closer to each
other to form an outward fold. An inward fold forms between two outward
folds to separate weakly interconnected cortical regions „gray arrows…. „a!…
Phased differential growth model. Cortical growth in region 1 „t< tc… followed
by cortical growth in region 2 „t> tc… produces two outward folds. The un-
derlying subplate grows to provide stress relaxation in response to the cor-
tical growth. „b!… Actual distributions of axon tension based on present dis-
section and histology data. Axons are under tension „black arrows…, and the
majority of them are located circumferentially in the subcortical white mat-
ter tract and radially in the subplate or the cores of outward folds „from
around P18 …. No circumferential tension „gray arrows… or axons „gray dotted
lines… was detected in the cores „subplate… of outward folds.

071013-2 / Vol. 132, JULY 2010 Transactions of the ASME
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instability discussed earlier, and can lead to an emergent pattern
very reminiscent of sulci and gyri in the brain.

Results
A physical experiment to mimic these patterns can be easily created
using a hemispherical polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) gel coated
with a layer of PDMS that can swell by absorbing a solvent such
as hexanes (Materials and Methods). By varying cross-linking den-
sities we can prepare samples with different ratios of the moduli of
the two layers and capture both the wrinkled morphology shown in
Fig. 1D (when the outer layer is stiffer) and the sulcified mor-
phology shown in Fig. 1E (when the outer layer is softer). In par-
ticular, we see the appearance of brainlike morphologies with deep
sulci when the modulus ratio is close to unity (Fig. 1F).
To study gyrification quantitatively, we first construct a nu-

merical model in two dimensions. We start with a rectangular
domain consisting of a layer of gray matter on top of a deep layer
of white matter, both having the same uniform shear modulus μ.
The material is assumed to be neo-Hookean with volumetric
strain energy density

W =
μ
2

h
Tr

!
FFT" J−2=3 − 3

i
+

K
2
ðJ − 1Þ2; [1]

where F is the deformation gradient, J = det(F), and the bulk
modulus K = 103μ makes the tissues almost incompressible. To
model growth of the gray matter relative to the white matter, we
apply a tangential growth profile,

gðyÞ= 1+
α

1+ e10ðy=T−1Þ
; [2]

so that g = 1 in the white matter and g = 1+ α in the gray matter,
with a smoothed step at the interface (Fig. S1). Here, y is dis-
tance from the top surface in material coordinates, T is the un-
deformed thickness of the gray matter, and α controls the
magnitude of expansion. Later on we denote g ≡ 1 + α ≈ g(0).
We use a custom finite element method to minimize the elastic
energy (details Please select the in Materials and Methods). Our
2D plane-strain calculations also include constrained expansion in

the z direction, although folding can only occur in the x – y plane;
we find that when transversely isotropic tangential expansion
exceeds g = gx = gz ≈ 1.29 sulcification of the gray matter becomes
energetically favorable over a smooth surface, and the gray matter
forms cusped folds largely internal to the gray matter and remi-
niscent of the folds in lightly sulcified brains such as the porcupine
(Fig. 2A). As gx is increased further (for simplicity gz = 1.29 was
fixed) the gray matter folds down into the white matter forming
a big cusped sulcus and smooth gyrus, reminiscent of the sulci and
gyri found in more folded brains such as a cat (Fig. 2B). Our plots
also indicate regions of compressive and tensile stress, which agree
with observations in developing ferret brains (11).
We plot the geometric characteristics of the sulcus, such as

depth and width, as a function of gx in Fig. 2C, which allow us to
establish several nontrivial similarities between our geometry
and actual brains (Fig. S2). After the transition from smooth to

A B C

D E F

Fig. 1. Wrinkling and sulcification in a layered material subject to differ-
ential growth. (A) If the growing gray matter is much stiffer than the white
matter it will wrinkle in a smooth sinusoidal way. (B) If the gray matter is
much softer than the white matter its surface will invaginate to form cusped
folds. (C) If the two layers have similar moduli the gray matter will both
wrinkle and cusp giving gyri and sulci. Physical realizations of A, B, and C,
based on differential swelling of a bilayer gel (Materials and Methods),
confirm this picture and are shown in D, E, and F, respectively.

A

B

C

Fig. 2. Formation of a minimal sulcus. The 2D sulci with tangential expansion
ratio of (A) g= 1.30 and (B) g= 2.25 of the gray matter (Eq. 2 and Fig. S1).
Coloring shows radial and circumferential tensile stress in the left and right sulci,
respectively. The stress is compressive in the noncolored areas. Grid lines corre-
spond to every 20 rows or columns of the numerical discretization with nodes.
The width W, depth D, and thickness of the gray matter in the sulcus (Ts) and
gyrus (Tg) are indicated in B. For comparison with observations of brains, we also
show sections of porcupine and cat brains, taken from www.brainmuseum.org.
(C) Scaled dimensions of the simulated sulcus (solid lines) as a function of g
compared with those in porcupine (triangles), cat (dots), and human (squares)
show that our model can capture the basic observed geometry.Width and depth
are given relative to the undeformed thickness T of the gray matter (for details
of the measurements and error bars, see Fig. S2).

12668 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1406015111 Tallinen et al.

T. Tallinen et al and L. Mahadevan. PNAS  (2014) 111:12667

• Cortical folding (gyrification) arises as a mechanical instability 
due to heterogeneous growth of a soft tissue

1. Brain best modelled as soft tissue 
(both in white and grey matter)

2. Elastic solid

3. Differential growth of white (g=1) 
and grey matter (g=1+ x)

wrinkles cusps wrinkles & cusps

Growth induced mechanical instabilities: Cortex convolutions

instability discussed earlier, and can lead to an emergent pattern
very reminiscent of sulci and gyri in the brain.

Results
A physical experiment to mimic these patterns can be easily created
using a hemispherical polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) gel coated
with a layer of PDMS that can swell by absorbing a solvent such
as hexanes (Materials and Methods). By varying cross-linking den-
sities we can prepare samples with different ratios of the moduli of
the two layers and capture both the wrinkled morphology shown in
Fig. 1D (when the outer layer is stiffer) and the sulcified mor-
phology shown in Fig. 1E (when the outer layer is softer). In par-
ticular, we see the appearance of brainlike morphologies with deep
sulci when the modulus ratio is close to unity (Fig. 1F).
To study gyrification quantitatively, we first construct a nu-

merical model in two dimensions. We start with a rectangular
domain consisting of a layer of gray matter on top of a deep layer
of white matter, both having the same uniform shear modulus μ.
The material is assumed to be neo-Hookean with volumetric
strain energy density

W =
μ
2

h
Tr

!
FFT" J−2=3 − 3

i
+

K
2
ðJ − 1Þ2; [1]

where F is the deformation gradient, J = det(F), and the bulk
modulus K = 103μ makes the tissues almost incompressible. To
model growth of the gray matter relative to the white matter, we
apply a tangential growth profile,

gðyÞ= 1+
α

1+ e10ðy=T−1Þ
; [2]

so that g = 1 in the white matter and g = 1+ α in the gray matter,
with a smoothed step at the interface (Fig. S1). Here, y is dis-
tance from the top surface in material coordinates, T is the un-
deformed thickness of the gray matter, and α controls the
magnitude of expansion. Later on we denote g ≡ 1 + α ≈ g(0).
We use a custom finite element method to minimize the elastic
energy (details Please select the in Materials and Methods). Our
2D plane-strain calculations also include constrained expansion in

the z direction, although folding can only occur in the x – y plane;
we find that when transversely isotropic tangential expansion
exceeds g = gx = gz ≈ 1.29 sulcification of the gray matter becomes
energetically favorable over a smooth surface, and the gray matter
forms cusped folds largely internal to the gray matter and remi-
niscent of the folds in lightly sulcified brains such as the porcupine
(Fig. 2A). As gx is increased further (for simplicity gz = 1.29 was
fixed) the gray matter folds down into the white matter forming
a big cusped sulcus and smooth gyrus, reminiscent of the sulci and
gyri found in more folded brains such as a cat (Fig. 2B). Our plots
also indicate regions of compressive and tensile stress, which agree
with observations in developing ferret brains (11).
We plot the geometric characteristics of the sulcus, such as

depth and width, as a function of gx in Fig. 2C, which allow us to
establish several nontrivial similarities between our geometry
and actual brains (Fig. S2). After the transition from smooth to

A B C

D E F

Fig. 1. Wrinkling and sulcification in a layered material subject to differ-
ential growth. (A) If the growing gray matter is much stiffer than the white
matter it will wrinkle in a smooth sinusoidal way. (B) If the gray matter is
much softer than the white matter its surface will invaginate to form cusped
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instability discussed earlier, and can lead to an emergent pattern
very reminiscent of sulci and gyri in the brain.

Results
A physical experiment to mimic these patterns can be easily created
using a hemispherical polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) gel coated
with a layer of PDMS that can swell by absorbing a solvent such
as hexanes (Materials and Methods). By varying cross-linking den-
sities we can prepare samples with different ratios of the moduli of
the two layers and capture both the wrinkled morphology shown in
Fig. 1D (when the outer layer is stiffer) and the sulcified mor-
phology shown in Fig. 1E (when the outer layer is softer). In par-
ticular, we see the appearance of brainlike morphologies with deep
sulci when the modulus ratio is close to unity (Fig. 1F).
To study gyrification quantitatively, we first construct a nu-

merical model in two dimensions. We start with a rectangular
domain consisting of a layer of gray matter on top of a deep layer
of white matter, both having the same uniform shear modulus μ.
The material is assumed to be neo-Hookean with volumetric
strain energy density
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where F is the deformation gradient, J = det(F), and the bulk
modulus K = 103μ makes the tissues almost incompressible. To
model growth of the gray matter relative to the white matter, we
apply a tangential growth profile,

gðyÞ= 1+
α

1+ e10ðy=T−1Þ
; [2]

so that g = 1 in the white matter and g = 1+ α in the gray matter,
with a smoothed step at the interface (Fig. S1). Here, y is dis-
tance from the top surface in material coordinates, T is the un-
deformed thickness of the gray matter, and α controls the
magnitude of expansion. Later on we denote g ≡ 1 + α ≈ g(0).
We use a custom finite element method to minimize the elastic
energy (details Please select the in Materials and Methods). Our
2D plane-strain calculations also include constrained expansion in

the z direction, although folding can only occur in the x – y plane;
we find that when transversely isotropic tangential expansion
exceeds g = gx = gz ≈ 1.29 sulcification of the gray matter becomes
energetically favorable over a smooth surface, and the gray matter
forms cusped folds largely internal to the gray matter and remi-
niscent of the folds in lightly sulcified brains such as the porcupine
(Fig. 2A). As gx is increased further (for simplicity gz = 1.29 was
fixed) the gray matter folds down into the white matter forming
a big cusped sulcus and smooth gyrus, reminiscent of the sulci and
gyri found in more folded brains such as a cat (Fig. 2B). Our plots
also indicate regions of compressive and tensile stress, which agree
with observations in developing ferret brains (11).
We plot the geometric characteristics of the sulcus, such as

depth and width, as a function of gx in Fig. 2C, which allow us to
establish several nontrivial similarities between our geometry
and actual brains (Fig. S2). After the transition from smooth to
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sulcified, the sulcal depth increases continuously although the
width between sulci is always finite, agreeing with observations in
weakly convoluted brains. In the high g regime, the optimal spacing
is about 4T whereas depth continues to increase, in agreement with
observations in highly folded brains. Finally, the deformed thick-
ness of the gray matter varies such that, at the gyrus, it is nearly
twice that at the base of the sulcus; the same pattern as seen in all
real brains. Our 2D model thus captures the essential features of
individual sulci and gyri and the intersulcal spacing.
Although sulci are fundamentally different from wrinkles,

a qualitative understanding of our results follows by using the
classical formula λ = 2πt[μ/(3μs)]1/3 for the wrinkling wavelength
of a compressed stiff film (modulus μ, thickness t) on a soft
substrate (modulus μs) (27). Extrapolating this to the case here
(μs = μ) yields λ ≈ 4.36t in rough agreement with the simulated
sulcal spacing. A rigorous analytical treatment of gyrification is,
however, presently out of reach due to the subcritical nature of
the instability that is accompanied by finite strains and cusplike
features. Although the underlying mechanical principle is that
the gray matter folds to relax its compressive stress and that is
balanced by deforming the white matter, we emphasize that the
details are quite different from wrinkling and buckling, because
sulcification is a scale-free nonlinear subcritical instability (24).
We now explore the patterns of sulci and gyri in 3D by mod-

eling the brain as a thick spherical shell, with outer radius Rand
inner radius Ri = R/2, including both the gray and white matter;
we note that for such geometries the resulting gyrification pat-
terns are independent of the (presence or absence of a) core. As
in the 2D model above, the domain is assumed to be of uniform
elastic material described by Eq. 1, but for numerical conve-
nience we now adopt modest compressibility with K = 5μ, cor-
responding to Poisson’s ratio ν ≈ 0.4. Brain tissues actually show
time-dependent compressibility owing to poroelasticity (28), but
this is irrelevant over the long times associated with morpho-
genesis, when we may safely limit ourselves to considering just
elastic effects. We assume that tangential expansion, given by Eq. 2,
is transversely isotropic so that the area expansion is given by g2.
We model small brains as complete thick spherical shells and
patches of large brains as patches of thick spherical shells with
periodic boundary conditions along the edges, and discretize
them using tetrahedral elements (Materials and Methods).
Our 3D model of the brain has three geometrical parameters,

brain radius (size) R, cortical thickness T and the tangential ex-
pansion g2 with experimentally observable analogs. Indeed, in
mammals the cortical thickness T, gray-matter volume VG and
white-matter volume VW are linked by robust scaling laws that relate
brains varying over a millionfold range in weight (29, 30). These laws
can be written, in dimensionless units, as T ∼V 0:1

G and VW ∼V 1:23
G

(29). Using the spherical geometry of our model, we can relate these
quantities to our model parameters as VG ∼ g2[R3 − (R− T)3] and
VW ∼ (R− T)3 − (R/2)3. These empirical scaling laws, together with
an estimate that g2 = 5 for R/T = 20, eliminate two degrees of
freedom from the model, leaving us with a single parameter
family of models describing brains of different sizes. This is shown
in Fig. 3 where we plot g2 against relative brain size R/T and
display images of real brains as well as numerically simulated
brain shapes for a range of representative relative sizes.
Our model correctly predicts that brains with R/T K 5 (cor-

responding to physical size ofR≈ 5 mm) should be smooth as g is
insufficient to cause buckling. Intermediate-size brains are cor-
rectly predicted to have isolated sulci that are largely localized
within the gray matter. Larger brains become increasingly folded,
with sulci penetrating the white matter and the brain surface
displaying complicated patterns of branched sulci, similar to
those in large real brains (Fig. 3). The degree of folding is con-
ventionally quantified by the gyrification index (GI), the ratio of
the surface area to the area of the convex hull. For the largest
brain that we simulate (R/T = 20, g2 = 5, corresponding to

physical sizeR≈ 36 mm) we find GI ≈ 2.8, which can be compared
with the modestly larger human brain that has GI ≈ 3 in regions
that exclude the sylvian fissure (31). Most actual brain shapes de-
viate from spherical so that sulci, especially in small- and medium-
sized brains, tend to align with the direction of least curvature. By
repeating our calculations on an ellipsoidal geometry (Fig. 3) we
capture this qualitative trend. The numerical brain shapes are
complemented by experimental realizations in Fig. 3. Our bilayer
gel brain models (Materials and Methods) capture the realistic
sulcal spacing of about 4T and the qualitative trends in variation of
sulcal patterns with R/T up to modest-size brains.
Because many brain atlases show different sections of the brain

to highlight the anatomical complexity of the folds, we show
sections of our simulated patterns in Fig. 4A. For comparison, we
show sections from a raccoon brain, which has a similar size to the
simulated brain, and see that the two appear very similar. An
important observation that becomes apparent is that cutting
through gyri and sulci with various alignments with respect to the
section plane gives the impression of rather complex gyrification
and exaggerates depths of sulci, especially when the section plane
is off the center of curvature (plane 2; Fig. 4A). Simulated cross
sections display features such as buried gyri and regions with
disproportionally thick cortices seen in sections of real brains, but
they are really just geometric artifacts of sectioning.
As can be observed, the calculated gyri are rounded rather than

flattened as in, e.g., brain samples that have been fixed before re-
moval. Experimental evidence suggests, in agreement with our
model, that the compressive constraint of the skull or meninges is
not required for gyrification (30), but it could affect the appearance
by flattening the gyral crowns. Our simulation of a brain confined by
a rigid shell that mimics the skull confirms this (Fig. 4B).

Fig. 3. Known empirical scaling laws for gray-matter volume and thickness
are mapped on a g2 vs. R/T diagram. Corresponding simulations for spherical
brain configurations, with images shown at a few points, show that the
surface remains smooth for the smallest brains, but becomes increasingly
folded as the brain size increases. We also show patterns for ellipsoidal
configurations (major axis = 1.5 × minor axes) that lead to anisotropic gyr-
ification. Images of rat, lemur, wolf, and human brains illustrate the in-
creasingly prominent folding with increasing size in real brains. Also shown
are images of our physical mimic of the brain using a swelling bilayer gel of
PDMS immersed in hexanes. The smooth initial state gives rise to gyrified
states for different relative sizes of the brain R/T = 10, 15 (see also Fig. 5). All
of the brain images are from www.brainmuseum.org.
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10 min. This exposure time is short enough to prevent the solvent from pene-
trating into the core, but is sufficient to swell the top layer. Immediately after
solvent exposure, the bilayer specimen is withdrawn from the bath and sub-
sequently imaged with a digital camera (Nikon D80) equipped with a zoom lens
(Sigma 105 mm f/2.8 EX DG Macro). Less polar solvents such as chloroform and
toluene (both having a similar high PDMS swelling coefficient; ref. 37) yield
similar results, but hexanes has a relatively low evaporation rate, which makes
the deswelling process slow enough to capture the surface patterns.

The shear modulus of the outer layer in the swollen state μt is lower than that
in the initial dry state (μ0t), but the modulus of the core remains unchanged over
the short period of solvent exposure time (μc ≈ μ0c). We consider three classes of
models, sketched in Fig. 1 A–C, where μt/μc > 1, μt/μc < 1, and μt/μc ≈ 1. If μ0t !
μ0c, even the swollen modulus μt of the top layer remains considerably greater
than μc, so that μt/μc > 1. If however μ0t ≈ μ0c, after swelling of the top layer
μt/μc < 1. An intermediate situation is when the initial μ0t is slightly greater than
μ0c. If this bilayer is immersed in a solvent, then the modulus of the top layer in
the swollen state is comparable to that of the core, i.e., μt/μc ≈ 1 as in the brain.
The above three situations are experimentally tested by varying the modulus of
the outer layer (μ0t ≈ 1 MPa, ≈ 500 kPa, and ≈ 100 kPa, monomer to cross-linker
ratios 5:1, 10:1, and 30:1, respectively; ref. 36) while keeping the core modulus
constant (μ0c ≈ 100 kPa). The resulting instability patterns are shown in Fig. 1 D–F.

We also experimentally examine the effects of varying the thickness of the top
layer T0 while keeping all other properties fixed (μ0t ≈ 500 kPa, μ0c ≈ 100 kPa,
and r ≈ 11 mm) by using a set of nine bilayer specimens with top layers of three
different thicknesses, namely ≈300 μm, ≈800 μm, and ≈1.2 mm (hence, the
relative initial radius R /T0 ≈ 38, 15, and 10, respectively, where R = r + T0). Each
specimen is immersed in hexanes for a specific period t, and the resulting surface
morphologies induced by differential growth and mechanical buckling are im-
aged (Fig. S3). The absorption of solvent is a diffusive process, with T =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4Dt

p
,

where T is the penetration depth (or thickness) of solvent into a top layer and D
is the diffusion coefficient. Assuming D ≈ 6 × 10−10 m2/s for hexanes in PDMS (38,
39), the estimated T (and R /T) for t = 1 min, t = 4 min, and t = 9 min is found to
be ≈380 μm (30), 760 μm (15), and 1.1 mm (10), respectively. Highlighted images
along a diagonal line in Fig. S3 show the case where the initial radius R /T0 closely
matches the estimated relative radius R /T. Two of these images are compared
with the corresponding images of real and simulated brain shapes in Fig. 3.

Numerical Simulations.Our finite element model for brain folding is based on
constant strain triangle (2D) or tetrahedron (3D) elements and an explicit
solver for quasistatic equilibration of the system and allows simulation of the
large strains and highly nonlinear mechanics involved in gyrification, but
necessitates the use of high density meshes.

In 2D simulations the domain is discretized into a rectangular lattice of 150 ×
600 nodes (width × depth) and filled with plane-strain triangle elements
forming a mesh of crossed triangles. The top surface of the gray matter is free
and we apply symmetric boundary conditions along the lateral sides of the
domain. Owing to symmetry, the simulation domain contains only one half of
the sulcus/gyrus. The domain is 10 times the gray-matter thickness (i.e., 60

topmost rows of elements are included in the gray matter), to minimize the
effect of substrate thickness on the sulcus and gyrus. At each simulated value
of tangential expansion the sulcus is initiated by applying a downward force
to the surface node of a lateral boundary, and self-contact of the sulcus is
accounted for by preventing the surface crossing the vertical line that defines
the boundary. The initiating force is then removed, the system allowed to
relax, and the aspect ratio of the domain is adjusted quasistatically (by
sweeping the height of the domain over a finite interval enclosing the energy
minimum) to find the energetically optimal relative width of the gyrus.

The 3D simulations are based either on irregular tetrahedral meshes (small
brain simulations that implement a full spherical or ellipsoidal thick shell) or
a curved cubical mesh where each cube is divided to five tetrahedrons (large
brain simulations that implement a patch of a spherical thick shell), see Fig. 6.
Inner surfaces of the thick shells are clamped, but the use of free boundary
conditions or simulations with full solid spheres would yield similar results. The
irregular 3D meshes consist of ≈ 2 × 106 nodes (about 107 elements) and the
regular meshes consist of 320 × 320 × 80 nodes (about 4 × 107 elements). In
each case the mesh density is such that the gray-matter layer contains at least
eight layers of elements through its thickness. The spherical patch spans an
angle of π/2 about the x and z axes, with periodic boundary conditions so that
if a copy of the domain is rotated by an angle π/2 about the x or z axis, it would
connect seamlessly to the original domain. The simulations based on regular
meshes have small random spatial variations in growth to break the otherwise
perfect rotational symmetry. These random perturbations do not affect the
shape or size of sulci and gyri or qualitative features of the sulcal pattern, but
different perturbation fields produce different patterns because they are the
only mechanism breaking the symmetry in the system. In the simulations based
on irregular meshes, the mesh provides sufficient randomness.

A stress-free initial configuration of a tetrahedron is defined by the matrix
Â=

h
x̂1 x̂2 x̂3

i
, where x̂1, x̂2 and x̂3 are vectors describing the tetrahe-

dron, assuming a Cartesian coordinate system. The deformed configuration
of the tetrahedron, including growth and elastic deformation, is defined by

A= ½ x1 x2 x3 #= FGÂ , [3]

where x1, x2, and x3 are the deformed basis vectors and F is the elastic de-
formation gradient. The growth tensor

G= g I+ ð1− g Þn̂s ⊗ n̂s [4]

describes tangential expansion perpendicular to the surface normal n̂s, with
g given by Eq. 2. At each time step we obtain F from Eq. 3 by using
F=AðGÂÞ−1. The Cauchy stress, i.e., the force per unit area in the deformed
configuration, is derived from the strain energy density WðFÞ (Eq. 1) by

σ =
1
J
∂W
∂F

FT, [5]

where J = det(F). Surface traction of each deformed face (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) of the
tetrahedron is given by si = −σni, where ni are normals with lengths pro-
portional to the deformed areas of the faces. Nodal forces are obtained by
distributing the traction of each face equally for its three vertices.

Self-avoidance of the surface is implemented by preventing nodes pen-
etrating element faces at the surface. If a separation d between a node and
face is less than the contact offset h (we use h = a/3, where a is the mesh
spacing in the initial configuration) it is considered a contact and penalized
by an energy 4Ka2

"
h − d
h

#2. The contact force from this potential is in-
terpolated to the vertex nodes of the face and an opposite force is given to
the node in contact with the face.

Fig. 5. A physical model of brainlike instability. To mimic the growth of the
gray matter in the brain, a hemispherical elastomer (radius r, shear modulus
μ0c) is coated with a top elastomer layer (thickness T0, shear modulus μ0t) that
swells by absorbing solvent over time t. Representative images of a bilayer
specimen in the initial (dried) state and swollen state (modulus ratio μt/μc ≈ 1)
are shown at right.

Fig. 6. Cross-section views of 3D simulation geometries for small and large
brains in their initial undeformed states. The gray-matter thickness T, brain
radius R , and boundary conditions are indicated. A detailed image of the
regular mesh structure of the large brain domain shows the reflection
symmetry between every pair of elementary cubes that share a face.
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• Cortical folding (gyrification) arises as a mechanical instability 
due to heterogeneous growth of a soft tissue
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Figure 1 | Physical mimic and numerical simulation of tangential cortical expansion. a, Gyrification of the human brain during the latter half of gestation
(photographs from ref. 1, adapted with permission from Elsevier). b, A 3D-printed model of the brain is produced from a 3D MRI image of a smooth fetal
brain and then used to create a pair of negative silicone moulds for casting. To mimic the constrained growth of the cortex, a replicated gel-brain (white
matter) is coated with a thin layer of gel (cortex) that swells by absorbing a solvent (hexanes) over time t (t1 ⇡4 min, t2 ⇡9 min, t3 ⇡ 16 min). c, The layered
gel progressively evolves into a complex pattern of sulci and gyri during the swelling process. d, A simulation starting from a smooth fetal brain shows
gyrification as a result of uniform tangential expansion of the cortical layer. The brain is modelled as a soft elastic solid and a relative tangential expansion is
imposed on the cortical layer as shown at left, and the system allowed to relax to its elastic equilibrium.

20-fold increase in brain volume (approximately 60ml to 1,200ml),
and a 30-fold increase in cortical area (approximately 80 cm2 to
2,400 cm2), whereas the expanding cortical layer changes little, with
a typical thickness of 2.5mm in the undeformed reference state
(the deformed thickness is about 3mm). In physiological terms,
we thus assume that tangential expansion during the fetal stage
extends through the cortical plate (which has a thickness of about
1–1.5mm at GW 22) and decays rapidly in the subplate (Fig. 1d,
left). The subplate diminishes during gyrification while the cortical
plate thickens and develops into the cerebral cortex1,3, so that in
the simulated adult brain the expanding layer corresponds to the
cerebral cortex (which is about 3mm thick in adults).

Our simple parametrization of brain growth leads to emergence
of gyrification in space and time along a course similar to real
brains (Fig. 1d and SupplementaryMovie 2): gyrification is initiated
through the formation of isolated line-like sulci (GW 26), which
elongate and branch, establishing most of the patterns before birth
(GW 40). After birth, brain volume still increases nearly threefold,
and during this time our model shows that the gyral patterns are
modified mainly by the addition of some new bends to existing
gyri in agreement with longitudinal morphological analyses27. The
characteristic spatiotemporal appearance of these convolutions—
rounded gyri between sharply cusped sulci in a mixture of threefold
junctions and S-shaped bends28—is a direct consequence of the
mechanical instability induced by constrained cortical expansion.

Physically, the similar sti�ness of the cortex and sublayers implies
that gyrification arises as a non-trivial combination of a smooth
linear instability29 and a nonlinear sulcification instability30–32.

Sections of the physically and numerically simulated brains
shown in Fig. 2a,b exhibit a bulging of gyri and deepening of sulci
in a sequence resembling the observations from MRI sections. Our
simulations of gyrification driven by constrained cortical expansion
allow us to also measure the gyrification index (GI, defined as
the ratio of the surface contour length to that of the convex hull,
determined here from coronal sections as described in ref. 3). We
see that there is a clear increase in the GI with developing brain
volume in agreement with observations (Fig. 2c). The GI arising
from our numerical simulation reaches 2.5, matching observations
of adult brains. A di�erent measure of the GI based on the cortical
surface area rather than that of sections shows that the simulated
adult brain has a cortical area that is approximately four times the
exposed cortical area (Supplementary Fig. 1). For comparison, we
also section our physical gel simulacrum that swells from an initial
unpatterned state (GI= 1.07, GW 22) and see that as a function
of swelling, the GI increases to about 1.55, a modest increase
associated with an approximately twofold increase in brain volume,
the latter state corresponding to roughly GW 30–34 (Fig. 2c and
Supplementary Fig. 2). The ultimate limiting factor in our physical
experiments is the inability for our gel to swell and increase its
volume 20-fold like in fetal brains.
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20-fold increase in brain volume (approximately 60ml to 1,200ml),
and a 30-fold increase in cortical area (approximately 80 cm2 to
2,400 cm2), whereas the expanding cortical layer changes little, with
a typical thickness of 2.5mm in the undeformed reference state
(the deformed thickness is about 3mm). In physiological terms,
we thus assume that tangential expansion during the fetal stage
extends through the cortical plate (which has a thickness of about
1–1.5mm at GW 22) and decays rapidly in the subplate (Fig. 1d,
left). The subplate diminishes during gyrification while the cortical
plate thickens and develops into the cerebral cortex1,3, so that in
the simulated adult brain the expanding layer corresponds to the
cerebral cortex (which is about 3mm thick in adults).

Our simple parametrization of brain growth leads to emergence
of gyrification in space and time along a course similar to real
brains (Fig. 1d and SupplementaryMovie 2): gyrification is initiated
through the formation of isolated line-like sulci (GW 26), which
elongate and branch, establishing most of the patterns before birth
(GW 40). After birth, brain volume still increases nearly threefold,
and during this time our model shows that the gyral patterns are
modified mainly by the addition of some new bends to existing
gyri in agreement with longitudinal morphological analyses27. The
characteristic spatiotemporal appearance of these convolutions—
rounded gyri between sharply cusped sulci in a mixture of threefold
junctions and S-shaped bends28—is a direct consequence of the
mechanical instability induced by constrained cortical expansion.

Physically, the similar sti�ness of the cortex and sublayers implies
that gyrification arises as a non-trivial combination of a smooth
linear instability29 and a nonlinear sulcification instability30–32.

Sections of the physically and numerically simulated brains
shown in Fig. 2a,b exhibit a bulging of gyri and deepening of sulci
in a sequence resembling the observations from MRI sections. Our
simulations of gyrification driven by constrained cortical expansion
allow us to also measure the gyrification index (GI, defined as
the ratio of the surface contour length to that of the convex hull,
determined here from coronal sections as described in ref. 3). We
see that there is a clear increase in the GI with developing brain
volume in agreement with observations (Fig. 2c). The GI arising
from our numerical simulation reaches 2.5, matching observations
of adult brains. A di�erent measure of the GI based on the cortical
surface area rather than that of sections shows that the simulated
adult brain has a cortical area that is approximately four times the
exposed cortical area (Supplementary Fig. 1). For comparison, we
also section our physical gel simulacrum that swells from an initial
unpatterned state (GI= 1.07, GW 22) and see that as a function
of swelling, the GI increases to about 1.55, a modest increase
associated with an approximately twofold increase in brain volume,
the latter state corresponding to roughly GW 30–34 (Fig. 2c and
Supplementary Fig. 2). The ultimate limiting factor in our physical
experiments is the inability for our gel to swell and increase its
volume 20-fold like in fetal brains.
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20-fold increase in brain volume (approximately 60ml to 1,200ml),
and a 30-fold increase in cortical area (approximately 80 cm2 to
2,400 cm2), whereas the expanding cortical layer changes little, with
a typical thickness of 2.5mm in the undeformed reference state
(the deformed thickness is about 3mm). In physiological terms,
we thus assume that tangential expansion during the fetal stage
extends through the cortical plate (which has a thickness of about
1–1.5mm at GW 22) and decays rapidly in the subplate (Fig. 1d,
left). The subplate diminishes during gyrification while the cortical
plate thickens and develops into the cerebral cortex1,3, so that in
the simulated adult brain the expanding layer corresponds to the
cerebral cortex (which is about 3mm thick in adults).

Our simple parametrization of brain growth leads to emergence
of gyrification in space and time along a course similar to real
brains (Fig. 1d and SupplementaryMovie 2): gyrification is initiated
through the formation of isolated line-like sulci (GW 26), which
elongate and branch, establishing most of the patterns before birth
(GW 40). After birth, brain volume still increases nearly threefold,
and during this time our model shows that the gyral patterns are
modified mainly by the addition of some new bends to existing
gyri in agreement with longitudinal morphological analyses27. The
characteristic spatiotemporal appearance of these convolutions—
rounded gyri between sharply cusped sulci in a mixture of threefold
junctions and S-shaped bends28—is a direct consequence of the
mechanical instability induced by constrained cortical expansion.

Physically, the similar sti�ness of the cortex and sublayers implies
that gyrification arises as a non-trivial combination of a smooth
linear instability29 and a nonlinear sulcification instability30–32.

Sections of the physically and numerically simulated brains
shown in Fig. 2a,b exhibit a bulging of gyri and deepening of sulci
in a sequence resembling the observations from MRI sections. Our
simulations of gyrification driven by constrained cortical expansion
allow us to also measure the gyrification index (GI, defined as
the ratio of the surface contour length to that of the convex hull,
determined here from coronal sections as described in ref. 3). We
see that there is a clear increase in the GI with developing brain
volume in agreement with observations (Fig. 2c). The GI arising
from our numerical simulation reaches 2.5, matching observations
of adult brains. A di�erent measure of the GI based on the cortical
surface area rather than that of sections shows that the simulated
adult brain has a cortical area that is approximately four times the
exposed cortical area (Supplementary Fig. 1). For comparison, we
also section our physical gel simulacrum that swells from an initial
unpatterned state (GI= 1.07, GW 22) and see that as a function
of swelling, the GI increases to about 1.55, a modest increase
associated with an approximately twofold increase in brain volume,
the latter state corresponding to roughly GW 30–34 (Fig. 2c and
Supplementary Fig. 2). The ultimate limiting factor in our physical
experiments is the inability for our gel to swell and increase its
volume 20-fold like in fetal brains.
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Figure 2 | Sectional views of model brains during convolutional development. a, Planform and cross-sectional images of a physical gel-brain showing
convolutional development during the swelling (folding) process that starts from an initially smooth shape (left panels) to a moderately convoluted shape
(right panels). b, The coronal sections of the simulated brain (top panels) with comparisons to corresponding MRI sections35,39. c, Gyrification index as a
function of brain size for real brains (data from refs 3,40), a numerically simulated brain, and a physical gel-brain. Gestational week is indicated for fetal
and children brains. The initial volume of the gel-brain (⇡34 ml) is scaled to match that of the simulated brain (⇡57 ml). Note that in the gel experiments
only the outer layer swells and therefore the volume grows less than in real brains.

Having seen that our physical and numerical experiments can
capture the overall qualitative picture of how gyri form, we now turn
to the question of the role of brain geometry andmechanical stresses
in controlling the placement and orientations of the major and
minor sulci and gyri. In Fig. 3a, we show the field of the simulated
compressive stress just before the primary sulci form. Although
cortical growth in our model is relatively uniform in space, the
curvature of the surface is not. This yields a non-uniform stress field
in the cortical layer. Thus, compressive stresses are reduced in the
vicinity of highly curved convex regions, so that the first sulci appear
at weakly curved or concave regions in our simulations, consistent
with observations in fetal brains1,16. Furthermore, compression-
induced sulci should favour their alignment perpendicular to the
largest compressive stress, and indeed directions of the largest
compressive stress in our model are perpendicular to the general
orientations of primary gyri and sulci (Fig. 3a). Figure 3b shows that
the first generations of sulci form perpendicular to the maximum
compressive stress in real and simulated model brains; this
correlation is particularly clear for the primary sulci in real brains.

Although the shape of the initially smooth fetal brain is
described by the curvature of its surface, cortical growth eventually
couples the curvature and mechanical stress in non-trivial ways.
In Supplementary Fig. 3 we compare the stress field and curvature
at the cortical surface just before the first sulci form, and see

that in highly curved regions the maximum compressive stress is
perpendicular to the highest (convex) curvature. However, this does
not hold at the ellipsoidal surfaces of the frontal and temporal
lobes; these lobes elongate and bend towards each other as a result
of cortical growth (Supplementary Fig. 3; Supplementary Movie 1
shows the analogue in our gel experiments). This reduces the
compressive stress in the direction of elongation and bending, which
in turn is reflected in the dominant orientations of the frontal and
temporal gyri.

Although the global brain shape directs the orientations of
the primary gyri, the finer details of the gyrification patterns are
sensitive to variations in the initial geometry. In Fig. 3c we see
that the patterns of gyri and sulci on a physical gel-brain exhibit
some deviations from perfect bilateral symmetry. The hemispheres
are not identical in real brains either, but we note that in our
models artefacts from imaging, surface segmentation, and sample
preparation can cause the two hemispheres to di�er more than in
reality. The sequential patterns emerging from the folding (swelling)
and unfolding (drying) process also show some degree of variations
(Supplementary Fig. 4), but this process is highly repeatable; indeed,
the resulting gyral patterns are found to be robust and reproducible
on multiple repetition of the experiment with the same gel-brain
sample (lower left of Fig. 3c). The folding patterns vary in detail
across samples (Supplementary Fig. 4), but they share general
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convolutional development during the swelling (folding) process that starts from an initially smooth shape (left panels) to a moderately convoluted shape
(right panels). b, The coronal sections of the simulated brain (top panels) with comparisons to corresponding MRI sections35,39. c, Gyrification index as a
function of brain size for real brains (data from refs 3,40), a numerically simulated brain, and a physical gel-brain. Gestational week is indicated for fetal
and children brains. The initial volume of the gel-brain (⇡34 ml) is scaled to match that of the simulated brain (⇡57 ml). Note that in the gel experiments
only the outer layer swells and therefore the volume grows less than in real brains.

Having seen that our physical and numerical experiments can
capture the overall qualitative picture of how gyri form, we now turn
to the question of the role of brain geometry andmechanical stresses
in controlling the placement and orientations of the major and
minor sulci and gyri. In Fig. 3a, we show the field of the simulated
compressive stress just before the primary sulci form. Although
cortical growth in our model is relatively uniform in space, the
curvature of the surface is not. This yields a non-uniform stress field
in the cortical layer. Thus, compressive stresses are reduced in the
vicinity of highly curved convex regions, so that the first sulci appear
at weakly curved or concave regions in our simulations, consistent
with observations in fetal brains1,16. Furthermore, compression-
induced sulci should favour their alignment perpendicular to the
largest compressive stress, and indeed directions of the largest
compressive stress in our model are perpendicular to the general
orientations of primary gyri and sulci (Fig. 3a). Figure 3b shows that
the first generations of sulci form perpendicular to the maximum
compressive stress in real and simulated model brains; this
correlation is particularly clear for the primary sulci in real brains.

Although the shape of the initially smooth fetal brain is
described by the curvature of its surface, cortical growth eventually
couples the curvature and mechanical stress in non-trivial ways.
In Supplementary Fig. 3 we compare the stress field and curvature
at the cortical surface just before the first sulci form, and see

that in highly curved regions the maximum compressive stress is
perpendicular to the highest (convex) curvature. However, this does
not hold at the ellipsoidal surfaces of the frontal and temporal
lobes; these lobes elongate and bend towards each other as a result
of cortical growth (Supplementary Fig. 3; Supplementary Movie 1
shows the analogue in our gel experiments). This reduces the
compressive stress in the direction of elongation and bending, which
in turn is reflected in the dominant orientations of the frontal and
temporal gyri.

Although the global brain shape directs the orientations of
the primary gyri, the finer details of the gyrification patterns are
sensitive to variations in the initial geometry. In Fig. 3c we see
that the patterns of gyri and sulci on a physical gel-brain exhibit
some deviations from perfect bilateral symmetry. The hemispheres
are not identical in real brains either, but we note that in our
models artefacts from imaging, surface segmentation, and sample
preparation can cause the two hemispheres to di�er more than in
reality. The sequential patterns emerging from the folding (swelling)
and unfolding (drying) process also show some degree of variations
(Supplementary Fig. 4), but this process is highly repeatable; indeed,
the resulting gyral patterns are found to be robust and reproducible
on multiple repetition of the experiment with the same gel-brain
sample (lower left of Fig. 3c). The folding patterns vary in detail
across samples (Supplementary Fig. 4), but they share general
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Figure 4 | Comparison of real and simulated folding patterns. a, Conformal spherical mappings (see Supplementary Methods) of inner cortical surfaces of
real and simulated fetal brains. b, A map of angles between the vectors of the least absolute curvature of the real and simulated brain surfaces. The angle
field is computed in the spherical domain and mapped back on the real brain. In grey regions the curvature directions match and in green regions they are
mismatched. Average angles and Pearson correlations between real and simulated curvature fields at GW 29 and 34 are given in the table (details in
Supplementary Methods). c, All notable gyri have formed by GW 37 as identified on a real fetal brain (adapted from ref. 1 with permission from Elsevier).
d, Analogous regions shown in a simulated brain driven by constrained cortical expansion. In both cases, the colouring is based on visual identification of
the major gyri.

and the sub-ventricular zone, but ultimately feed into just two
physical parameters for a given initial brain shape: relative cortical
expansion and the ratio of cortical thickness/brain size15. By
grounding our study on observations of fetal brain development,
where these parameters are known, our work provides a quantitative
basis for the proximal biophysical cause of gyrification. Our
results can serve as a template for physically based morphometric
studies that characterize the developing geometry of the brain
surface33–35 in terms of variations in initial brain shape and cortical
expansion. Additionally, our study sets the biophysical basis for
an understanding of a range of functional neurological disorders
linked to structural cortical malformations4,36 that are associated
with neurogenesis and brain size (for example, ASPM and CENPJ
for microcephaly4,37) and cell migration and cortex thickness (for
example, GPR56 for polymicrogyria6 andRELN for lissencephaly38).
With this information, a natural next step is to link the molecular
determinants to the macroscopic mechanics quantitatively, and ask
how brain shape and function are mutually co-regulated.
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FIG. S3. Comparison of curvature and stress fields before onset of gyrification. (a) A vector field
of maximum curvature in the initial geometry of the simulation. Lines indicate the direction of maximum
curvature and color indicates the magnitude of maximum curvature (red = high). (b) A vector field of
maximum compressive stress before the first sulci form. Lines indicate the direction of the maximum stress
and color indicates the magnitude of stress at the surface. Note that the maximum stress is perpendicular
to the maximum curvature only in highly curved regions. Arrows illustrate the elongation and bending of
the frontal and temporal lobes as a result of cortical expansion.

7

FIG. S4. Gyrification patterns from physical experiment. (a) Folding and unfolding of a physical
gel brain. A comparison of brain morphologies is obtained by first swelling the gel brain in hexanes
(folding; top rows) and then drying it in an open environment (unfolding; bottom rows). (b) Left-side
images obtained from repeated tests with the same gel brain. Each test is conducted after complete drying
of the swollen gel (several days) to eliminate any possible memory effect. (c) Comparison of the left-side
images shown in (b) with the two other gel brains prepared with the same experimental protocol but with
different colored pigments.
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Figure 3 | Mechanical stress orients convolutions. a, A simulated stress field just before the onset of gyrification. Lines indicate the direction of maximum
compressive stress and colour indicates the magnitude of the stress (red, high). General directions of primary sulci are indicated using solid arrows.
A simplified scheme of the human brain17 indicating the general orientations of sulci is shown at the top right. b, View of the first generations of sulci in a
numerical simulation, in real brains (MRI, di�erent brains for GW 22, 29 and 34), and a physical gel-brain on both hemispheres, with the former two
showing the inner surfaces of cortical plates. The sulcal lines (blue, simulation; green, real brain; red, experiment) are superposed on the simulated vector
fields of maximum compressive stress at GW 25 and show that most sulci form perpendicular to the direction of maximum compressive stress (solid and
dotted lines are perpendicular (angle >45�) and parallel (angle <45�) to the stress vector field, respectively). The percentage of sulcal length perpendicular
to the stress vectors is indicated in each case. c, A folded gel-brain showing a certain lack of symmetry between the right and left hemispheres. The panel
on the lower left shows nearly overlapping sets of sulcal lines obtained from three repeated tests with the same gel-brain (see Supplementary Fig. 4).

similarities in terms of the alignment of sulci and gyri and the inter-
sulcal spacing. These experimentally derived findings corroborate
numerical results; in Supplementary Fig. 5 we see the extent of
variations associated with imperfections, by comparing the left and
right hemispheres of the simulated brain when the simulation has
been run forwards (folding) or backwards (unfolding) in time. In
Supplementary Fig. 6 we compare the simulated folding of two
di�erent brains (starting from MRI images of di�erent fetal brains)
and see that the patterns in both brains are consistent with the
scheme depicted in Fig. 3a.

We quantify our qualitative comparison of the similarities
between real and simulated brains in Fig. 4 using morphometric
techniques. Conformal mapping of the curvature vector fields (see
Supplementary Methods) allows for a visual (Fig. 4a) as well as
quantitative comparison (Fig. 4b), which indicates similar average
alignments of curvature fields, and thus folds, in both the simulated
and real brains. As a final comparison, in Fig. 4c,d we identify
visually many of the named primary gyri1 from the simulated brains
and compare to a real fetal brain at a similar stage, and note that our
simulations can capture many of the trends quantitatively.

All together, by combining physical experiments and numerical
simulations originating with initially smooth 3D fetal brain
geometries, we have quantified a simplemechanical folding scenario
for the development of convolutions in the fetal brain. Our physical

gel model shows that we can capture the qualitative features of
the folding patterns that are driven by a combination of surface
swelling and surface geometry, setting the stage for how biology
can build on this simple physical pattern-forming instability. Our
numerical model is fully quantitative, based on parameters that
are known by simple measurements: cortical thickness, white and
grey matter tissue sti�ness, brain growth and relative tangential
expansion of the cortex. Together, they show that gyrification
is an inevitable mechanical consequence of constrained cortical
expansion; patterned gyri and sulci that are consistent with
observations arise even in the absence of any patterning of cortical
growth. Furthermore, although cortical expansion and brain shape
couple to guide placement and orientation of gyri, the finer details
of the patterns, on scales comparable to the cortical thickness,
are sensitive to geometrical and mechanical perturbations. Real
brains are likely to have small inter-individual variations in shape,
tissue properties and growth rates, and the sensitivity of mechanical
folding to such small variations could explain the variability
of gyrification patterns, although the primary convolutions are
consistently reproducible in their location and timing.

Our organ-level approach complements the recent emphases on
the many molecular determinants underlying neuronal cell size
and shape, as well patterns in their proliferation and migration4,24.
These variables are functions of time and space in the cortex
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Initial geometry characterised by curvature map

T. Tallinen et al, and L. Mahadevan. Nature Physics 12: 588–593 (2016)
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acting through its downstream target Cxcl12 initiates the forma-
tion of arteries and lymphatics (themselves dependent upon the 
formation of the arteries) specifically on the left side of the DM 
(Mahadevan et al., 2014) (Fig. 1). 

Recent work in Xenopus has shown similar asymmetries arise 
within the gut tube itself, manifesting as condensations and expan-
sions of mesenchyme and reorganization of epithelia on the left 
and right sides of the developing stomach that drive its curvature 
(Davis et al., 2017). Perhaps not surprisingly these asymmetries 
are also driven by asymmetrical expression of L/R pathway genes. 
Thus, not only does Pitx2 invoke asymmetries in the mesentery, 
causing a non-autonomous effect on gut looping, but depending 
on the region of the gut, also acts within the primitive gut tube itself 
to generate curvature. Another example of asymmetry within the 
gut tube is the duodenojejunal flexure (DJF), which is a stereo-
typed curvature at the point that separates the duodenum from 
the jejunum. In mice, similar mesenchymal and epithelial changes 
are seen here that seem to drive the curvature independently of 
the dorsal mesentery (Onouchi et al., 2016, Onouchi et al., 2015). 
However, whereas differential proliferation does not seem to be 
present in the DM or curving stomach, it does seem to be a driving 
force for DJF formation as the outer curvature shows increased 
cell divisions that create a bend in the gut tube (Onouchi et al., 
2013). Whether Pitx2-mediated sculpting of the stomach or other 
organs is at play in the chick is currently unknown. 

Formation of intestinal loops 
Besides the rotations initiated by asymmetries within the DM 

described above, the small intestine must form progressively more 
loops as it elongates for it to accommodate its extensive length 
within the coelom (Fig. 2). Dissection of the small intestine and 
DM away from all other embryonic tissues maintains the looping 
morphology, indicating that the forces governing the process are 
intrinsic to these two tissues. In contrast, separating the gut from 
mesentery causes the gut to uncoil and the mesentery to recoil. 
These simple yet informative experiments demonstrate that the 
gut tube is under compression while the mesentery is under ten-
sion (Savin et al., 2011). In essence, although the two tissues are 
continually attached to one another along their length, separation 
reveals that the DM is significantly shorter in its released side than 
is the gut tube, a difference established via differential growth. 
Mathematical and computational modeling provide strong evidence 
that looping morphogenesis is dependent upon this differential 
growth between the faster growing midgut and slower growing 
DM. In conjunction, the specific tissue geometries and stiffnesses 
here cause the midgut to buckle into a precise looping pattern 
(Savin et al., 2011). 

Ultimately regulating the mechanical buckling process of in-
testinal looping are molecular signals that define growth rates 
as well as geometric and physical properties of the intestine and 
DM. Prior to and during the looping process, Bmp2 is expressed 

Fig. 2. Looping morphogenesis 
of the midgut. At embryonic day 
5 (E5), the midgut (blue) forms a 
hairpin loop that buckles ventrally 
at the attachment of the superior 
mesenteric artery (red). This hairpin 
loop increases in length during 
development, and by E10 turns 
counterclockwise 90 degrees. At 
E16, the midgut displays a highly 
stereotyped looping morphol-
ogy caused by differential growth 
between the dorsal mesentery 
and the faster growing gut tube 
that leads to tissue buckling. Bmp 
signaling activity, which is pres-
ent in a dorsal to ventral gradient 
from the dorsal mesentery to the 
intestinal mesenchyme, regulates 
this differential growth: hyperacti-
vation using RCAS-Bmp2 (+Bmp) 
increases loops, while inhibition 
using RCAS-Noggin (-Bmp) reduces 
looping. Other compartments of 
the digestive tract are shown in 
grey at E8 for context. 

• Gut morphogenesis involves looping and coiling

Growth induced mechanical instabilities: Gut looping

T. Huycke and C. Tabin. Int. J. Dev. Biol. 62: 109-119 (2018) 

https://doi.org/10.1387/ijdb.170325ct 
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• Gut looping arises as a mechanical instability due to 
differential tissue growth

• Formation of stereotypical looping 
patterns 

• The gut shows uniform proliferation

Growth induced mechanical instabilities: Gut looping

Thierry Savin,  et al, L. Mahadevan and Cliff Tabin. Nature (2011) 476:57-62.

Mechanical dissociation 
of mesentery 

during the formation of the first loop at E5 (Fig. 1b) and later when
there were nine loops (E12) (Fig. 1b). We observed consistently
uniform proliferation with no significant differences along the
rostrocaudal axis of the gut tube, including at loop formation loca-
tions and between loops, as well as no observable azimuthal or radial
differences in proliferation rates at different cross-sections (Sup-
plementary Fig. 1), consistent with observations that the embryonic
gut tube cross-section remains circular along its length.
Because spatial constraints from the body cavity and the gut tube

alone cannot explain the reproducible looping, we instead considered
the dorsal mesentery, the webbed tissue that attaches the gut tube to

the embryo along its length. As looping morphogenesis is initiated,
the dorsal mesentery changes from a thick, asymmetric, multilayer
structure to a thin, double-epithelial sheet with no observable left–
right asymmetry (Supplementary Fig. 2).
To test whether the dorsal mesentery is integral to the intestinal

loops, we separated it from the gut surgically or enzymatically and
found that the intestine uncoils into a straight tube, indicating that it
was under compression. Simultaneously, the unconstrained dorsal
mesentery contracts when freed from the gut tube (Fig. 1c), indicating
that this tissue is under tension. Thus the gut–mesentery composite is
required to maintain the mature loops in the gut.
To find out whether the dorsal mesentery is also required for the

formation of the loops, we surgically separated a portion of the dorsal
mesentery from the gut in ovo, beginning immediately caudal to the
cranial (superior) mesenteric artery (SMA), at day E4, before loops
develop. Strikingly, where the mesentery and gut were separated, the
intestinal loops failed to form (Fig. 1d) even as normal loops formed in
locations rostral and caudal to it (Fig. 1d, green lines). Although we
were unable to cut the dorsal SMA in ovo during gut loop develop-
ment, once the loops had matured (E12), surgical dissection of the
SMA left the loops intact and in fact highlighted their periodic struc-
ture (Fig. 2c). This rules out any possible requirement for the SMA in
directing loop structure, and for the vasculature as well, as secondary
vessels develop only after the loops themselves have formed.
Although the gut grows uniformly, to investigate whether the

mesentery might grow inhomogeneously and thus force the gut to
loop at precise locations, we examined the proliferation rate of the
mesentery at E5 and at E12. There were no observed differences along
the rostrocaudal axis (Fig. 1b), suggesting that the growing mesentery
exerts uniform compression along the length of the gut, countered by
an equal and opposite tensile reaction on the mesentery from the gut.
Taken together, our observations suggest that uniform differential

growth between the gut and the mesentery could be at the origin of
loop formation. Because the gut tube is slender, with a length that is
much larger than its radius, it responds physically to the differential
strain-induced compression from the attached mesentery by bending
and looping, while remaining attached to the embryo rostrocaudally.
Most importantly, the fact that the gut relaxes to a straight configura-
tion whereas the mesentery relaxes to an almost flat configuration
implies that the tissues behave elastically, a fact that will allow us to
quantify the process simply.
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Figure 1 | Morphology of loops in the chick gut. a, Chick gut at embryonic
day 5 (E5), E8, E12 and E16 shows stereotypical looping pattern.
b, Proliferation in the E5 (left) and E12 (right) gut tubes (blue) and mesentery
(red). Each blue bar represents the average number of phospho-H3-positive
cells per unit surface in 40 (E5) or 50 (E12) 10-mm sections. Each red bar
represents the average number of phospho-H3-positive cells per unit surface
over six 10-mm sections (E5) or in specific regions demarcated by vasculature
along the mesentery (E12). The inset images of the chick guts align the
proliferation data with the locations of loops (all measurements were made in
three or more chick samples). Ant., anterior; post., posterior. Error bars, s.d.
c, The gut and mesentery before and after surgical separation at E14 show that
the mesentery shrinks while the gut tube straightens out almost completely.
d, The E12 chick gut under normal development with the mesentery (left) and
after in ovo surgical separation of the mesentery at E4 (right). The gut and
mesentery repair their attachment, leading to some regions of normal looping
(green). However, a portion of the gut lacks normal loops as a result of
disrupting the gut–mesentery interaction over the time these loops would
otherwise have developed.
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Figure 2 | Rubber simulacrum of gut looping morphogenesis. a, To
construct the rubber model of looping, a thin rubber sheet (mesentery) was
stretched uniformly along its length and then stitched to a straight, unstretched
rubber tube (gut) along its boundary; the differential strain mimics the
differential growth of the two tissues. The systemwas then allowed to relax, free
of any external forces. b, On relaxation, the composite rubber model deformed
into a structure very similar to the chick gut (here the thickness of the sheet is
1.3mm and its Young’s modulus is 1.3MPa, and the radius of the tube is
4.8mm, its thickness is 2.4mm and its Young’s modulus is 1.1MPa; see
Supplementary Information for details). c, Chick gut at E12. The superior
mesenteric artery has been cut out (but not the mesentery), allowing the gut to
be displayed aligned without altering its loop pattern.
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• Mechanical dissociation of mesentery 
and gut leads to gut relaxation by 
decoiling and mesentery relaxation: 
gut is normally compressed and 
mesentery is stretched.

• So the gut and mesentery are elastic, 
isotropic tissues.

• Hypothesis: Differential uniform 
growth underlies differential strain. 

during the formation of the first loop at E5 (Fig. 1b) and later when
there were nine loops (E12) (Fig. 1b). We observed consistently
uniform proliferation with no significant differences along the
rostrocaudal axis of the gut tube, including at loop formation loca-
tions and between loops, as well as no observable azimuthal or radial
differences in proliferation rates at different cross-sections (Sup-
plementary Fig. 1), consistent with observations that the embryonic
gut tube cross-section remains circular along its length.
Because spatial constraints from the body cavity and the gut tube

alone cannot explain the reproducible looping, we instead considered
the dorsal mesentery, the webbed tissue that attaches the gut tube to

the embryo along its length. As looping morphogenesis is initiated,
the dorsal mesentery changes from a thick, asymmetric, multilayer
structure to a thin, double-epithelial sheet with no observable left–
right asymmetry (Supplementary Fig. 2).
To test whether the dorsal mesentery is integral to the intestinal

loops, we separated it from the gut surgically or enzymatically and
found that the intestine uncoils into a straight tube, indicating that it
was under compression. Simultaneously, the unconstrained dorsal
mesentery contracts when freed from the gut tube (Fig. 1c), indicating
that this tissue is under tension. Thus the gut–mesentery composite is
required to maintain the mature loops in the gut.
To find out whether the dorsal mesentery is also required for the

formation of the loops, we surgically separated a portion of the dorsal
mesentery from the gut in ovo, beginning immediately caudal to the
cranial (superior) mesenteric artery (SMA), at day E4, before loops
develop. Strikingly, where the mesentery and gut were separated, the
intestinal loops failed to form (Fig. 1d) even as normal loops formed in
locations rostral and caudal to it (Fig. 1d, green lines). Although we
were unable to cut the dorsal SMA in ovo during gut loop develop-
ment, once the loops had matured (E12), surgical dissection of the
SMA left the loops intact and in fact highlighted their periodic struc-
ture (Fig. 2c). This rules out any possible requirement for the SMA in
directing loop structure, and for the vasculature as well, as secondary
vessels develop only after the loops themselves have formed.
Although the gut grows uniformly, to investigate whether the

mesentery might grow inhomogeneously and thus force the gut to
loop at precise locations, we examined the proliferation rate of the
mesentery at E5 and at E12. There were no observed differences along
the rostrocaudal axis (Fig. 1b), suggesting that the growing mesentery
exerts uniform compression along the length of the gut, countered by
an equal and opposite tensile reaction on the mesentery from the gut.
Taken together, our observations suggest that uniform differential

growth between the gut and the mesentery could be at the origin of
loop formation. Because the gut tube is slender, with a length that is
much larger than its radius, it responds physically to the differential
strain-induced compression from the attached mesentery by bending
and looping, while remaining attached to the embryo rostrocaudally.
Most importantly, the fact that the gut relaxes to a straight configura-
tion whereas the mesentery relaxes to an almost flat configuration
implies that the tissues behave elastically, a fact that will allow us to
quantify the process simply.
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Figure 1 | Morphology of loops in the chick gut. a, Chick gut at embryonic
day 5 (E5), E8, E12 and E16 shows stereotypical looping pattern.
b, Proliferation in the E5 (left) and E12 (right) gut tubes (blue) and mesentery
(red). Each blue bar represents the average number of phospho-H3-positive
cells per unit surface in 40 (E5) or 50 (E12) 10-mm sections. Each red bar
represents the average number of phospho-H3-positive cells per unit surface
over six 10-mm sections (E5) or in specific regions demarcated by vasculature
along the mesentery (E12). The inset images of the chick guts align the
proliferation data with the locations of loops (all measurements were made in
three or more chick samples). Ant., anterior; post., posterior. Error bars, s.d.
c, The gut and mesentery before and after surgical separation at E14 show that
the mesentery shrinks while the gut tube straightens out almost completely.
d, The E12 chick gut under normal development with the mesentery (left) and
after in ovo surgical separation of the mesentery at E4 (right). The gut and
mesentery repair their attachment, leading to some regions of normal looping
(green). However, a portion of the gut lacks normal loops as a result of
disrupting the gut–mesentery interaction over the time these loops would
otherwise have developed.
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Figure 2 | Rubber simulacrum of gut looping morphogenesis. a, To
construct the rubber model of looping, a thin rubber sheet (mesentery) was
stretched uniformly along its length and then stitched to a straight, unstretched
rubber tube (gut) along its boundary; the differential strain mimics the
differential growth of the two tissues. The systemwas then allowed to relax, free
of any external forces. b, On relaxation, the composite rubber model deformed
into a structure very similar to the chick gut (here the thickness of the sheet is
1.3mm and its Young’s modulus is 1.3MPa, and the radius of the tube is
4.8mm, its thickness is 2.4mm and its Young’s modulus is 1.1MPa; see
Supplementary Information for details). c, Chick gut at E12. The superior
mesenteric artery has been cut out (but not the mesentery), allowing the gut to
be displayed aligned without altering its loop pattern.
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during the formation of the first loop at E5 (Fig. 1b) and later when
there were nine loops (E12) (Fig. 1b). We observed consistently
uniform proliferation with no significant differences along the
rostrocaudal axis of the gut tube, including at loop formation loca-
tions and between loops, as well as no observable azimuthal or radial
differences in proliferation rates at different cross-sections (Sup-
plementary Fig. 1), consistent with observations that the embryonic
gut tube cross-section remains circular along its length.
Because spatial constraints from the body cavity and the gut tube

alone cannot explain the reproducible looping, we instead considered
the dorsal mesentery, the webbed tissue that attaches the gut tube to

the embryo along its length. As looping morphogenesis is initiated,
the dorsal mesentery changes from a thick, asymmetric, multilayer
structure to a thin, double-epithelial sheet with no observable left–
right asymmetry (Supplementary Fig. 2).
To test whether the dorsal mesentery is integral to the intestinal

loops, we separated it from the gut surgically or enzymatically and
found that the intestine uncoils into a straight tube, indicating that it
was under compression. Simultaneously, the unconstrained dorsal
mesentery contracts when freed from the gut tube (Fig. 1c), indicating
that this tissue is under tension. Thus the gut–mesentery composite is
required to maintain the mature loops in the gut.
To find out whether the dorsal mesentery is also required for the

formation of the loops, we surgically separated a portion of the dorsal
mesentery from the gut in ovo, beginning immediately caudal to the
cranial (superior) mesenteric artery (SMA), at day E4, before loops
develop. Strikingly, where the mesentery and gut were separated, the
intestinal loops failed to form (Fig. 1d) even as normal loops formed in
locations rostral and caudal to it (Fig. 1d, green lines). Although we
were unable to cut the dorsal SMA in ovo during gut loop develop-
ment, once the loops had matured (E12), surgical dissection of the
SMA left the loops intact and in fact highlighted their periodic struc-
ture (Fig. 2c). This rules out any possible requirement for the SMA in
directing loop structure, and for the vasculature as well, as secondary
vessels develop only after the loops themselves have formed.
Although the gut grows uniformly, to investigate whether the

mesentery might grow inhomogeneously and thus force the gut to
loop at precise locations, we examined the proliferation rate of the
mesentery at E5 and at E12. There were no observed differences along
the rostrocaudal axis (Fig. 1b), suggesting that the growing mesentery
exerts uniform compression along the length of the gut, countered by
an equal and opposite tensile reaction on the mesentery from the gut.
Taken together, our observations suggest that uniform differential

growth between the gut and the mesentery could be at the origin of
loop formation. Because the gut tube is slender, with a length that is
much larger than its radius, it responds physically to the differential
strain-induced compression from the attached mesentery by bending
and looping, while remaining attached to the embryo rostrocaudally.
Most importantly, the fact that the gut relaxes to a straight configura-
tion whereas the mesentery relaxes to an almost flat configuration
implies that the tissues behave elastically, a fact that will allow us to
quantify the process simply.
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Figure 1 | Morphology of loops in the chick gut. a, Chick gut at embryonic
day 5 (E5), E8, E12 and E16 shows stereotypical looping pattern.
b, Proliferation in the E5 (left) and E12 (right) gut tubes (blue) and mesentery
(red). Each blue bar represents the average number of phospho-H3-positive
cells per unit surface in 40 (E5) or 50 (E12) 10-mm sections. Each red bar
represents the average number of phospho-H3-positive cells per unit surface
over six 10-mm sections (E5) or in specific regions demarcated by vasculature
along the mesentery (E12). The inset images of the chick guts align the
proliferation data with the locations of loops (all measurements were made in
three or more chick samples). Ant., anterior; post., posterior. Error bars, s.d.
c, The gut and mesentery before and after surgical separation at E14 show that
the mesentery shrinks while the gut tube straightens out almost completely.
d, The E12 chick gut under normal development with the mesentery (left) and
after in ovo surgical separation of the mesentery at E4 (right). The gut and
mesentery repair their attachment, leading to some regions of normal looping
(green). However, a portion of the gut lacks normal loops as a result of
disrupting the gut–mesentery interaction over the time these loops would
otherwise have developed.
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Figure 2 | Rubber simulacrum of gut looping morphogenesis. a, To
construct the rubber model of looping, a thin rubber sheet (mesentery) was
stretched uniformly along its length and then stitched to a straight, unstretched
rubber tube (gut) along its boundary; the differential strain mimics the
differential growth of the two tissues. The systemwas then allowed to relax, free
of any external forces. b, On relaxation, the composite rubber model deformed
into a structure very similar to the chick gut (here the thickness of the sheet is
1.3mm and its Young’s modulus is 1.3MPa, and the radius of the tube is
4.8mm, its thickness is 2.4mm and its Young’s modulus is 1.1MPa; see
Supplementary Information for details). c, Chick gut at E12. The superior
mesenteric artery has been cut out (but not the mesentery), allowing the gut to
be displayed aligned without altering its loop pattern.
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• A physical simulacrum of the gut and 
mesentery is similar qualitatively to gut 
looping in vivo 

Growth induced mechanical instabilities: Gut looping

Thierry Savin,  et al, L. Mahadevan and Cliff Tabin. Nature (2011) 476:57-62.

• An elastic theory predicts tissue geometry 
given elastic moduli of tube (gut) and sheet 
(mesentery), strain and force balance.

• When strain     (due to differential growth) 
is above critical value    , the gut buckles 
and loops.

• Geometry/Elasticity relations:

Physical model of gut looping
To investigate the physical origins of this looping pattern, we
developed a simple simulacrum of the gut–mesentery composite
using a silicone rubber tube (mimicking the gut) and a thin latex sheet
(mimicking the mesentery; see Supplementary Information). The dif-
ferential strain induced by relative growth between the gut and the
mesentery is simulated by extending the latex sheet along its length
and stitching it to the wall of the naturally straight, unstretched rubber
tube along the edge parallel to the direction of membrane stretching
(Fig. 2a). On removing all external loads from the composite system,
we observe the spontaneous formation of loops in the tube very similar
in shape to the looping patterns seen in ovo (Fig. 2b). Varying the
differential strain, the thickness of the latex sheet, the radius of the
rubber tube and their material properties (Supplementary Informa-
tion) shows that the wavelength and amplitude of the repeating loops
depend only on these measurable parameters.

Scaling laws for loop period, radius and number
We now quantify the simple physical picture for looping sketched
above to derive expressions for the size of a loop, characterized by
the contour length, l, and mean radius of curvature, R, of a single
period (Fig. 3a). The geometry of the growing gut is characterized by
the gut’s inner and outer radii, ri and ro, which are much smaller than
its increasing length, whereas that of the mesentery is described by its
homogeneous thickness, h, which is much smaller than its other two
dimensions. Because the gut tube and mesentery relax to nearly
straight, flat states once they are surgically separated, we can model
the gut as a one-dimensional elastic filament growing relative to a thin
two-dimensional elastic sheet (the mesentery). As the gut length
becomes longer than the perimeter of the mesentery to which it is
attached, there is a differential strain, e, that compresses the tube axially
while extending the periphery of the sheet. When the growth strain is

larger than a critical value, e!, the straight tube buckles, taking on a
wavy shape of characteristic amplitude A and period l?A. At the
onset of buckling, the extensional strain energy of the sheet per wave-
length of the pattern is Um!Eme2!hl

2, where Em is the Young’s modu-
lus of the mesentery sheet. The bending energy of the tube per
wavelength is U t!EtItk 2l, where k / A/l2 is the tube curvature,
It!r4o{r4i is the moment of inertia of the tube and Et is the Young’s
modulus of the tube. Using the condition that the in-plane strain in the
sheet is e!!A=l and minimizing the sum of the two energies with
respect to l then yields a scaling law for the wavelength of the loop:

l!
EtIt
Emh

! "1=3

ð1Þ

The above theory is valid only at the onset of looping and cannot predict
the amplitude or radius of a loop. Far from the onset of the instability, at a
strain e~e0?e!, we use a torque balance argument to determine the
finite radius of the loop. To deform the gut into a loop of radius R, the
elastic torque required is Tt / EtIt/R and must balance the torque
exerted by the membrane with strain e0 over a width w and a length R,
that is,Tm / Emhwe0R. Thewidth of this strip is the radial distance from
the tube overwhich theperipheralmembrane stretching strain is relaxed,
and is determinedby the relation e0 / w/(R2w). Balancing the torques,
by equating Tt with Tm, and assuming that e0, 1, yields the scaling law

R!
EtIt

Emhe20

! "1=3

ð2Þ

Quantitative geometry and biomechanics of chick gut
looping
A comparison of the results of our predictions with quantitative
experiments requires the measurement of the geometry of the tissues,
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Figure 3 | Geometric and mechanical measurements of chick gut.
a, Parameters involved in the physical model. b, Inner (ri, light blue) and outer
(ro, dark blue) tube diameters. Measurements are extracted fromDAPI-stained
tube cross-section shown in inset. c, Tube (length Lt, blue) and mesentery
(length Lm, red) differential growth. Inset, length measurement of one isolated
loop. d, Stress versus strain for the mesentery at E8, E12 and E16. For

physiological strains, we use the linearization shown by the black lines, to
extract the effective Young’s modulus, Em, and the effective strain, e0. e, Stress
versus strain for the gut tube at E8, E12 and E16. f, Mesentery and tube Young’s
moduli, Em (red) and Et (blue), at E8, E12 and E16. g, Effective differential
growth strain, e0, at E8, E12 and E16. Error bars, s.d.
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Physical model of gut looping
To investigate the physical origins of this looping pattern, we
developed a simple simulacrum of the gut–mesentery composite
using a silicone rubber tube (mimicking the gut) and a thin latex sheet
(mimicking the mesentery; see Supplementary Information). The dif-
ferential strain induced by relative growth between the gut and the
mesentery is simulated by extending the latex sheet along its length
and stitching it to the wall of the naturally straight, unstretched rubber
tube along the edge parallel to the direction of membrane stretching
(Fig. 2a). On removing all external loads from the composite system,
we observe the spontaneous formation of loops in the tube very similar
in shape to the looping patterns seen in ovo (Fig. 2b). Varying the
differential strain, the thickness of the latex sheet, the radius of the
rubber tube and their material properties (Supplementary Informa-
tion) shows that the wavelength and amplitude of the repeating loops
depend only on these measurable parameters.

Scaling laws for loop period, radius and number
We now quantify the simple physical picture for looping sketched
above to derive expressions for the size of a loop, characterized by
the contour length, l, and mean radius of curvature, R, of a single
period (Fig. 3a). The geometry of the growing gut is characterized by
the gut’s inner and outer radii, ri and ro, which are much smaller than
its increasing length, whereas that of the mesentery is described by its
homogeneous thickness, h, which is much smaller than its other two
dimensions. Because the gut tube and mesentery relax to nearly
straight, flat states once they are surgically separated, we can model
the gut as a one-dimensional elastic filament growing relative to a thin
two-dimensional elastic sheet (the mesentery). As the gut length
becomes longer than the perimeter of the mesentery to which it is
attached, there is a differential strain, e, that compresses the tube axially
while extending the periphery of the sheet. When the growth strain is

larger than a critical value, e!, the straight tube buckles, taking on a
wavy shape of characteristic amplitude A and period l?A. At the
onset of buckling, the extensional strain energy of the sheet per wave-
length of the pattern is Um!Eme2!hl

2, where Em is the Young’s modu-
lus of the mesentery sheet. The bending energy of the tube per
wavelength is U t!EtItk 2l, where k / A/l2 is the tube curvature,
It!r4o{r4i is the moment of inertia of the tube and Et is the Young’s
modulus of the tube. Using the condition that the in-plane strain in the
sheet is e!!A=l and minimizing the sum of the two energies with
respect to l then yields a scaling law for the wavelength of the loop:

l!
EtIt
Emh

! "1=3

ð1Þ

The above theory is valid only at the onset of looping and cannot predict
the amplitude or radius of a loop. Far from the onset of the instability, at a
strain e~e0?e!, we use a torque balance argument to determine the
finite radius of the loop. To deform the gut into a loop of radius R, the
elastic torque required is Tt / EtIt/R and must balance the torque
exerted by the membrane with strain e0 over a width w and a length R,
that is,Tm / Emhwe0R. Thewidth of this strip is the radial distance from
the tube overwhich theperipheralmembrane stretching strain is relaxed,
and is determinedby the relation e0 / w/(R2w). Balancing the torques,
by equating Tt with Tm, and assuming that e0, 1, yields the scaling law

R!
EtIt

Emhe20

! "1=3

ð2Þ

Quantitative geometry and biomechanics of chick gut
looping
A comparison of the results of our predictions with quantitative
experiments requires the measurement of the geometry of the tissues,
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Figure 3 | Geometric and mechanical measurements of chick gut.
a, Parameters involved in the physical model. b, Inner (ri, light blue) and outer
(ro, dark blue) tube diameters. Measurements are extracted fromDAPI-stained
tube cross-section shown in inset. c, Tube (length Lt, blue) and mesentery
(length Lm, red) differential growth. Inset, length measurement of one isolated
loop. d, Stress versus strain for the mesentery at E8, E12 and E16. For

physiological strains, we use the linearization shown by the black lines, to
extract the effective Young’s modulus, Em, and the effective strain, e0. e, Stress
versus strain for the gut tube at E8, E12 and E16. f, Mesentery and tube Young’s
moduli, Em (red) and Et (blue), at E8, E12 and E16. g, Effective differential
growth strain, e0, at E8, E12 and E16. Error bars, s.d.
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Physical model of gut looping
To investigate the physical origins of this looping pattern, we
developed a simple simulacrum of the gut–mesentery composite
using a silicone rubber tube (mimicking the gut) and a thin latex sheet
(mimicking the mesentery; see Supplementary Information). The dif-
ferential strain induced by relative growth between the gut and the
mesentery is simulated by extending the latex sheet along its length
and stitching it to the wall of the naturally straight, unstretched rubber
tube along the edge parallel to the direction of membrane stretching
(Fig. 2a). On removing all external loads from the composite system,
we observe the spontaneous formation of loops in the tube very similar
in shape to the looping patterns seen in ovo (Fig. 2b). Varying the
differential strain, the thickness of the latex sheet, the radius of the
rubber tube and their material properties (Supplementary Informa-
tion) shows that the wavelength and amplitude of the repeating loops
depend only on these measurable parameters.

Scaling laws for loop period, radius and number
We now quantify the simple physical picture for looping sketched
above to derive expressions for the size of a loop, characterized by
the contour length, l, and mean radius of curvature, R, of a single
period (Fig. 3a). The geometry of the growing gut is characterized by
the gut’s inner and outer radii, ri and ro, which are much smaller than
its increasing length, whereas that of the mesentery is described by its
homogeneous thickness, h, which is much smaller than its other two
dimensions. Because the gut tube and mesentery relax to nearly
straight, flat states once they are surgically separated, we can model
the gut as a one-dimensional elastic filament growing relative to a thin
two-dimensional elastic sheet (the mesentery). As the gut length
becomes longer than the perimeter of the mesentery to which it is
attached, there is a differential strain, e, that compresses the tube axially
while extending the periphery of the sheet. When the growth strain is

larger than a critical value, e!, the straight tube buckles, taking on a
wavy shape of characteristic amplitude A and period l?A. At the
onset of buckling, the extensional strain energy of the sheet per wave-
length of the pattern is Um!Eme2!hl

2, where Em is the Young’s modu-
lus of the mesentery sheet. The bending energy of the tube per
wavelength is U t!EtItk 2l, where k / A/l2 is the tube curvature,
It!r4o{r4i is the moment of inertia of the tube and Et is the Young’s
modulus of the tube. Using the condition that the in-plane strain in the
sheet is e!!A=l and minimizing the sum of the two energies with
respect to l then yields a scaling law for the wavelength of the loop:

l!
EtIt
Emh

! "1=3

ð1Þ

The above theory is valid only at the onset of looping and cannot predict
the amplitude or radius of a loop. Far from the onset of the instability, at a
strain e~e0?e!, we use a torque balance argument to determine the
finite radius of the loop. To deform the gut into a loop of radius R, the
elastic torque required is Tt / EtIt/R and must balance the torque
exerted by the membrane with strain e0 over a width w and a length R,
that is,Tm / Emhwe0R. Thewidth of this strip is the radial distance from
the tube overwhich theperipheralmembrane stretching strain is relaxed,
and is determinedby the relation e0 / w/(R2w). Balancing the torques,
by equating Tt with Tm, and assuming that e0, 1, yields the scaling law

R!
EtIt

Emhe20

! "1=3

ð2Þ

Quantitative geometry and biomechanics of chick gut
looping
A comparison of the results of our predictions with quantitative
experiments requires the measurement of the geometry of the tissues,
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Figure 3 | Geometric and mechanical measurements of chick gut.
a, Parameters involved in the physical model. b, Inner (ri, light blue) and outer
(ro, dark blue) tube diameters. Measurements are extracted fromDAPI-stained
tube cross-section shown in inset. c, Tube (length Lt, blue) and mesentery
(length Lm, red) differential growth. Inset, length measurement of one isolated
loop. d, Stress versus strain for the mesentery at E8, E12 and E16. For

physiological strains, we use the linearization shown by the black lines, to
extract the effective Young’s modulus, Em, and the effective strain, e0. e, Stress
versus strain for the gut tube at E8, E12 and E16. f, Mesentery and tube Young’s
moduli, Em (red) and Et (blue), at E8, E12 and E16. g, Effective differential
growth strain, e0, at E8, E12 and E16. Error bars, s.d.
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Physical model of gut looping
To investigate the physical origins of this looping pattern, we
developed a simple simulacrum of the gut–mesentery composite
using a silicone rubber tube (mimicking the gut) and a thin latex sheet
(mimicking the mesentery; see Supplementary Information). The dif-
ferential strain induced by relative growth between the gut and the
mesentery is simulated by extending the latex sheet along its length
and stitching it to the wall of the naturally straight, unstretched rubber
tube along the edge parallel to the direction of membrane stretching
(Fig. 2a). On removing all external loads from the composite system,
we observe the spontaneous formation of loops in the tube very similar
in shape to the looping patterns seen in ovo (Fig. 2b). Varying the
differential strain, the thickness of the latex sheet, the radius of the
rubber tube and their material properties (Supplementary Informa-
tion) shows that the wavelength and amplitude of the repeating loops
depend only on these measurable parameters.

Scaling laws for loop period, radius and number
We now quantify the simple physical picture for looping sketched
above to derive expressions for the size of a loop, characterized by
the contour length, l, and mean radius of curvature, R, of a single
period (Fig. 3a). The geometry of the growing gut is characterized by
the gut’s inner and outer radii, ri and ro, which are much smaller than
its increasing length, whereas that of the mesentery is described by its
homogeneous thickness, h, which is much smaller than its other two
dimensions. Because the gut tube and mesentery relax to nearly
straight, flat states once they are surgically separated, we can model
the gut as a one-dimensional elastic filament growing relative to a thin
two-dimensional elastic sheet (the mesentery). As the gut length
becomes longer than the perimeter of the mesentery to which it is
attached, there is a differential strain, e, that compresses the tube axially
while extending the periphery of the sheet. When the growth strain is

larger than a critical value, e!, the straight tube buckles, taking on a
wavy shape of characteristic amplitude A and period l?A. At the
onset of buckling, the extensional strain energy of the sheet per wave-
length of the pattern is Um!Eme2!hl

2, where Em is the Young’s modu-
lus of the mesentery sheet. The bending energy of the tube per
wavelength is U t!EtItk 2l, where k / A/l2 is the tube curvature,
It!r4o{r4i is the moment of inertia of the tube and Et is the Young’s
modulus of the tube. Using the condition that the in-plane strain in the
sheet is e!!A=l and minimizing the sum of the two energies with
respect to l then yields a scaling law for the wavelength of the loop:

l!
EtIt
Emh

! "1=3

ð1Þ

The above theory is valid only at the onset of looping and cannot predict
the amplitude or radius of a loop. Far from the onset of the instability, at a
strain e~e0?e!, we use a torque balance argument to determine the
finite radius of the loop. To deform the gut into a loop of radius R, the
elastic torque required is Tt / EtIt/R and must balance the torque
exerted by the membrane with strain e0 over a width w and a length R,
that is,Tm / Emhwe0R. Thewidth of this strip is the radial distance from
the tube overwhich theperipheralmembrane stretching strain is relaxed,
and is determinedby the relation e0 / w/(R2w). Balancing the torques,
by equating Tt with Tm, and assuming that e0, 1, yields the scaling law

R!
EtIt

Emhe20

! "1=3

ð2Þ

Quantitative geometry and biomechanics of chick gut
looping
A comparison of the results of our predictions with quantitative
experiments requires the measurement of the geometry of the tissues,
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Figure 3 | Geometric and mechanical measurements of chick gut.
a, Parameters involved in the physical model. b, Inner (ri, light blue) and outer
(ro, dark blue) tube diameters. Measurements are extracted fromDAPI-stained
tube cross-section shown in inset. c, Tube (length Lt, blue) and mesentery
(length Lm, red) differential growth. Inset, length measurement of one isolated
loop. d, Stress versus strain for the mesentery at E8, E12 and E16. For

physiological strains, we use the linearization shown by the black lines, to
extract the effective Young’s modulus, Em, and the effective strain, e0. e, Stress
versus strain for the gut tube at E8, E12 and E16. f, Mesentery and tube Young’s
moduli, Em (red) and Et (blue), at E8, E12 and E16. g, Effective differential
growth strain, e0, at E8, E12 and E16. Error bars, s.d.
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Physical model of gut looping
To investigate the physical origins of this looping pattern, we
developed a simple simulacrum of the gut–mesentery composite
using a silicone rubber tube (mimicking the gut) and a thin latex sheet
(mimicking the mesentery; see Supplementary Information). The dif-
ferential strain induced by relative growth between the gut and the
mesentery is simulated by extending the latex sheet along its length
and stitching it to the wall of the naturally straight, unstretched rubber
tube along the edge parallel to the direction of membrane stretching
(Fig. 2a). On removing all external loads from the composite system,
we observe the spontaneous formation of loops in the tube very similar
in shape to the looping patterns seen in ovo (Fig. 2b). Varying the
differential strain, the thickness of the latex sheet, the radius of the
rubber tube and their material properties (Supplementary Informa-
tion) shows that the wavelength and amplitude of the repeating loops
depend only on these measurable parameters.

Scaling laws for loop period, radius and number
We now quantify the simple physical picture for looping sketched
above to derive expressions for the size of a loop, characterized by
the contour length, l, and mean radius of curvature, R, of a single
period (Fig. 3a). The geometry of the growing gut is characterized by
the gut’s inner and outer radii, ri and ro, which are much smaller than
its increasing length, whereas that of the mesentery is described by its
homogeneous thickness, h, which is much smaller than its other two
dimensions. Because the gut tube and mesentery relax to nearly
straight, flat states once they are surgically separated, we can model
the gut as a one-dimensional elastic filament growing relative to a thin
two-dimensional elastic sheet (the mesentery). As the gut length
becomes longer than the perimeter of the mesentery to which it is
attached, there is a differential strain, e, that compresses the tube axially
while extending the periphery of the sheet. When the growth strain is

larger than a critical value, e!, the straight tube buckles, taking on a
wavy shape of characteristic amplitude A and period l?A. At the
onset of buckling, the extensional strain energy of the sheet per wave-
length of the pattern is Um!Eme2!hl

2, where Em is the Young’s modu-
lus of the mesentery sheet. The bending energy of the tube per
wavelength is U t!EtItk 2l, where k / A/l2 is the tube curvature,
It!r4o{r4i is the moment of inertia of the tube and Et is the Young’s
modulus of the tube. Using the condition that the in-plane strain in the
sheet is e!!A=l and minimizing the sum of the two energies with
respect to l then yields a scaling law for the wavelength of the loop:

l!
EtIt
Emh

! "1=3

ð1Þ

The above theory is valid only at the onset of looping and cannot predict
the amplitude or radius of a loop. Far from the onset of the instability, at a
strain e~e0?e!, we use a torque balance argument to determine the
finite radius of the loop. To deform the gut into a loop of radius R, the
elastic torque required is Tt / EtIt/R and must balance the torque
exerted by the membrane with strain e0 over a width w and a length R,
that is,Tm / Emhwe0R. Thewidth of this strip is the radial distance from
the tube overwhich theperipheralmembrane stretching strain is relaxed,
and is determinedby the relation e0 / w/(R2w). Balancing the torques,
by equating Tt with Tm, and assuming that e0, 1, yields the scaling law

R!
EtIt

Emhe20

! "1=3

ð2Þ

Quantitative geometry and biomechanics of chick gut
looping
A comparison of the results of our predictions with quantitative
experiments requires the measurement of the geometry of the tissues,
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Figure 3 | Geometric and mechanical measurements of chick gut.
a, Parameters involved in the physical model. b, Inner (ri, light blue) and outer
(ro, dark blue) tube diameters. Measurements are extracted fromDAPI-stained
tube cross-section shown in inset. c, Tube (length Lt, blue) and mesentery
(length Lm, red) differential growth. Inset, length measurement of one isolated
loop. d, Stress versus strain for the mesentery at E8, E12 and E16. For

physiological strains, we use the linearization shown by the black lines, to
extract the effective Young’s modulus, Em, and the effective strain, e0. e, Stress
versus strain for the gut tube at E8, E12 and E16. f, Mesentery and tube Young’s
moduli, Em (red) and Et (blue), at E8, E12 and E16. g, Effective differential
growth strain, e0, at E8, E12 and E16. Error bars, s.d.
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Physical model of gut looping
To investigate the physical origins of this looping pattern, we
developed a simple simulacrum of the gut–mesentery composite
using a silicone rubber tube (mimicking the gut) and a thin latex sheet
(mimicking the mesentery; see Supplementary Information). The dif-
ferential strain induced by relative growth between the gut and the
mesentery is simulated by extending the latex sheet along its length
and stitching it to the wall of the naturally straight, unstretched rubber
tube along the edge parallel to the direction of membrane stretching
(Fig. 2a). On removing all external loads from the composite system,
we observe the spontaneous formation of loops in the tube very similar
in shape to the looping patterns seen in ovo (Fig. 2b). Varying the
differential strain, the thickness of the latex sheet, the radius of the
rubber tube and their material properties (Supplementary Informa-
tion) shows that the wavelength and amplitude of the repeating loops
depend only on these measurable parameters.

Scaling laws for loop period, radius and number
We now quantify the simple physical picture for looping sketched
above to derive expressions for the size of a loop, characterized by
the contour length, l, and mean radius of curvature, R, of a single
period (Fig. 3a). The geometry of the growing gut is characterized by
the gut’s inner and outer radii, ri and ro, which are much smaller than
its increasing length, whereas that of the mesentery is described by its
homogeneous thickness, h, which is much smaller than its other two
dimensions. Because the gut tube and mesentery relax to nearly
straight, flat states once they are surgically separated, we can model
the gut as a one-dimensional elastic filament growing relative to a thin
two-dimensional elastic sheet (the mesentery). As the gut length
becomes longer than the perimeter of the mesentery to which it is
attached, there is a differential strain, e, that compresses the tube axially
while extending the periphery of the sheet. When the growth strain is

larger than a critical value, e!, the straight tube buckles, taking on a
wavy shape of characteristic amplitude A and period l?A. At the
onset of buckling, the extensional strain energy of the sheet per wave-
length of the pattern is Um!Eme2!hl

2, where Em is the Young’s modu-
lus of the mesentery sheet. The bending energy of the tube per
wavelength is U t!EtItk 2l, where k / A/l2 is the tube curvature,
It!r4o{r4i is the moment of inertia of the tube and Et is the Young’s
modulus of the tube. Using the condition that the in-plane strain in the
sheet is e!!A=l and minimizing the sum of the two energies with
respect to l then yields a scaling law for the wavelength of the loop:

l!
EtIt
Emh

! "1=3

ð1Þ

The above theory is valid only at the onset of looping and cannot predict
the amplitude or radius of a loop. Far from the onset of the instability, at a
strain e~e0?e!, we use a torque balance argument to determine the
finite radius of the loop. To deform the gut into a loop of radius R, the
elastic torque required is Tt / EtIt/R and must balance the torque
exerted by the membrane with strain e0 over a width w and a length R,
that is,Tm / Emhwe0R. Thewidth of this strip is the radial distance from
the tube overwhich theperipheralmembrane stretching strain is relaxed,
and is determinedby the relation e0 / w/(R2w). Balancing the torques,
by equating Tt with Tm, and assuming that e0, 1, yields the scaling law

R!
EtIt

Emhe20

! "1=3

ð2Þ

Quantitative geometry and biomechanics of chick gut
looping
A comparison of the results of our predictions with quantitative
experiments requires the measurement of the geometry of the tissues,
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Figure 3 | Geometric and mechanical measurements of chick gut.
a, Parameters involved in the physical model. b, Inner (ri, light blue) and outer
(ro, dark blue) tube diameters. Measurements are extracted fromDAPI-stained
tube cross-section shown in inset. c, Tube (length Lt, blue) and mesentery
(length Lm, red) differential growth. Inset, length measurement of one isolated
loop. d, Stress versus strain for the mesentery at E8, E12 and E16. For

physiological strains, we use the linearization shown by the black lines, to
extract the effective Young’s modulus, Em, and the effective strain, e0. e, Stress
versus strain for the gut tube at E8, E12 and E16. f, Mesentery and tube Young’s
moduli, Em (red) and Et (blue), at E8, E12 and E16. g, Effective differential
growth strain, e0, at E8, E12 and E16. Error bars, s.d.
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Physical model of gut looping
To investigate the physical origins of this looping pattern, we
developed a simple simulacrum of the gut–mesentery composite
using a silicone rubber tube (mimicking the gut) and a thin latex sheet
(mimicking the mesentery; see Supplementary Information). The dif-
ferential strain induced by relative growth between the gut and the
mesentery is simulated by extending the latex sheet along its length
and stitching it to the wall of the naturally straight, unstretched rubber
tube along the edge parallel to the direction of membrane stretching
(Fig. 2a). On removing all external loads from the composite system,
we observe the spontaneous formation of loops in the tube very similar
in shape to the looping patterns seen in ovo (Fig. 2b). Varying the
differential strain, the thickness of the latex sheet, the radius of the
rubber tube and their material properties (Supplementary Informa-
tion) shows that the wavelength and amplitude of the repeating loops
depend only on these measurable parameters.

Scaling laws for loop period, radius and number
We now quantify the simple physical picture for looping sketched
above to derive expressions for the size of a loop, characterized by
the contour length, l, and mean radius of curvature, R, of a single
period (Fig. 3a). The geometry of the growing gut is characterized by
the gut’s inner and outer radii, ri and ro, which are much smaller than
its increasing length, whereas that of the mesentery is described by its
homogeneous thickness, h, which is much smaller than its other two
dimensions. Because the gut tube and mesentery relax to nearly
straight, flat states once they are surgically separated, we can model
the gut as a one-dimensional elastic filament growing relative to a thin
two-dimensional elastic sheet (the mesentery). As the gut length
becomes longer than the perimeter of the mesentery to which it is
attached, there is a differential strain, e, that compresses the tube axially
while extending the periphery of the sheet. When the growth strain is

larger than a critical value, e!, the straight tube buckles, taking on a
wavy shape of characteristic amplitude A and period l?A. At the
onset of buckling, the extensional strain energy of the sheet per wave-
length of the pattern is Um!Eme2!hl

2, where Em is the Young’s modu-
lus of the mesentery sheet. The bending energy of the tube per
wavelength is U t!EtItk 2l, where k / A/l2 is the tube curvature,
It!r4o{r4i is the moment of inertia of the tube and Et is the Young’s
modulus of the tube. Using the condition that the in-plane strain in the
sheet is e!!A=l and minimizing the sum of the two energies with
respect to l then yields a scaling law for the wavelength of the loop:

l!
EtIt
Emh

! "1=3

ð1Þ

The above theory is valid only at the onset of looping and cannot predict
the amplitude or radius of a loop. Far from the onset of the instability, at a
strain e~e0?e!, we use a torque balance argument to determine the
finite radius of the loop. To deform the gut into a loop of radius R, the
elastic torque required is Tt / EtIt/R and must balance the torque
exerted by the membrane with strain e0 over a width w and a length R,
that is,Tm / Emhwe0R. Thewidth of this strip is the radial distance from
the tube overwhich theperipheralmembrane stretching strain is relaxed,
and is determinedby the relation e0 / w/(R2w). Balancing the torques,
by equating Tt with Tm, and assuming that e0, 1, yields the scaling law

R!
EtIt

Emhe20

! "1=3

ð2Þ

Quantitative geometry and biomechanics of chick gut
looping
A comparison of the results of our predictions with quantitative
experiments requires the measurement of the geometry of the tissues,
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Figure 3 | Geometric and mechanical measurements of chick gut.
a, Parameters involved in the physical model. b, Inner (ri, light blue) and outer
(ro, dark blue) tube diameters. Measurements are extracted fromDAPI-stained
tube cross-section shown in inset. c, Tube (length Lt, blue) and mesentery
(length Lm, red) differential growth. Inset, length measurement of one isolated
loop. d, Stress versus strain for the mesentery at E8, E12 and E16. For

physiological strains, we use the linearization shown by the black lines, to
extract the effective Young’s modulus, Em, and the effective strain, e0. e, Stress
versus strain for the gut tube at E8, E12 and E16. f, Mesentery and tube Young’s
moduli, Em (red) and Et (blue), at E8, E12 and E16. g, Effective differential
growth strain, e0, at E8, E12 and E16. Error bars, s.d.
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Physical model of gut looping
To investigate the physical origins of this looping pattern, we
developed a simple simulacrum of the gut–mesentery composite
using a silicone rubber tube (mimicking the gut) and a thin latex sheet
(mimicking the mesentery; see Supplementary Information). The dif-
ferential strain induced by relative growth between the gut and the
mesentery is simulated by extending the latex sheet along its length
and stitching it to the wall of the naturally straight, unstretched rubber
tube along the edge parallel to the direction of membrane stretching
(Fig. 2a). On removing all external loads from the composite system,
we observe the spontaneous formation of loops in the tube very similar
in shape to the looping patterns seen in ovo (Fig. 2b). Varying the
differential strain, the thickness of the latex sheet, the radius of the
rubber tube and their material properties (Supplementary Informa-
tion) shows that the wavelength and amplitude of the repeating loops
depend only on these measurable parameters.

Scaling laws for loop period, radius and number
We now quantify the simple physical picture for looping sketched
above to derive expressions for the size of a loop, characterized by
the contour length, l, and mean radius of curvature, R, of a single
period (Fig. 3a). The geometry of the growing gut is characterized by
the gut’s inner and outer radii, ri and ro, which are much smaller than
its increasing length, whereas that of the mesentery is described by its
homogeneous thickness, h, which is much smaller than its other two
dimensions. Because the gut tube and mesentery relax to nearly
straight, flat states once they are surgically separated, we can model
the gut as a one-dimensional elastic filament growing relative to a thin
two-dimensional elastic sheet (the mesentery). As the gut length
becomes longer than the perimeter of the mesentery to which it is
attached, there is a differential strain, e, that compresses the tube axially
while extending the periphery of the sheet. When the growth strain is

larger than a critical value, e!, the straight tube buckles, taking on a
wavy shape of characteristic amplitude A and period l?A. At the
onset of buckling, the extensional strain energy of the sheet per wave-
length of the pattern is Um!Eme2!hl

2, where Em is the Young’s modu-
lus of the mesentery sheet. The bending energy of the tube per
wavelength is U t!EtItk 2l, where k / A/l2 is the tube curvature,
It!r4o{r4i is the moment of inertia of the tube and Et is the Young’s
modulus of the tube. Using the condition that the in-plane strain in the
sheet is e!!A=l and minimizing the sum of the two energies with
respect to l then yields a scaling law for the wavelength of the loop:

l!
EtIt
Emh

! "1=3

ð1Þ

The above theory is valid only at the onset of looping and cannot predict
the amplitude or radius of a loop. Far from the onset of the instability, at a
strain e~e0?e!, we use a torque balance argument to determine the
finite radius of the loop. To deform the gut into a loop of radius R, the
elastic torque required is Tt / EtIt/R and must balance the torque
exerted by the membrane with strain e0 over a width w and a length R,
that is,Tm / Emhwe0R. Thewidth of this strip is the radial distance from
the tube overwhich theperipheralmembrane stretching strain is relaxed,
and is determinedby the relation e0 / w/(R2w). Balancing the torques,
by equating Tt with Tm, and assuming that e0, 1, yields the scaling law

R!
EtIt

Emhe20

! "1=3

ð2Þ

Quantitative geometry and biomechanics of chick gut
looping
A comparison of the results of our predictions with quantitative
experiments requires the measurement of the geometry of the tissues,
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Figure 3 | Geometric and mechanical measurements of chick gut.
a, Parameters involved in the physical model. b, Inner (ri, light blue) and outer
(ro, dark blue) tube diameters. Measurements are extracted fromDAPI-stained
tube cross-section shown in inset. c, Tube (length Lt, blue) and mesentery
(length Lm, red) differential growth. Inset, length measurement of one isolated
loop. d, Stress versus strain for the mesentery at E8, E12 and E16. For

physiological strains, we use the linearization shown by the black lines, to
extract the effective Young’s modulus, Em, and the effective strain, e0. e, Stress
versus strain for the gut tube at E8, E12 and E16. f, Mesentery and tube Young’s
moduli, Em (red) and Et (blue), at E8, E12 and E16. g, Effective differential
growth strain, e0, at E8, E12 and E16. Error bars, s.d.
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• Geometric measurements
• Mechanical measurements (stress/

strain relations) of mesentery and gut
    (using magnetic force on steel ball)

mesentery gut tube
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their elastic properties and the relative strain mismatch at different
stages of chick gut development; we chose three stages: E8, E12 and
E16 (Fig. 3). The mesentery has a time-varying thickness, h, which is
evaluated from histological cross-section (Supplementary Fig. 2).
The inner and outer radii of the gut tube were extracted from 49,6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI)-stained tube cross-sections (Fig. 3b).
The length of the gut tube, Lt, was measured on the dissected gut. The
natural rest length of the periphery ofmesentery, Lm, wasmeasured by
cutting out thin strips along the junction with the gut and aligning
themunstretchedwith a ruler (Fig. 3c). The bending stiffness of the gut
tube and the stretching stiffness of themesenteryweremeasured using
in vitro, uniaxial, low-rate tensile tests, where the load was generated
by a magnet applying a calibrated force on a millimetre-size steel ball,
attached to one end of a tissue sample thatwas pinned at the other end.
The extension of the sample under load was tracked using video-
microscopy to extract its stress (s)/strain (e) response curve (see
Fig. 3d, e, insets, Methods and Supplementary Information).
For the mesentery, we observed a nonlinear response curve with a

sharp break at a strain eƒep, where ep5 Lt/Lm2 1 is the physiological
strain mismatch, typical of the strain-stiffening seen in biological
soft tissues16. We define an effective modulus, Em~(ds=de)e~ep ,
and strain, e0~(s{1ds=de){1

e~ep
, by locally linearizing the response

(Fig. 3d) and noting that the membrane has negligible stiffness
when 0vevep{e0. For the gut, we measured the modulus,
Et5 s/e, from the linear, low-strain response curve (e, 10%;
Fig. 3e). In Fig. 3f, g, we summarize the variation of Em, Et and e0 as
functions of developmental time. Measurements of the mesentery
stiffness at various locations and in various directions did not show
significant differences (Supplementary Fig. 4). This confirms the
validity of modelling the mesentery and the gut as isotropic, homo-
geneous material.
The measured biophysical parameters allowed us to create a

detailed numerical simulation of gut looping. Because the gut and
mesentery grow slowly, inertial effects are unimportant and the com-
posite system is always in mechanical equilibrium. This equilibrium
configuration was calculated as follows. The mesentery was modelled
as a discrete elastic membrane consisting of a hexagonal lattice of
springs with a discrete energy associated with in-plane stretching/
shearing deformations as well as out-of-plane bending deforma-
tions17, relative to the rest length of the springs. The gut was modelled
as an equivalentmembrane strip (two elementswide)with a discretized
energy associated with bending and stretching deformations, and
elastic stiffnesses different from those of themembrane. The geometry,
mechanical properties and relative growth of the tissues parameterized
by h, It, Em, Et and e0 were all experimentallymeasured at different time
points during development. Given these input parameters, energy
minimization for different relative growth strains, e0, yielded predic-
tions for the loopingmorphology of the gut (Methods and Supplemen-
tary Information).
In Fig. 4a, we compare the results of our observation at E16 with

numerical simulations. In Fig. 4b, c, we compare our quantitative
measurements of the wavelength and radius of curvature of the chick
gut at the different measured stages of development (see also
Supplementary Fig. 8) with those of both the rubber simulacrum
and numerical simulations, as functions of the geometry and elastic
moduli of the tube and sheet. Over the strain ranges e0[½0, 1" in the
simulation (Supplementary Movie 1) and e0[½0:5, 1" for the various
rubber models, we plot the wavelength, l, and radius, R, of the loop
and find that they follow the relations

l<36
EtIt
Emh

! "1=3

ð3Þ

R<4
EtIt

Emhe20

! "1=3

ð4Þ

in accord with our simple scaling laws (equations (1) and (2)). In
Table 1, we compare the values of these parameters for the chick
gut with the expressions given in equations (3) and (4), and confirm
that our model captures the salient properties of the looping patterns
with no adjustable parameters, strongly suggesting that the main
features of the chick gut looping pattern are established by the simple
balance of forces induced by the relative growth between the gut and
the mesentery.

Comparative study of gut looping across species
To test our theory in cases other than the development of the chick
gut, we took advantage of the distinct gut looping patterns observed in
different avian taxa, which have served as criteria for phylogenetic
classification and are thought of as having adaptive significance, inde-
pendent of bird size.
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Figure 4 | Predictions for loop shape, size and number at three stages in
chick gut development. a, Comparisons of the chick gut at E16 (top) with its
simulated counterpart (bottom). b, Scaled loop contour length, l/ro, plotted
versus the equivalently scaled expression from equation (3) for the chick gut
(black squares), the rubber model (green triangles) and numerical simulations
(blue circles). The results are consistent with the scaling law in equation (1).
c, Scaled loop radius, R/ro, plotted versus the equivalently scaled expression
from equation (4) for the chick gut, the rubber model, and numerical
simulations (symbols are as in b). The results are consistent with the scaling law
in equation (2). Error bars, s.d.

Table 1 | Morphometry of chick gut looping pattern
Stage n l (mm) R (mm)

E8 Experimental observation 2.460.4 4.661.0 1.460.2
Computational model* 1.860.3 6.161.5 1.660.3

E12 Experimental observation 9.060.5 5.661.2 1.560.1
Computational model{ 7.361.6 6.861.6 1.760.3

E16 Experimental observation 15.060.5 9.560.5 1.960.1
Computational model{ 17.562.4 8.161.9 1.960.5

The observed number of loops (n), loop wavelength (l) and radius (R) for the chick at different stages of
gut development, for given geometrical and physical parameters associated with the gut and the
mesentery, show that the model predictions are quantitatively consistent with observations.
*Lt511.060.5mm, h513.061.5 mm, ro515568 mm, ri54465mm, Em535614kPa,
Et54.861.4 kPa, ep53867% and e052865%.
{Lt550.068.3mm, h58.061.5mm, ro5209612 mm, ri57269mm, Em5156678kPa,
Et55.661.7 kPa, ep5116619% and e053065%.
{Lt5142.163.3mm, h57.161.4 mm, ro5391627 mm, ri5232631 mm, Em58616344kPa,
Et54.261.3 kPa, ep5218615% and e053368%.
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We compared the gut looping patterns of the chickwith those of the
closely related (but differently sized) quail and those of a songbird, the
zebra finch. In Fig. 5a, we see that, as previously described18,19, the guts
of the chick and the quail are organized almost identically but on
different scales, and that the digestive tracts of songbirds and chickens
are markedly different. To make the comparison quantitative, we
repeated the morphometric and mechanical measurements (Sup-
plementary Information) and used them to generate predictions from
our scaling theory and computational model. In all cases, the pre-
dicted values of l, R and n are again in excellent agreement with those
observed in embryonic guts of the appropriate species (Fig. 5b, c and
Table 2). For instance, we find that although growth strains, ep, are
similar between the chick and the quail, the quail mesentery has a
tension, Emhe0, approximately five times greater than that in the chick
mesentery. Qualitatively, this greater elastic force produces a smaller
loop, hence inducing more loops per length and, thus, the same
number of loops in the smaller bird. By contrast, most of the geomet-
rical and physical parameters characterizing the developing gut and
mesentery in the chick and the zebra finch are different and lead to
different looping parameters.
Finally, to test our theoretical model with a non-avian example, we

performed a similar set of measurements throughout the course of gut
development inmouse embryos. In agreement with our findings from
birds, the geometrical and biophysical properties of the developing
gut and dorsalmesentery suffice to predict accurately the stereotypical
patterns of the mature intestinal loops in mouse embryos (Fig. 5 and

Table 2). The mouse gut is notably characterized by softer tissues and
higher mismatch strain, producing tightly coiled loops, as seen in
Fig. 5a. The physiological stresses in the mesentery fall in the same
range (Supplementary Information) in all the species investigated in
this study, suggesting that both growth and the properties of tissues
might be regulated by mechanical feedback.

Discussion
The developing intestine is a simple, elongated, tubular structure that
is stereotypically and reproducibly folded into a compact organ
through the process of looping morphogenesis. Using a combination
of quantitative experiments, computations and scaling arguments, we
have shown that the associated looping patterns are quantitatively
determined by the differential growth between the gut tube and the
dorsal mesentery and by their geometric and elastic properties, both
within individual organisms and across species. We thus bring a
quantitative biomechanical perspective to the mostly metaphoric
arguments in On Growth and Form2.
The simplicity of the mechanical origin in the diversity in gut loop-

ing patterns, long associated with the adaptive significance of the
distinct diets and gut residence times of different animals18, also sug-
gests that because it is sufficient to modulate the uniform tissue
growth rates, tissue geometry and elasticity of the gut–mesentery
system to change these patterns, this is the minimal set of properties
on which selection has acted to achieve the looping patterns found in
nature.
Identification of the relevant cellular parameters influencing gut

morphogenesis opens the door to future studies of the genes involved
in controlling cell proliferation and matrix formation in space and
time, and sets the stage to understanding the processes by which
biochemical and biophysical events across scales conspire to drive
the developmental regulation of growing tissues.

METHODS SUMMARY
Embryos.Fertile chick eggs (White Leghorn eggs)were obtained fromcommercial
sources. Fertile zebra finch eggs were provided by the laboratory of T. Gardner
at Boston University. Fertile Japanese quail eggs were obtained from Strickland
Game Bird. All eggs were incubated at 37.5 uC and staged following ref. 20.
Mouse embryos were collected from staged pregnant females (Charles River
Laboratories).
Immunohistochemistry and histology. Small intestines were collected from
chick embryos at desired stages and fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS and
embedded in paraffin wax. Immunohistochemistry and histology was performed
on 10-mm transverse sections of the gut tube.
In ovo gut surgeries.The gut tube and the dorsalmesenterywere separated in ovo
at stage 23–25 by using a pulled glass needle to cut the connection between the
two tissues. Embryos were re-incubated until E12, when they were collected to
examine the resulting looping pattern.
Mechanical properties of gut and mesentery tissue. The force, F(d), between a
permanent magnet (The Magnet Source) and millimetre-size steel balls (New
England Miniature Ball Corp.), separated by a distance d, was calculated from
the damped motion of the ball rising in glycerol with the magnet lowered from
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Figure 5 | Comparative predictions for looping parameters across species.
a, Gut looping patterns in the chick, quail, finch and mouse (to scale) show
qualitative similarities in the shape of the loops, although the size and number
of loops vary substantially. b, Comparison of the scaled loop contour length,
l/ro, with the equivalently scaled expression from equation (3) shows that our
results are consistent with the scaling law in equation (1) across species. Black
symbols are for the animals shown in a, other symbols are the same as in Fig. 4b.
c, Comparison of the scaled loop radius, R/ro, with the equivalently scaled
expression from equation (4) shows that our results are consistent with the
scaling law in equation (2) across species (symbols are as inb). Inb and c, points
are reported for chick at E8, E12 andE16; quail at E12 andE15; finch at E10 and
E13; and mouse at E14.5 and E16.5. Error bars, s.d.

Table 2 | Morphometry of quail, finch and mouse gut looping pat-
terns
Species and stage n l (mm) R (mm)

Quail E12 Experimental observation 9.060.7 4.660.4 1.260.1
Computational model* 10.061.3 4.161.0 1.260.3

Finch E13 Experimental observation 5.560.5 3.660.5 0.660.3
Computational model{ 5.360.8 3.760.9 0.960.2

Mouse E16.5 Experimental observation 6.060.5 6.060.7 0.760.1
Computational model{ 5.660.8 6.461.5 1.060.1

The observed number of loops, loop wavelength and radius for the quail, finch and mouse, for given
geometrical and physical parameters associated with the gut and the mesentery, show that the model
predictions are quantitatively consistent with observations.
*Lt541.360.4mm, h514.961.6 mm, ro5248613 mm, ri5154612 mm, Em55156206kPa,
Et54.461.3 kPa, ep5110613% and e052365%.
{Lt519.760.8mm, h56.060.6mm, ro5227614 mm, ri5120613 mm, Em58026321 kPa,
Et52.660.8 kPa, ep5110611% and e053265%.
{Lt535.960.9mm, h512.361.6 mm, ro5270616 mm, ri5178614 mm, Em594637kPa,
Et51.960.9 kPa, ep5200613% and e056465%.
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Physical model of gut looping
To investigate the physical origins of this looping pattern, we
developed a simple simulacrum of the gut–mesentery composite
using a silicone rubber tube (mimicking the gut) and a thin latex sheet
(mimicking the mesentery; see Supplementary Information). The dif-
ferential strain induced by relative growth between the gut and the
mesentery is simulated by extending the latex sheet along its length
and stitching it to the wall of the naturally straight, unstretched rubber
tube along the edge parallel to the direction of membrane stretching
(Fig. 2a). On removing all external loads from the composite system,
we observe the spontaneous formation of loops in the tube very similar
in shape to the looping patterns seen in ovo (Fig. 2b). Varying the
differential strain, the thickness of the latex sheet, the radius of the
rubber tube and their material properties (Supplementary Informa-
tion) shows that the wavelength and amplitude of the repeating loops
depend only on these measurable parameters.

Scaling laws for loop period, radius and number
We now quantify the simple physical picture for looping sketched
above to derive expressions for the size of a loop, characterized by
the contour length, l, and mean radius of curvature, R, of a single
period (Fig. 3a). The geometry of the growing gut is characterized by
the gut’s inner and outer radii, ri and ro, which are much smaller than
its increasing length, whereas that of the mesentery is described by its
homogeneous thickness, h, which is much smaller than its other two
dimensions. Because the gut tube and mesentery relax to nearly
straight, flat states once they are surgically separated, we can model
the gut as a one-dimensional elastic filament growing relative to a thin
two-dimensional elastic sheet (the mesentery). As the gut length
becomes longer than the perimeter of the mesentery to which it is
attached, there is a differential strain, e, that compresses the tube axially
while extending the periphery of the sheet. When the growth strain is

larger than a critical value, e!, the straight tube buckles, taking on a
wavy shape of characteristic amplitude A and period l?A. At the
onset of buckling, the extensional strain energy of the sheet per wave-
length of the pattern is Um!Eme2!hl

2, where Em is the Young’s modu-
lus of the mesentery sheet. The bending energy of the tube per
wavelength is U t!EtItk 2l, where k / A/l2 is the tube curvature,
It!r4o{r4i is the moment of inertia of the tube and Et is the Young’s
modulus of the tube. Using the condition that the in-plane strain in the
sheet is e!!A=l and minimizing the sum of the two energies with
respect to l then yields a scaling law for the wavelength of the loop:

l!
EtIt
Emh

! "1=3

ð1Þ

The above theory is valid only at the onset of looping and cannot predict
the amplitude or radius of a loop. Far from the onset of the instability, at a
strain e~e0?e!, we use a torque balance argument to determine the
finite radius of the loop. To deform the gut into a loop of radius R, the
elastic torque required is Tt / EtIt/R and must balance the torque
exerted by the membrane with strain e0 over a width w and a length R,
that is,Tm / Emhwe0R. Thewidth of this strip is the radial distance from
the tube overwhich theperipheralmembrane stretching strain is relaxed,
and is determinedby the relation e0 / w/(R2w). Balancing the torques,
by equating Tt with Tm, and assuming that e0, 1, yields the scaling law

R!
EtIt

Emhe20

! "1=3

ð2Þ

Quantitative geometry and biomechanics of chick gut
looping
A comparison of the results of our predictions with quantitative
experiments requires the measurement of the geometry of the tissues,
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Figure 3 | Geometric and mechanical measurements of chick gut.
a, Parameters involved in the physical model. b, Inner (ri, light blue) and outer
(ro, dark blue) tube diameters. Measurements are extracted fromDAPI-stained
tube cross-section shown in inset. c, Tube (length Lt, blue) and mesentery
(length Lm, red) differential growth. Inset, length measurement of one isolated
loop. d, Stress versus strain for the mesentery at E8, E12 and E16. For

physiological strains, we use the linearization shown by the black lines, to
extract the effective Young’s modulus, Em, and the effective strain, e0. e, Stress
versus strain for the gut tube at E8, E12 and E16. f, Mesentery and tube Young’s
moduli, Em (red) and Et (blue), at E8, E12 and E16. g, Effective differential
growth strain, e0, at E8, E12 and E16. Error bars, s.d.
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Physical model of gut looping
To investigate the physical origins of this looping pattern, we
developed a simple simulacrum of the gut–mesentery composite
using a silicone rubber tube (mimicking the gut) and a thin latex sheet
(mimicking the mesentery; see Supplementary Information). The dif-
ferential strain induced by relative growth between the gut and the
mesentery is simulated by extending the latex sheet along its length
and stitching it to the wall of the naturally straight, unstretched rubber
tube along the edge parallel to the direction of membrane stretching
(Fig. 2a). On removing all external loads from the composite system,
we observe the spontaneous formation of loops in the tube very similar
in shape to the looping patterns seen in ovo (Fig. 2b). Varying the
differential strain, the thickness of the latex sheet, the radius of the
rubber tube and their material properties (Supplementary Informa-
tion) shows that the wavelength and amplitude of the repeating loops
depend only on these measurable parameters.

Scaling laws for loop period, radius and number
We now quantify the simple physical picture for looping sketched
above to derive expressions for the size of a loop, characterized by
the contour length, l, and mean radius of curvature, R, of a single
period (Fig. 3a). The geometry of the growing gut is characterized by
the gut’s inner and outer radii, ri and ro, which are much smaller than
its increasing length, whereas that of the mesentery is described by its
homogeneous thickness, h, which is much smaller than its other two
dimensions. Because the gut tube and mesentery relax to nearly
straight, flat states once they are surgically separated, we can model
the gut as a one-dimensional elastic filament growing relative to a thin
two-dimensional elastic sheet (the mesentery). As the gut length
becomes longer than the perimeter of the mesentery to which it is
attached, there is a differential strain, e, that compresses the tube axially
while extending the periphery of the sheet. When the growth strain is

larger than a critical value, e!, the straight tube buckles, taking on a
wavy shape of characteristic amplitude A and period l?A. At the
onset of buckling, the extensional strain energy of the sheet per wave-
length of the pattern is Um!Eme2!hl

2, where Em is the Young’s modu-
lus of the mesentery sheet. The bending energy of the tube per
wavelength is U t!EtItk 2l, where k / A/l2 is the tube curvature,
It!r4o{r4i is the moment of inertia of the tube and Et is the Young’s
modulus of the tube. Using the condition that the in-plane strain in the
sheet is e!!A=l and minimizing the sum of the two energies with
respect to l then yields a scaling law for the wavelength of the loop:

l!
EtIt
Emh

! "1=3

ð1Þ

The above theory is valid only at the onset of looping and cannot predict
the amplitude or radius of a loop. Far from the onset of the instability, at a
strain e~e0?e!, we use a torque balance argument to determine the
finite radius of the loop. To deform the gut into a loop of radius R, the
elastic torque required is Tt / EtIt/R and must balance the torque
exerted by the membrane with strain e0 over a width w and a length R,
that is,Tm / Emhwe0R. Thewidth of this strip is the radial distance from
the tube overwhich theperipheralmembrane stretching strain is relaxed,
and is determinedby the relation e0 / w/(R2w). Balancing the torques,
by equating Tt with Tm, and assuming that e0, 1, yields the scaling law

R!
EtIt

Emhe20

! "1=3

ð2Þ

Quantitative geometry and biomechanics of chick gut
looping
A comparison of the results of our predictions with quantitative
experiments requires the measurement of the geometry of the tissues,
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Figure 3 | Geometric and mechanical measurements of chick gut.
a, Parameters involved in the physical model. b, Inner (ri, light blue) and outer
(ro, dark blue) tube diameters. Measurements are extracted fromDAPI-stained
tube cross-section shown in inset. c, Tube (length Lt, blue) and mesentery
(length Lm, red) differential growth. Inset, length measurement of one isolated
loop. d, Stress versus strain for the mesentery at E8, E12 and E16. For

physiological strains, we use the linearization shown by the black lines, to
extract the effective Young’s modulus, Em, and the effective strain, e0. e, Stress
versus strain for the gut tube at E8, E12 and E16. f, Mesentery and tube Young’s
moduli, Em (red) and Et (blue), at E8, E12 and E16. g, Effective differential
growth strain, e0, at E8, E12 and E16. Error bars, s.d.
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• No free parameter
• The elastic model predicts 

relationship between geometry and 
stiffness parameters.

Chick
Rubber model
Simulations

• The same elastic model explains the gut 
looping in different bird species and the 
mouse.

• Tuning parameters (from evolutionary 
perspective) are relative stiffness of 
tube and mesentery, differential growth 
rate (strain). 

Growth induced mechanical instabilities: Gut looping

Thierry Savin,  et al, L. Mahadevan and Cliff Tabin. Nature (2011) 476:57-62.
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• Self-organised mechanics: chick gut 

• Self-organised biochemistry: Turing field in mouse gut

• Self-organised mechanics: chick gut 

• Self-organised biochemistry: Turing field in mouse gut

Growth induced mechanical instabilities: Gut vilification
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Intestinal morphology in the snake
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Fig. 1. Mucosal surface of the proximal small intestine showing 'honeycomb' folds. x 8.
Fig. 2. Mucosal surface of the distal small intestine showing longitudinal folds. x 4.
Fig. 3. Small intestine. Goblet cells are more numerous at the tips of the mucosal folds. x 170.
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FIG. 8. Duodenum of the chicken. Note the leaflike structure of the villi. X25. 

of many digestive enzymes for the hydrolysis of 
protein, carbohydrate, and lipid constituents 
of the diet in addition to specialized enzymes 
that hydrolyze elastin, nucleic acids, and other 
minor dietary constituents. In addition to the 
production of enzymes active in the intestine, 
the pancreas also produces hormones that 
regulate body metabolism and the functioning 
of the gut itself. 

The pancreas consists of two main lobes and 
two smaller lobes. Within each lobe are two 
types of cells: the exocrine cells, which produce 
the digestive enzymes, and the endocrine cells, 
which produce the hormones. The exocrine, or 

acinar, cells are grouped around the ducts 
which carry their proteinaceous secretions to 
the intestine. These cells are very active with 
large nuclei, many mitochondria, copious rough 
and smooth endoplasmic reticulum, and ex-
tensive golgi, which usually contain many 
zymogen granules. The endocrine cells are 
grouped together in two types of islets scat-
tered throughout the pancreas (Fig. 7). The 
alpha islets produce glucagon and the beta islets 
produce insulin (Mikami and Ono, 1962) which 
passes into the general circulation. 

Quantitatively, most of the digestion and 
absorption takes place in die small intestine. 
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active process of apical membrane invagination (Figure 3i–k) that accompanies villus emergence (Freddo et al., 2016), most
likely accounting for the seemingly disconnected lumens and frequent junctional complexes seen in thin sections by Mathan
et al. This process is discussed further below.

Also at E18, Mathan et al. (1976) describe subepithelial aggregates of mesenchymal cells that begin to “invade” the epi-
thelium. “Mesenchymal invasion” is flagged as first sign of villus emergence in the rat (Dunn, 1967; Mathan et al., 1976),
mouse (Calvert & Micheletti, 1978; Freddo et al., 2016; Kolterud et al., 2009; Walton et al., 2012), pig (Dekaney et al.,
1997), sheep (Toofanian, 1976a), and human (Matsumoto et al., 2002) (Figure 4). The mesenchymal aggregates noted by all
of these investigators have been more recently studied at the molecular level (discussed below) and are now known to repre-
sent tight clusters of mesenchymal cells that act as signaling centers to drive villus emergence (Karlsson et al., 2000; Walton
et al., 2012; Walton, Whidden, et al., 2016). Indeed, signals from specialized clusters of mesenchymal cells appear to be an
important component of villus outgrowth in birds as well (Shyer et al., 2015). Thus, in the mouse, the major structural hall-
marks of villus emergence include “invasion” of the basal aspect of the epithelium by mesenchymal aggregates, accompanied
by active membrane invagination at the apical surface.

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

(g) (h)

(e) (f)

FIGURE 2 Surface views of the intestinal mucosa during development. (a)–(c) Chick at E11, E16, and E18, showing progressive formation of ridges,
zigzags, and villi. DR and IR in (a) denote two different rounds of ridge formation. The arrows in (b) mark areas along the zigzags that are beginning to
bulge where villi will emerge. I and II in (c) denote villi emerging atop alternating zigzags. (d)–(f ) Mouse intestinal surface at E14, E14.5, and E15.5,
demonstrating the flat epithelial surface prior to villus formation. Symbol ^ in (d) indicates mitotically rounded cells along the flat apical surface. Apical
invaginations begin to demarcate villi (arrows in (e)), which emerge as domes from the flat epithelium. Domes of newly emerged villi in the rat (g) and
human (h) (Panels a-c are reprinted with permission from Grey (1972). Morphogenesis of intestinal villi. I. Scanning electron microscopy of the duodenal
epithelium of the developing chick embryo. Journal of Morphology 137:193-214. Copyright John Wiley and Sons. DOI: 10.1002/jmor.1051370206; Panels
d-e are reproduced from Freddo et al. (2016). Coordination of signaling and tissue mechanics during morphogenesis of murine intestinal villi: a role for
mitotic cell rounding. Integrative Biology 8(9): 918-928 with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) on behalf of the Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) and the RSC. DOI: 10.1039/c6ib00046k; Panel g is reproduced with permission from Nakamura and Komuro (1983). A
Three-Dimensional Study of the Embryonic Development and Postnatal Maturation of Rat Duodenal Villi. Microscopy 32(4): 338-347. Copyright Oxford
University Press. https://doi.org/10.1093/oxfordjournals.jmicro.a050423; Panel h is reproduced with permission from LaCroix et al. (1984). Early
organogenesis of human small intestine: scanning electron microscopy and brush border enzymology. Gut 25(9): 925-930. Copyright BMJ. http://dx.doi.org/
10.1136/gut.25.9.925)
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the first days of incubation up to the hatching. Coulombre and
Coulombre (14) reported the chronology of these changes during
a period between 6 and 24 d of incubation, just before hatching.
They measured the increase of length and radius of the duode-
num cylinder, which presents three steps of rapid increase of
length with relative stagnation of the radius followed by the
converse. During the first period, with which this work is con-
cerned (from the 6th [embryonic day (E6)] up to 13th [E13] day),
the length of the duodenum varies more rapidly than the outer
radius, both quite linearly in time. At the 8th day (E8), a first pair
of previlli appears as axial folds, and their number increases up
to 16 in a mathematical progression 2 by 2 up to the 13th (E13)
day. From the microscopic and geometric view point, the duo-
denum can be seen as a cylindrical ring made of the mesen-
chyme tissue covered by two epithelia at the inner and outer
surface (Fig. 1). The mesenchyme cells are circumferentially
oriented and differentiate into circular smooth muscles around
the 9th (E9) day. The axial observed folds at the mucosa seem to
be related to this circular anisotropy of the mesenchyme struc-
ture. At E13, these folds exhibit a highly regular zigzag pattern,

although this event does not seem to correspond to a change in
the growth process itself. A change in the growth dynamics
occurs later around E15 and each zigzag fold breaks at the points
and separates into rows of small fingers, real precursors of the
villi. Indeed, primary villi remain positioned on the zigzag lines.
Using electron microscopy, Grey (15) confirmed these observa-
tions with perhaps a shift of 1 or 2 d in the chronology of the
events. From his figures 6–8 in ref. 15, an estimation of 100 μm
can be given for the distance between two rows of previlli, which
reach an amplitude of 10 μm when the zigzag occurs. A few years
later, Burgess (16), also with electron microscopy, reexamined
the previlli formation in chick duodenum, exhibiting more clearly
the relative size of the mesenchyme versus the mucosal epithe-
lium, and favored the role of the epithelium growth, although he
did not discard completely the mesenchyme–epithelium inter-
action. However, he did not give data specific to the mesenchyme.
Although these authors presented different interpretations about
the early stages of duodenum morphogenesis, they all believed in
the role of active fibers or filaments for the folds and zigzags.
Although Coulombre and Coulombre (14) believed in the active
role of circumferential muscles in the mesenchyme, Burgess
rejected this hypothesis: he destroyed these muscles and kept
observing the folds. However, he detected intracellular micro-
filaments in the epithelium near the mucosa and explained the
buckling by the active role of these filaments. This controversy
does not seem to occur for the colon at least for humans (19)
because here transmission electron microscopy experiments show
clearly the subdominant role of the mucosal epithelium, which
decreases in size during the fetal colon development and simply
follows the mesenchyme transformation. We propose here a me-
chanical model in which the differential growth between elastic
layers is responsible for the observed folding, and then of the
zigzag of the previlli. For simplicity, we do not incorporate ex-
plicitly the specific elasticity of the fibers.

Buckling and Postbuckling Mechanism
Several hypotheses have been advanced to explain villi forma-
tion. The different steps described for chick (14, 15) and turkey
embryos (18) show that not a unique mechanism will explain

Fig. 1. Scheme of the duodenum with apparent previlli in the tubular ge-
ometry on the Left, and on the Right, projection on the horizontal plane.
M, mesenchyme; ME, mucosal epithelium; SE, serosal epithelium.

Fig. 2. Zigzag patterning by the previllus ridges in the jejunum turkey embryos at 17 d, courtesy of D. Bohórquez (Department of Medicine/Gastroenterology,
Duke University Medical Center, Durham, NC). Notice the astonishing regularity of the pattern.

10526 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1217391110 Ben Amar and Jia
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same way. Based on lineage tracing experiments in mice, it seems 
that at least some of these embryonic Lgr5-expressing  cells give 
rise to the bona fide adult intestinal stem cells that are located in 
crypts (Barker et al., 2007, Shyer et al., 2015). Thus, the distortion 
of the Shh morphogen gradient by tissue shape changes leads 
to the localization of a proliferative compartment of cells within 
the intestinal epithelium that presumptively gives rise to the stem 
cell compartment (Fig. 3). The factors regulating the formation of 
crypts themselves have yet to be elucidated, although since crypt 

formation happens in organoids that lack smooth muscle layers 
(Clevers, 2013) it is unlikely the same physical forces that form 
villi are at play here. 

Of mice and chicks 
This same progressive transformation of epithelial buckling 

is apparent in other avian species, yet in mice villi arise de novo 
directly out of the flat epithelium (Hilton, 1902, Sbarbati, 1982). An 
alternative, signaling based model has been proposed in the mouse 

Fig. 3. Villification and intestinal stem cell localization. Cross-sectional illustrations of 
the small intestine demonstrating sequential transformation of the intestinal epithelium 
from a flat surface (E4-7), to longitudinal ridges (E8-12), to zigzags (E13-15), and finally 
to villi (E16-adult) as it coincides with progressive layers of aligned smooth muscle that 
differentiate within the mesoderm. Panels on right show close up views of the folds at 
each time point demonstrating how Shh, which is expressed by the epithelium, becomes 
focally localized within the mesenchyme at the tips of the folds to drive the high expres-
sion of villus cluster genes such as Bmp4, which in turn signals back to the epithelium to 
inhibit proliferation/stem cell identity.

that is dependent upon a Turing-like mechanism. This 
model also involves Bmp signaling, but places it up-
stream in establishing Hedgehog-dependent clusters 
of mesenchymal cells at defined intervals throughout 
the mesoderm – each marking where a villus will form 
(Walton et al., 2012, Walton et al., 2016b). Cluster for-
mation occurs concomitantly with basal deformations 
of the endoderm which is subsequently mirrored by 
apical bulges that resolve into nascent villi (Karlsson 
et al., 2000, Walton et al., 2016b). This sequence is 
opposed to the chick, where cluster formation occurs 
following epithelial deformation (Shyer et al., 2015). 
The key differences have recently been reviewed 
(Walton et al., 2016a). One important difference in 
the mouse is that the endoderm is only 1.5 times as 
stiff as the mesenchyme (as opposed to 10 times 
stiffer in the chick) – a critical value in the simulation 
of mouse villification (Shyer et al., 2013). Additional 
modeling approaches have demonstrated that various 
patterns of epithelial buckling reminiscent of mouse 
villification can be generated by physical parameters 
given particular endoderm/mesenchyme stiffness, 
geometric, and elastic properties (Balbi and Ciarletta, 
2013, Balbi et al., 2015, Ciarletta et al., 2014, Shyer 
et al., 2013). Interestingly, knockout of laminin a5 in 
mice results in the formation of longitudinal ridges, 
although it’s not clear if these arise during develop-
ment or through the division of villi later (Mahoney 
et al., 2008). While blockade of smooth muscle 
differentiation in the mouse also results in a lack of 
villi (Shyer et al., 2013), determining whether cluster 
formation is also driven by smooth muscle will be 
important in reconciling the two mechanisms. To gain 
further insight into these species-specific patterns and 
address the nature of these differences of how villi 
emerge, it may be worthwhile to revisit hetero- and 
homochronic recombinants of mouse endoderm with 
chick mesenchyme and vice versa. Indeed, it has been 
previously shown that rat fibroblasts can induce ridge 
and zigzag morphology when recombined with chick 
endoderm, suggesting that the physical properties of 
the endoderm may govern how it buckles (Haffen et 
al., 1982). Given that the pace of muscle formation is 
faster in the mouse than in the chick, which presum-
ably lends to the lack of transitional geometries, it will 
be interesting to see if blocking differentiation of the 
longitudinal layer, and thus allowing growth without 
longitudinal compression, will result in the formation 
of ridges on the mouse endoderm. Moreover, it will be 
important to resolve these differences since mecha-
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active process of apical membrane invagination (Figure 3i–k) that accompanies villus emergence (Freddo et al., 2016), most
likely accounting for the seemingly disconnected lumens and frequent junctional complexes seen in thin sections by Mathan
et al. This process is discussed further below.

Also at E18, Mathan et al. (1976) describe subepithelial aggregates of mesenchymal cells that begin to “invade” the epi-
thelium. “Mesenchymal invasion” is flagged as first sign of villus emergence in the rat (Dunn, 1967; Mathan et al., 1976),
mouse (Calvert & Micheletti, 1978; Freddo et al., 2016; Kolterud et al., 2009; Walton et al., 2012), pig (Dekaney et al.,
1997), sheep (Toofanian, 1976a), and human (Matsumoto et al., 2002) (Figure 4). The mesenchymal aggregates noted by all
of these investigators have been more recently studied at the molecular level (discussed below) and are now known to repre-
sent tight clusters of mesenchymal cells that act as signaling centers to drive villus emergence (Karlsson et al., 2000; Walton
et al., 2012; Walton, Whidden, et al., 2016). Indeed, signals from specialized clusters of mesenchymal cells appear to be an
important component of villus outgrowth in birds as well (Shyer et al., 2015). Thus, in the mouse, the major structural hall-
marks of villus emergence include “invasion” of the basal aspect of the epithelium by mesenchymal aggregates, accompanied
by active membrane invagination at the apical surface.

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

(g) (h)

(e) (f)

FIGURE 2 Surface views of the intestinal mucosa during development. (a)–(c) Chick at E11, E16, and E18, showing progressive formation of ridges,
zigzags, and villi. DR and IR in (a) denote two different rounds of ridge formation. The arrows in (b) mark areas along the zigzags that are beginning to
bulge where villi will emerge. I and II in (c) denote villi emerging atop alternating zigzags. (d)–(f ) Mouse intestinal surface at E14, E14.5, and E15.5,
demonstrating the flat epithelial surface prior to villus formation. Symbol ^ in (d) indicates mitotically rounded cells along the flat apical surface. Apical
invaginations begin to demarcate villi (arrows in (e)), which emerge as domes from the flat epithelium. Domes of newly emerged villi in the rat (g) and
human (h) (Panels a-c are reprinted with permission from Grey (1972). Morphogenesis of intestinal villi. I. Scanning electron microscopy of the duodenal
epithelium of the developing chick embryo. Journal of Morphology 137:193-214. Copyright John Wiley and Sons. DOI: 10.1002/jmor.1051370206; Panels
d-e are reproduced from Freddo et al. (2016). Coordination of signaling and tissue mechanics during morphogenesis of murine intestinal villi: a role for
mitotic cell rounding. Integrative Biology 8(9): 918-928 with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) on behalf of the Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) and the RSC. DOI: 10.1039/c6ib00046k; Panel g is reproduced with permission from Nakamura and Komuro (1983). A
Three-Dimensional Study of the Embryonic Development and Postnatal Maturation of Rat Duodenal Villi. Microscopy 32(4): 338-347. Copyright Oxford
University Press. https://doi.org/10.1093/oxfordjournals.jmicro.a050423; Panel h is reproduced with permission from LaCroix et al. (1984). Early
organogenesis of human small intestine: scanning electron microscopy and brush border enzymology. Gut 25(9): 925-930. Copyright BMJ. http://dx.doi.org/
10.1136/gut.25.9.925)
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1963). By E12–13, 16 relatively sharp ridges have been formed by four sequential rounds of fold formation. Initially straight,
these ridges become softly wavy by E12 and adopt acute zigzag shapes by E15, again, in a proximal to distal progression.
The zigzags are formed by adjacent ridges folding in tight register with one another, such that the luminal surface of the
intestine takes on a remarkably regular herringbone appearance just before villus emergence (Grey, 1972). At E15–16, a dis-
tinct population of cells becomes visible atop the arms of the zigzags nearest the pylorus (Coulombre & Coulombre, 1958;
Grey, 1972; Hilton, 1902); these represent the first villi, which fully emerge by E17 (Figure 1). Interestingly, at least in the
duodenum, as these first villi initiate on the ridge-tops, additional villi, referred to by Grey as “Set II” and by others as
“round 5” arise directly from the base of the zigzags, in the absence of a fold-like precursor (Grey, 1972; Hinni & Watterson,
1963). A typical chick intestinal cross section after E18 exhibits approximately 32 well-formed villi.

Seeking an explanation for the progressive folding that characterizes intestinal morphogenesis in the chick, Coulombre
noted that at E8, as ridges appeared in the mucosa, the inner circular smooth muscle became obvious in the surrounding mes-
enchyme (Coulombre & Coulombre, 1958). On this basis, he proposed that confinement of the growing epithelium by mus-
cle is what forces initial ridge formation (Coulombre & Coulombre, 1958). Moreover, he observed that the outer longitudinal
muscle forms outside of the circular muscle by E12–13 and this corresponds with the initiation of zigzags, consistent with
the possibility that the increase in longitudinal force (or resistance) could give rise to the zigzag bends. Indeed, direct mea-
surements revealed that this temporal window corresponds with a plateau in lengthwise growth of the intestine, as if it is
under lengthwise constraint (Coulombre & Coulombre, 1958). On the basis of these findings, Coulombre proposed that the
developing muscle layers might mechanically shape the progressive mucosal folding patterns.

E6 E8 E10 E12 E13 E15 E16 E17

No muscle + Circ. muscle + Long. muscle + Long. muscle

up until E6
Smooth

E8 - E12
Ridges

E13 - E15
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E16 onward
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FIGURE 1 Progressive bending of the chick epithelium into ridges and then zigzags is driven by sequential differentiation of smooth muscle layers. Prior
to muscle formation (E6) the epithelium is flat. Ridges are formed following the differentiation of the inner circular muscle marked by anti-α-smooth muscle
actin (green; E8–12). Zigzags evolve with the formation of the outer longitudinal muscle (E13–15). Villus emergence is concomitant with the formation of
the muscular mucosa at E16. Scalebars are 100 μm. Arrowheads denote the new muscle layer formed at that stage (From Shyer et al. (2013). Villification:
How the Gut Gets Its Villi. Science 342(6155): 212-218. Reprinted with permission from AAAS. https://doi.org/10.1126/science.1238842)
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zigzag pattern that presage the formation of villi
(Fig. 1D). The coincident emergence of luminal
ridges, zigzags, and villi with the sequential forma-
tion of smooth muscle layers suggests that smooth
muscle differentiation and epithelial morphogenesis
might be linked.

Ridges Form Because of Muscle-
Constrained Azimuthal Growth of the
Endoderm-Mesenchyme Composite
The notion that differential growth of layered
tissues can lead to epithelial buckling is classical
(7, 8) and has been evoked, for example, to ex-
plain longitudinal ridge formation in healthy and
diseased adult trachea and esophagus (4, 9). To
investigate the tissue interactions that lead to
the ridge patterns in the embryonic gut, we sur-
gically separated the layers and observed the ef-
fects on their respective morphologies. When the
muscle was separated from the combined mesen-
chymal and epithelial layers at different stages
from E8, when the circular muscle layer first
forms, to E12 just before the first longitudinal
muscle layer forms, we found that the mesen-
chyme and attached epithelium unfold (Fig. 2A).
This indicates that relative growth of these layers
leads to reversible elastic compression when con-
strained within the muscle layer; indeed the ratio
of the inner circumference of the once-attached
muscle layer to the outer circumference of the
separated mesenchyme and endoderm, the cir-
cumferential stretch ratio, consistently averages
to 0.55 across the developmental stages from E8
to E12 (Fig. 2B). However, the separation of the
endoderm from the composite of mesenchyme
and muscle does not abolish ridge pattern in the
mesenchyme (Fig. 2C).

Taken together, these results support a model
that the circular muscle layer, once differentiated,
forms a stiff constraint mechanically preventing
the free azimuthal expansion of the mesenchyme
and endoderm; further growth of these tissues
relative to the muscle layer leads to azimuthal
compression and buckling. This suggests that
absent muscle differentiation, the gut tube would
expand freely radially without ridge formation.
To test this, we developed an in vitro culture sys-
tem for gut growth. When segments of E6 guts
with smooth lumens and no muscle layers were
cultured for 48 hours in vitro, they differentiated
to form a ring of circumferential smooth muscle
and parallel luminal folds, indistinguishable from
in ovo E8 guts (Fig. 2D). When E6 guts were
cultured in the presence of 10 mM AG1295 or
FK506, drugs known to block the differentiation
of smooth muscle but that act through distinct
signaling pathways (10, 11), they did not form a
smooth muscle layer and concomitantly did not
form luminal folds (Fig. 2D). Importantly, these
compounds did not influence proliferation or
lead to an increase in cell death when compared
with guts grown with the vehicle (dimethyl sulf-
oxide, DMSO) alone (fig. S1); indeed there was a
significant increase in the outer circumference of
guts lacking circular smooth muscle when com-

pared with control gut samples, confirming that
blocking smoothmuscle differentiation eliminates
circumferential restriction of the outward expan-
sion of the gut tube. As a control, gut segments
grown in vehicle alone developed a layer of cir-
cular smooth muscle and formed luminal folds.
Quantifying the constraint provided by the mus-
cle, we find that the ratio of inner circumference
of the muscle layer in the control samples to the
outer circumference of the gut segments cultured

with either compound to be 0.53 on average (Fig.
2D), a ratio that agrees closely with the stretch ratio
obtained from surgical separation of the layers, in-
dicating that tissue differentiation into smooth mus-
cle providesmost of the circumferential constraint.

Because smooth muscle begins active peri-
stalsis once it forms, the contractility of muscle
could drive epithelial buckling in addition to, or
instead of, functioning as a passive barrier to ex-
pansion. To test this, we cultured E6 gut segments

Fig. 2. Differentiation of circularly oriented smooth
muscle is necessary for maintenance and develop-
ment of ridges. (A) Transverse slices from E8, E10, and
E12 whole guts (left) are surgically separated along the
junction of the mesenchyme and the circular smooth

muscle (dotted line). When separated from themuscle, the luminal ridges in the mesenchyme and attached
endoderm unfold (middle) and expand, whereas the detached muscle remains invariant (right). The outer
circumference of the unfolded mesenchyme and endoderm (blue arrowhead) is larger than the inner
circumference of the separated muscle layer (green arrowhead). (B) Inner circumference of muscle layer
(green line) compared with outer circumference of mesenchyme and endoderm (blue line) over time, along
with the compression ratio (bar graph). (C) Surgical separation of endoderm frommesenchyme andmuscle
at E10 does not abolish ridge pattern. (D) (Top left) Experiment schematic of E6 gut cultured for 48 hours.
(Bottom) Transverse sections of a fresh E8 gut or E6 guts cultured in DMSO alone or with either 10 mm
AG1295 or 10 mm FK506 for 48 hours and labeled with DAPI (blue) and SMA (green). (Top right)
Quantification of compression from E8 muscle shows the ratio of the inner circumference of the circular
muscle at E8 (green arrowhead) to the resulting mesenchyme outer circumference (blue arrowhead). (E)
Transverse sections of guts labeled as in (D); culturing E6 guts in the presence of either SNP or motilin does
not affect ridge formation. (F) Transverse sections of guts labeled as in (D), cultured in silk tubes of 380-mm
inner diameter (top) or 300-mm inner diameter (middle) or cultured in 300 mm and extracted before
fixation (bottom). n > 3 for all culture experiments; error bars represent one SD. Scale bars = 100 mm.
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zigzag pattern that presage the formation of villi
(Fig. 1D). The coincident emergence of luminal
ridges, zigzags, and villi with the sequential forma-
tion of smooth muscle layers suggests that smooth
muscle differentiation and epithelial morphogenesis
might be linked.

Ridges Form Because of Muscle-
Constrained Azimuthal Growth of the
Endoderm-Mesenchyme Composite
The notion that differential growth of layered
tissues can lead to epithelial buckling is classical
(7, 8) and has been evoked, for example, to ex-
plain longitudinal ridge formation in healthy and
diseased adult trachea and esophagus (4, 9). To
investigate the tissue interactions that lead to
the ridge patterns in the embryonic gut, we sur-
gically separated the layers and observed the ef-
fects on their respective morphologies. When the
muscle was separated from the combined mesen-
chymal and epithelial layers at different stages
from E8, when the circular muscle layer first
forms, to E12 just before the first longitudinal
muscle layer forms, we found that the mesen-
chyme and attached epithelium unfold (Fig. 2A).
This indicates that relative growth of these layers
leads to reversible elastic compression when con-
strained within the muscle layer; indeed the ratio
of the inner circumference of the once-attached
muscle layer to the outer circumference of the
separated mesenchyme and endoderm, the cir-
cumferential stretch ratio, consistently averages
to 0.55 across the developmental stages from E8
to E12 (Fig. 2B). However, the separation of the
endoderm from the composite of mesenchyme
and muscle does not abolish ridge pattern in the
mesenchyme (Fig. 2C).

Taken together, these results support a model
that the circular muscle layer, once differentiated,
forms a stiff constraint mechanically preventing
the free azimuthal expansion of the mesenchyme
and endoderm; further growth of these tissues
relative to the muscle layer leads to azimuthal
compression and buckling. This suggests that
absent muscle differentiation, the gut tube would
expand freely radially without ridge formation.
To test this, we developed an in vitro culture sys-
tem for gut growth. When segments of E6 guts
with smooth lumens and no muscle layers were
cultured for 48 hours in vitro, they differentiated
to form a ring of circumferential smooth muscle
and parallel luminal folds, indistinguishable from
in ovo E8 guts (Fig. 2D). When E6 guts were
cultured in the presence of 10 mM AG1295 or
FK506, drugs known to block the differentiation
of smooth muscle but that act through distinct
signaling pathways (10, 11), they did not form a
smooth muscle layer and concomitantly did not
form luminal folds (Fig. 2D). Importantly, these
compounds did not influence proliferation or
lead to an increase in cell death when compared
with guts grown with the vehicle (dimethyl sulf-
oxide, DMSO) alone (fig. S1); indeed there was a
significant increase in the outer circumference of
guts lacking circular smooth muscle when com-

pared with control gut samples, confirming that
blocking smoothmuscle differentiation eliminates
circumferential restriction of the outward expan-
sion of the gut tube. As a control, gut segments
grown in vehicle alone developed a layer of cir-
cular smooth muscle and formed luminal folds.
Quantifying the constraint provided by the mus-
cle, we find that the ratio of inner circumference
of the muscle layer in the control samples to the
outer circumference of the gut segments cultured

with either compound to be 0.53 on average (Fig.
2D), a ratio that agrees closely with the stretch ratio
obtained from surgical separation of the layers, in-
dicating that tissue differentiation into smooth mus-
cle providesmost of the circumferential constraint.

Because smooth muscle begins active peri-
stalsis once it forms, the contractility of muscle
could drive epithelial buckling in addition to, or
instead of, functioning as a passive barrier to ex-
pansion. To test this, we cultured E6 gut segments

Fig. 2. Differentiation of circularly oriented smooth
muscle is necessary for maintenance and develop-
ment of ridges. (A) Transverse slices from E8, E10, and
E12 whole guts (left) are surgically separated along the
junction of the mesenchyme and the circular smooth

muscle (dotted line). When separated from themuscle, the luminal ridges in the mesenchyme and attached
endoderm unfold (middle) and expand, whereas the detached muscle remains invariant (right). The outer
circumference of the unfolded mesenchyme and endoderm (blue arrowhead) is larger than the inner
circumference of the separated muscle layer (green arrowhead). (B) Inner circumference of muscle layer
(green line) compared with outer circumference of mesenchyme and endoderm (blue line) over time, along
with the compression ratio (bar graph). (C) Surgical separation of endoderm frommesenchyme andmuscle
at E10 does not abolish ridge pattern. (D) (Top left) Experiment schematic of E6 gut cultured for 48 hours.
(Bottom) Transverse sections of a fresh E8 gut or E6 guts cultured in DMSO alone or with either 10 mm
AG1295 or 10 mm FK506 for 48 hours and labeled with DAPI (blue) and SMA (green). (Top right)
Quantification of compression from E8 muscle shows the ratio of the inner circumference of the circular
muscle at E8 (green arrowhead) to the resulting mesenchyme outer circumference (blue arrowhead). (E)
Transverse sections of guts labeled as in (D); culturing E6 guts in the presence of either SNP or motilin does
not affect ridge formation. (F) Transverse sections of guts labeled as in (D), cultured in silk tubes of 380-mm
inner diameter (top) or 300-mm inner diameter (middle) or cultured in 300 mm and extracted before
fixation (bottom). n > 3 for all culture experiments; error bars represent one SD. Scale bars = 100 mm.
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zigzag pattern that presage the formation of villi
(Fig. 1D). The coincident emergence of luminal
ridges, zigzags, and villi with the sequential forma-
tion of smooth muscle layers suggests that smooth
muscle differentiation and epithelial morphogenesis
might be linked.

Ridges Form Because of Muscle-
Constrained Azimuthal Growth of the
Endoderm-Mesenchyme Composite
The notion that differential growth of layered
tissues can lead to epithelial buckling is classical
(7, 8) and has been evoked, for example, to ex-
plain longitudinal ridge formation in healthy and
diseased adult trachea and esophagus (4, 9). To
investigate the tissue interactions that lead to
the ridge patterns in the embryonic gut, we sur-
gically separated the layers and observed the ef-
fects on their respective morphologies. When the
muscle was separated from the combined mesen-
chymal and epithelial layers at different stages
from E8, when the circular muscle layer first
forms, to E12 just before the first longitudinal
muscle layer forms, we found that the mesen-
chyme and attached epithelium unfold (Fig. 2A).
This indicates that relative growth of these layers
leads to reversible elastic compression when con-
strained within the muscle layer; indeed the ratio
of the inner circumference of the once-attached
muscle layer to the outer circumference of the
separated mesenchyme and endoderm, the cir-
cumferential stretch ratio, consistently averages
to 0.55 across the developmental stages from E8
to E12 (Fig. 2B). However, the separation of the
endoderm from the composite of mesenchyme
and muscle does not abolish ridge pattern in the
mesenchyme (Fig. 2C).

Taken together, these results support a model
that the circular muscle layer, once differentiated,
forms a stiff constraint mechanically preventing
the free azimuthal expansion of the mesenchyme
and endoderm; further growth of these tissues
relative to the muscle layer leads to azimuthal
compression and buckling. This suggests that
absent muscle differentiation, the gut tube would
expand freely radially without ridge formation.
To test this, we developed an in vitro culture sys-
tem for gut growth. When segments of E6 guts
with smooth lumens and no muscle layers were
cultured for 48 hours in vitro, they differentiated
to form a ring of circumferential smooth muscle
and parallel luminal folds, indistinguishable from
in ovo E8 guts (Fig. 2D). When E6 guts were
cultured in the presence of 10 mM AG1295 or
FK506, drugs known to block the differentiation
of smooth muscle but that act through distinct
signaling pathways (10, 11), they did not form a
smooth muscle layer and concomitantly did not
form luminal folds (Fig. 2D). Importantly, these
compounds did not influence proliferation or
lead to an increase in cell death when compared
with guts grown with the vehicle (dimethyl sulf-
oxide, DMSO) alone (fig. S1); indeed there was a
significant increase in the outer circumference of
guts lacking circular smooth muscle when com-

pared with control gut samples, confirming that
blocking smoothmuscle differentiation eliminates
circumferential restriction of the outward expan-
sion of the gut tube. As a control, gut segments
grown in vehicle alone developed a layer of cir-
cular smooth muscle and formed luminal folds.
Quantifying the constraint provided by the mus-
cle, we find that the ratio of inner circumference
of the muscle layer in the control samples to the
outer circumference of the gut segments cultured

with either compound to be 0.53 on average (Fig.
2D), a ratio that agrees closely with the stretch ratio
obtained from surgical separation of the layers, in-
dicating that tissue differentiation into smooth mus-
cle providesmost of the circumferential constraint.

Because smooth muscle begins active peri-
stalsis once it forms, the contractility of muscle
could drive epithelial buckling in addition to, or
instead of, functioning as a passive barrier to ex-
pansion. To test this, we cultured E6 gut segments

Fig. 2. Differentiation of circularly oriented smooth
muscle is necessary for maintenance and develop-
ment of ridges. (A) Transverse slices from E8, E10, and
E12 whole guts (left) are surgically separated along the
junction of the mesenchyme and the circular smooth

muscle (dotted line). When separated from themuscle, the luminal ridges in the mesenchyme and attached
endoderm unfold (middle) and expand, whereas the detached muscle remains invariant (right). The outer
circumference of the unfolded mesenchyme and endoderm (blue arrowhead) is larger than the inner
circumference of the separated muscle layer (green arrowhead). (B) Inner circumference of muscle layer
(green line) compared with outer circumference of mesenchyme and endoderm (blue line) over time, along
with the compression ratio (bar graph). (C) Surgical separation of endoderm frommesenchyme andmuscle
at E10 does not abolish ridge pattern. (D) (Top left) Experiment schematic of E6 gut cultured for 48 hours.
(Bottom) Transverse sections of a fresh E8 gut or E6 guts cultured in DMSO alone or with either 10 mm
AG1295 or 10 mm FK506 for 48 hours and labeled with DAPI (blue) and SMA (green). (Top right)
Quantification of compression from E8 muscle shows the ratio of the inner circumference of the circular
muscle at E8 (green arrowhead) to the resulting mesenchyme outer circumference (blue arrowhead). (E)
Transverse sections of guts labeled as in (D); culturing E6 guts in the presence of either SNP or motilin does
not affect ridge formation. (F) Transverse sections of guts labeled as in (D), cultured in silk tubes of 380-mm
inner diameter (top) or 300-mm inner diameter (middle) or cultured in 300 mm and extracted before
fixation (bottom). n > 3 for all culture experiments; error bars represent one SD. Scale bars = 100 mm.
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with either sodium nitroprusside (SNP), a com-
pound shown to inhibit smoothmuscle contraction
during peristalsis, or motilin, known to enhance
peristaltic smoothmuscle contraction (12, 13). After
48 hours in culture, neither compound affected
the formation of luminal ridges, suggesting that
the spontaneous contractility of smooth muscle is
not required for epithelial buckling (Fig. 2E).

Last, to assess whether the role of the circular
smooth muscle layer as a stiff barrier is sufficient
to drive luminal folds, we sought tomimic its role
in samples where smooth muscle development
was blocked. To do so, we constrained radial gut
growth by using porous silk tubes, synthesized by
spinning silk fibroin around a reciprocating ro-
tating mandrel with the inner diameter of the
circular smooth muscle (14). E6 gut segments cul-
tured inside of silk tubes in the presence of either
AG1295 or FK506 for 48 hours did not form a
muscle layer and, when given sufficient room to
expand in silk tubes of 380-mm inner diameter, still
did not form luminal ridges (Fig. 2F). However,
when the segments were grown in AG1295 and
FK506 and restricted by a silk tube of inner diam-
eter of 300 mm, they formed ridges similar to those
seen in control guts in spite of the lack of smooth
muscle (Fig. 2F). This demonstrates that the me-
chanical barrier function of the circumferential
smooth muscle is sufficient for luminal ridge for-
mation. Moreover, upon removal from the con-
fining silk tube, these ridges were quickly lost, just
as they vanished from gut tubes upon surgical re-
moval of the circumferential muscle layer (Fig. 2F),
corroborating our previous finding that continued
mechanical constraint is required for the main-
tenance of luminal ridges.

Zigzag Intermediates Form in Response to
Additional Muscle-Constrained Longitudinal
Growth in Endoderm-Mesenchyme Composite
As described earlier, at E13 a second longitudinally
oriented muscle layer forms; simultaneously the
ridges buckle into zigzags. Previous work has
shown that a thin layer atop an elastic substrate
may take on a zigzag topography when it is com-
pressed biaxially (15–17), suggesting that the
longitudinal muscles in conjunction with the pre-
viously established circumferential muscle com-
press the gut biaxially. To investigate whether
the longitudinal muscle layer generates longi-
tudinal compression, we surgically separated the
muscle layers from the endoderm-mesenchyme
composite at different developmental stages. At
E12, before longitudinal muscle or zigzags have
formed, the separated mesenchyme and attached
endoderm have about the same axial length as
the muscle to which they were attached (Fig. 3A).
However, after longitudinal muscle layer dif-
ferentiation, at E13, E14, and E15, the ratios of
the length of separated muscle to the mesen-
chyme and endoderm were about 0.75, 0.69,
and 0.55, respectively (Fig. 3A), showing that
the endoderm-mesenchyme is increasingly com-
pressed longitudinally as this muscle layer forms.
Conversely, separation of the endoderm from the

mesenchyme and muscle at E14 did not abolish
the zigzag pattern, suggesting that this interaction
is not required for maintenance of the zigzags
(Fig. 3B).

To directly test whether the development of
the outer longitudinal layer is required for the
formation of zigzags, we resorted again to our
in vitro culture system. When E12 gut segments,
with a single, circumferential smooth muscle layer
and parallel ridges, were cultured for 48 hours,
they differentiated a longitudinal smooth muscle
layer and underwent morphogenesis to form zig-
zags, similar to those seen in guts harvested at
E14 (Fig. 3C). In the presence of either AG1295

or FK506, the longitudinal muscle layer failed to
differentiate, and concomitantly the zigzag pat-
tern did not form, suggesting that the longitudinal
layer is required to induce zigzags. These com-
pounds only block further smooth muscle for-
mation and leave established layers intact, so the
ridge patterns remain (Fig. 3C). Additionally, when
differentiation of this longitudinal muscle was
blocked, the length of the gut increased signifi-
cantly compared with control gut segments; the
ratio of the length of control gut segments to those
cultured in the presence of either compound was
on average 0.66; that is, this longitudinal muscle
layer compressed the mesenchyme and attached

Fig. 3. Differentiation
of outer and inner lon-
gitudinally oriented
smooth muscle layers
is required for devel-
opment of zigzags and
villi, respectively. (A)
(Left) Experimental sche-
matic of tissue separation
along the longitudinal
axis used tomeasure lon-
gitudinalcompressionratio.
The muscle (green) from
a strip of tissue was dis-
sectedaway fromthemes-
enchyme (blue)/endoderm
(red), and the resulting
lengths were compared.
(Right)Graphof separated
muscle layers relative to
mesenchymeandattached
endoderm before (E12)
and after (E13, E14, and
E15) longitudinalmuscle
layer forms. (B) Separa-
tion of endoderm from
mesenchyme and mus-
cle at E14 does not abol-
ish zigzagpattern. (C) (Top
left) Experiment sche-
matic of E12gut cultured
for 48 hours. (Bottom)
E12guts cultured inDMSO

alone or with either 10 mm AG1295 or 10 mm FK506 for 48 hours. Middle photos show luminal views, and
bottom photos show longitudinal sections labeled with DAPI (blue) and SMA (green). Arrowheads denote
absence of muscle layer. (Top right) Quantification of compression from E14 longitudinal muscle
characterized by the ratio of the length of the control cultured segments to those lacking muscle. (D) (Top
left) Experiment schematic of E15 gut cultured for 48 hours. (Bottom) Fresh E17 gut or E15 guts cultured
in DMSO alone or with either 10 mm AG1295 or 10 mm FK506 for 48 hours. Middle photos show luminal
views and bottom photos show longitudinal sections, labeled as in (C). Arrowheads denote absence of
muscle layer. (Top right) Quantification of compression from E16 longitudinal muscle, as in (C). n > 3 for
all culture experiments; error bars represent one SD. Scale bars = 20 mm.
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with either sodium nitroprusside (SNP), a com-
pound shown to inhibit smoothmuscle contraction
during peristalsis, or motilin, known to enhance
peristaltic smoothmuscle contraction (12, 13). After
48 hours in culture, neither compound affected
the formation of luminal ridges, suggesting that
the spontaneous contractility of smooth muscle is
not required for epithelial buckling (Fig. 2E).

Last, to assess whether the role of the circular
smooth muscle layer as a stiff barrier is sufficient
to drive luminal folds, we sought tomimic its role
in samples where smooth muscle development
was blocked. To do so, we constrained radial gut
growth by using porous silk tubes, synthesized by
spinning silk fibroin around a reciprocating ro-
tating mandrel with the inner diameter of the
circular smooth muscle (14). E6 gut segments cul-
tured inside of silk tubes in the presence of either
AG1295 or FK506 for 48 hours did not form a
muscle layer and, when given sufficient room to
expand in silk tubes of 380-mm inner diameter, still
did not form luminal ridges (Fig. 2F). However,
when the segments were grown in AG1295 and
FK506 and restricted by a silk tube of inner diam-
eter of 300 mm, they formed ridges similar to those
seen in control guts in spite of the lack of smooth
muscle (Fig. 2F). This demonstrates that the me-
chanical barrier function of the circumferential
smooth muscle is sufficient for luminal ridge for-
mation. Moreover, upon removal from the con-
fining silk tube, these ridges were quickly lost, just
as they vanished from gut tubes upon surgical re-
moval of the circumferential muscle layer (Fig. 2F),
corroborating our previous finding that continued
mechanical constraint is required for the main-
tenance of luminal ridges.

Zigzag Intermediates Form in Response to
Additional Muscle-Constrained Longitudinal
Growth in Endoderm-Mesenchyme Composite
As described earlier, at E13 a second longitudinally
oriented muscle layer forms; simultaneously the
ridges buckle into zigzags. Previous work has
shown that a thin layer atop an elastic substrate
may take on a zigzag topography when it is com-
pressed biaxially (15–17), suggesting that the
longitudinal muscles in conjunction with the pre-
viously established circumferential muscle com-
press the gut biaxially. To investigate whether
the longitudinal muscle layer generates longi-
tudinal compression, we surgically separated the
muscle layers from the endoderm-mesenchyme
composite at different developmental stages. At
E12, before longitudinal muscle or zigzags have
formed, the separated mesenchyme and attached
endoderm have about the same axial length as
the muscle to which they were attached (Fig. 3A).
However, after longitudinal muscle layer dif-
ferentiation, at E13, E14, and E15, the ratios of
the length of separated muscle to the mesen-
chyme and endoderm were about 0.75, 0.69,
and 0.55, respectively (Fig. 3A), showing that
the endoderm-mesenchyme is increasingly com-
pressed longitudinally as this muscle layer forms.
Conversely, separation of the endoderm from the

mesenchyme and muscle at E14 did not abolish
the zigzag pattern, suggesting that this interaction
is not required for maintenance of the zigzags
(Fig. 3B).

To directly test whether the development of
the outer longitudinal layer is required for the
formation of zigzags, we resorted again to our
in vitro culture system. When E12 gut segments,
with a single, circumferential smooth muscle layer
and parallel ridges, were cultured for 48 hours,
they differentiated a longitudinal smooth muscle
layer and underwent morphogenesis to form zig-
zags, similar to those seen in guts harvested at
E14 (Fig. 3C). In the presence of either AG1295

or FK506, the longitudinal muscle layer failed to
differentiate, and concomitantly the zigzag pat-
tern did not form, suggesting that the longitudinal
layer is required to induce zigzags. These com-
pounds only block further smooth muscle for-
mation and leave established layers intact, so the
ridge patterns remain (Fig. 3C). Additionally, when
differentiation of this longitudinal muscle was
blocked, the length of the gut increased signifi-
cantly compared with control gut segments; the
ratio of the length of control gut segments to those
cultured in the presence of either compound was
on average 0.66; that is, this longitudinal muscle
layer compressed the mesenchyme and attached

Fig. 3. Differentiation
of outer and inner lon-
gitudinally oriented
smooth muscle layers
is required for devel-
opment of zigzags and
villi, respectively. (A)
(Left) Experimental sche-
matic of tissue separation
along the longitudinal
axis used tomeasure lon-
gitudinalcompressionratio.
The muscle (green) from
a strip of tissue was dis-
sectedaway fromthemes-
enchyme (blue)/endoderm
(red), and the resulting
lengths were compared.
(Right)Graphof separated
muscle layers relative to
mesenchymeandattached
endoderm before (E12)
and after (E13, E14, and
E15) longitudinalmuscle
layer forms. (B) Separa-
tion of endoderm from
mesenchyme and mus-
cle at E14 does not abol-
ish zigzagpattern. (C) (Top
left) Experiment sche-
matic of E12gut cultured
for 48 hours. (Bottom)
E12guts cultured inDMSO

alone or with either 10 mm AG1295 or 10 mm FK506 for 48 hours. Middle photos show luminal views, and
bottom photos show longitudinal sections labeled with DAPI (blue) and SMA (green). Arrowheads denote
absence of muscle layer. (Top right) Quantification of compression from E14 longitudinal muscle
characterized by the ratio of the length of the control cultured segments to those lacking muscle. (D) (Top
left) Experiment schematic of E15 gut cultured for 48 hours. (Bottom) Fresh E17 gut or E15 guts cultured
in DMSO alone or with either 10 mm AG1295 or 10 mm FK506 for 48 hours. Middle photos show luminal
views and bottom photos show longitudinal sections, labeled as in (C). Arrowheads denote absence of
muscle layer. (Top right) Quantification of compression from E16 longitudinal muscle, as in (C). n > 3 for
all culture experiments; error bars represent one SD. Scale bars = 20 mm.
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• Tissue zigzags and villi arise from mechanical instability caused by 
differential growth and constraints

• Removal of smooth muscles leads to elastic 
lengthening of endothelium and mesenchyme

• Longitudinal muscles are required for zigzag  
and villi formation

• Role of longitudinal constraints

A. Shyer et al, C. Tabin and L. Mahadevan. Science 342: 212-218 (2013)
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epithelium by a factor of about 1.5 (Fig. 3C). This
is consistent with the value obtained by manual
dissection of the layers. Just as for ridge forma-
tion, transformation of ridges to zigzags is inde-
pendent of smooth muscle contractility (fig. S2).

Villification Requires a Third Regime of
Smooth Muscle Differentiation
To investigate the dependence of the final pat-
terning of villi on the differentiation of the inner,
longitudinal smooth muscle layer, we cultured
E15 guts, with both a circumferential layer and
outer longitudinal layer, for 48 hours in the pres-
ence of the muscle-blocking compounds or with
the vehicle (DMSO) alone. Although gut seg-
ments cultured with DMSO developed a third
inner longitudinal muscle layer and formed villi,
those culturedwith eitherAG1295 or FK506 failed
to form this muscle layer and did not initiate villi
(Fig. 3D). When differentiation of this longitudi-
nal muscle was blocked, the length of the tube
increased significantly compared with those of
control gut segments (Fig. 3D). The ratio of the
length of control gut segments to that of those
lacking the outer longitudinal muscle was on av-
erage 0.68; that is, this muscle layer compressed
the mesenchyme and endoderm again by a factor
of about 1.5 (Fig. 3D).

All together, our surgical manipulations and
drug studies support the hypothesis that differ-
entiating smooth muscle acts as a barrier to the
expansion of the attached mesenchyme and endo-
derm, compressing these layers first circumferen-
tially to form ridges, then longitudinally to form
zigzags, and last longitudinally again to form villi.
We emphasize that, because the patterns relaxwhen
the muscular constraints are released surgically, it
follows that the morphology of the lumen is a
simple consequence of elastic energy minimiza-
tion during the constrained growth of a soft, lay-
ered elastic tissue.

Mathematical Models Quantify the Role of
Tissue Growth Constrained by Muscle Layers
to Drive Ridge and Zigzag Formation
To further quantify these luminal patterns, we
constructed a mathematical and computational
model of the process based on measured geo-
metrical and biophysical parameters. Our models
are similar in spirit to recent theoretical approaches
to gut luminal patterning based on the hypothesis
of differential growth (18, 19) but go beyond them
by correctly accounting for the constraints pro-
vided by the combination of muscular differenti-
ation and differential growth that we see evidence
for, the cylindrical geometry of the gut, and the

experimentally measured geometrical and physi-
cal properties of the system.

We start by considering a composite of natu-
rally flat elasticmesenchyme and endoderm sheets
that are attached together and bent and squeezed
to fit into a rigid tubular configuration of inner
diameter D that mimics the circular muscle layer
(Fig. 4A).We assume that the tissuesmay bewell
described by using a simple neo-Hookean consti-
tutivemodel, with a volumetric strain energy density
W = ½m[Tr(FFT)J –2/3 – 3] + K(J – logJ – 1),
where m and K are the shear and bulk moduli,
respectively; F is the elastic deformation gradient;
and J = det(F). Over the multiday time scale of
villification, the tissues are assumed compress-
ible with K = 3m. At each stage, we minimize the
elastic energy of the system by using a custom
finite element model (supplementary materials).
We characterize growth by using the experimen-
tally measured growth parameters, including the
outer circumference, S0 = pD, of the compressed
endoderm-mesenchyme composite, as well as
the circumference and thickness of the endo-
derm and mesenchyme (Fig. 4B and fig. S7).
The simulated domain has length L = 1.25D in
the longitudinal direction with periodic bound-
ary conditions at the ends, allowing uniform rel-
ative longitudinal growth of the layers to develop

Fig. 4. A numerical simulation predicts
the formation of ridges and zigzags in
chick gut lumen. (A) Themodel is illustrated
by showing the mesenchyme (blue) and the
endoderm (red) enclosed in a muscle (green),
without muscle, and separated in their stress-
free states. (B) (Top left) Circumference of the
inner boundary of the muscle and endoderm.
(Top right) Spacing of longitudinal folds mea-
sured along the endoderm and scaled by its
thickness. The thin dashed line is the stress-
free thickness of the endoderm-mesenchyme
composite. (Bottom left) Ratio of muscle to
separated endoderm-mesenchyme composite
in circumferential and longitudinal directions.
(Bottom right) Shear modulus of mesenchyme
and endoderm, and their ratio. In all graphs,
solid lines correspond to experimental obser-
vations and dashed lines to the computational
model. Error bars, 1 SD. (C) A simulation shows
ridge-folds forming due to circumferential
compression, followed by buckling into a zig-
zag pattern due to longitudinal compres-
sion. Sections of corresponding chick guts
labeled with DAPI (blue) and SMA (green)
are shown below.
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• Tissue zigzags and villi arise from mechanical instability caused by 
differential growth and constraints

• Computation model Similar earlier theoretical studies: 
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• Non-uniform growth also underlies formation of villi 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure S9: Localized growth of a zigzag pattern leads to twisting and bulging of arms. (A) 
A zigzag pattern resulting from uniform growth is shown top left. With additional longitudinal 
FRPSUHVVLRQ�WKH�]LJ]DJV�RQO\�VTXHH]H��SUHVHUYLQJ�WKH�XS�GRZQ�UHIOHFWLRQ�V\PPHWU\��7KH�FDVFDGH�
on bottom (top and side views) shows the twisting and up/down symmetry breaking due to 
enhanced growth of the valleys (parameterized time t = 0.5, 0.75, and 1 from left to right). The 
applied growth map is shown in C for t = 1. The growth map is based on the depth map of the 
original zigzag pattern (B) such that peak growth occurs at the zigzag pits. Purple areas in 
simulation snapshots have the highest expansion, corresponding to the maxima in the growth 
map and minima in the height map of the original untwisted pattern. 
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axial compression that mimics the role of the
longitudinal muscles at E13 and E14 when zig-
zags arise. With the geometrical parameters (full
details in the supplementary materials) and the
measured elastic moduli of the tissues (Fig. 4B
and figs. S3 to S6) that show that the endoderm is
about 10 times stiffer than the mesenchyme, our
simulations allow us to follow the evolution of
luminal patterning shown in Fig. 4C and movie
S1. We see that both ridge and zigzag patterns
arise as mechanical instabilities in the constrained
growing tissue that sequentially break circumfer-
ential and then longitudinal symmetry in the gut
with a wavelength and amplitude comparable to
the thickness of the endoderm-mesenchyme com-
posite (Fig. 4B).

Villification Also Requires Localized
Changes in Endodermal and Mesenchymal
Proliferation in Addition to Smooth
Muscle Differentiation
Although additional compression from the inner
longitudinal layer is necessary for the formation
of villi from zigzags, as shown in Fig. 3, lon-
gitudinal compression alone is not sufficient to
effect this transformation (fig. S9A).

Previous work in mouse has shown that, al-
though proliferating cells can be found uniformly
across themesenchyme and endoderm before villi
arise, as villi form, proliferating cells are found
only in the intervillous region (2). Similarly, in
chick guts, proliferating cells appear uniformly
within each tissue layer through the formation
of zigzags (Fig. 5 and fig. S8), but at E15, after
zigzags form and just before villi arise, proliferat-
ing cells are found predominantly in the valleys
between the raised zigzags (Fig. 5A). However,
once villi begin to form at E16, proliferation is no
longer restricted from the tips (Fig. 5A). Addition-
ally we find that in vitro 5-ethynyl-2′-deoxyuridine
(EdU) pulse labeling of E15 gut samples results
in labeled cells at the sides and tips of forming
villi, suggesting that these changes in proliferation
patterns may reflect a displacement of the dividing
cells upward from the valleys as the luminal to-
pography shifts from zigzags to villi. Specifically,
each “arm” of the zigzag twists out of the plane
and into the lumen, pinching off a region of the
zigzag arm near each “elbow,” delineating pockets
of mesenchyme surrounded by endoderm, each of
which becomes a villus (Fig. 5B).

To understand how the topographical changes
during zigzag twisting might relocate regions of
proliferation as villi form, we created a clay model
of zigzags. Labeling the proliferating regions of
our model zigzags and manually twisting them
mimics the twist observed in the E16 gut (Fig. 5C).
Furthermore, the resulting clay label localization
closely matches EdU staining for proliferation in
the sectioned E16 gut tissue (Fig. 5C), suggest-
ing that these tissue movements account for the
observed proliferation patterns as villi form.

To probe the effect of nonuniform growth in
our computational model, we set up a minimal
planar configuration of mesenchyme and endo-

derm (supplementary materials, fig. S9, and movie
S2). Initially, the endoderm and mesenchyme are
assumed to have nominal compression ratios of
0.5 and 0.6, respectively, in both lateral direc-
tions, as measured experimentally (Fig. 3A).
This results in a tightly packed zigzag pattern
(fig. S9A), with a spacing of twice the thickness
of the endoderm-mesenchyme composite in both
directions, in agreement with experiments. By
using our experimental observations of nonuni-
form proliferation as guides, we incorporate non-
uniform growth to this pattern by allowing the
growth of spots of the endoderm in the zigzag

valleys, centered at the deepest points of the
valleys, with lateral diameter six times the endo-
derm thickness. These spots are grown laterally
until their diameter doubles during the simula-
tion relative to areas of the endoderm outside the
spots. This pattern of growth causes the zigzags
to shift and twist so as to relocate the rapidly
growing regions to the arms, similar to our clay
model. As the spots relieve their growth strain at
the arms, they form previllous bulges (Fig. 5E).
Sliced plane views of this twisted pattern reveal
their similarity to the corresponding experimental
patterns (Fig. 5F); bulging peaks are rotated,

Fig. 5. The formation of villi from zigzags in-
volves nonuniformproliferation and a complex
change in topography. (A) Transverse sections of
guts labeled for 4 hours with EdU in ovo (red) guts
show patterns of proliferation over time. (B) Luminal
views of guts from E15 to E16 as villi form. The
“arm” of the zigzag rotates at the “elbow”; the circles

denote the resulting pockets of mesenchyme surrounded by endoderm that will each become a villus. (C)
Clay models; purple label represents proliferating regions. Clay model is twisted to mimic change in
topography seen in (B). (D) (Top) Labeled, twisted model of E16 gut is sliced with a razor blade to reveal
label localization. (Bottom) EdU label in longitudinal sections of E16 guts; arrowheads highlight sim-
ilarity of pattern. (E) (Top) A simulation that incorporates nonuniform proliferation along with measured
geometrical and biophysical parameters shows villi morphogenesis. (Bottom) Corresponding images of the
chick lumen (red color and stained puncta are due to antibody stain and should be disregarded). (F) (Top)
Sections of the simulations in (D). (Bottom) Corresponding sections in chick.
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axial compression that mimics the role of the
longitudinal muscles at E13 and E14 when zig-
zags arise. With the geometrical parameters (full
details in the supplementary materials) and the
measured elastic moduli of the tissues (Fig. 4B
and figs. S3 to S6) that show that the endoderm is
about 10 times stiffer than the mesenchyme, our
simulations allow us to follow the evolution of
luminal patterning shown in Fig. 4C and movie
S1. We see that both ridge and zigzag patterns
arise as mechanical instabilities in the constrained
growing tissue that sequentially break circumfer-
ential and then longitudinal symmetry in the gut
with a wavelength and amplitude comparable to
the thickness of the endoderm-mesenchyme com-
posite (Fig. 4B).

Villification Also Requires Localized
Changes in Endodermal and Mesenchymal
Proliferation in Addition to Smooth
Muscle Differentiation
Although additional compression from the inner
longitudinal layer is necessary for the formation
of villi from zigzags, as shown in Fig. 3, lon-
gitudinal compression alone is not sufficient to
effect this transformation (fig. S9A).

Previous work in mouse has shown that, al-
though proliferating cells can be found uniformly
across themesenchyme and endoderm before villi
arise, as villi form, proliferating cells are found
only in the intervillous region (2). Similarly, in
chick guts, proliferating cells appear uniformly
within each tissue layer through the formation
of zigzags (Fig. 5 and fig. S8), but at E15, after
zigzags form and just before villi arise, proliferat-
ing cells are found predominantly in the valleys
between the raised zigzags (Fig. 5A). However,
once villi begin to form at E16, proliferation is no
longer restricted from the tips (Fig. 5A). Addition-
ally we find that in vitro 5-ethynyl-2′-deoxyuridine
(EdU) pulse labeling of E15 gut samples results
in labeled cells at the sides and tips of forming
villi, suggesting that these changes in proliferation
patterns may reflect a displacement of the dividing
cells upward from the valleys as the luminal to-
pography shifts from zigzags to villi. Specifically,
each “arm” of the zigzag twists out of the plane
and into the lumen, pinching off a region of the
zigzag arm near each “elbow,” delineating pockets
of mesenchyme surrounded by endoderm, each of
which becomes a villus (Fig. 5B).

To understand how the topographical changes
during zigzag twisting might relocate regions of
proliferation as villi form, we created a clay model
of zigzags. Labeling the proliferating regions of
our model zigzags and manually twisting them
mimics the twist observed in the E16 gut (Fig. 5C).
Furthermore, the resulting clay label localization
closely matches EdU staining for proliferation in
the sectioned E16 gut tissue (Fig. 5C), suggest-
ing that these tissue movements account for the
observed proliferation patterns as villi form.

To probe the effect of nonuniform growth in
our computational model, we set up a minimal
planar configuration of mesenchyme and endo-

derm (supplementary materials, fig. S9, and movie
S2). Initially, the endoderm and mesenchyme are
assumed to have nominal compression ratios of
0.5 and 0.6, respectively, in both lateral direc-
tions, as measured experimentally (Fig. 3A).
This results in a tightly packed zigzag pattern
(fig. S9A), with a spacing of twice the thickness
of the endoderm-mesenchyme composite in both
directions, in agreement with experiments. By
using our experimental observations of nonuni-
form proliferation as guides, we incorporate non-
uniform growth to this pattern by allowing the
growth of spots of the endoderm in the zigzag

valleys, centered at the deepest points of the
valleys, with lateral diameter six times the endo-
derm thickness. These spots are grown laterally
until their diameter doubles during the simula-
tion relative to areas of the endoderm outside the
spots. This pattern of growth causes the zigzags
to shift and twist so as to relocate the rapidly
growing regions to the arms, similar to our clay
model. As the spots relieve their growth strain at
the arms, they form previllous bulges (Fig. 5E).
Sliced plane views of this twisted pattern reveal
their similarity to the corresponding experimental
patterns (Fig. 5F); bulging peaks are rotated,

Fig. 5. The formation of villi from zigzags in-
volves nonuniformproliferation and a complex
change in topography. (A) Transverse sections of
guts labeled for 4 hours with EdU in ovo (red) guts
show patterns of proliferation over time. (B) Luminal
views of guts from E15 to E16 as villi form. The
“arm” of the zigzag rotates at the “elbow”; the circles

denote the resulting pockets of mesenchyme surrounded by endoderm that will each become a villus. (C)
Clay models; purple label represents proliferating regions. Clay model is twisted to mimic change in
topography seen in (B). (D) (Top) Labeled, twisted model of E16 gut is sliced with a razor blade to reveal
label localization. (Bottom) EdU label in longitudinal sections of E16 guts; arrowheads highlight sim-
ilarity of pattern. (E) (Top) A simulation that incorporates nonuniform proliferation along with measured
geometrical and biophysical parameters shows villi morphogenesis. (Bottom) Corresponding images of the
chick lumen (red color and stained puncta are due to antibody stain and should be disregarded). (F) (Top)
Sections of the simulations in (D). (Bottom) Corresponding sections in chick.
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• Proliferation concentrated in furrows
• Proliferating cells cause twisting and upward movement 

of proliferating cells
• Leads to formation of villi
• Computer simulations recapitulate this transition

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure S9: Localized growth of a zigzag pattern leads to twisting and bulging of arms. (A) 
A zigzag pattern resulting from uniform growth is shown top left. With additional longitudinal 
FRPSUHVVLRQ�WKH�]LJ]DJV�RQO\�VTXHH]H��SUHVHUYLQJ�WKH�XS�GRZQ�UHIOHFWLRQ�V\PPHWU\��7KH�FDVFDGH�
on bottom (top and side views) shows the twisting and up/down symmetry breaking due to 
enhanced growth of the valleys (parameterized time t = 0.5, 0.75, and 1 from left to right). The 
applied growth map is shown in C for t = 1. The growth map is based on the depth map of the 
original zigzag pattern (B) such that peak growth occurs at the zigzag pits. Purple areas in 
simulation snapshots have the highest expansion, corresponding to the maxima in the growth 
map and minima in the height map of the original untwisted pattern. 
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Figure S10: The patterns seen on the luminal surface of the gut vary across species.  
(A) Luminal views (top) and cross sectional view (bottom) of guts of various species. The adult 
seahorse gut (left) has disorganized zigzags with lateral extensions. The adult zebrafish gut 
(middle) has short zigzagging protrusions that are oriented laterally. The African house snake gut 
at E55 shortly before hatching (right) has tall flat zigzags. Scale bar represents 500um. (B) Tall 
flat zigzags in African house snake can be mimicked in simulations by placing the mesenchyme 
under tension, which leads to widened valleys between the folds. Images show luminal view 
(top), cross-sectional view of a short longitudinal segment (middle), and a silhouette of the 
middle image (bottom), that reveals why the folds may appear having flat tops. (C) Snake guts 
show morphologies with very wide flat valleys between the folds. They can be mimicked in 
simulations by placing the mesenchyme under strong WHQVLRQ�� 1RWH� SUR[LPDO� LQWHVWLQH� KDV�
hexagonal ridges, which turn in to zigzags in the distal intestine.  This transition can be modeled 
by adding more relative longitudinal (shown L to R) growth in the endoderm of the proximal 
model and less in the distal model. 
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• Exploring the morphospace of vilification with mechanical 
instabilities
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• Self-organised mechanics: chick gut 

• Self-organised biochemistry: Turing field in mouse gut
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• Direct villus emergence from a flat epithelium in mammals

Katherine.D. Walton et al and Deborah L. Gumucio. Development (2016) 143, 427-436 

K Walton et al., C.  Tabin and D. Gumucio WIREs Dev Biol. 2018;e317. 

active process of apical membrane invagination (Figure 3i–k) that accompanies villus emergence (Freddo et al., 2016), most
likely accounting for the seemingly disconnected lumens and frequent junctional complexes seen in thin sections by Mathan
et al. This process is discussed further below.

Also at E18, Mathan et al. (1976) describe subepithelial aggregates of mesenchymal cells that begin to “invade” the epi-
thelium. “Mesenchymal invasion” is flagged as first sign of villus emergence in the rat (Dunn, 1967; Mathan et al., 1976),
mouse (Calvert & Micheletti, 1978; Freddo et al., 2016; Kolterud et al., 2009; Walton et al., 2012), pig (Dekaney et al.,
1997), sheep (Toofanian, 1976a), and human (Matsumoto et al., 2002) (Figure 4). The mesenchymal aggregates noted by all
of these investigators have been more recently studied at the molecular level (discussed below) and are now known to repre-
sent tight clusters of mesenchymal cells that act as signaling centers to drive villus emergence (Karlsson et al., 2000; Walton
et al., 2012; Walton, Whidden, et al., 2016). Indeed, signals from specialized clusters of mesenchymal cells appear to be an
important component of villus outgrowth in birds as well (Shyer et al., 2015). Thus, in the mouse, the major structural hall-
marks of villus emergence include “invasion” of the basal aspect of the epithelium by mesenchymal aggregates, accompanied
by active membrane invagination at the apical surface.

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

(g) (h)

(e) (f)

FIGURE 2 Surface views of the intestinal mucosa during development. (a)–(c) Chick at E11, E16, and E18, showing progressive formation of ridges,
zigzags, and villi. DR and IR in (a) denote two different rounds of ridge formation. The arrows in (b) mark areas along the zigzags that are beginning to
bulge where villi will emerge. I and II in (c) denote villi emerging atop alternating zigzags. (d)–(f ) Mouse intestinal surface at E14, E14.5, and E15.5,
demonstrating the flat epithelial surface prior to villus formation. Symbol ^ in (d) indicates mitotically rounded cells along the flat apical surface. Apical
invaginations begin to demarcate villi (arrows in (e)), which emerge as domes from the flat epithelium. Domes of newly emerged villi in the rat (g) and
human (h) (Panels a-c are reprinted with permission from Grey (1972). Morphogenesis of intestinal villi. I. Scanning electron microscopy of the duodenal
epithelium of the developing chick embryo. Journal of Morphology 137:193-214. Copyright John Wiley and Sons. DOI: 10.1002/jmor.1051370206; Panels
d-e are reproduced from Freddo et al. (2016). Coordination of signaling and tissue mechanics during morphogenesis of murine intestinal villi: a role for
mitotic cell rounding. Integrative Biology 8(9): 918-928 with permission of Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) on behalf of the Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) and the RSC. DOI: 10.1039/c6ib00046k; Panel g is reproduced with permission from Nakamura and Komuro (1983). A
Three-Dimensional Study of the Embryonic Development and Postnatal Maturation of Rat Duodenal Villi. Microscopy 32(4): 338-347. Copyright Oxford
University Press. https://doi.org/10.1093/oxfordjournals.jmicro.a050423; Panel h is reproduced with permission from LaCroix et al. (1984). Early
organogenesis of human small intestine: scanning electron microscopy and brush border enzymology. Gut 25(9): 925-930. Copyright BMJ. http://dx.doi.org/
10.1136/gut.25.9.925)
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side, however, epithelial cells directly above nascent clusters are
shorter, creating shallow but obvious epithelial deformations
(Fig. 2A-C, arrows). No basal deformations are detected in
regions lacking a mesenchymal cluster or after treatment with
cyclopamine (Fig. S1B) (Walton et al., 2012), which abolishes
clusters, consistent with the idea that basal shortening is driven by
signals from these clusters.
Although the analysis above suggests that cluster formation is

upstream rather than downstream of basal epithelial deformation in
the mouse, we tested directly whether artificially imposed epithelial
deformation can drive cluster and villus pattern in this model. Shyer
et al. (2015) deformed the chick intestinal epithelium by placing a
grid on the opened epithelial surface and observed precocious
induction of villus cluster genes and emergence of single villi
through the holes of the grid. To take this analysis one step further,
we utilized grids of different mesh sizes, placing them on the opened
epithelial surface of the E13.5 mouse intestine, prior to cluster or
villus formation. Intestinal explants were observed daily for 4 days.
We reasoned that, if epithelial deformation is a critical determinant
of cluster and villus pattern in the mouse, grids of increasingly wider
mesh size should produce increasingly wider clusters and villi.
However, this was not seen (Fig. 2D-F). Mesh sizes that
approximate cluster size (55 µm aperture) allowed single villi to
grow into the mesh spaces (Fig. 2D), as seen previously (Shyer
et al., 2015). However, in grids with larger mesh sizes (75 µm
aperture and larger), multiple clusters (and villi), rather than larger
clusters and villi, were observed (Fig. 2E). Additionally, analysis of
the boundary of the grid revealed that grid placement slowed rather
than accelerated cluster formation and villus emergence (Fig. 2F).
Together, these experiments demonstrate that, for the mouse
intestine, epithelial deformation is not sufficient to impart
patterning cues to the field of clusters and emerging villi. Rather,
the presence and patterning of mesenchymal clusters determines the
presence and pattern of the emerging villi. We therefore sought to
identify the signal(s) downstream from Hh-mediated cluster
aggregation that is responsible for cluster patterning.

Mesenchymal clusters express multiple Bmp signaling
molecules
Bmps are secreted ligands responsible for patterning in many
developmental contexts (Hogan, 1996), and several Bmp ligands
are known targets of Hh signaling (Roberts et al., 1995). To better
assess the potential involvement of Bmp signaling during cluster
formation and patterning of nascent clusters, we examined the

localization of RNA transcripts for several Bmp ligands and
modifiers during the initial round of cluster formation as well as in
clusters associated with emerged villi (Fig. 3). Prior to cluster
formation, Bmp4, Bmp5 and Bmp7 are expressed in many cells of
the subepithelial mesenchyme, whereas Bmp2 is primarily epithelial
(Fig. 3A-D). As clusters form (E14.5), Bmp2 expression is initiated
in clustered cells (Fig. 3A, inset). As villi emerge (E15.5), all Bmp
genes except Bmp7 are expressed robustly in mesenchymal clusters
(Fig. 3I-L); Bmp2 continues to be the most specific cluster marker
(Fig. 3I). The expression pattern of the Bmp modifier twisted
gastrulation 1 (Twsg1) (Fig. 3E,M) is similar to that of Bmp5, while
the tolloid-like molecule Bmp1 is weakly expressed at E14.5
(Fig. 3F) but is high in mesenchymal clusters at E15.5 (Fig. 3N).
The Bmp inhibitor noggin (Nog) is expressed in mesenchymal

Fig. 2. Epithelial deformation does not determine cluster
pattern in the mouse intestine. (A-C) Single slices from top (A),
middle (B) and bottom (C) of a 50 µm thick z-section of an E14.5
intestine immunostained for α-tubulin (red) to outline epithelial
cells and mark clusters (outer ring marks the ICM); DAPI (blue)
marks nuclei. The arrows indicate the position of two clusters.
Note basal epithelial deformation with no apical deformation.
Movie 1 steps through the entire z-stack. (D-F) Mesh screens
force deformation of the epithelium in E13.5 PdgfraEGFP/+

intestines that were cut open lengthwise and cultured under a
mesh screen. (D) Individual villi with single mesenchymal clusters
develop under a screen with a 55 µm aperture. (E) Multiple villi
with a single cluster per villus develop under amesh screen with a
75 µm aperture. (F) Note that cluster formation and villus
development are delayed in tissue under amesh screen (anterior,
left side) as compared with the posterior side (right side) that was
not under the screen. n>12 in four separate experiments for each
of the mesh screen cultures. Scale bars: 30 µm in A-C; 50 µm
in D-F.

Fig. 3. RNA in situ hybridization of Bmp pathway ligands and modifiers.
Analysis was performed at E14.5 just prior to cluster formation and villus
emergence (A-H), and at E15.5 once villi have begun to emerge (I-P). The inset
(A) shows cluster-specific expression of Bmp2 in nascent clusters at a slightly
later stage, when expression is switching from epithelial to mesenchymal.
Scale bars: 100 µm.
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• Villus emergence precedes (by 24h) formation of 
longitudinal muscles

• Mechanical dissection of the gut does not affect 
timing of villi formation (circularity of gut 
affected by longitudinal cut)

• Mesenchymal condensation at the base of 
epithelium are visible before any deformation of 
epithelial layer.

• Thus, mesenchymal condensation is an inducer 
of epithelial vilification

• Mechanical constraints on epithelial layers do 
not affect villi size. 

• Must be controlled by mesenchymal signal

Forming mesenchymal clusters are regularly positioned in the
murine intestine, with an average cluster-to-cluster spacing of ∼60-
70 µm (Walton et al., 2012), suggesting that specific signals are
required to generate such a well-patterned field. Although Hh
signals control cluster agglutination and size, Shh and Ihh ligands
are uniformly expressed by the pre-villus epithelium (Kolterud
et al., 2009; Shyer et al., 2015); thus, it is unclear how epithelial Hh
could establish the regular pattern of clusters, especially in species
(e.g. mouse) in which there is no epithelial folding to create local Hh
maxima. Since Bmp signaling is known to control a variety of
patterning fields in other contexts (Hogan, 1996) and mesenchymal
clusters in emerged villi express Bmp2 and Bmp4 (Karlsson et al.,
2000), we examined the potential role of this pathway in cluster
patterning.
Here, we show that newly established clusters express multiple

Bmp ligands and Bmp signal modifiers. Moreover, abolishing
Bmp signal reception changes cluster pattern, causing rows of
mesenchymal cluster ‘spots’ to merge into ‘stripes’. Merged clusters
can also be generated by conditional deletion of Bmpr1a in Hh-
responsive cells of the mesenchyme, whereas epithelial Bmpr1a
deletion has no effect. This ‘spots to stripes’ pattern change is fully
consistent with the mathematical predictions of a classical reaction-
diffusion model, in which the overlapping activity domains of an
activator and an inhibitor create a patterned field, as initially
described by Turing (Maini, 2004; Meinhardt, 2012; Turing, 1952).
In such a model, progressive saturation of the Turing activator (in
this case posited to be a Bmp inhibitor) causes spots to become
stripes. Together, our data establish that in the mouse model Bmp
signaling controls cluster distribution. The patterning of clusters and
emergence of villi in this model are not dependent upon muscular
forces or epithelial deformation, but behave in accordance with a
Bmp-dependent self-organizing Turing field.

RESULTS
Villus patterning in the mouse is not driven by tensile forces
Villus emergence correlates with smooth muscle development in
chick (Coulombre and Coulombre, 1958; Shyer et al., 2013); thus,
we examined whether this is also true in mouse. Such an analysis
requires that the same region of the intestine (here, jejunum) be
compared at all time points, since villus emergence propagates from
proximal to distal intestine over a 24 h period (Walton et al., 2012).
At E13.0, 48 h before villus morphogenesis initiates in the jejunum
(Walton et al., 2012), a well-developed inner circular muscle (ICM)
is already prominent (Fig. 1A) along the entire length of the
intestine. A mature outer longitudinal muscle (OLM) is not seen
until E16 (Fig. 1E), 24 h after the first villi emerge in the jejunum.
Although a few scattered cells that are weakly positive for alpha
smooth muscle actin (αSMA), a marker of mature smooth muscle,
can be discerned at E15.0 (Fig. 1D), an organized OLM layer is
absent at this time. Finally, the muscularis mucosa, which is
immature at E16.5 (desmin positive, but αSMA negative; Fig. 1F),
remains discontinuous at E18.5 (Fig. 1G). Thus, in the mouse, villus
emergence is not temporally synchronized with the maturation of
any of the three muscle layers.
Since formation of the ICM precedes villus development, we

further examined whether confinement forces mediated by this
muscle might play a role in cluster formation or villus emergence.
E13.5 intestines (prior to cluster formation) were opened
longitudinally, interrupting the circularity of the ICM (Fig. 1H).
Although the ICM might still impose some force on the overlying
tissue, radial confinement is abolished; indeed, opened intestines
tend to invert. After 20 h in culture, clusters begin to form at the

anterior end of the intestinal segment (Fig. 1I). By 38 h, clear, well-
patterned mesenchymal clusters and rudimentary villi are visible
(Fig. 1J,K). Villus and cluster size is uniform, even at the cut edges
of the intestine, where residual strain is predicted to be lower
(Fig. 1K, dashed line). Thus, in mouse, radial confinement from the
ICM is not required for cluster formation, cluster patterning or initial
villus emergence. We cannot, however, rule out the possibility that
confinement from the ICM might facilitate the progression of villus
outgrowth after initiation.

Epithelial deformation does not determine cluster pattern in
the mouse intestine
In the chick, epithelial bending is an upstream driver of cluster
formation and patterning. Thus, we examined the relationship
between clusters and epithelial deformation in the mouse intestine.
Thick (80-100 µm) vibratome sections of E14.5 mouse intestine
were stained for α-tubulin, a marker that reveals epithelial cell shape
and is also enriched in clusters, and confocal z-stacks were collected
(Movie 1). Individual sections of the top, middle and bottom of a
representative stack (Fig. 2A-C) reveal that the apical surface of the
epithelium is still flat when the first clusters form basally beneath
the epithelium. Thus, deep folds of the entire epithelium, such as
those observed in the chick, are not seen in the mouse. On the basal

Fig. 1. Smoothmuscle development does not correlate with mouse villus
emergence; tensile forces are not required for cluster patterning. αSMA
immunostaining (red) marks mature muscle cells in the developing muscle
layers at E13 (A), E14 (B), E14.5 (C), E15 (D), E16 (E), E16.5 (F) andE18.5 (G).
The ICM is already mature at E13 (A), but a mature OLM is not present until
E16 (outer circle, arrow in E). Scattered αSMA+ cells at E14.5 (arrows, C) and
E15 (arrows, D) are not organized into a continuous muscle. (F,G) Muscularis
mucosa is not present at E16.5 (F) and is still incomplete at E18.5 (G, arrows).
Desmin (green) marks smooth muscle precursor cells (F, arrows). DAPI (blue)
stains nuclei. (H-K) An E13 intestine from a PdgfraEGFP/+ mouse was opened
longitudinally and cultured for 2 days. No clusters were present initially (H).
Clusters began to develop by 20 h (I, near arrow). By 38 h, well-patterned
clusters were visible (J) and small villi were emerging (magnified in K). The
dashed line (K) indicates cut edges of the intestine, where it has rolled back
after cutting. Clusters and villi were observed to form in intestines cut open prior
to cluster formation and grown in culture for 2 days in more than 25
independent samples from at least eight separate experiments. Scale bars:
50 µm in A-G; 100 µm in H-K.
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Forming mesenchymal clusters are regularly positioned in the
murine intestine, with an average cluster-to-cluster spacing of ∼60-
70 µm (Walton et al., 2012), suggesting that specific signals are
required to generate such a well-patterned field. Although Hh
signals control cluster agglutination and size, Shh and Ihh ligands
are uniformly expressed by the pre-villus epithelium (Kolterud
et al., 2009; Shyer et al., 2015); thus, it is unclear how epithelial Hh
could establish the regular pattern of clusters, especially in species
(e.g. mouse) in which there is no epithelial folding to create local Hh
maxima. Since Bmp signaling is known to control a variety of
patterning fields in other contexts (Hogan, 1996) and mesenchymal
clusters in emerged villi express Bmp2 and Bmp4 (Karlsson et al.,
2000), we examined the potential role of this pathway in cluster
patterning.
Here, we show that newly established clusters express multiple

Bmp ligands and Bmp signal modifiers. Moreover, abolishing
Bmp signal reception changes cluster pattern, causing rows of
mesenchymal cluster ‘spots’ to merge into ‘stripes’. Merged clusters
can also be generated by conditional deletion of Bmpr1a in Hh-
responsive cells of the mesenchyme, whereas epithelial Bmpr1a
deletion has no effect. This ‘spots to stripes’ pattern change is fully
consistent with the mathematical predictions of a classical reaction-
diffusion model, in which the overlapping activity domains of an
activator and an inhibitor create a patterned field, as initially
described by Turing (Maini, 2004; Meinhardt, 2012; Turing, 1952).
In such a model, progressive saturation of the Turing activator (in
this case posited to be a Bmp inhibitor) causes spots to become
stripes. Together, our data establish that in the mouse model Bmp
signaling controls cluster distribution. The patterning of clusters and
emergence of villi in this model are not dependent upon muscular
forces or epithelial deformation, but behave in accordance with a
Bmp-dependent self-organizing Turing field.

RESULTS
Villus patterning in the mouse is not driven by tensile forces
Villus emergence correlates with smooth muscle development in
chick (Coulombre and Coulombre, 1958; Shyer et al., 2013); thus,
we examined whether this is also true in mouse. Such an analysis
requires that the same region of the intestine (here, jejunum) be
compared at all time points, since villus emergence propagates from
proximal to distal intestine over a 24 h period (Walton et al., 2012).
At E13.0, 48 h before villus morphogenesis initiates in the jejunum
(Walton et al., 2012), a well-developed inner circular muscle (ICM)
is already prominent (Fig. 1A) along the entire length of the
intestine. A mature outer longitudinal muscle (OLM) is not seen
until E16 (Fig. 1E), 24 h after the first villi emerge in the jejunum.
Although a few scattered cells that are weakly positive for alpha
smooth muscle actin (αSMA), a marker of mature smooth muscle,
can be discerned at E15.0 (Fig. 1D), an organized OLM layer is
absent at this time. Finally, the muscularis mucosa, which is
immature at E16.5 (desmin positive, but αSMA negative; Fig. 1F),
remains discontinuous at E18.5 (Fig. 1G). Thus, in the mouse, villus
emergence is not temporally synchronized with the maturation of
any of the three muscle layers.
Since formation of the ICM precedes villus development, we

further examined whether confinement forces mediated by this
muscle might play a role in cluster formation or villus emergence.
E13.5 intestines (prior to cluster formation) were opened
longitudinally, interrupting the circularity of the ICM (Fig. 1H).
Although the ICM might still impose some force on the overlying
tissue, radial confinement is abolished; indeed, opened intestines
tend to invert. After 20 h in culture, clusters begin to form at the

anterior end of the intestinal segment (Fig. 1I). By 38 h, clear, well-
patterned mesenchymal clusters and rudimentary villi are visible
(Fig. 1J,K). Villus and cluster size is uniform, even at the cut edges
of the intestine, where residual strain is predicted to be lower
(Fig. 1K, dashed line). Thus, in mouse, radial confinement from the
ICM is not required for cluster formation, cluster patterning or initial
villus emergence. We cannot, however, rule out the possibility that
confinement from the ICM might facilitate the progression of villus
outgrowth after initiation.

Epithelial deformation does not determine cluster pattern in
the mouse intestine
In the chick, epithelial bending is an upstream driver of cluster
formation and patterning. Thus, we examined the relationship
between clusters and epithelial deformation in the mouse intestine.
Thick (80-100 µm) vibratome sections of E14.5 mouse intestine
were stained for α-tubulin, a marker that reveals epithelial cell shape
and is also enriched in clusters, and confocal z-stacks were collected
(Movie 1). Individual sections of the top, middle and bottom of a
representative stack (Fig. 2A-C) reveal that the apical surface of the
epithelium is still flat when the first clusters form basally beneath
the epithelium. Thus, deep folds of the entire epithelium, such as
those observed in the chick, are not seen in the mouse. On the basal

Fig. 1. Smoothmuscle development does not correlate with mouse villus
emergence; tensile forces are not required for cluster patterning. αSMA
immunostaining (red) marks mature muscle cells in the developing muscle
layers at E13 (A), E14 (B), E14.5 (C), E15 (D), E16 (E), E16.5 (F) andE18.5 (G).
The ICM is already mature at E13 (A), but a mature OLM is not present until
E16 (outer circle, arrow in E). Scattered αSMA+ cells at E14.5 (arrows, C) and
E15 (arrows, D) are not organized into a continuous muscle. (F,G) Muscularis
mucosa is not present at E16.5 (F) and is still incomplete at E18.5 (G, arrows).
Desmin (green) marks smooth muscle precursor cells (F, arrows). DAPI (blue)
stains nuclei. (H-K) An E13 intestine from a PdgfraEGFP/+ mouse was opened
longitudinally and cultured for 2 days. No clusters were present initially (H).
Clusters began to develop by 20 h (I, near arrow). By 38 h, well-patterned
clusters were visible (J) and small villi were emerging (magnified in K). The
dashed line (K) indicates cut edges of the intestine, where it has rolled back
after cutting. Clusters and villi were observed to form in intestines cut open prior
to cluster formation and grown in culture for 2 days in more than 25
independent samples from at least eight separate experiments. Scale bars:
50 µm in A-G; 100 µm in H-K.
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• No evidence of mechanical constraints governing vilification in the mouse

Katherine.D. Walton et al and Deborah L. Gumucio. Development (2016) 143, 427-436 

PDGFRa: marker of 
mesenchymal 
condensation

SMA: marker of smooth 
muscles

Figure 6. Epithelial Shape Directs Cluster Formation
(A) Experimental schematic: a ring of E14 intestine (left) is cultured for 36 hr either as a control segment or after first being flipped inside out (right).

(B) After 36 hr in culture, the cluster signal arises in the control rings (top), similar to what would be found in an E15 intestine. The rings that were flipped inside

out before culture have an epithelial shape similar to E13 intestine and, concomitantly, an in situ pattern and phosphoSMAD staining that matches expression at

E13. Proliferation (quantified as in Figure 4), Sox9 expression, and Lgr5 expression are all lost from the tips of folds that form in the control rings. See also

Figure S2.

(C) Experimental schematic: a slab of E10 intestine (left) is cultured for 36 hr either as a control segment (where wide ridges will be maintained) or under a fine grid

that induces many small villi-like bumps (right).

(legend continued on next page)
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experimentally, after exposure of intestinal explants to an
intermediate dose of dorsomorphin (Fig. 8G). We also modeled a
localized source of high concentration of Turing inhibitor (Bmp
ligand) and found that the resulting simulation (Fig. 8D) mirrored
our experimental results of intestines cultured with Bmp ligand-
soaked agarose beads (Fig. 4, Fig. 8H, Fig. S2E). Finally, we
examined a scenario in which a spot-like pattern was allowed to
evolve for 24 h in the absence of saturated activator, and then
activator concentration was computationally increased in a stepwise
fashion. In this simulation, the initial spot-like pattern evolved to
become more stripe-like (Fig. 8I,J, Movie 2). Experimentally, we
allowed E13.5 intestines to develop for 48 h on transwells, until the
spot-like pattern of clusters became apparent (Fig. 8K) and then
added dorsomorphin to the culture for an additional 48 h. The initial
spot pattern filled in to become stripy, in a manner closely
resembling the computed simulation (Fig. 8L). Overall, these results
provide strong evidence that cluster patterning and subsequent
villus emergence are controlled, at least in part, by Bmp signaling

and that the patterning field evolves in a manner consistent with a
self-organizing Turing field within the mesenchyme.

DISCUSSION
Optimal absorptive function by the small intestine depends upon the
generation of a tightly packed and well-organized field of villi, a
process that begins in fetal life. Substantial evidence over the past
several decades has emphasized the role of complex epithelial-
mesenchymal crosstalk in the process of villus formation [for a
recent review, see Wells and Spence (2014)]. Indeed, we previously
established that one of the earliest steps in villus development takes
place at E14.5 in the mouse, when Hh signals, expressed uniformly
from the epithelium (Kolterud et al., 2009), act on evenly distributed
Ptc1+ Gli1+ Pdgfra+ subepithelial mesenchymal cells, causing their
aggregation into mesenchymal clusters (Walton et al., 2012). Here,
we provide evidence that, downstream from this cluster-forming
epithelial Hh signal, a Bmp signaling network that operates entirely
within the mesenchyme is responsible for establishment of cluster
spacing and pattern.We show that cluster pattern can be dynamically
altered simply by modifying the concentration of Bmp ligands or
Bmp signaling modifiers and that the pattern evolves in a manner
consistent with a Turing activator/inhibitor field.

There is mounting evidence for the validity of Turing-based
models to explain pattern evolution in several diverse biological
systems, including feather bud arrangements (Baker et al., 2009),
hair follicle spacing (Maini et al., 2006; Sick et al., 2006), palatal
rugae distribution (Economou et al., 2012), tongue papilla
patterning (Zhou et al., 2006), digit patterning (Raspopovic et al.,
2014) and zebrafish mesodermal pigmentation (Eom et al., 2012;
Kondo and Miura, 2010), and it is interesting that Bmp ligands

Fig. 6. Inhibition of Bmp signaling alters cluster pattern and villus size.
PtclacZ/+ intestinal pieces were harvested at E13.5 and cultured with DMSO
(A-C,G,H,K,M), 20 μMdorsomorphin (D-F,I,J,L,N) or 40 μMdorsomorphin (O).
Treatments were performed in at least 25 control and 35 dorsomorphin-treated
intestines; representative images of duodenum (A,D), jejunum (B,E,G-O) and
ileum (C,F) are shown. After 2 days, intestines were fixed and X-gal stained to
show the pattern of PtclacZ/+ clusters (blue) in whole intestines (A-F) and
100 µm sections (G,J). Arrows in D,E mark areas where clusters merge to
stripes with dorsomorphin treatment. Arrowheads in J mark large fused
clusters and large villi. (H,I,K,L) Dorsomorphin treatment does not alter smooth
muscle (αSMA, red). Sections are shown with (K,L) and without (H,I) DAPI
staining. (M-O) Epithelial cells (outlined by E-cadherin immunostaining, green)
remain pseudostratified in intervillus regions (red arrowheads) when Bmp
signaling is inhibited (N,O), similar to controls (M). Scale bars: 100 µm in A-F;
50 µm in G-O.

Fig. 7. Conditional loss of Bmp signaling in Hh-responsivemesenchymal
cells, but not in epithelial cells, results in fused clusters and wide villi.
(A,B) Bmpr1af/f mice were mated to ShhCre mice. ShhCre is activated by E10 in
the intestinal epithelium (Kolterud et al., 2009). No changes in epithelial
(E-cadherin, blue) or mesenchymal pattern (Pdgfrα, green) were noted;
muscle was unchanged (αSMA, magenta). (C,D) Bmpr1af/f mice were mated
with Gli1CreERT2/+ mice. Recombination was induced with three doses of
tamoxifen, beginning at E12.5 prior to cluster formation, and tissues were
harvested at E15.5. Large clusters (Pdgfrα, green) and wide villi (E-cadherin,
red) are seen in Bmpr1af/f; Gli1CreER mutant intestines (D). Eight mutant and
eight control littermate intestines from three separate litters were analyzed for
Bmpr1af/f; ShhCre. Twenty mutant and 21 control littermate intestines from six
separate litters were analyzed for Bmpr1af/f; Gli1CreER. Scale bars: 50 µm.
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• BMP signals control vilification:
• BMP2 beads inhibit mesenchymal condensation and 

vilification
• BMP inhibitor causes enlargement of mesenchymal 

condensates (spots become stripes).
• BMP signalling affects vilification in the mesenchyme 

but not in epithelium

experimentally, after exposure of intestinal explants to an
intermediate dose of dorsomorphin (Fig. 8G). We also modeled a
localized source of high concentration of Turing inhibitor (Bmp
ligand) and found that the resulting simulation (Fig. 8D) mirrored
our experimental results of intestines cultured with Bmp ligand-
soaked agarose beads (Fig. 4, Fig. 8H, Fig. S2E). Finally, we
examined a scenario in which a spot-like pattern was allowed to
evolve for 24 h in the absence of saturated activator, and then
activator concentration was computationally increased in a stepwise
fashion. In this simulation, the initial spot-like pattern evolved to
become more stripe-like (Fig. 8I,J, Movie 2). Experimentally, we
allowed E13.5 intestines to develop for 48 h on transwells, until the
spot-like pattern of clusters became apparent (Fig. 8K) and then
added dorsomorphin to the culture for an additional 48 h. The initial
spot pattern filled in to become stripy, in a manner closely
resembling the computed simulation (Fig. 8L). Overall, these results
provide strong evidence that cluster patterning and subsequent
villus emergence are controlled, at least in part, by Bmp signaling

and that the patterning field evolves in a manner consistent with a
self-organizing Turing field within the mesenchyme.

DISCUSSION
Optimal absorptive function by the small intestine depends upon the
generation of a tightly packed and well-organized field of villi, a
process that begins in fetal life. Substantial evidence over the past
several decades has emphasized the role of complex epithelial-
mesenchymal crosstalk in the process of villus formation [for a
recent review, see Wells and Spence (2014)]. Indeed, we previously
established that one of the earliest steps in villus development takes
place at E14.5 in the mouse, when Hh signals, expressed uniformly
from the epithelium (Kolterud et al., 2009), act on evenly distributed
Ptc1+ Gli1+ Pdgfra+ subepithelial mesenchymal cells, causing their
aggregation into mesenchymal clusters (Walton et al., 2012). Here,
we provide evidence that, downstream from this cluster-forming
epithelial Hh signal, a Bmp signaling network that operates entirely
within the mesenchyme is responsible for establishment of cluster
spacing and pattern.We show that cluster pattern can be dynamically
altered simply by modifying the concentration of Bmp ligands or
Bmp signaling modifiers and that the pattern evolves in a manner
consistent with a Turing activator/inhibitor field.

There is mounting evidence for the validity of Turing-based
models to explain pattern evolution in several diverse biological
systems, including feather bud arrangements (Baker et al., 2009),
hair follicle spacing (Maini et al., 2006; Sick et al., 2006), palatal
rugae distribution (Economou et al., 2012), tongue papilla
patterning (Zhou et al., 2006), digit patterning (Raspopovic et al.,
2014) and zebrafish mesodermal pigmentation (Eom et al., 2012;
Kondo and Miura, 2010), and it is interesting that Bmp ligands

Fig. 6. Inhibition of Bmp signaling alters cluster pattern and villus size.
PtclacZ/+ intestinal pieces were harvested at E13.5 and cultured with DMSO
(A-C,G,H,K,M), 20 μMdorsomorphin (D-F,I,J,L,N) or 40 μMdorsomorphin (O).
Treatments were performed in at least 25 control and 35 dorsomorphin-treated
intestines; representative images of duodenum (A,D), jejunum (B,E,G-O) and
ileum (C,F) are shown. After 2 days, intestines were fixed and X-gal stained to
show the pattern of PtclacZ/+ clusters (blue) in whole intestines (A-F) and
100 µm sections (G,J). Arrows in D,E mark areas where clusters merge to
stripes with dorsomorphin treatment. Arrowheads in J mark large fused
clusters and large villi. (H,I,K,L) Dorsomorphin treatment does not alter smooth
muscle (αSMA, red). Sections are shown with (K,L) and without (H,I) DAPI
staining. (M-O) Epithelial cells (outlined by E-cadherin immunostaining, green)
remain pseudostratified in intervillus regions (red arrowheads) when Bmp
signaling is inhibited (N,O), similar to controls (M). Scale bars: 100 µm in A-F;
50 µm in G-O.

Fig. 7. Conditional loss of Bmp signaling in Hh-responsivemesenchymal
cells, but not in epithelial cells, results in fused clusters and wide villi.
(A,B) Bmpr1af/f mice were mated to ShhCre mice. ShhCre is activated by E10 in
the intestinal epithelium (Kolterud et al., 2009). No changes in epithelial
(E-cadherin, blue) or mesenchymal pattern (Pdgfrα, green) were noted;
muscle was unchanged (αSMA, magenta). (C,D) Bmpr1af/f mice were mated
with Gli1CreERT2/+ mice. Recombination was induced with three doses of
tamoxifen, beginning at E12.5 prior to cluster formation, and tissues were
harvested at E15.5. Large clusters (Pdgfrα, green) and wide villi (E-cadherin,
red) are seen in Bmpr1af/f; Gli1CreER mutant intestines (D). Eight mutant and
eight control littermate intestines from three separate litters were analyzed for
Bmpr1af/f; ShhCre. Twenty mutant and 21 control littermate intestines from six
separate litters were analyzed for Bmpr1af/f; Gli1CreER. Scale bars: 50 µm.
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clusters only after emergence (Fig. 3G,O), whereas follistatin-like 1
(Fstl1) is highly expressed throughout the mesenchyme at both
stages (Fig. 3H,P). Thus, multiple Bmp ligands and Bmp signaling
modifiers are dynamically expressed both in unclustered
mesenchyme and in nascent and mature mesenchymal clusters.

Modulation of Bmp signaling affects cluster formation and
pattern
To determine whether Bmp ligands or signaling modifiers could
modulate cluster pattern, intestines from E13.5 PtclacZ/+ embryos
(prior to cluster formation) were cultured on transwell filters in the
presence of agarose beads soaked in bovine serum albumin (BSA,
control) or recombinant Bmp2, Bmp4, Bmp5, Bmp7, or
heterodimerized Bmp2/7 or Bmp4/7. After 2 days, clusters
formed in the expected pattern near control beads (Fig. 4A,D,G,J).
However, all Bmp-soaked beads inhibited mesenchymal cluster
formation and subsequent villus emergence in the region
surrounding the bead, but not on the opposite side of the intestine
(Fig. 4B,C,E,F,H,I,K, Fig. S2). Lack of cluster formation near Bmp
beads was confirmed by immunostaining for Pdgfrα, a marker of
mesenchymal clusters (Karlsson et al., 2000) (Fig. 4K). Bmp2 was
the most potent ligand for inhibiting cluster formation near the
beads, strongly inhibiting cluster formation at 125 ng/ml and above
(Fig. 4L, Fig. S2E).
Similarly, we tested the effects of several of the Bmp signaling

modulators that are expressed in clusters (Fig. 5). The cluster
patterning perturbations were more subtle, consisting of larger or
merged clusters rather than a clearing of clusters (Fig. 5A-C).
Pattern changes for Twsg1 were most obvious (Fig. 5C), although
cluster sizes for intestines treated with Bmp1, Nog or Twsg1 in the
medium (10 ng/ml) were all statistically different from clusters
treated with BSA (Fig. 5E). Clusters closest to Twsg1-soaked beads
(250 ng/ml) placed on top of the intestine were significantly larger
than clusters more distant from the bead (Fig. 5D). Clusters in BSA-
treated intestines did not differ in size from clusters distant from
Twsg1 beads (Fig. 5E).
Next, we tested the effect of complete Bmp signal inhibition on

cluster formation and villus emergence. Intestines were harvested
prior to cluster formation and cultured for 2 days with a small-
molecule inhibitor of Bmp signaling, dorsomorphin (Fig. 6).
Inhibition of Bmp signaling in this manner alters cluster
patterning dramatically. Clusters are two to three times larger and
often connected, so that the ‘spot-like’ distribution of clusters in
control intestines (Fig. 6A-C) becomes ‘striped’ in the presence of
dorsomorphin (Fig. 6D-F). In transverse sections of the intestines,
the larger merged clusters are seen to alter the shapes of associated
villi (compare Fig. 6G-J). These changes occur without altering
smooth muscle (Fig. 6H-L), again confirming that cluster pattern,
not muscle tension, determines the pattern of villus emergence in
the mouse.
Studies in other systems have shown that inhibition of Bmp

signaling in the epithelium causes cells to shorten and become
columnar or cuboidal (Eom et al., 2011; Gibson and Perrimon,
2005; Rajagopal et al., 2009; Shen and Dahmann, 2005). However,
dorsomorphin treatment does not cause widespread columnar
conversion; epithelium above the merged clusters is columnar,
while epithelium between these clusters remains pseudostratified
(Fig. 6M-O). Doubling the dose of dorsomorphin generates larger
clusters and larger villi, but does not convert all epithelial cells to a
columnar shape (Fig. 6O). Thus, inhibition of Bmp signaling
throughout the intestine affects cluster pattern without altering cell
shape in the epithelium.

We previously showed that increased Hh signaling also produces
larger clusters (Walton et al., 2012), although a striped pattern was
not seen. Here, dorsomorphin treatment does not appear to
dramatically affect the expression levels of the Hh target gene
Ptc1 in these Ptc1lacZ/+ intestines. Lack of a significant effect of
dorsomorphin on the Hh signaling pathway was further confirmed
by qRT-PCR (Fig. S3).

Genetic loss of Bmpr1a in mesenchymal clusters impacts
cluster size and villus morphology
Although the experiments above reveal the importance of Bmp
signaling in modulating cluster pattern, they do not establish which
compartment (epithelial, mesenchymal or both) must transduce
Bmp signals to control this process. Since Bmp signaling activity is
detected in both the epithelium and mesenchyme (Fig. S4), we used

Fig. 4. Bmp ligand-soaked agarose beads inhibit cluster formation and
villus emergence. (A-I) E13.5 PtclacZ/+ intestines were harvested prior to
cluster formation and cultured for 2 days with agarose beads soaked in BSA or
recombinant protein, as indicated. X-gal staining shows the pattern of PtclacZ/+

clusters that form in whole (A-F) or transverse sectioned (G-I) intestines.
Hatched ovals (B,C,E,F) outline the clearance of PtclacZ/+ clusters around the
Bmp-soaked bead; faint clusters that appear within the hatched oval are on the
transwell/opposite side of the intestine, as seen in the transverse sections in H
and I. (J,K) Pdgfrα immunostaining (green) marks clusters formed near a BSA-
soaked bead (J), which are absent around the Bmp-soaked bead (K). Inhibition
of cluster formation near Bmp-soaked beads was observed in at least 100
beads placed on more than 25 intestines. (L) Scatterplot of the mean of the
distances from the edge of Bmp2-soaked beads or Bmp4-soaked beads to the
nearest clusters measured in a sampling from those experiments (at least six
beads placed on at least three different intestines). Error bars are s.d. See also
Fig. S2 for measurements of clearing around other Bmp ligand-soaked beads.
Scale bars: 50 μm.
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clusters only after emergence (Fig. 3G,O), whereas follistatin-like 1
(Fstl1) is highly expressed throughout the mesenchyme at both
stages (Fig. 3H,P). Thus, multiple Bmp ligands and Bmp signaling
modifiers are dynamically expressed both in unclustered
mesenchyme and in nascent and mature mesenchymal clusters.

Modulation of Bmp signaling affects cluster formation and
pattern
To determine whether Bmp ligands or signaling modifiers could
modulate cluster pattern, intestines from E13.5 PtclacZ/+ embryos
(prior to cluster formation) were cultured on transwell filters in the
presence of agarose beads soaked in bovine serum albumin (BSA,
control) or recombinant Bmp2, Bmp4, Bmp5, Bmp7, or
heterodimerized Bmp2/7 or Bmp4/7. After 2 days, clusters
formed in the expected pattern near control beads (Fig. 4A,D,G,J).
However, all Bmp-soaked beads inhibited mesenchymal cluster
formation and subsequent villus emergence in the region
surrounding the bead, but not on the opposite side of the intestine
(Fig. 4B,C,E,F,H,I,K, Fig. S2). Lack of cluster formation near Bmp
beads was confirmed by immunostaining for Pdgfrα, a marker of
mesenchymal clusters (Karlsson et al., 2000) (Fig. 4K). Bmp2 was
the most potent ligand for inhibiting cluster formation near the
beads, strongly inhibiting cluster formation at 125 ng/ml and above
(Fig. 4L, Fig. S2E).
Similarly, we tested the effects of several of the Bmp signaling

modulators that are expressed in clusters (Fig. 5). The cluster
patterning perturbations were more subtle, consisting of larger or
merged clusters rather than a clearing of clusters (Fig. 5A-C).
Pattern changes for Twsg1 were most obvious (Fig. 5C), although
cluster sizes for intestines treated with Bmp1, Nog or Twsg1 in the
medium (10 ng/ml) were all statistically different from clusters
treated with BSA (Fig. 5E). Clusters closest to Twsg1-soaked beads
(250 ng/ml) placed on top of the intestine were significantly larger
than clusters more distant from the bead (Fig. 5D). Clusters in BSA-
treated intestines did not differ in size from clusters distant from
Twsg1 beads (Fig. 5E).
Next, we tested the effect of complete Bmp signal inhibition on

cluster formation and villus emergence. Intestines were harvested
prior to cluster formation and cultured for 2 days with a small-
molecule inhibitor of Bmp signaling, dorsomorphin (Fig. 6).
Inhibition of Bmp signaling in this manner alters cluster
patterning dramatically. Clusters are two to three times larger and
often connected, so that the ‘spot-like’ distribution of clusters in
control intestines (Fig. 6A-C) becomes ‘striped’ in the presence of
dorsomorphin (Fig. 6D-F). In transverse sections of the intestines,
the larger merged clusters are seen to alter the shapes of associated
villi (compare Fig. 6G-J). These changes occur without altering
smooth muscle (Fig. 6H-L), again confirming that cluster pattern,
not muscle tension, determines the pattern of villus emergence in
the mouse.
Studies in other systems have shown that inhibition of Bmp

signaling in the epithelium causes cells to shorten and become
columnar or cuboidal (Eom et al., 2011; Gibson and Perrimon,
2005; Rajagopal et al., 2009; Shen and Dahmann, 2005). However,
dorsomorphin treatment does not cause widespread columnar
conversion; epithelium above the merged clusters is columnar,
while epithelium between these clusters remains pseudostratified
(Fig. 6M-O). Doubling the dose of dorsomorphin generates larger
clusters and larger villi, but does not convert all epithelial cells to a
columnar shape (Fig. 6O). Thus, inhibition of Bmp signaling
throughout the intestine affects cluster pattern without altering cell
shape in the epithelium.

We previously showed that increased Hh signaling also produces
larger clusters (Walton et al., 2012), although a striped pattern was
not seen. Here, dorsomorphin treatment does not appear to
dramatically affect the expression levels of the Hh target gene
Ptc1 in these Ptc1lacZ/+ intestines. Lack of a significant effect of
dorsomorphin on the Hh signaling pathway was further confirmed
by qRT-PCR (Fig. S3).

Genetic loss of Bmpr1a in mesenchymal clusters impacts
cluster size and villus morphology
Although the experiments above reveal the importance of Bmp
signaling in modulating cluster pattern, they do not establish which
compartment (epithelial, mesenchymal or both) must transduce
Bmp signals to control this process. Since Bmp signaling activity is
detected in both the epithelium and mesenchyme (Fig. S4), we used

Fig. 4. Bmp ligand-soaked agarose beads inhibit cluster formation and
villus emergence. (A-I) E13.5 PtclacZ/+ intestines were harvested prior to
cluster formation and cultured for 2 days with agarose beads soaked in BSA or
recombinant protein, as indicated. X-gal staining shows the pattern of PtclacZ/+

clusters that form in whole (A-F) or transverse sectioned (G-I) intestines.
Hatched ovals (B,C,E,F) outline the clearance of PtclacZ/+ clusters around the
Bmp-soaked bead; faint clusters that appear within the hatched oval are on the
transwell/opposite side of the intestine, as seen in the transverse sections in H
and I. (J,K) Pdgfrα immunostaining (green) marks clusters formed near a BSA-
soaked bead (J), which are absent around the Bmp-soaked bead (K). Inhibition
of cluster formation near Bmp-soaked beads was observed in at least 100
beads placed on more than 25 intestines. (L) Scatterplot of the mean of the
distances from the edge of Bmp2-soaked beads or Bmp4-soaked beads to the
nearest clusters measured in a sampling from those experiments (at least six
beads placed on at least three different intestines). Error bars are s.d. See also
Fig. S2 for measurements of clearing around other Bmp ligand-soaked beads.
Scale bars: 50 μm.
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Ptc marks mesenchymal condensates 

Dorsomorphin: BMP inhibitor

• Spatial patterns of vilification by developmental signalling (BMP)

Gut vilification with Turing instabilities

Epithelium
BMPr1a -/-

Mesenchyme
BMPr1a -/-
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appear to act as Turing inhibitors in several of these systems
(Garfinkel et al., 2004; Harris et al., 2005; Mou et al., 2011). In the
intestine, we have seen that several different Bmp ligands are
expressed by clusters (Bmp2, 4, 5, 7) and functional assays indicate
that high concentrations of all of these Bmps act to inhibit the
formation of clusters (Fig. 4, Fig. S2). Similarly, multiple Bmp
signaling modifiers are expressed by clusters (Nog, Twsg1, Bmp1,
Fstl1) and several of these cause pattern perturbations in the explant
agarose bead assay (Fig. 5). Thus, although we show that pattern
formation in the intestine is faithfully modeled by a computational
framework that embodies a two-component system, as originally
described by Turing (1952), it is highly likely that pattern
establishment and maintenance in vivo are actually a product of
a much more complex combination of Bmp pathway components.
In fact, in the introduction to his classical paper describing such
patterning fields, Turing himself stated that his model is an
idealization and simplification of reality (Turing, 1952).
In addition to their role in patterning, our data suggest that signals

from mesenchymal clusters are responsible for the epithelial cell
shape changes that initiate villus emergence. Epithelial cells begin to
shorten apicobasally as clusters first form (Fig. 2). If clusters do not
form [for example, after inhibition of Hh signaling (Madison et al.,
2005; Walton et al., 2012) or in the vicinity of a Bmp-soaked bead],

the epithelium remains pseudostratified. By contrast, induction of
larger clusters [e.g. smoothened agonist (SAG; a synthetic Hh
pathway agonist that binds smoothened) or dorsomorphin treatment]
results in larger villi, over which more epithelial cells take on a
columnar shape (Walton et al., 2012). Since, in the fly wing disc,
clonal loss of the Bmp receptor thickveins causes cells to become
columnar (Gibson and Perrimon, 2005), we predicted that epithelial
Bmpr1a deletion or addition of dorsomorphin to cultured intestines
would cause widespread conversion to epithelial columnar
morphology. This was not observed. Thus, our studies suggest
that Bmp signaling alone does not mediate the epithelial cell shape
changes that occur over villus clusters. Determining the pathway(s)
responsible for this morphogenic process, which is likely to provide
an important part of the driving mechanism for villus outgrowth,
remains an important future goal.

It is interesting that, although the use of intestinal villi to expand
intestinal surface area is a well-conserved attribute in multiple
species, divergent strategies for patterning of the villi have emerged
during evolution. In the chick intestine, recent studies have shown
that tensile forces from developing smooth muscles progressively
deform the epithelium to create localized peaks of Hh protein
underneath sharply bent epithelial alcoves; these Hh maxima seem
to determine the location of the villi (Shyer et al., 2015). However,

Fig. 8. A Turing field model of cluster cell patterning recapitulates the experimental data. (A-D) Still images of the patterns predicted by the simulations
(further details are provided in the supplementary Materials and Methods). A regularly spaced pattern of clusters (spots) is predicted in control (A) Turing
simulations. The pattern is altered to stripes (B) when the Turing activator (Bmp inhibitor) is saturated. An intermediate level of activator results in shorter stripes
(C, lower dose of dorsomorphin), while a localized increase in Turing inhibitor (excess Bmp ligand at center) prevents cluster formation near the source (D).
(E-H) Representative images of experimental results obtained under treatment conditions that match the Turing simulations. Treatments were as follows: control
(E), 20 μM dorsomorphin (F), 10 μM dorsomorphin (G) and Bmp-soaked bead (250 ng/µl) (H). (I-L) Dynamic changes in Bmp inhibitor concentration change
patterns in simulations and experimental tests. A developed spot pattern (I) evolved toward stripes (J) when the inhibitor concentration was computationally
increased. Experimentally, established cluster spots (K) merge to form short stripes (L) when dorsomorphin (20 µM) is added (n=18 intestines). Scale bars:
100 µm. (M) Box and whisker plot showing the largest, smallest, median (middle line) and mean (+) cluster area for intestines treated for 2 days with vehicle
(DMSO) or increasing doses of dorsomorphin. n=5 fields for at least five different intestines for DMSO, 10 µM, 20 µM, 40 µM dorsomorphin; n=5 fields for three
different intestines for 1 µM dorsomorphin. (N) Scatter plot comparing the average cluster area at increasing concentrations of dorsomorphin (experimental)
verses the simulatedmodel. Error bars are s.e. The s.d. increases with increasing concentrations of Bmp inhibitor due to striped patterns and boundary conditions
(n=73, 75, 74, 34, 15, 3 for the increasing concentrations of dorsomorphin).
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• A Turing reaction-diffusion model of vilification

• Turing activator: BMP inhibitor
• Turing inhibitor: BMP signals
• BMP regulators are co-expressed as required for 

Turing model
• Saturation of activator produces stripes in 

simulations and experiments
• Dynamic adaptation of pattern to dose of Turing 

activator (BMP inhibitor).

A. Shyer et al, R. Harland. Science 357: 811-817 (2017)

• However, mesenchymal condensation also emerge from Turing-like mechanical instabilities. 
• Possibility of mechanical amplification of chemical instability (or vice versa).

G.F. Oster, J.D. Murray,  and A.K. Harris. J. Embryol. esp. Morph.  1983. 78:83-125See: 
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III . HOW THE PATTERNING MECHANISM WORKS

One-dimensional spatial patterns
Consider the simplest possible geometric arrangement: a strip of elastic ECM

in which cells are free to migrate only along the x-axis, as shown in Fig. 5.
Suppose that the cells are initially distributed uniformly in the region between
x = 0 and x = L with cell density N, and further assume that the cell traction, r,
is quite low. In this situation the cells will distribute themselves uniformly over
the strip, and no spatial pattern will form.

The uniform steady state can become unstable
Now let cell traction gradually increase. (Note that equation (12) shows that

increasing r has the same effect as increasing the ECM density, go, the cell
density, N, or the Poisson ratio, v, since they all enter in the same way into the
dimensionless traction parameter, T*.) At first, the cell and matrix densities will
continue to remain uniform everywhere. However, there is a critical value of
T = rc whereupon the uniform cell distribution commences to break up into local

cell density ^ o o °

< X c

o

T3>T2

Fig. 5. A strip of ECM where the initial cell traction is below the critical level, TC ,
will not be able to support any aggregation centres. If x rises above the bifurcation
value, TC , a single aggregation centre will arise. If r rises still further, a second
bifurcation threshold is reached wherein the stable cell distribution exhibits two
aggregation centres. Successive bifurcations will yield cell distributions with larger
numbers of periodic aggregation centres, whose separation can be calculated
approximately from equation (13). The same pattern can be generated by varying
other parameters than the cell traction T.

lineages, a notion supported by the different mechanisms used to make a villus in these species (described above). Intrigu-
ingly, the honeycomb pattern of some intestinal mucosal surfaces also seems to have independently evolved in multiple spe-
cies, as this pattern is shared by the reticulum of ruminants such as cattle, and the intestine of marine turtles (Budras &
Habel, 2011; Magalhaes, da Silva, & de Moura, 2012). What these various epithelial structures have in common is that they
all serve to increase the surface area of the intestinal lumen available for nutrient absorption. The relative adaptive signifi-
cance of the different epithelial morphologies remains to be elucidated. However, it is notable that the most metabolically
active taxa, mammals and birds, possess the structure that provides the greatest increase in total surface area, the villus.

The over-all intestinal structure observed in basal species such as the lamprey, and many early extinct fishes, is called the
typhlosole (Argyriou, Clauss, Maxwell, Furrer, & Sanchez-Villagra, 2016; Youson & Connelly, 1978). It appears in extant
species ranging from the lamprey to sharks and rays, and the premetamorphic frog (tadpole). In mature animals, it twists on
itself, forming what is termed a spiral valve. This can be more complex, as it is in sharks or rays, or minimal, as it is in lam-
prey (Harder, 1975). During metamorphosis of the lamprey Petromyzon marinus, additional longitudinal folds appear along
the anterior intestine and not on the typhlosole. These folds correspond to an elevation of the epithelium and the underlying
muscle and connective tissue. As smooth muscle is present at the time of this folding, it may play a role in shaping the intes-
tinal epithelium. By later stages, primary, secondary, and tertiary folds emerge on the entire epithelium including the typhlo-
sole (Youson & Connelly, 1978). Since there is no muscle layer directly constraining the growth of folds along the
typhlosole, they are not generated through physical forces, at least as produced in the chick. Interestingly stem cell marker
expression and cell proliferation is restricted to the base of the typhlosole in larval lamprey (Aghaallaei et al., 2016), similar
to the localization of stems cells to the base of the villi in the developing mouse and chick.

In frogs, the typhlosole is only observed prior to metamorphosis, however, villi and crypts are present in the adult form
(Schreiber, Mukhi, & Brown, 2009). It is clear Thyroid Hormone (TH) acts to induce smooth muscle differentiation as well

1. Pseudostratified epithelium
proliferates via non-Wnt Signals

2. Hh from Epithelium induces
cluster formation

3. Clusters are patterned by a
Bmp-driven self-organizing
Turing-like field

4. Signals from clusters cause
overlying epithelial cells to shorten
widen, and withdraw from the cell
cycle

5. Expanding cells over clusters
put pressure on intervening cells;
apical invagination accompanies
mitosis there

6. Epithelium between clusters
proliferates via Wnt signaling

7. Villi lengthen with pressure
of proliferative intervillus
regions

8. Clusters remain attached to 
the tips of emerging villi

FIGURE 9 Schematic representation of
the steps involved in villus emergence in
the mouse. Cluster patterning is via a
Turing-like field, driven by BMP signals.
Clusters change overlying epithelial cell
shape, resulting in regions of high
intraepithelial pressure; cell division in
these regions aid in apical invagination,
demarcating villus boundaries.
Blue = epithelium; Pink = mesenchymal
clusters. In the lower panel, blue cells are
proliferative; white cells are withdrawing
from the cell cycle
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Figure 20.17: Local excitation and global inhibition in cell polarization. (A)
Lattice model of local activation and global inhibition. Two interacting molec-
ular species, shown here in red (activator) and blue (inhibitor) start o↵ nearly
uniformly distributed, with a small increase in activator leading to a sharply
localized peak in activator concentration over time. The activator activates its
own production (or, equivalently, the activity) and the production of inhibitor
molecules, while the inhibitor represses the production of activator molecules.
Both molecular species di↵use through the lattice but the spread of inhibitor
is much faster than that of activator. The graphs on the right show the time
evolution of the position-dependent concentration of the two species, with an
arrow indicating the initial local perturbation that transiently increases the
concentration of activator. This small initial perturbation is amplified by the
self-activation of the activator which leads to a sharp increase in inhibitor con-
centration. The newly produced inhibitor molecules quickly di↵use away and
repress activator production far from the position of the initial perturbation.
The end result is that the activator dominates only closest to the signal, but
the inhibitor dominates elsewhere. (B) A local excitation / global inhibition
mechanism can contribute to large-scale cell polarization in response to external
signals. Here, the bacterium is shedding peptide fragments that the neutrophil
recognizes via a cell surface receptor. Although the concentration of the pep-
tide is highest on the side of the neutrophil facing the bacterium, there is some
peptide present all around the neutrophil. The receptor is postulated to initiate
two kinds of intracellular signals, a positive signal that promotes actin assembly
and cell protrusion, and a negative signal that suppresses cell protrusion. As
long as the positive signal acts locally while the negative signal acts globally
(or at least, over a longer distance than the positive signal), the positive signal
(shown in red) can promote protrusion over the negative inhibitory signal only
on the side of the neutrophil that is closest to the bacterium. The diagram at
the bottom shows how directed cell migration can result from a positive signal
that promotes branched actin filament network assembly (red) and a negative
signal that acts to generate contractile myosin-actin bundles (blue). (A, adapted
from H. Meinhardt, J. Cell Sci. 112: 2867, 1999.)
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• Curvatures are not positioned deterministically (by upstream pre-
pattern)

• They are self-organised due to mechanical or mechano-chemical 
instabilities

• Stereotypical pattern specified by geometry (shape of brain) and elastic 
properties.

Organ morphogenesis

• But:
• Curvatures also arise in precisely defined position, following a highly 

reproducible pattern. 

Embryonic gastrulation and neurulation

How is the position of curvatures specified?



Tissue invagination
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1. Controlled and Self-Organised mechanical instabilities

• Internal stress: eg. contractility
• External stress: boundary conditions (e.g. constraints 

associated with tissue geometry)

• Goal: Predict tissue morphogenesis (invagination) from 
cellular behaviours (cell contractility). 
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2.  Tissue invagination

G. Schoenwolf U. Utah School of Medicine

Chick neural tube

Drosophila mesoderm

Sea Urchin endoderm

Tissue deformations: control and self-organisation
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• Tissue invagination during gastrulation: the Drosophila embryo

Twist

• Gastrulation: separation 
of tissue layers 
(ectoderm, mesoderm 
and endoderm)

• The ventral epithelium 
(presumptive 
mesoderm) forms a 
furrow

• and invaginates
• Leads to the formation 

of two distinct tissues

Keller lab Janelia Research Campus

Programmed tissue invagination: Gastrulation



Programmed tissue invagination: Gastrulation
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Apical constriction drives tissue-scale
hydrodynamic flow to mediate cell elongation
Bing He1*, Konstantin Doubrovinski1*, Oleg Polyakov2 & Eric Wieschaus1,3

Epithelial foldingmediated by apical constriction converts flat epi-
thelial sheets intomultilayered, complex tissue structures and isused
throughoutdevelopment inmost animals1. Little is known,however,
about how forces produced near the apical surface of the tissue are
transmittedwithin individual cells to generate the global changes in
cell shape that characterize tissue deformation. Here we apply par-
ticle tracking velocimetry in gastrulating Drosophila embryos to
measure themovement of cytoplasm and plasmamembrane during
ventral furrow formation2,3. We find that cytoplasmic redistribu-
tion during the lengthening phase of ventral furrow formation can
be precisely described by viscous flows that quantitativelymatch the

predictionsof hydrodynamics.Cellmembranesmovewith the ambi-
ent cytoplasm,with little resistance to, or driving force on, the flow.
Strikingly, apical constriction produces similar flow patterns in
mutant embryos that fail to formcells before gastrulation (‘acellular’
embryos), such that the global redistribution of cytoplasm mirrors
the summed redistribution occurring in individual cells ofwild-type
embryos. Our results indicate that during the lengthening phase
of ventral furrow formation, hydrodynamic behaviour of the cyto-
plasm provides the predominant mechanism transmitting apically
generated forces deep into the tissue and that cell individualization
is dispensable.

*These authors contributed equally to this work.

1 Department of Molecular Biology, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA. 2 Department of Physics, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA. 3 Howard Hughes Medical
Institute, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA.
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Figure 1 | Cytoplasmic flow during ventral furrow formation. a, b, Cross-
section view of ventral furrow formation. V, ventral; D, dorsal. c, An embryo
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medial–lateral; AB, apical–basal. d, e, The velocity field (arrows) and streamlines
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region subjected to theoretical comparison. g, A two-dimensional Stokes flow
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3D cellular model

• Cell apex constriction
• Cell lengthening
• Basal expansion

Cell shape changes: 

16 CHAPTER 1. A GALLERY OF SHAPES

tissue invagination(A)

apical constriction(B)

tensile forces

actomyosin
contraction

Figure 1.12: Tissue invagination.

elongation by stretching (elastic)

elongation by cell rearrangement (viscous)

Figure 1.13: Tissue viscoelasticity.

2D cellular model

• Apical cell constriction 
Cell shape changes: 
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CytoD-injected embryos showedmore rapidmovement than those in
control-injected embryos, suggesting that apical myosin spots in
untreated embryos are constrained by the cortical actin network
(Supplementary Fig. 3d). Although myosin movement was uninhi-
bited in CytoD-treated embryos, myosin spots failed to coalesce and
cells failed to constrict (Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 3e). Because
myosin coalescence requires an intact actin network, we propose

that pulses of myosin coalescence represent contractions of the
actin–myosin network.

Because actin–myosin contractions occurred at the medial apical
cortex, it was unclear how the actin–myosin network was coupled to
adherens junctions. We therefore imaged E-Cadherin–GFP and
Myosin–mCherry to examine the relationship between myosin and
adherens junctions. Before apical constriction, adherens junctions
are present about 4mm below the apical cortex18. As apical constric-
tion initiated, these subapical adherens junctions gradually disap-
peared and adherens junctions simultaneously appeared apically at
the same level as myosin8,19. This apical redistribution of adherens
junctions occurred at specific sites along cell edges (midway between
vertices; Supplementary Fig. 3f). As apical constriction initiated,
these sites bent inwards. This bending depended on the presence of
an intact actin network, which is consistent with contraction of the
actin–myosin network generating force to pull junctions (Supple-
mentary Fig. 3f). Indeed, myosin spots undergoing coalescence were
observed to lead adherens junctions as they transiently bent inwards
(Fig. 3c). Thus, pulsed contraction of the actin–myosin network at
the medial cortex seems to pull the cell surface inwards at discrete
adherens junction sites, resulting in apical constriction.

The transcription factors Twist and Snail regulate the apical con-
striction of ventral furrow cells20–23. Snail is a transcriptional repres-
sor whose target or targets are currently unknown, whereas Twist
enhances snail expression and activates the expression of fog and t48,
which are thought to activate the Rho1 GTPase and promote myosin
contractility8,10,19,21,24. To examine the mechanism of pulsed apical
constriction further, we tested how Twist and Snail regulate myosin
dynamics. In contrast to wild-type ventral cells, in which myosin was
concentrated on the apical cortex (Fig. 2a), twist and snail mutants
accumulated myosin predominantly at cell junctions, similarly to
lateral cells (Fig. 4a). These ventral cells failed to constrict produc-
tively, which supported our cortical actin–myosin network contrac-
tion model, rather than the purse-string model, for apical
constriction. twist and snailmutants differentially affected the coales-
cence of the minimal myosin that did localize to the apical cortex.
Although myosin coalescence was inhibited in snail mutants, it still
occurred in twist mutants, as did pulsed constrictions (Fig. 4a and
Supplementary Video 6). This difference was also observed when
Snail or Twist activity was knocked down by RNA-mediated inter-
ference (referred to as snailRNAi or twistRNAi) (Supplementary Fig.
4a and Supplementary Video 7). However, the magnitude of con-
striction pulses in twistRNAi embryos was greater than that of twist
mutant embryos, suggesting that the low level of Twist activity pre-
sent in twistRNAi embryos enhances contraction efficiency by activ-
ating the expression of snail or other transcriptional targets. Myosin
coalescence was inhibited in snail twist double mutants, demonstrat-
ing that the pulsed constrictions in twist mutants required snail
expression (Fig. 4a and Supplementary Video 6). Thus, the express-
ion of snail, not twist, initiates the actin–myosin network contrac-
tions that power constriction pulses.

Net apical constriction was inhibited in both snailRNAi and
twistRNAi embryos (Supplementary Fig. 4b). We therefore wondered
why the pulsed contractions that we observed in twistRNAi embryos
failed to constrict cells. Using Spider–GFP to visualize cell outlines, we
found that although constriction pulses were inhibited in snailRNAi
embryos, constriction pulses still occurred in twistRNAi embryos
(Fig. 4b, c, Supplementary Fig. 4c and Supplementary Video 8).
However, the constricted state of cells in twistRNAi embryos was
not stabilized between pulses, resulting in fluctuations in apical area
with little net constriction (Fig. 4b, c). This stabilization defectwas not
due to lower snail activity, because these fluctuations continued when
snail expression was driven independently of twist by using the P[sna]
transgene (Fig. 4b)20. Although the frequency and magnitude of con-
striction pulses in such embryos were similar to those in control
embryos, stretching events were significantly higher in twistRNAi;
P[sna] embryos, suggesting a defect in maintaining cortical tension
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Figure 1 | Apical constriction of ventral furrow cells is pulsed. a, Diagram
of the imaging approach used to show apical constriction of the ventral
furrow cells. We selected tangential Z-slices 2 mm below the apical surface
(red slices) to show cell outlines. b , Z-slices (top) and YZ cross-sections
(bottom) of cell membranes revealed with Spider–GFP. Scale bar, 10 mm.
c, d, Apical areas (c) and constriction rates (d) for individual cells of a
representative embryo. Each row represents data (see colour bars) for an
individual cell. e, Mean apical area (red) and furrow depth (black). Dotted
line indicates when tissue invagination initiates. Error bars indicate s.d.
(n5 41 cells). f, g, Quantification (f) and time-lapse images (g) of the
constriction of an individual cell. The red arrows (c, d) and red dots (g)mark
the cell that is quantified in f. C, contraction. S, stabilization. Scale bar, 4mm.
(h ) Pulsed constriction is asynchronous in neighbouring cells. Constriction
rate is colour-coded (see colour bar) and mapped onto the corresponding
cells in images at different time points.
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CytoD-injected embryos showedmore rapidmovement than those in
control-injected embryos, suggesting that apical myosin spots in
untreated embryos are constrained by the cortical actin network
(Supplementary Fig. 3d). Although myosin movement was uninhi-
bited in CytoD-treated embryos, myosin spots failed to coalesce and
cells failed to constrict (Fig. 3b and Supplementary Fig. 3e). Because
myosin coalescence requires an intact actin network, we propose

that pulses of myosin coalescence represent contractions of the
actin–myosin network.

Because actin–myosin contractions occurred at the medial apical
cortex, it was unclear how the actin–myosin network was coupled to
adherens junctions. We therefore imaged E-Cadherin–GFP and
Myosin–mCherry to examine the relationship between myosin and
adherens junctions. Before apical constriction, adherens junctions
are present about 4mm below the apical cortex18. As apical constric-
tion initiated, these subapical adherens junctions gradually disap-
peared and adherens junctions simultaneously appeared apically at
the same level as myosin8,19. This apical redistribution of adherens
junctions occurred at specific sites along cell edges (midway between
vertices; Supplementary Fig. 3f). As apical constriction initiated,
these sites bent inwards. This bending depended on the presence of
an intact actin network, which is consistent with contraction of the
actin–myosin network generating force to pull junctions (Supple-
mentary Fig. 3f). Indeed, myosin spots undergoing coalescence were
observed to lead adherens junctions as they transiently bent inwards
(Fig. 3c). Thus, pulsed contraction of the actin–myosin network at
the medial cortex seems to pull the cell surface inwards at discrete
adherens junction sites, resulting in apical constriction.

The transcription factors Twist and Snail regulate the apical con-
striction of ventral furrow cells20–23. Snail is a transcriptional repres-
sor whose target or targets are currently unknown, whereas Twist
enhances snail expression and activates the expression of fog and t48,
which are thought to activate the Rho1 GTPase and promote myosin
contractility8,10,19,21,24. To examine the mechanism of pulsed apical
constriction further, we tested how Twist and Snail regulate myosin
dynamics. In contrast to wild-type ventral cells, in which myosin was
concentrated on the apical cortex (Fig. 2a), twist and snail mutants
accumulated myosin predominantly at cell junctions, similarly to
lateral cells (Fig. 4a). These ventral cells failed to constrict produc-
tively, which supported our cortical actin–myosin network contrac-
tion model, rather than the purse-string model, for apical
constriction. twist and snailmutants differentially affected the coales-
cence of the minimal myosin that did localize to the apical cortex.
Although myosin coalescence was inhibited in snail mutants, it still
occurred in twist mutants, as did pulsed constrictions (Fig. 4a and
Supplementary Video 6). This difference was also observed when
Snail or Twist activity was knocked down by RNA-mediated inter-
ference (referred to as snailRNAi or twistRNAi) (Supplementary Fig.
4a and Supplementary Video 7). However, the magnitude of con-
striction pulses in twistRNAi embryos was greater than that of twist
mutant embryos, suggesting that the low level of Twist activity pre-
sent in twistRNAi embryos enhances contraction efficiency by activ-
ating the expression of snail or other transcriptional targets. Myosin
coalescence was inhibited in snail twist double mutants, demonstrat-
ing that the pulsed constrictions in twist mutants required snail
expression (Fig. 4a and Supplementary Video 6). Thus, the express-
ion of snail, not twist, initiates the actin–myosin network contrac-
tions that power constriction pulses.

Net apical constriction was inhibited in both snailRNAi and
twistRNAi embryos (Supplementary Fig. 4b). We therefore wondered
why the pulsed contractions that we observed in twistRNAi embryos
failed to constrict cells. Using Spider–GFP to visualize cell outlines, we
found that although constriction pulses were inhibited in snailRNAi
embryos, constriction pulses still occurred in twistRNAi embryos
(Fig. 4b, c, Supplementary Fig. 4c and Supplementary Video 8).
However, the constricted state of cells in twistRNAi embryos was
not stabilized between pulses, resulting in fluctuations in apical area
with little net constriction (Fig. 4b, c). This stabilization defectwas not
due to lower snail activity, because these fluctuations continued when
snail expression was driven independently of twist by using the P[sna]
transgene (Fig. 4b)20. Although the frequency and magnitude of con-
striction pulses in such embryos were similar to those in control
embryos, stretching events were significantly higher in twistRNAi;
P[sna] embryos, suggesting a defect in maintaining cortical tension
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Figure 1 | Apical constriction of ventral furrow cells is pulsed. a, Diagram
of the imaging approach used to show apical constriction of the ventral
furrow cells. We selected tangential Z-slices 2 mm below the apical surface
(red slices) to show cell outlines. b , Z-slices (top) and YZ cross-sections
(bottom) of cell membranes revealed with Spider–GFP. Scale bar, 10 mm.
c, d, Apical areas (c) and constriction rates (d) for individual cells of a
representative embryo. Each row represents data (see colour bars) for an
individual cell. e, Mean apical area (red) and furrow depth (black). Dotted
line indicates when tissue invagination initiates. Error bars indicate s.d.
(n5 41 cells). f, g, Quantification (f) and time-lapse images (g) of the
constriction of an individual cell. The red arrows (c, d) and red dots (g)mark
the cell that is quantified in f. C, contraction. S, stabilization. Scale bar, 4mm.
(h ) Pulsed constriction is asynchronous in neighbouring cells. Constriction
rate is colour-coded (see colour bar) and mapped onto the corresponding
cells in images at different time points.
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— Tissue furrowing correlates with apical cell constriction

• Constriction is pulsatile

2D cellular model

Programmed tissue invagination: Gastrulation
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Figure 2 | Constriction pulses are correlated with myosin coalescence.
a, Merged images of Myosin–mCherry (Z-projection, 5 mm depth, green)
and Spider–GFP (individual Z-slice 2 mm below the apical cortex, red). YZ
cross-sections at lower magnification to illustrate furrow progression are
shown at the bottom. b, Mean apical area and myosin intensity (left) and
myosin intensity for individual cells (right) for a representative embryo.
Error bars indicate s.d. (n5 37 cells). c, Single channel and merged time-
lapse images ofMyosin–mCherry (green) and Spider–GFP (red). Red arrows
indicate spots that will coalesce. Blue arrow indicates myosin fibre that
appears between contractions. d, Plots of apical area and myosin intensity
against time (top) and constriction rate and rate of change of myosin
intensity against time (bottom) for an individual cell. e, Plot of correlation
between constriction rate andmyosin intensity rate of change for individual

cells (top) and averaged (n5 37 cells, bottom) against time offset.
Correlation coefficients were calculated for various time offsets by
temporally shifting the data sets relative to each other. Dotted lines indicate
zero offset. Note that the maximum correlation occurs when myosin rate is
shifted 5–10 s later in time; myosin coalescence therefore slightly precedes
constriction rate. f, Constriction rate is more highly correlated with medial
myosin than with junctional myosin. The diagram (left) illustrates the
purse-string model for contraction in which we expect actin and myosin to
become concentrated in the junctional region on constriction. Data points
(right) represent correlation coefficients for individual cells, and the black
bar indicates the mean (n5 37 cells). Asterisk, the difference between the
means is statistically significant (P, 0.0001). Scale bars, 4mm.
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Figure 2 | Constriction pulses are correlated with myosin coalescence.
a, Merged images of Myosin–mCherry (Z-projection, 5 mm depth, green)
and Spider–GFP (individual Z-slice 2 mm below the apical cortex, red). YZ
cross-sections at lower magnification to illustrate furrow progression are
shown at the bottom. b, Mean apical area and myosin intensity (left) and
myosin intensity for individual cells (right) for a representative embryo.
Error bars indicate s.d. (n5 37 cells). c, Single channel and merged time-
lapse images ofMyosin–mCherry (green) and Spider–GFP (red). Red arrows
indicate spots that will coalesce. Blue arrow indicates myosin fibre that
appears between contractions. d, Plots of apical area and myosin intensity
against time (top) and constriction rate and rate of change of myosin
intensity against time (bottom) for an individual cell. e, Plot of correlation
between constriction rate andmyosin intensity rate of change for individual

cells (top) and averaged (n5 37 cells, bottom) against time offset.
Correlation coefficients were calculated for various time offsets by
temporally shifting the data sets relative to each other. Dotted lines indicate
zero offset. Note that the maximum correlation occurs when myosin rate is
shifted 5–10 s later in time; myosin coalescence therefore slightly precedes
constriction rate. f, Constriction rate is more highly correlated with medial
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Figure 3 | Pulsed myosin coalescence and adherens junction bending
require an actin–myosin network. a, Cortical myosin (green), cortical
F-actin (red), and F-actin 2 mm below the apical cortex (white, to illustrate
cell shape) were revealed in fixed embryos. b, Time-lapse images of
Myosin–GFP in control-injected (DMSO) and CytoD-injected embryos.

Arrows indicate individual myosin spots. Note that myosin spots move, but
do not coalesce, in CytoD-treated embryos. c, Single-channel and merged
time-lapse images of Myosin–mCherry (green) and E-Cadherin–GFP (red).
Red arrows indicate myosin coalescence. Blue arrows indicate the site where
adherens junctions bend inwards beneath a myosin spot. Scale bars, 4 mm.
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(Supplementary Fig. 4d). This defect might result from a failure to
establish a dense actin meshwork, because both twist mutants and
twistRNAi embryos had a more loosely arranged apical meshwork
of actin spots and fibres than constricting wild-type cells did
(Supplementary Fig. 4e). twist expression therefore stabilizes the con-
stricted state of cells between pulsed contractions.

Thus, we propose a ‘ratchet’ model for apical constriction, in
which phases of actin–myosin network contraction and stabilization
are repeated to constrict the cell apex incrementally (Fig. 4d). In
contrast to the purse-string model, we find that apical constriction
is correlated with pulses of actin–myosin network contraction that
occur on the apical cortex. Pulsed cortical contractions could allow
dynamic rearrangements of the actin network to optimize force gen-
eration as cells change shape. Because contractions are asynchronous,
cells must resist pulling forces from adjacent cells between contrac-
tions. A cortical actin–myosin meshwork seems to provide the cor-
tical tension necessary to stabilize apical cell shape and promote net
constriction. The transcription factors Snail and Twist are critical for
the contraction and stabilization phases of constriction, respectively.
Thus, Snail and Twist activities are temporally coordinated to drive
productive apical constriction. Despite the dynamic nature of the
contractions in individual cells, the behaviour of the system at the
tissue level is continuous, in a similar manner to convergent exten-
sion in Xenopus25. Pulsed contraction may therefore represent a con-
served cellular mechanism that drives precise tissue-level behaviour.

METHODS SUMMARY
Image acquisition and analysis. Two-colour imaging was performed at 22–
25 uC with a Leica SP5 confocal microscope, a 633/1.3 numerical aperture
glycerine-immersion objective, an argon ion laser and a 561-nm diode laser.
Spider–GFP images represent confocal slices 2 mm below the apical cortex,
whereasmyosin images representmaximum-intensity Z-projections of an apical
section 5mm in depth. Image stacks for Spider–GFPmovies were acquired every
6 s, and image stacks for two-colour movies were acquired every 5 s. Using
MATLAB (MathWorks) we developedmethods to track cells andmeasure apical
area andmyosin intensity. Data points were smoothed with a Gaussian smooth-
ing filter with s5 15–18 s (three time points). Myosin intensity was measured
frommaximum-intensity Z-projections as the sum intensity of all pixels in a cell.
Meanmyosin intensity was calculated for junctional andmedial pools of myosin
by creating masks that selected regions less than 0.3mm or more than 0.3mm
from the cell boundary, respectively.
Embryo fixation and staining. Heat fixation and staining with anti-myosin
heavy chain (MHC) antibody did not preserve the normal organization of apical
myosin observed in live squ–GFP26, squ–mCherry (Myosin–mCherry), andGFP-
zipper (GFP–MHC)27 embryos.We therefore used endogenousGFP fluorescence
to reveal myosin. squ–GFP embryos were fixed with 10% paraformaldehyde/
heptane for 20min, devitellinized manually, stained with Alexa-568 phalloidin
(Invitrogen) to reveal actin, and mounted in AquaPolymount (Poysciences,
Inc.).
Drug/RNAi injection. CytoD was injected laterally at mid–late cellularization
with 0.5mgml21 CytoD in 10% dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO; Calbiochem).
Double-stranded RNAs against snail and twist (2mgml21) were injected lat-
erally into freshly laid eggs that were incubated 2.5–3.0 h before gastrulation was
imaged.

Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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Figure 4 | Snail and Twist function at distinct phases of pulsed
constriction. a, Time-lapse images of Myosin–GFP Z-projections. Blue
arrows indicate myosin spots that do not efficiently coalesce in snail
mutants. Red arrows indicate myosin coalescence in twist mutants that
seems to pull cell junctions. At least one coalescence event that pulled cell
junctions occurred over a 6-min period for 53% of cells in the twistmutant,
in contrast with 4% of cells in snail and snail twist mutants (n5 60 cells,
three embryos per mutant). Scale bar, 4 mm. b, Time-lapse images of
Spider–GFP in snailRNAi or twistRNAi embryos. P[sna] indicates twist-
independent snail expression. Scale bar, 4mm. c, Quantification of apical
area (red) and constriction rate (blue) for individual cells in snailRNAi (left)
and twistRNAi (right) embryos. d, Ratchet model of apical constriction.
Myosin (green) contracts an apical actin network (red) that is coupled to
adherens junctions (blue) driving constriction. Contractions are pulsed,
interrupted by a phase in which the constricted state of the cell is stabilized.
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Results

Anisotropic apical constriction possibly 
reflects tissue mechanics
Polarized constriction could result from an individual cell be-
havior, such as directional actomyosin-based force generation 
along the v-l axis. Alternatively, a mechanical property of the 
tissue, such as greater tension along the a-p axis, could bias 
the direction in which cells constrict. Because ventral furrow 
cell apical constriction is pulsed (Martin et al., 2009), we de-
cided to distinguish between these possibilities by determining 
whether the increase in cell polarization correlates with pulses 
of actomyosin contraction in individual cells. To visualize api-
cal cell shape, we imaged ventral furrow cells in live embryos 
expressing the membrane markers Spider-GFP and Resille-
GFP (Morin et al., 2001). We quantified the polarization of api-
cal constriction by fitting apical cell outlines with ellipses and 
measuring two parameters (Fig. 1 B). Cell aspect ratio, which 
is independent of the orientation to the a-p axis (Fig. 1 B, U), 
was measured by dividing the major axis of the fitted ellipse  
(a) by the minor axis (b). In addition, we measured cell “aniso-
tropy” relative to the embryonic axis by dividing the cell’s length 
along the a-p axis (Fig. 1 B, x) by the cell’s length along the 
v-l axis (y). Aspect ratio and anisotropy had similar values in  
elongated cells during furrow formation because cells were 
aligned along the a-p axis such that U was Y0 (unpublished data).  

Understanding the cause of anisotropy requires elucidat-
ing the mechanisms of force generation in cells and tissues. 
In ventral furrow cells, apical constriction is driven by pulsed 
contractions of an actomyosin meshwork that spans the apical 
cortex and is coupled to the cell surface via adherens junctions 
(AJs; Dawes-Hoang et al., 2005; Martin et al., 2009; Sawyer  
et al., 2009). Between contractions, the constricted state of the 
cell is stabilized such that cells constrict incrementally via a 
ratchet-like mechanism (Martin et al., 2009). Anisotropic con-
striction in ventral furrow cells could thus result from an indi-
vidual cell’s behavior if, for example, force generation during 
contraction pulses was directional.

Alternatively, anisotropic constriction could reflect  
mechanical constraints on individual cell constriction im-
posed by the mechanical properties of the tissue (Hardin 
and Keller, 1988), such as greater tension along the a-p axis. 
Actomyosin contractility associated with apical constriction  
likely generates epithelial tension; however, it is unclear how  
tension is directed across the mesoderm primordium. Further-
more, how pulsatile and stable contractile forces contribute 
to the global mechanical properties of the tissue is unknown. 
In this study, we combine live imaging, computational image 
analysis, laser ablation, and genetics to examine the influ-
ence of tissue mechanics on individual cell shape changes 
and the mechanisms by which cellular forces are transmitted 
across the tissue.

Figure 1. Polarized apical constriction possibly reflects tissue mechanics. (A) Images of ventral furrow cell outlines in a live embryo using Spider-GFP. 
Bar, 10 µm. (B) Schematic showing the method used to calculate the aspect ratio (a/b) and anisotropy (x/y) of a cell. (C) Mean cross-sectional area (red) 
and anisotropy (blue) over time for a single embryo. Error bars indicate SD (n = 42 cells). The broken line marks an anisotropy of 1 (isotropic). (D) Box 
and whisker plot of aspect ratios from Spider-GFP, Resille-GFP, and bicoid nanos torso-like (bnt) Resille-GFP embryos. Boxes extend from to 25th to 75th 
percentile, with a line at the median. Whiskers extend to the most extreme values. Each sample represents three embryos, with 123, 102, and 158 cells. 
(E and F) Apical area and anisotropy (E) or constriction rate and the time derivative of anisotropy (F) for an individual cell over time. Anisotropy increases 
both during (i) and between (ii) contraction pulses. The broken line marks a rate of 0.
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— Anisotropic apical cell constriction is due to increased 
tension along the anteroposterior axis 

2D cellular model

• Integrity of cell-cell 
junctions underlies 
tension build up via cell 
mechanical coupling

Programmed tissue invagination: Gastrulationmobility of SAJs in a-Cat RNAi or Lat-A-treated embryos led to a
collapse of the epithelium, a consequence often attributed to the
destabilization of homo-E-cad complexes. These findings suggest
the existence of other molecules mediating the stable association of
homo-E-cad to actin patches, independent of a-Cat. Moreover, our
data demonstrate that the junctional actin network pulls on SAJs via
a-Cat, suggesting that a-Cat either interacts transiently with both
b-Cat and actin, or that it links actin via other proteins31. Such
individual low-affinity interactions may be impossible to detect,
but their collective effects in SAJs where hundreds of E-cadmolecules
are clustered may be very effective.

This model has a number of important implications for the regu-
lation of adhesion. First, stability andmobility of homo-E-cad can be
mechanistically uncoupled, although both are supported by actin. It
will be important to decipher how actin dynamics is differentially
controlled at SAJs and at the junctional cortex. Stabilization of fila-
ments may be differently controlled, for example, by capping pro-
teins, and actin patches may represent a locally stabilized pool of
filaments embedded in the dynamic cortical network. Second, in light
of the greater stability of SAJs (.1 h) compared to that of remod-
elling junctions (10–15min)32,33, contact remodelling may simply
involve the regulated movement of stable SAJs towards vertices.
Vertices form a topological barrier to the lateral diffusion of
homo-E-cad clusters in SAJs, such that SAJs may accumulate at

vertices where they could be remodelled: this would prevent cell
delamination and enable junction remodelling. Endocytosis of
homo-E-cad could be another mechanism to remodel adhesion
efficiently33, although there is no consensus yet as to whether endo-
cytosis principally targets homo-E-cad or diffusing E-cad34–36. The
two-tiered regulation of homo-E-cad stability and mobility thus
provides a simple and coherent framework to reconcile adhesion
remodelling and stability during morphogenesis.

METHODS SUMMARY
Embryo fixation, staining and injection of drugs and RNAi probes were
performed as described previously22. The btsz probe targets nucleotides 3,065–
3,556 of btsz2 transcripts; the a-Cat probe targets nucleotides 101–828 of a-Cat
transcripts.
Imaging. A Zeiss LSM 510 confocal microscope was used for fixed and live
imaging as described37 with the exception of nano-ablation, where classical epi-
fluorescence with a cooled CCD camera was used.
Homophilic E-cad clusters dynamics. FRAPs of E-cad–GFP were performed
with an Argon 488-nm laser over a 0.554mm2 area and signal recovery was
tracked for 1min. The mobile fraction was calculated by fitting signal recovery
curves to the formula described previously38. E-cad–EosFP photoconversion was
performedwith an ultraviolet (405 nm) laser at low power over regions spanning
half a cell. Turnover of homo-E-cad in SAJs was then inferred by measuring the
variations of non-photoconverted and photoconverted signal intensities in a
cluster over a period of approximately 1 h.
Homophilic E-cad cluster mobility. The mean square displacement (MSD) of
E-cad–GFP clusters was extracted from trajectories along cell contacts (during 1
to 1.5min) using the formula described previously39. We verified that their
motion was diffusive using the relative deviation parameter as described23.
The diffusion coefficient, D, was then calculated assuming one-dimensional
movement with the equation MSD5 2DDt (where Dt is the time lag over which
MSD is measured). Kolmogorov–Smirnoff tests were performed to determine
whether the distribution of D from one sample (for example, wild type) was
different from another sample (for example, Lat-A treatment).
Nano-ablation of cortical actin network. A femtosecond laser at 1,030 nm
(t-pulse, Amplitude Systems) was used to ablate the cortical actin network
locally. Before ablation, caged fluorescein (0.9 kDa) was injected into embryos.
After ablation, uncaging of the fluorescein in one of the two cells contacting at
the site of ablation ensured that the plasmamembrane had not been destroyed in
the process.

Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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epithelial tearing events (Fig. 4, D, E, and F). These results 
strongly suggest that individual cells are not hard-wired to 
undergo polarized contraction, but that apical constriction 
generates higher epithelial tension along the a-p axis, provid-
ing a mechanical constraint that feeds back to control the re-
sulting individual cell shape.

Actomyosin fibers connected by spot AJs 
form a supracellular meshwork
We next examined how contractile forces are transmitted 
across the tissue. The epithelial tears in armM/Z embryos sug-
gested that apical actomyosin meshworks are coupled to each 
other through AJs. Therefore, we examined how cytoskeletal  
structures are linked between cells during ventral furrow formation 

In armRNAi embryos, cells within the tear rapidly expanded 
after dissociation of myosin II structures (Fig. 4, A and B; and 
Video 3). These distended cells abnormally changed neigh-
bors as they expanded, which suggests that they had lost ad-
hesion to one another (Fig. 4 C). Simultaneous with local cell 
expansion in the tear, the surrounding cells appeared to lose 
their a-p polarization and underwent isotropic apical constric-
tion (Fig. 4, A and D; and Video 3). In live armRNAi embryos, 
cells that constricted after a neighboring epithelial tear exhib-
ited a mean anisotropy of 1.07 ± 0.27 (mean ± SD, n  = 120 
cells, three embryos), which is close to being perfectly isotro-
pic (anisotropy = 1). Furthermore, we observed cases in live 
armRNAi and ECad2RNAi embryos where cells began to con-
strict anisotropically and then became more isotropic after 

Figure 2. AJs integrate global epithelial tension. (A) Myosin II in live wild-type or armM/Z embryos. Myosin II initially starts to form a meshwork in armM/Z 
(arrowheads), but the meshwork separates at discrete positions along the a-p axis. (B) Kymograph of actomyosin meshwork separation in an armM/Z  
embryo. (C) Tearing of the supracellular meshwork alters myosin II organization and dynamics. Myosin II fibers that normally extend between myosin II spots 
retract (blue arrows) in armM/Z embryos (i). Loss of cell adhesion in armRNAi embryos causes myosin II to form rings (red and blue arrows) that contract  
(ii). Contracted myosin II rings in armRNAi embryos exhibit continuous, unrestrained cortical flow of myosin II spots (colored arrows track myosin spots  
over time) into the ring (iii). Bars: (A) 10 µm; (B) 10 µm; (C) 5 µm.
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the largest of which likely resulted from pulses of myosin  
II coalescence (Fig. 5 A). As myosin II levels increased and  
a furrow developed, myosin II and actin formed supracellular 

using fixed embryos labeled with myosin II, actin, and E-cadherin. 
Before furrow formation, the majority of myosin II was present  
as isolated spots on the apical surface of individual cells,  

Figure 3. Epithelial tension is highest along the length of the furrow. (A) Myosin-GFP images immediately after laser incisions (red lines, 20 µm) were 
made perpendicular to (top) or parallel to (bottom) the furrow. Myosin displacements perpendicular to these incisions (Dap and Dvl) were measured. Bar, 
20 µm. (B) Dap and Dvl as a function of distance from the laser incision. The data were grouped into 4-µm bins (0–4, 4–8, etc…) and data points are 
mean ± SEM (indicated by error bars; n = 4 embryos). (C) Dap as a function of distance for H2O-injected (control) and twiRNAi embryos. Data points 
are the same as in B (n = 5 embryos). (D) Myosin-GFP images before (top) and after (bottom) a point ablation (crosshair). In the bottom panel, the post-
ablation image (red) overlays the pre-ablation image (blue) to illustrate myosin displacement. Bar, 20 µm. (E) Schematic illustrating the method used for 
quantifying radial myosin displacement (Dr) in the direction (U) relative to the a-p and v-l axes. Radial displacement is the component of the measured 
displacement (D) along direction U. (F) Dr as a function of U. The data were grouped into bins of 30° and data points are mean ± SEM (indicated by 
error bars; n = 5 embryos).
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rings, suggesting that unrestrained actomyosin contraction  
occurs in the absence of opposing contractile forces from sur-
rounding cells (Fig. 2 C, iii; and Video 5). These results suggest 
that spot AJs balance tensile forces generated by cellular acto-
myosin networks to allow the formation of stable actomyosin 
fibers that transmit tension across the tissue.

The retraction of actomyosin fibers in embryos with re-
duced AJs could reflect a disruption of the extracellular linkage 
between adjacent cell plasma membranes or the intracellular con-
nection between the plasma membrane and the actomyosin cor-
tex. To distinguish between these models, we examined whether 
cell membranes completely separate during tearing events using 
scanning EM. In the ventral furrow of wild-type embryos, bound-
aries between cells cannot be discerned because of tight adhesion 
of these cells through apical AJs (Fig. 6 A). In contrast, individual 

Spot AJs transmit tension from 
actomyosin fibers across the  
plasma membrane
To test whether spot AJs transmit tension between cellular  
actomyosin fibers, we examined more closely the cellular or-
ganization and dynamics of myosin II in embryos with reduced 
AJs. Supracellular actomyosin fibers initially formed in armM/Z 
embryos, which is consistent with this allele retaining partial 
function (Fig. 2 A). However, upon epithelial tearing, myosin 
II fibers rapidly contracted, demonstrating that myosin II fibers 
generate contractile force in a manner similar to stress fibers 
(Fig. 2 C, i; and Video 4; Kumar et al., 2006). Loss of cell adhe-
sion resulted in myosin II contraction into rings or balls across 
the entire epithelium (Fig. 2, A and C, ii and iii; and Fig. 4,  
A and B). Myosin II spots continuously flowed into myosin II  

Figure 5. Spot AJs integrate actomyosin fibers to form a supracellular meshwork. (A) Apical myosin II (green) and subapical E-cadherin, Y2 µm below 
the apical cortex (purple), in fixed embryos. Schematics indicating the stage of furrow formation are shown above each image pair. (B) Magnified view of 
supracellular actomyosin fibers. Apical myosin II (green), subapical E-cadherin (purple), and apical actin filaments (cyan) were imaged in fixed embryos. 
Supracellular actomyosin fibers are often oriented perpendicular to cell interfaces (i, arrows), but can also be seen running parallel to cell interfaces  
(ii, arrows). Actomyosin fibers often radiated from a central myosin II spot or ring (red asterisks). The bottom-middle images of i and ii were thresholded 
to facilitate visualization of myosin II fibers. (C) Apical E-cadherin (purple) and myosin II (green) in fixed embryos. Subapical E-cadherin staining is used 
to illustrate cell outlines. Myosin II fibers connect to apical E-cadherin puncta, or spot AJs (arrows). In late stages, spot AJs can appear stretched along the 
fiber (yellow asterisks). Bars, 5 µm.
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junctions and form supracellular actin meshworks across the  
apical surface of epithelia (Yonemura et al., 1995; Adams et al., 
1996; Vaezi et al., 2002). Furthermore, actin meshworks con-
sisting of radial actin fibers emanating from central actin spots 
are also observed in Xenopus cells undergoing convergence and 
extension (Skoglund et al., 2008; Rolo et al., 2009). Actomyosin 
organization as a two-dimensional branched meshwork could 
represent a different mechanical paradigm for epithelial morpho-
genesis that enables cells to form a mechanically coherent sheet 
in which tensile forces are not restricted to cell interfaces, but 
bridge the surface of cells across the entire tissue.

Pulsatile and stable contractile networks 
cooperate to change cell shape and 
transmit tension across the tissue
Knockdown of the transcription factor Twist using RNAi sepa-
rates the activities of pulsatile actomyosin contraction and cell 
shape stabilization between contractions (Martin et al., 2009). 
Pulses of actomyosin contraction continued to occur in both 
twiRNAi and arm-twiRNAi embryos. In arm-twiRNAi embryos, 
pulsed contractions disrupted cell–cell adhesion and formed 
membrane tethers, which suggests that pulsed contractions gen-
erate cellular tension that can separate the actomyosin network 
from AJs. A recent study of amnioserosa apical constriction 
proposed that contraction pulses are activated by mechanical 
interactions (i.e., stretching) between cells (Solon et al., 2009). 
However, in ventral furrow cells, pulsatile actomyosin contrac-
tions occurred even after cells lost adhesion, which suggests 
that pulsed contractions are fundamentally cell autonomous, pos-
sibly resulting from dynamic behaviors of cytoskeletal networks 

II assembly and dynamics within these cables (Fernandez-
Gonzalez et al., 2009). Tension also appears to modulate acto-
myosin organization in the ventral furrow because epithelial  
tears resulted in unrestrained myosin II contraction into ring-
like structures, as opposed to formation of a fibrous meshwork. 
Thus, the coupling of cellular contractile meshworks generates 
tension that feeds back to regulate both cytoskeletal organiza-
tion/dynamics and cell shape. These results illustrate how the 
interplay between cell- and tissue-level forces influences cell 
shape change during morphogenesis.

Spot AJs transmit tensile forces oriented 
perpendicular to cell interfaces
Epithelial tension observed during ventral furrow formation 
likely resulted from contractile forces generated by apical 
actomyosin meshworks. We found that cellular actomyosin  
fibers were coupled end-to-end at spot AJs to form supracellular  
fibers and a tissue-wide meshwork. Disruption of AJs caused an 
 imbalance of forces across the plasma membrane, resulting in 
membrane tethers. This supports a model in which tensile forces 
are integrated through discrete AJ anchors that link actomyosin 
networks in adjacent cells (Fig. 9 C). Supracellular actomyosin 
cables that transmit tension parallel to cell interfaces have been 
observed during germ band extension, dorsal closure, and com-
partment boundary formation (Rauzi et al., 2008; Rodriguez-
Diaz et al., 2008; Fernandez-Gonzalez et al., 2009; Landsberg  
et al., 2009). However, in the ventral furrow, supracellular acto-
myosin fibers are mostly oriented perpendicular to cell interfaces 
(Fig. 9 C). This orientation is similar to that of actin in forming 
cultured epithelia, where radial actin fibers terminate in spot 

Figure 9. Causes and consequences of con-
tractile force integration. (A) Distribution of 
apical tensile forces that accompany ventral 
furrow formation. Black arrows indicate the 
movement of lateral cells toward the ventral 
midline. Red arrows indicate epithelial ten-
sion, which is predominantly directed along 
the length of the furrow (a-p axis). (B) Tissue-
level forces influence individual cell shape 
changes. Ventral furrow cells attempt to con-
strict isotropically (black arrows), but a-p ten-
sion (red arrows) resists constriction in this 
direction, resulting in anisotropic constriction. 
(C) Model for how contractile forces are in-
tegrated to generate epithelial tension in the 
ventral furrow. In wild-type embryos, pulses of 
actin (red) and myosin II (green) contraction 
constrict cell apices, and actomyosin fibers 
that remain on the apical surface between 
pulses maintain cortical tension (black arrows 
above cells), thus stabilizing cell shape. Acto-
myosin fibers linked by spot AJs (blue) form 
a supracellular meshwork that allows forces 
to be stably transmitted between cells, gen-
erating global epithelial tension (red arrows). 
In the absence of Twist, cells lack actomyosin 
fibers between contractions and fail to assem-
ble a supracellular actomyosin meshwork. 
Thus, contraction pulses in cells stretch their 
immediate neighbors, and tension fails to be 
propagated across the epithelium.
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Apical constriction drives tissue-scale
hydrodynamic flow to mediate cell elongation
Bing He1*, Konstantin Doubrovinski1*, Oleg Polyakov2 & Eric Wieschaus1,3

Epithelial foldingmediated by apical constriction converts flat epi-
thelial sheets intomultilayered, complex tissue structures and isused
throughoutdevelopment inmost animals1. Little is known,however,
about how forces produced near the apical surface of the tissue are
transmittedwithin individual cells to generate the global changes in
cell shape that characterize tissue deformation. Here we apply par-
ticle tracking velocimetry in gastrulating Drosophila embryos to
measure themovement of cytoplasm and plasmamembrane during
ventral furrow formation2,3. We find that cytoplasmic redistribu-
tion during the lengthening phase of ventral furrow formation can
be precisely described by viscous flows that quantitativelymatch the

predictionsof hydrodynamics.Cellmembranesmovewith the ambi-
ent cytoplasm,with little resistance to, or driving force on, the flow.
Strikingly, apical constriction produces similar flow patterns in
mutant embryos that fail to formcells before gastrulation (‘acellular’
embryos), such that the global redistribution of cytoplasm mirrors
the summed redistribution occurring in individual cells ofwild-type
embryos. Our results indicate that during the lengthening phase
of ventral furrow formation, hydrodynamic behaviour of the cyto-
plasm provides the predominant mechanism transmitting apically
generated forces deep into the tissue and that cell individualization
is dispensable.

*These authors contributed equally to this work.

1 Department of Molecular Biology, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA. 2 Department of Physics, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA. 3 Howard Hughes Medical
Institute, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA.
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Figure 1 | Cytoplasmic flow during ventral furrow formation. a, b, Cross-
section view of ventral furrow formation. V, ventral; D, dorsal. c, An embryo
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medial–lateral; AB, apical–basal. d, e, The velocity field (arrows) and streamlines
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Figure 1 | Cytoplasmic flow during ventral furrow formation. a, b, Cross-
section view of ventral furrow formation. V, ventral; D, dorsal. c, An embryo
injectedwith fluorescentbeads (red). Scale bar, 20mm.AP, anterior–posterior;ML,
medial–lateral; AB, apical–basal. d, e, The velocity field (arrows) and streamlines
(red) of the cytoplasmic flow at t5 4–6min (n514 embryos). f, Heatmaps ofVx

and Vy with smoothed contour lines of equal magnitude. Positive values indicate

left-to-right flow (Vx) or basally directed flow (Vy). The dotted line highlights the
region subjected to theoretical comparison. g, A two-dimensional Stokes flow
driven by a moving lid. h, Apical constriction drives cytoplasmic flow to mediate
cell shape changes. i,Vx andVy deduced from the Stokes equations. j, Streamlines
of the measured (red) and deduced (blue) velocity fields. k, Relative difference
in j. l,m, Vx (l) and Vy (m) as a function of ML or AB positions, respectively.
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Apical constriction drives tissue-scale
hydrodynamic flow to mediate cell elongation
Bing He1*, Konstantin Doubrovinski1*, Oleg Polyakov2 & Eric Wieschaus1,3

Epithelial foldingmediated by apical constriction converts flat epi-
thelial sheets intomultilayered, complex tissue structures and isused
throughoutdevelopment inmost animals1. Little is known,however,
about how forces produced near the apical surface of the tissue are
transmittedwithin individual cells to generate the global changes in
cell shape that characterize tissue deformation. Here we apply par-
ticle tracking velocimetry in gastrulating Drosophila embryos to
measure themovement of cytoplasm and plasmamembrane during
ventral furrow formation2,3. We find that cytoplasmic redistribu-
tion during the lengthening phase of ventral furrow formation can
be precisely described by viscous flows that quantitativelymatch the

predictionsof hydrodynamics.Cellmembranesmovewith the ambi-
ent cytoplasm,with little resistance to, or driving force on, the flow.
Strikingly, apical constriction produces similar flow patterns in
mutant embryos that fail to formcells before gastrulation (‘acellular’
embryos), such that the global redistribution of cytoplasm mirrors
the summed redistribution occurring in individual cells ofwild-type
embryos. Our results indicate that during the lengthening phase
of ventral furrow formation, hydrodynamic behaviour of the cyto-
plasm provides the predominant mechanism transmitting apically
generated forces deep into the tissue and that cell individualization
is dispensable.

*These authors contributed equally to this work.
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Figure 1 | Cytoplasmic flow during ventral furrow formation. a, b, Cross-
section view of ventral furrow formation. V, ventral; D, dorsal. c, An embryo
injectedwith fluorescentbeads (red). Scale bar, 20mm.AP, anterior–posterior;ML,
medial–lateral; AB, apical–basal. d, e, The velocity field (arrows) and streamlines
(red) of the cytoplasmic flow at t5 4–6min (n514 embryos). f, Heatmaps ofVx

and Vy with smoothed contour lines of equal magnitude. Positive values indicate

left-to-right flow (Vx) or basally directed flow (Vy). The dotted line highlights the
region subjected to theoretical comparison. g, A two-dimensional Stokes flow
driven by a moving lid. h, Apical constriction drives cytoplasmic flow to mediate
cell shape changes. i,Vx andVy deduced from the Stokes equations. j, Streamlines
of the measured (red) and deduced (blue) velocity fields. k, Relative difference
in j. l,m, Vx (l) and Vy (m) as a function of ML or AB positions, respectively.
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hydrodynamic flow to mediate cell elongation
Bing He1*, Konstantin Doubrovinski1*, Oleg Polyakov2 & Eric Wieschaus1,3

Epithelial foldingmediated by apical constriction converts flat epi-
thelial sheets intomultilayered, complex tissue structures and isused
throughoutdevelopment inmost animals1. Little is known,however,
about how forces produced near the apical surface of the tissue are
transmittedwithin individual cells to generate the global changes in
cell shape that characterize tissue deformation. Here we apply par-
ticle tracking velocimetry in gastrulating Drosophila embryos to
measure themovement of cytoplasm and plasmamembrane during
ventral furrow formation2,3. We find that cytoplasmic redistribu-
tion during the lengthening phase of ventral furrow formation can
be precisely described by viscous flows that quantitativelymatch the

predictionsof hydrodynamics.Cellmembranesmovewith the ambi-
ent cytoplasm,with little resistance to, or driving force on, the flow.
Strikingly, apical constriction produces similar flow patterns in
mutant embryos that fail to formcells before gastrulation (‘acellular’
embryos), such that the global redistribution of cytoplasm mirrors
the summed redistribution occurring in individual cells ofwild-type
embryos. Our results indicate that during the lengthening phase
of ventral furrow formation, hydrodynamic behaviour of the cyto-
plasm provides the predominant mechanism transmitting apically
generated forces deep into the tissue and that cell individualization
is dispensable.
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Figure 1 | Cytoplasmic flow during ventral furrow formation. a, b, Cross-
section view of ventral furrow formation. V, ventral; D, dorsal. c, An embryo
injectedwith fluorescentbeads (red). Scale bar, 20mm.AP, anterior–posterior;ML,
medial–lateral; AB, apical–basal. d, e, The velocity field (arrows) and streamlines
(red) of the cytoplasmic flow at t5 4–6min (n514 embryos). f, Heatmaps ofVx

and Vy with smoothed contour lines of equal magnitude. Positive values indicate

left-to-right flow (Vx) or basally directed flow (Vy). The dotted line highlights the
region subjected to theoretical comparison. g, A two-dimensional Stokes flow
driven by a moving lid. h, Apical constriction drives cytoplasmic flow to mediate
cell shape changes. i,Vx andVy deduced from the Stokes equations. j, Streamlines
of the measured (red) and deduced (blue) velocity fields. k, Relative difference
in j. l,m, Vx (l) and Vy (m) as a function of ML or AB positions, respectively.
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Epithelial foldingmediated by apical constriction converts flat epi-
thelial sheets intomultilayered, complex tissue structures and isused
throughoutdevelopment inmost animals1. Little is known,however,
about how forces produced near the apical surface of the tissue are
transmittedwithin individual cells to generate the global changes in
cell shape that characterize tissue deformation. Here we apply par-
ticle tracking velocimetry in gastrulating Drosophila embryos to
measure themovement of cytoplasm and plasmamembrane during
ventral furrow formation2,3. We find that cytoplasmic redistribu-
tion during the lengthening phase of ventral furrow formation can
be precisely described by viscous flows that quantitativelymatch the

predictionsof hydrodynamics.Cellmembranesmovewith the ambi-
ent cytoplasm,with little resistance to, or driving force on, the flow.
Strikingly, apical constriction produces similar flow patterns in
mutant embryos that fail to formcells before gastrulation (‘acellular’
embryos), such that the global redistribution of cytoplasm mirrors
the summed redistribution occurring in individual cells ofwild-type
embryos. Our results indicate that during the lengthening phase
of ventral furrow formation, hydrodynamic behaviour of the cyto-
plasm provides the predominant mechanism transmitting apically
generated forces deep into the tissue and that cell individualization
is dispensable.
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Figure 1 | Cytoplasmic flow during ventral furrow formation. a, b, Cross-
section view of ventral furrow formation. V, ventral; D, dorsal. c, An embryo
injectedwith fluorescentbeads (red). Scale bar, 20mm.AP, anterior–posterior;ML,
medial–lateral; AB, apical–basal. d, e, The velocity field (arrows) and streamlines
(red) of the cytoplasmic flow at t5 4–6min (n514 embryos). f, Heatmaps ofVx

and Vy with smoothed contour lines of equal magnitude. Positive values indicate

left-to-right flow (Vx) or basally directed flow (Vy). The dotted line highlights the
region subjected to theoretical comparison. g, A two-dimensional Stokes flow
driven by a moving lid. h, Apical constriction drives cytoplasmic flow to mediate
cell shape changes. i,Vx andVy deduced from the Stokes equations. j, Streamlines
of the measured (red) and deduced (blue) velocity fields. k, Relative difference
in j. l,m, Vx (l) and Vy (m) as a function of ML or AB positions, respectively.
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2D cellular model:  apical constriction drives tissue scale hydrodynamic flow

• Accounts for tissue 
flow at the onset of 
tissue invagination 
(furrowing)

• Stokes equations predict viscous 
flow at low Reynolds number 
regime:

• flow velocity at the interior of a 
domain is uniquely determined by 
velocities at the domain boundary. 

• Suggests that tissue flow arises 
from shear forces associated with 
apical contractility at tissue scale 

Programmed tissue invagination: Gastrulation



Thomas LECUIT   2018-2019

DuringDrosophila gastrulation, ventrally localized prospectivemeso-
derm forms a furrow and invaginates from the surface of the embryo.
As this furrow forms, individual cells first constrict at their apical end
and undergo elongation (‘cell lengthening’). During their subsequent
invagination, cells shortenback towedge-like shapes (Fig. 1a, b).Apical
constriction is powered by an apically localized contractile actomyosin
network that forms at the onset of gastrulation and is widely believed to
be the main force driving ventral furrow formation4. Although it is
unclear how stresses transmitted from the apical cortex mediate tissue
movement in the interior of the embryo, a common view is that the cell
surface and associated cytoskeleton play amajor role in generating and
transmitting forceswithin each cell, while the cytoplasmpassively adopts
the shape defined by the cortex. In an opposing view, the entire tissue is
considered as a continuum; forces are transmitted continuously across
the epitheliumand its subdivision into cells is not a fundamental compo-
nent in force transmission.Modelling studies have successfully described
global tissue movements using both cell-based5–7 and continuum
viewpoints8–11. Although these studies identified plausible mechanisms
that couldmediate ventral furrowmorphogenesis, the actualmechanism
remains elusive. One fundamental limitation is that previousmeasure-
ments of tissue deformation have an intrinsically limited spatial reso-
lution of a single cell. A rigorous test of physicalmechanisms, however,
requires tissue deformation being tracked with subcellular resolution12.
With this goal in mind, we developed a strategy using injected sub-

micrometre fluorescent beads as passive tracers tomeasure themotion
of cytoplasm in Drosophila embryos13,14 (Fig. 1c and Extended Data
Fig. 1). The injected beads show extremely low mobility when there is
noglobalmovement of the tissue (ExtendedDataFig. 2 andSupplemen-
taryMethods), thereby providing trackable landmarks for quantitative,
high-resolution measurements of cytoplasmic flows (Extended Data
Figs 3 and 4 and Supplementary Video 1). Figure 1d–f shows averaged
two-dimensional velocity distribution and streamlines at a transverse
cross section through the embryo at themiddle of the lengthening phase
(t5 4–6min; SupplementaryMethods).The flowpatternsdonot change
substantially during the lengthening phase (Extended Data Fig. 4a).
When the shortening phase starts, the tracking of beads becomes dif-
ficult as beads locate deeper into the embryo.We therefore focused our
analysis on the lengthening phase.
The measured movement of cytoplasm resembles a laminar flow

(Fig. 1g) in that when the cortex constricts and moves, the underlying
cytoplasmseems to be draggedwith it (Fig. 1h). If this is in fact the case,
tissue deformation in the interior of the embryo should follow the Stokes
equations thatdescribe thedynamicsof viscous flows in the lowReynolds
number regime. In particular, flow velocity at any point in the interior of
an arbitrarily chosen domainwill be uniquely determined by the velocity
distribution at the domain boundaries. This allows for a quantitative and
parameter-free comparison between Stokes dynamics and tissuemove-
ments (Methods).We found that the inferred velocity distribution is in
close agreement with ourmeasurements, with relative differences close
to themeasurement error (,10%; Fig. 1i–mandExtendedData Fig. 4c).
The close agreement strongly argues that tissuedeformationduring the
lengthening phase could arise exclusively from the viscous response of
the cytoplasm to the shear force generated by apical constriction at the
cortex (Supplementary Notes).
This close agreement implies that lateral membranes do not exert

appreciable forces on the cytoplasmand thus are expected to (1) co-move
with the cytoplasmic flow and (2) be dispensable for the redistribution
of the cytoplasm that underlies cell shape changes.We testedprediction
1 by tracking the movement of wheat germ agglutinin (WGA)-coated
beads attached to the plasmamembrane15 (Fig. 2a, ExtendedData Fig. 5
and Supplementary Videos 2 and 3). During gastrulation, the motion
of such beads is very similar to non-WGA cytoplasmic beads, with a
relative difference of only 20% at t5 5 min (Fig. 2b–d, Extended Data
Fig. 6 and Supplementary Methods). Moreover, the flow of the WGA
beads also matches the predictions of the Stokes equations with 86%
similarity (Fig. 2f–i). Most interestingly, the expansion of the lateral

membranes closelymatches the regional flowof the ambient cytoplasm,
beinghighest apically anddecreasing towards the base (Figs 1mand2e).
These data are very consistent with a model where lateral membranes
extendpassively as a consequence of the cytoplasmic flowwithout offer-
ing appreciable driving force or resistance.
To test prediction 2, we took advantage of the fact that Drosophila

begins its development as a syncytium and only forms individual cells
with basolateral membranes immediately preceding gastrulation. We
have found that simultaneous eliminationof two zygotically active genes
(CG9506 (5slam16) andCG34137) blocks the formation of basolateral
membranes, whilemaintaining the normal subcellular organization of
the cytoplasm (Fig. 3a, ExtendedData Fig. 7 and SupplementaryVideos
4, 5 and 7). In such embryos, the expression pattern of the mesoderm
determinants Twist and Snail17 is normal (Fig. 3c and Extended Data
Fig. 8a), andgastrulation starts at thenormal time,withmyosin forming
a cortical network that undergoes dynamic, pulsed contractions on the
ventral surface (SupplementaryVideo 6 andExtendedData Fig. 8b, c).
The average rateof the resultant apical constriction, however, is reduced
to 60% of that in the wild type (Extended Data Fig. 9), presumably
because the network is less well organized without cell individualiza-
tion.As inwild-type embryos, apical constriction leads to formation of
membrane blebs, albeit larger, on the ventral surface of the gastrulat-
ing acellular embryos3 (Extended Data Fig. 8d).
Remarkably, apical constriction in the acellular embryos leads to basal

movement of bulk cytoplasm and nuclei towards the yolk in amanner
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DuringDrosophila gastrulation, ventrally localized prospectivemeso-
derm forms a furrow and invaginates from the surface of the embryo.
As this furrow forms, individual cells first constrict at their apical end
and undergo elongation (‘cell lengthening’). During their subsequent
invagination, cells shortenback towedge-like shapes (Fig. 1a, b).Apical
constriction is powered by an apically localized contractile actomyosin
network that forms at the onset of gastrulation and is widely believed to
be the main force driving ventral furrow formation4. Although it is
unclear how stresses transmitted from the apical cortex mediate tissue
movement in the interior of the embryo, a common view is that the cell
surface and associated cytoskeleton play amajor role in generating and
transmitting forceswithin each cell, while the cytoplasmpassively adopts
the shape defined by the cortex. In an opposing view, the entire tissue is
considered as a continuum; forces are transmitted continuously across
the epitheliumand its subdivision into cells is not a fundamental compo-
nent in force transmission.Modelling studies have successfully described
global tissue movements using both cell-based5–7 and continuum
viewpoints8–11. Although these studies identified plausible mechanisms
that couldmediate ventral furrowmorphogenesis, the actualmechanism
remains elusive. One fundamental limitation is that previousmeasure-
ments of tissue deformation have an intrinsically limited spatial reso-
lution of a single cell. A rigorous test of physicalmechanisms, however,
requires tissue deformation being tracked with subcellular resolution12.
With this goal in mind, we developed a strategy using injected sub-

micrometre fluorescent beads as passive tracers tomeasure themotion
of cytoplasm in Drosophila embryos13,14 (Fig. 1c and Extended Data
Fig. 1). The injected beads show extremely low mobility when there is
noglobalmovement of the tissue (ExtendedDataFig. 2 andSupplemen-
taryMethods), thereby providing trackable landmarks for quantitative,
high-resolution measurements of cytoplasmic flows (Extended Data
Figs 3 and 4 and Supplementary Video 1). Figure 1d–f shows averaged
two-dimensional velocity distribution and streamlines at a transverse
cross section through the embryo at themiddle of the lengthening phase
(t5 4–6min; SupplementaryMethods).The flowpatternsdonot change
substantially during the lengthening phase (Extended Data Fig. 4a).
When the shortening phase starts, the tracking of beads becomes dif-
ficult as beads locate deeper into the embryo.We therefore focused our
analysis on the lengthening phase.
The measured movement of cytoplasm resembles a laminar flow

(Fig. 1g) in that when the cortex constricts and moves, the underlying
cytoplasmseems to be draggedwith it (Fig. 1h). If this is in fact the case,
tissue deformation in the interior of the embryo should follow the Stokes
equations thatdescribe thedynamicsof viscous flows in the lowReynolds
number regime. In particular, flow velocity at any point in the interior of
an arbitrarily chosen domainwill be uniquely determined by the velocity
distribution at the domain boundaries. This allows for a quantitative and
parameter-free comparison between Stokes dynamics and tissuemove-
ments (Methods).We found that the inferred velocity distribution is in
close agreement with ourmeasurements, with relative differences close
to themeasurement error (,10%; Fig. 1i–mandExtendedData Fig. 4c).
The close agreement strongly argues that tissuedeformationduring the
lengthening phase could arise exclusively from the viscous response of
the cytoplasm to the shear force generated by apical constriction at the
cortex (Supplementary Notes).
This close agreement implies that lateral membranes do not exert

appreciable forces on the cytoplasmand thus are expected to (1) co-move
with the cytoplasmic flow and (2) be dispensable for the redistribution
of the cytoplasm that underlies cell shape changes.We testedprediction
1 by tracking the movement of wheat germ agglutinin (WGA)-coated
beads attached to the plasmamembrane15 (Fig. 2a, ExtendedData Fig. 5
and Supplementary Videos 2 and 3). During gastrulation, the motion
of such beads is very similar to non-WGA cytoplasmic beads, with a
relative difference of only 20% at t5 5 min (Fig. 2b–d, Extended Data
Fig. 6 and Supplementary Methods). Moreover, the flow of the WGA
beads also matches the predictions of the Stokes equations with 86%
similarity (Fig. 2f–i). Most interestingly, the expansion of the lateral

membranes closelymatches the regional flowof the ambient cytoplasm,
beinghighest apically anddecreasing towards the base (Figs 1mand2e).
These data are very consistent with a model where lateral membranes
extendpassively as a consequence of the cytoplasmic flowwithout offer-
ing appreciable driving force or resistance.
To test prediction 2, we took advantage of the fact that Drosophila

begins its development as a syncytium and only forms individual cells
with basolateral membranes immediately preceding gastrulation. We
have found that simultaneous eliminationof two zygotically active genes
(CG9506 (5slam16) andCG34137) blocks the formation of basolateral
membranes, whilemaintaining the normal subcellular organization of
the cytoplasm (Fig. 3a, ExtendedData Fig. 7 and SupplementaryVideos
4, 5 and 7). In such embryos, the expression pattern of the mesoderm
determinants Twist and Snail17 is normal (Fig. 3c and Extended Data
Fig. 8a), andgastrulation starts at thenormal time,withmyosin forming
a cortical network that undergoes dynamic, pulsed contractions on the
ventral surface (SupplementaryVideo 6 andExtendedData Fig. 8b, c).
The average rateof the resultant apical constriction, however, is reduced
to 60% of that in the wild type (Extended Data Fig. 9), presumably
because the network is less well organized without cell individualiza-
tion.As inwild-type embryos, apical constriction leads to formation of
membrane blebs, albeit larger, on the ventral surface of the gastrulat-
ing acellular embryos3 (Extended Data Fig. 8d).
Remarkably, apical constriction in the acellular embryos leads to basal
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similar to the wild type (Fig. 3b, d and Supplementary Video 7). The
pattern of the cytoplasmic flow closely resembles that in the wild type,
albeit with reduced velocity (Fig. 3e, f and Supplementary Video 8).
Crucially, the reduced flow velocity quantitatively corresponds to the
reduced rate of apical constriction (Extended Data Fig. 9i–k). There-
fore, removing the basolateral membranes does not affect the physical
response of the interior tissue to apical constriction, in strong con-
firmation of ourmodel. As an extra control, we analysed fourmutants
that specifically affect the rate of apical constriction in otherwise nor-
mally cellularized embryos and found that in all cases the flows were
well predicted by a model where apical constriction drives hydrody-
namic flowof the cytoplasm (Fig. 3g–l, ExtendedDataFigs 9 and10and
Supplementary Methods).

Tocompare cell shape changes in thewild type andacellular embryos
directly, we plotted virtual cells onto the flow field and tracked their
motion over time (Fig. 4a, b and SupplementaryVideo 9). Remarkably,
virtual cells in the acellular embryos undergo morphological changes
similar to those in the wild type as long as the reduced rate of apical
constriction is compensated for (Fig. 4b–f and Supplementary Video 9).
Inparticular, inboth cases, virtual cell lengthening is achievedby aquasi-
linear uniform extension of the apical portion of the cell (0–20mm)
(Fig. 4g). Thus, the region-specific changes in cell shape that normally
occur during lengthening can be produced by laminar flowof the cyto-
plasm independent of themechanical inputs fromthe basolateralmem-
branes (Fig. 4h). On the other hand, the virtual cells in the acellular
embryo do not undergo shortening or basal widening, and the furrow
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Figure 3 | Apical constriction induces cytoplasmic flow independent of
the basolateral membranes. a, Midsagittal view of embryos showing
membrane, myosin II and DNA. Top, cellularization; bottom, early
gastrulation. Scale bars, 100mm. b, The nuclear movements during ventral
furrow (arrows) formation. Scale bars, 20mm. c, Cross section of the embryos
showing Twist, myosin II andDNA. Scale bars, 50mm. d, Cross section of early
gastrulae showing membrane and adherens junctions. Scale bars, 50mm.
e, f, The velocity field and streamlines of the cytoplasmic flow. Wild type,

n5 20 embryos; acellular, n5 18 embryos. g, h, Heat maps ofVx andVy in the
acellular embryos:g, measurement; h, theoretical prediction. i, Streamlines
of themeasured (red) and deduced (blue) velocity fields. j, Relative difference in
i. k, Vx as a function of the rate of apical constriction (Vac). l, Average Vy as a
function of average Vac. m, Vx/Vac (filled circles) and Vy/Vac (open squares)
over time. Colour-coding is identical in k–m. Dashed lines, the best fit of the
ratio. Error bars, s.e.m. in k–m.
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similar to the wild type (Fig. 3b, d and Supplementary Video 7). The
pattern of the cytoplasmic flow closely resembles that in the wild type,
albeit with reduced velocity (Fig. 3e, f and Supplementary Video 8).
Crucially, the reduced flow velocity quantitatively corresponds to the
reduced rate of apical constriction (Extended Data Fig. 9i–k). There-
fore, removing the basolateral membranes does not affect the physical
response of the interior tissue to apical constriction, in strong con-
firmation of ourmodel. As an extra control, we analysed fourmutants
that specifically affect the rate of apical constriction in otherwise nor-
mally cellularized embryos and found that in all cases the flows were
well predicted by a model where apical constriction drives hydrody-
namic flowof the cytoplasm (Fig. 3g–l, ExtendedDataFigs 9 and10and
Supplementary Methods).

Tocompare cell shape changes in thewild type andacellular embryos
directly, we plotted virtual cells onto the flow field and tracked their
motion over time (Fig. 4a, b and SupplementaryVideo 9). Remarkably,
virtual cells in the acellular embryos undergo morphological changes
similar to those in the wild type as long as the reduced rate of apical
constriction is compensated for (Fig. 4b–f and Supplementary Video 9).
Inparticular, inboth cases, virtual cell lengthening is achievedby aquasi-
linear uniform extension of the apical portion of the cell (0–20mm)
(Fig. 4g). Thus, the region-specific changes in cell shape that normally
occur during lengthening can be produced by laminar flowof the cyto-
plasm independent of themechanical inputs fromthe basolateralmem-
branes (Fig. 4h). On the other hand, the virtual cells in the acellular
embryo do not undergo shortening or basal widening, and the furrow
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Figure 3 | Apical constriction induces cytoplasmic flow independent of
the basolateral membranes. a, Midsagittal view of embryos showing
membrane, myosin II and DNA. Top, cellularization; bottom, early
gastrulation. Scale bars, 100mm. b, The nuclear movements during ventral
furrow (arrows) formation. Scale bars, 20mm. c, Cross section of the embryos
showing Twist, myosin II andDNA. Scale bars, 50mm. d, Cross section of early
gastrulae showing membrane and adherens junctions. Scale bars, 50mm.
e, f, The velocity field and streamlines of the cytoplasmic flow. Wild type,

n5 20 embryos; acellular, n5 18 embryos. g, h, Heat maps ofVx andVy in the
acellular embryos:g, measurement; h, theoretical prediction. i, Streamlines
of themeasured (red) and deduced (blue) velocity fields. j, Relative difference in
i. k, Vx as a function of the rate of apical constriction (Vac). l, Average Vy as a
function of average Vac. m, Vx/Vac (filled circles) and Vy/Vac (open squares)
over time. Colour-coding is identical in k–m. Dashed lines, the best fit of the
ratio. Error bars, s.e.m. in k–m.
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similar to the wild type (Fig. 3b, d and Supplementary Video 7). The
pattern of the cytoplasmic flow closely resembles that in the wild type,
albeit with reduced velocity (Fig. 3e, f and Supplementary Video 8).
Crucially, the reduced flow velocity quantitatively corresponds to the
reduced rate of apical constriction (Extended Data Fig. 9i–k). There-
fore, removing the basolateral membranes does not affect the physical
response of the interior tissue to apical constriction, in strong con-
firmation of ourmodel. As an extra control, we analysed fourmutants
that specifically affect the rate of apical constriction in otherwise nor-
mally cellularized embryos and found that in all cases the flows were
well predicted by a model where apical constriction drives hydrody-
namic flowof the cytoplasm (Fig. 3g–l, ExtendedDataFigs 9 and10and
Supplementary Methods).

Tocompare cell shape changes in thewild type andacellular embryos
directly, we plotted virtual cells onto the flow field and tracked their
motion over time (Fig. 4a, b and SupplementaryVideo 9). Remarkably,
virtual cells in the acellular embryos undergo morphological changes
similar to those in the wild type as long as the reduced rate of apical
constriction is compensated for (Fig. 4b–f and Supplementary Video 9).
Inparticular, inboth cases, virtual cell lengthening is achievedby aquasi-
linear uniform extension of the apical portion of the cell (0–20mm)
(Fig. 4g). Thus, the region-specific changes in cell shape that normally
occur during lengthening can be produced by laminar flowof the cyto-
plasm independent of themechanical inputs fromthe basolateralmem-
branes (Fig. 4h). On the other hand, the virtual cells in the acellular
embryo do not undergo shortening or basal widening, and the furrow
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Figure 3 | Apical constriction induces cytoplasmic flow independent of
the basolateral membranes. a, Midsagittal view of embryos showing
membrane, myosin II and DNA. Top, cellularization; bottom, early
gastrulation. Scale bars, 100mm. b, The nuclear movements during ventral
furrow (arrows) formation. Scale bars, 20mm. c, Cross section of the embryos
showing Twist, myosin II andDNA. Scale bars, 50mm. d, Cross section of early
gastrulae showing membrane and adherens junctions. Scale bars, 50mm.
e, f, The velocity field and streamlines of the cytoplasmic flow. Wild type,

n5 20 embryos; acellular, n5 18 embryos. g, h, Heat maps ofVx andVy in the
acellular embryos:g, measurement; h, theoretical prediction. i, Streamlines
of themeasured (red) and deduced (blue) velocity fields. j, Relative difference in
i. k, Vx as a function of the rate of apical constriction (Vac). l, Average Vy as a
function of average Vac. m, Vx/Vac (filled circles) and Vy/Vac (open squares)
over time. Colour-coding is identical in k–m. Dashed lines, the best fit of the
ratio. Error bars, s.e.m. in k–m.
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2D cellular model:  apical constriction drives tissue scale hydrodynamic flow

• Flows of cytoplasmic beads 
and membrane bound beads 
are similar suggesting that 
cells passively respond to 
cytoplasmic flow

• The individuality of cells is 
not necessary for tissue 
hydrodynamic flow: flow in 
acellular embryo is similar 
to normal embryos

Acellular embryos
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2D cellular model:  The spatial program controlling apical cortical mechanics
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Figure 2. Illustration of early embryonic fate map. (A) Cross section of Stage 5Drosophila embryo, fluorescently
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support expression of Type III (þ and 2) target genes (See legend in part E). (D) Schematic of fate map.
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snail, sim, vnd, and ind, are produced by
high and intermediate levels of the Dor-
sal gradient. High levels of Dorsal acti-
vate snail, which leads to the localized
sim pattern via Notch signaling, whereas
intermediate levels activate vnd, vn, and
rho, which delineate the ind pattern.
The final two expression patterns, those
represented by sog and zen, are gener-
ated by the lowest levels of the gradient
(Fig. 1). The same low levels that are
sufficient to activate sog repress the ex-
pression of dpp, zen, and tolloid (26).
Thus, the Dorsal gradient generates a
total of six different patterns of gene
expression across the DV axis of the
early embryo (Fig. 3).

Of course, Dorsal does not work
alone in regulating these differential
patterns of gene expression. Many target
genes are regulated by a combination of
Dorsal, Twist, and/or Snail. High levels
of Dorsal activate twist, and the encoded
Twist basic helix–loop–helix (bHLH)
activator is distributed in a steeper gra-
dient than the input Dorsal gradient.
Dorsal and Twist jointly activate more
than half of all Dorsal target genes (27,
28). High levels of both activators are
required for induction and maintenance
of snail expression, which exhibits a tight
pattern of expression within the pre-
sumptive mesoderm (29). The encoded
zinc finger Snail repressor establishes a
sharp boundary between the presump-
tive mesoderm and neurogenic ecto-
derm (e.g., Fig. 3A) (30, 31). Several
genes are activated by low levels of Dor-
sal and Twist in lateral regions of early
embryos (e.g., Fig. 3E). The Snail re-
pressor keeps these genes off in the
mesoderm, thereby restricting their ex-
pression to the neurogenic ectoderm
where they are important for the differ-
entiation of the CNS.

To understand the regulatory basis
for the six DV expression patterns, a
large number of Dorsal target enhancers
have been identified and characterized.
Several methods have been used, includ-
ing conventional gene fusion assays
(e.g., refs. 27–29), bioinformatics meth-
ods (9, 10), and most recently, ChIP-
chip assays (7). The latter method
proved to be the most effective means
for the genomewide identification of
Dorsal target enhancers.

The experiments were done by using
Toll10b mutant embryos (32), which pos-
sess high levels of constitutive Toll sig-
naling across the entire DV axis. As a
result, there are high levels of Dorsal,
Twist, and Snail throughout the embryo
in place of the normal gradients. High
levels of Dorsal and Twist activate me-
soderm genes throughout the embryos;
the Snail repressor keeps ectodermal
genes off. As a result, all of the cells of

Fig. 1. The Dorsal nuclear gradient generates diverse thresholds of gene expression. The Dorsal gradient
regulates 60–70 target genes in a concentration-dependent manner across the DV axis of the early
embryo. The expression domains of these genes are depicted on a diagram representing a cross-section
through an early embryo. Filled green circles represent high levels of nuclear Dorsal protein, and shaded
green and yellow circles represent intermediate and low levels, respectively. At least six different
expression patterns have been identified. High levels of Dorsal activate Type 1 genes such as snail in the
presumptive mesoderm. Type 2 genes such as rho and vnd are activated by intermediate levels of Dorsal
gradient in ventral regions of the presumptive neurogenic ectoderm. In addition, type 1A and 2A
expression profiles, represented by sim and ind, depend on Notch and EGF signaling and high and
intermediate levels of the Dorsal gradient, respectively. Two type 3 expression patterns, those represented
by sogand zen, are generated by the lowest levels of the gradient. The same low levels that are sufficient
to activate sog repress the expression of dpp, zen, and tolloid. Thus, the Dorsal gradient generates three
basic transcription responses, and these three thresholds produce a total of six different patterns of gene
expression across the DV axis of the early embryo. This figure is adapted from the review by Stathopoulos
and Levine (50).
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Fig. 2. sim and ind expression patterns are variants of type 1 and type 2 threshold responses. (A)
Colocalization of snail (green) and sim (red) mRNAs in a pregastrular embryo. Sharp boundaries of snail
expression delineate dorsal limits of the presumptive mesoderm that directly contact the ventral-most cells
of the presumptive neurogenic ectoderm, the mesectoderm, where sim is expressed. The Snail repressor
leads to stable presentation of the Notch signaling ligand, Delta, in the presumptive mesoderm by
inhibiting Tom expression. The adjacent mesectoderm cells receive this Delta signal and experience Notch
signaling. Notch, in conjunction with the Dorsal and Twist gradients, triggers the expression of sim. Thus,
the sim expression pattern arises from the type 1 snail pattern, which produces a localized source of Notch
signaling. (G) Expression of ind depends on EGF signaling generated by the products of two type 2 Dorsal
target genes, vein and rho. (D) vein encodes a secreted EGF signaling ligand, whereas rho encodes a
membrane-bound protease that releases the Spitz EGF signaling ligand from ventral regions of the
neurogenic ectoderm. This notion is consistent with two experimental observations. (B and C) ind
expression (B) is lost in rho;vn double mutants (C). (E and F) Furthermore, misexpression of rho via the eve
stripe2 enhancer (E) induces ectopic expression of ind in the presumptive neurogenic ectoderm (F). Ectopic
staining is restricted to lateral regions where there are limiting amounts of the Dorsal.
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(Figure 3F,F’), while cta and RhoGEF2 are expressed ubiquitously (Figure 3G–H’) (Costa et al.,

1994; Kölsch et al., 2007; Manning et al., 2013). Orthologues of twi and sna, t48, and RhoGEF2,

along with genes encoding the GPCR ligand Fog, the receptor Mist, and the Ga subunit Cta, could

be identified in C.riparius and in major families of winged insects where genome sequence data is

available (Pterygota, Figure 3—figure supplement 1). The universal conservation of this gene set

demonstrates its evolutionary importance and suggests that it originated over 400 million years ago

(Misof et al., 2014).
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Figure 3. Mesoderm internalization in C.riparius lacks input by fog and t48. (A) Genetic regulation of mesoderm formation in D.melanogaster relays

spatial instructions provided by the transcription factors Twi and Sna to RhoGEF2-dependent activation of non-muscle myosin via a GPCR signaling

cascade with the ligand Fog, the G protein coupled receptor Mist, and its associated Ga subunit Cta; T48 functions as an apical anchor of RhoGEF2.

The expression domains for each gene are indicated in schematized transversal sections for maternal (left) and zygotic (right) contribution (blue). (B–P’)
The comparison of blastoderm expression patterns of twi (B,B’), sna (C,C’), fog (D,D’), t48 (E,E’), mist (F,F’), cta (G,G’), and RhoGEF2 (H,H’) in D.

melanogaster with the expression of the C.riparius orthologues Cri-twi (I,I’), Cri-sna (J,J’), Cri-fog1 (K,K’), Cri-fog2 (L,L’), Cri-t48 (M,M’), Cri-mist (N,N’),
Cri-cta (O,O’), and Cri-RhoGEF2 (P,P’) indicated potentially crucial differences in the expression of fog and t48 in the future mesoderm.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.18318.006

The following figure supplements are available for figure 3:

Figure supplement 1. Phylogenetic occurrence of morphogenetic key players of D.melanogaster mesoderm invagination.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.18318.007

Figure supplement 2. Evidence for maternal contribution of selected GPCR signaling components in D.melanogaster.

DOI: 10.7554/eLife.18318.008
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mechanism often depends on the context of the organism and tissue. 
During germband extension in Drosophila, elongation of the body axis 
is driven by local cell intercalation48 (Fig. 1). Cell interfaces that run 
orthogonally to the axis of extension shrink, whereas those that are 
aligned expand. These cell-interface manoeuvres (also termed T1 tran-
sitions) are achieved mainly through the remodelling of apical cell–cell 
junctions and lead to cell intercalation and the formation of multicellular 
rosettes49,50. A similar mechanism of junctional remodelling and rosette 
rearrangement underlies a number of convergent extension processes 
in vertebrate embryos, including morphogenesis of the kidney51 and 
the neural plate41,52 and formation of the chick primitive streak53. Frog 
gastrulation, arguably the archetypal example of convergent exten-
sion, was initially proposed to be driven by an alternative mechanism 
in which dynamic mediolateral cell protrusions generate tractions that 
enable cells to interdigitate through cell crawling54,55. Such a mechanism 
of cell motility is consistent with the proposal that convergent-extension 
movements are driven by collective migration during zebrafish gastrula-
tion56. However, other studies support a model in which mesodermal 
convergent extension in Xenopus is also influenced by the planar, polar-
ized contraction of mediolateral cell interfaces57, a mechanism that is 
remarkably similar to germband extension in Drosophila. It remains to 
be established whether dynamic basal protrusions, which are known 
to drive collective cell migration, play any part in convergent extension 
in these species.

Convergent extension processes share a dependence on the con-
tractile actomyosin machinery, which is recruited to defined cell–cell 
interfaces to drive coordinated cell rearrangement across the plane 
of the epithelium49,58–60. Therefore, an important question is how this 
planar, polarized recruitment of actomyosin is achieved and coordi-
nated across tissues. Notably, the core planar cell polarity pathways 
are not required for germband extension58. Instead, cell intercala-
tion is placed under the genetic control of the pair-rule transcription 
factors Eve and Runt48,58, which direct the spatial expression of a set of 
Toll-family receptors that were previously not known to have roles in 
planar cell polarity61. Three Toll receptors (Toll-2, Toll-6 and Toll-8) 
are expressed in overlapping patterns along the anterior–posterior 

axis, which results in cells expressing a code comprised of various 
combinations of Toll receptors61. Heterophilic interactions between 
neighbouring cells with differing compositions of Toll receptors break 
cell symmetry to promote the planar, polarized localization of acto-
myosin and cell intercalation. Therefore, the genetic regulation of tissue 
elongation is achieved again by the patterned expression of key interac-
tors that drive changes in the subcellular localization of the ubiquitous 
contractile actomyosin apparatus.

Emerging principles of tissue shaping
A general mechanistic logic for the genetic regulation of tissue shap-
ing is beginning to emerge, owing to work on a number of models. 
Although the processes that shape tissues are controlled in space and 
time by specific programs of gene regulation, the generation of shape 
itself is achieved through a more standard set of cellular machinery. 
This toolbox includes the contractile actomyosin system, adherens junc-
tions and the polarity complexes that provide positional information 
in cells. Many of these players, including actomyosin, are required for 
a variety of basic cellular processes, which means that they are not gen-
erally the targets of tissue-specific gene regulation. Rather, it is precise 
changes in the subcellular localization and activity of these ubiquitously 
expressed machines that determine whether a tissue folds through api-
cal constriction or extends through convergent extension. Direct links 
between these two levels of shape control — gene expression and the 
universal cell-shaping apparatus — are provided by interacting proteins 
that ‘plug in’ to generate tissue-specific patterns of actomyosin localiza-
tion and resultant shape changes. For example, actomyosin-mediated 
activity is recruited specifically to the apical domains of cells through 
the local expression of intracellular regulators, including Fog and T48 
in invertebrates and Shroom3 in vertebrates, to drive apical constriction 
and tissue-scale folding. In other contexts, actomyosin contractility is 
increased at specific cell–cell interfaces in the plane of the epithelium 
through the expression of regulators of planar polarity signalling such 
as Celsr1 (ref. 62) and Ptk7 (ref. 52) in vertebrates, or Toll receptors in 
Drosophila61, to drive cell intercalation and tissue elongation.

In many of the examples elucidated so far, the mechanism that links 

Figure 2 | Cellular regulation of apical constriction and cell 
intercalation. a, Apical constriction in the Drosophila mesoderm. Twist 
activates the expression of the genes fog, T48 and traf4 and Snail activates 
Mist and represses genes from the Bearded family. The effects of the protein 
products of these genes on globally expressed components (grey and brown) 
are shown at their sites of action at the apical cell cortex (a layer of actin and 
myosin at the inner cell periphery) or outside the cell. The secreted ligand Fog 
activates RhoGEF–Rho signalling through the G-protein-coupled receptor 
Mist. The Rho–Rok complex activates myosin and regulates the junctional 
actin cytoskeleton through Diaphanous (Dia). The Twist-target Traf4 
associates physically with β-catenin (β-cat) and contributes to the efficient 
relocalization of the adherens junctions to the apical region of the cell. Ric-8 

(also known as Synembryn) supports the apical localization of Concertina 
(Cta). Tyrosine-protein kinase Abl inhibits Enabled (Ena) in the mesoderm 
to provide a functional cortical actin cytoskeleton. For the E3 ubiquitin 
ligase Neuralized (Neur) to be active, the expression of Bearded (Brd) has 
to be inhibited in the mesoderm. This enables the apical relocalization of 
adherens junctions through an unknown mechanism. b, Apical constriction 
in vertebrates. In Xenopus, the transcription factor Pitx directly activates 
Shroom3 expression in the gut, whereas the transcription factor Pax-6 is 
required for Shroom3 expression in lens cells. Shroom3 is recruited to the 
apical region of the cell through the protein’s actin-binding domain, and the 
Shroom Domain 2 of Shroom3 recruits ROCK. In lens cells, p120–N-cadherin 
can recruit Shroom3 to adherens junctions.

a Ventral furrow b Vertebrate gut or eye
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2D cellular model:  The spatial program controlling apical cortical mechanics

The pathway:  
Positional information and spatial activation of Myosin2

Programmed tissue invagination: Gastrulation
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Drosophila mesoderm development

if the width of the prospective mesoderm is decreased to one
or two cells by alterations in the maternal positional informa-
tion (Fig. 1M shows a section through an embryo derived from
a mother carrying weak mutant alleles of the dorsal group gene
spätzle), these cells still constrict apically and their nuclei
migrate basally. Thus, no large-scale cooperation of mesoderm
cells is required to allow invagination, but small foci of cells
anywhere in the mesodermal region can initiate invagination
by themselves. 

Induction of ectopic mesoderm by transplantation of
cytoplasm
The results described so far show that individual cells or small

patches of cells undergo the shape changes normally seen
during ventral furrow formation and invaginate, even in the
absence of a complete ventral furrow. However, these cells
were always situated in the region of the egg where the furrow
is normally formed. Therefore, they do not preclude the possi-
bility that other parameters of the ventral region of the egg,
like its shape, or the properties of the ventral cytoplasm or the
underlying yolk, are partly responsible for the invagination of
ventral cells (as in frogs, where the yolk in the vegetal hemi-
sphere influences the cell shapes at the invaginating dorsal lip
(Gerhart and Keller, 1986; Hardin and Keller, 1988)). The
following experiments show that this is not the case. Embryos
derived from mothers mutant for the gene Toll are dorsalized
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and have no cells with ventral fates. Ventral fates can be re-
established in such embryos by the injection of wild-type
cytoplasm, and ventral fates and gene expression are induced
ectopically at the site of injection (Anderson et al., 1985; Roth,
1993). Fig. 2 shows such embryos at the stage of ventral furrow
formation. We deposited the injected cytoplasm in different
shapes and in different places in the embryo. This results in the
expression of zygotic ventral genes in the region where the
cytoplasm was placed, and the repression of dorsal genes at
and around that site (Roth, 1993). The areas expressing ventral
genes form invaginations, with the shape of the invagination
depending on the shape of ectopic ventral gene expression.
Long patches form furrows, which can lie perpendicular to the
normal direction of the ventral furrow, and even on the dorsal
side of the embryo. Round patches form pit-like invaginations.
The cell shapes in these invaginations resemble the shapes in
normal ventral furrows. However, unlike most normal ventral
furrow cells, or cells in oblong patches,which can begin their
apical constriction isometrically but end up wedge-shaped
(Sweeton et al., 1991), cells in round invaginations end up
cone-shaped. This shows that the final cell shape depends on
the shape of the primordium and not on the shape of the
embryo. The size and shape of the furrow is only determined
by the size and shape of the patch of cells expressing ventral-
specific genes. These findings, together with the apparently sto-

chastic behaviour of prospective mesodermal cells (Kam et al.,
1991), suggests that each cell can undergo its developmental
program, including shape changes, autonomously, but that the
final shape of each cell is partly influenced by the cell’s neigh-
bours.

Gene expression at the border of the mesoderm
In wild-type embryos, the prospective mesoderm is bordered
on each side by a line of mesectodermal cells which express
the gene singleminded (sim; Fig. 3) (Crews et al., 1988). The
development of these cells and the expression of sim depends
on both twist and snail. No mesectodermal cells are found in
twist snail double mutants, and sim and other mesectodermal
genes and enhancer traps are not expressed (Rushlow and
Arora, 1990; Kosman et al., 1991; Leptin, 1991). However,
patches of wild-type prospective mesoderm cells in twist snail
mutants are surrounded by a ring of sim-expression (Fig. 3).
Thus the patch of donor mesodermal cells organizes gene
expression patterns resembling the wild-type situation. 

We wanted to know whether, like in the wild type, sim was
expressed in the cells adjacent to the mesoderm (in this case,
in the mutant host cells), or in the mesodermal cells (the trans-
planted wild-type cells). To test this, we used hosts containing
a lacZ gene controlled by sim regulatory elements (Nambu et
al., 1990). β-galactosidase from this sim-lacZ construct is

M. Leptin and S. Roth

Fig. 2. Mesoderm induced in maternally dorsalized embryos by injection of wild-type cytoplasm. Eggs from mothers mutant for the gene Toll
(Tl5BRE/Df(3R)roXB3) were injected with cytoplasm from wild-type eggs. The cytoplasm was deposited in various locations and shapes, the
embryos were left to develop until the beginning of gastrulation and were then fixed and stained with anti-twist antibodies. (A) Dorsal view of
an embryo with a furrow along the left-right axis across the dorsal side of the embryo. (B) Lateral view of an embryo with a round invagination
on the ventral side, seen in optical cross section. (C,D) Details of two other embryos: a furrow in optical cross section and a pit-shaped
invagination.
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Fig. 2. Mesoderm induced in maternally dorsalized embryos by injection of wild-type cytoplasm. Eggs from mothers mutant for the gene Toll
(Tl5BRE/Df(3R)roXB3) were injected with cytoplasm from wild-type eggs. The cytoplasm was deposited in various locations and shapes, the
embryos were left to develop until the beginning of gastrulation and were then fixed and stained with anti-twist antibodies. (A) Dorsal view of
an embryo with a furrow along the left-right axis across the dorsal side of the embryo. (B) Lateral view of an embryo with a round invagination
on the ventral side, seen in optical cross section. (C,D) Details of two other embryos: a furrow in optical cross section and a pit-shaped
invagination.
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snail, sim, vnd, and ind, are produced by
high and intermediate levels of the Dor-
sal gradient. High levels of Dorsal acti-
vate snail, which leads to the localized
sim pattern via Notch signaling, whereas
intermediate levels activate vnd, vn, and
rho, which delineate the ind pattern.
The final two expression patterns, those
represented by sog and zen, are gener-
ated by the lowest levels of the gradient
(Fig. 1). The same low levels that are
sufficient to activate sog repress the ex-
pression of dpp, zen, and tolloid (26).
Thus, the Dorsal gradient generates a
total of six different patterns of gene
expression across the DV axis of the
early embryo (Fig. 3).

Of course, Dorsal does not work
alone in regulating these differential
patterns of gene expression. Many target
genes are regulated by a combination of
Dorsal, Twist, and/or Snail. High levels
of Dorsal activate twist, and the encoded
Twist basic helix–loop–helix (bHLH)
activator is distributed in a steeper gra-
dient than the input Dorsal gradient.
Dorsal and Twist jointly activate more
than half of all Dorsal target genes (27,
28). High levels of both activators are
required for induction and maintenance
of snail expression, which exhibits a tight
pattern of expression within the pre-
sumptive mesoderm (29). The encoded
zinc finger Snail repressor establishes a
sharp boundary between the presump-
tive mesoderm and neurogenic ecto-
derm (e.g., Fig. 3A) (30, 31). Several
genes are activated by low levels of Dor-
sal and Twist in lateral regions of early
embryos (e.g., Fig. 3E). The Snail re-
pressor keeps these genes off in the
mesoderm, thereby restricting their ex-
pression to the neurogenic ectoderm
where they are important for the differ-
entiation of the CNS.

To understand the regulatory basis
for the six DV expression patterns, a
large number of Dorsal target enhancers
have been identified and characterized.
Several methods have been used, includ-
ing conventional gene fusion assays
(e.g., refs. 27–29), bioinformatics meth-
ods (9, 10), and most recently, ChIP-
chip assays (7). The latter method
proved to be the most effective means
for the genomewide identification of
Dorsal target enhancers.

The experiments were done by using
Toll10b mutant embryos (32), which pos-
sess high levels of constitutive Toll sig-
naling across the entire DV axis. As a
result, there are high levels of Dorsal,
Twist, and Snail throughout the embryo
in place of the normal gradients. High
levels of Dorsal and Twist activate me-
soderm genes throughout the embryos;
the Snail repressor keeps ectodermal
genes off. As a result, all of the cells of

Fig. 1. The Dorsal nuclear gradient generates diverse thresholds of gene expression. The Dorsal gradient
regulates 60–70 target genes in a concentration-dependent manner across the DV axis of the early
embryo. The expression domains of these genes are depicted on a diagram representing a cross-section
through an early embryo. Filled green circles represent high levels of nuclear Dorsal protein, and shaded
green and yellow circles represent intermediate and low levels, respectively. At least six different
expression patterns have been identified. High levels of Dorsal activate Type 1 genes such as snail in the
presumptive mesoderm. Type 2 genes such as rho and vnd are activated by intermediate levels of Dorsal
gradient in ventral regions of the presumptive neurogenic ectoderm. In addition, type 1A and 2A
expression profiles, represented by sim and ind, depend on Notch and EGF signaling and high and
intermediate levels of the Dorsal gradient, respectively. Two type 3 expression patterns, those represented
by sogand zen, are generated by the lowest levels of the gradient. The same low levels that are sufficient
to activate sog repress the expression of dpp, zen, and tolloid. Thus, the Dorsal gradient generates three
basic transcription responses, and these three thresholds produce a total of six different patterns of gene
expression across the DV axis of the early embryo. This figure is adapted from the review by Stathopoulos
and Levine (50).

A B C

G

D E F

Fig. 2. sim and ind expression patterns are variants of type 1 and type 2 threshold responses. (A)
Colocalization of snail (green) and sim (red) mRNAs in a pregastrular embryo. Sharp boundaries of snail
expression delineate dorsal limits of the presumptive mesoderm that directly contact the ventral-most cells
of the presumptive neurogenic ectoderm, the mesectoderm, where sim is expressed. The Snail repressor
leads to stable presentation of the Notch signaling ligand, Delta, in the presumptive mesoderm by
inhibiting Tom expression. The adjacent mesectoderm cells receive this Delta signal and experience Notch
signaling. Notch, in conjunction with the Dorsal and Twist gradients, triggers the expression of sim. Thus,
the sim expression pattern arises from the type 1 snail pattern, which produces a localized source of Notch
signaling. (G) Expression of ind depends on EGF signaling generated by the products of two type 2 Dorsal
target genes, vein and rho. (D) vein encodes a secreted EGF signaling ligand, whereas rho encodes a
membrane-bound protease that releases the Spitz EGF signaling ligand from ventral regions of the
neurogenic ectoderm. This notion is consistent with two experimental observations. (B and C) ind
expression (B) is lost in rho;vn double mutants (C). (E and F) Furthermore, misexpression of rho via the eve
stripe2 enhancer (E) induces ectopic expression of ind in the presumptive neurogenic ectoderm (F). Ectopic
staining is restricted to lateral regions where there are limiting amounts of the Dorsal.
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contraction and expansion of the surface area, as seen during
dorsal closure43, or of contraction and stabilization, as seen
during ventral furrow formation44. The apical constrictions
induced by optogenetic stimulation of RhoGEF2 displayed a
monotonic increase and decrease in the constriction rate over a
period of ~8 min (Fig. 2h) without showing any obvious pulsatile
behavior in a cell-by-cell analysis of the constriction rate (Fig. 2i),
thus arguing that the average contractile behavior did not obscure
any underlying individual pulsatile behavior. Our initial photo-

activation protocol was based on a continuous and synchronous
administration of light, which might override any potential pul-
satile behavior induced by endogenous biochemical or mechan-
ical processes downstream of Rho signaling. Therefore, we
monitored apical constriction under different illumination con-
ditions. First, we tested whether changing the frequency of illu-
mination without modifying the laser power (10 mW) would be
sufficient to elicit pulsatile constrictions. The results from these
experiments demonstrated that, at intervals of ~55 s of
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Fig. 1 Light-mediated recruitment of RhoGEF2 at the plasma membrane causes tissue-level responses. a Schematic illustration of the CRY2/CIBN
optogenetic system used for controlling plasma membrane recruitment of the Rho1 activator RhoGEF2 during early Drosophila embryogenesis. The DHPH
catalytic domain of the GTP Exchange factor RhoGEF2 was fused to the light-sensitive PHR domain of CRY2 and either tagged with mCherry or left without
a fluorescent tag. In the absence of light, RhoGEF2-CRY2::mCherry localizes to the cytoplasm (left). Upon two-photon illumination, CRY2 undergoes a
specific conformational change and binds to the plasma membrane anchor CIBN::pmGFP (right). At the plasma membrane, RhoGEF2-CRY2::mCherry
triggers activation of Rho1 and its downstream effectors. b Cartoon illustrating the experimental setup used in this study. Stage 5 Drosophila melanogaster
embryos expressing the optogenetic module were mounted with their dorsal epithelium facing the coverslip, and a region of interest (ROI) of the desired
geometrical pattern (left) was defined to delimit the area of two-photon illumination. The plane of activation was restricted to the junctional plane at 4 µm
from the apical side of the epithelium (right top); over time photo-activated cells disappeared from the plane of acquisition (right bottom). c–k Confocal still
frames from time-lapse recordings of three representative embryos (N= 9) co-expressing CIBN::pmGFP and RhoGEF2-CRY2::mCherry. Images are
presented as integrated intensity projections of 3 µm. c In the absence of blue-light (~20 s before photo-activation), RhoGEF2-CRY2::mCherry localizes to
the cytoplasm. Inset shows the plasma membrane localization of CIBN::pmGFP at the time of photo-activation using two-photon illumination. d RhoGEF2-
CRY2::mCherry recruitment to the plasma membrane was restricted to the imposed circular area after eight consecutive rounds of photo-activation for a
total time of 2 s. In depth, the area of activation was restricted to three consecutive z-stacks centered at 4 µm from the apices of the cells. Inset represents
a magnification of the activated area. e Sustained photo-activation was alternated with mCherry excitation and recorded in intervals of ~21 s. After ~5 min, a
hollow matching the geometrical pattern of photo-activation formed on the dorsal epithelium as photo-activated cells disappeared from the plane of
acquisition. Similar experiments were carried out with a triangle (f–h) and a square (i–k). Scale bars are 10 µm
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contraction and expansion of the surface area, as seen during
dorsal closure43, or of contraction and stabilization, as seen
during ventral furrow formation44. The apical constrictions
induced by optogenetic stimulation of RhoGEF2 displayed a
monotonic increase and decrease in the constriction rate over a
period of ~8 min (Fig. 2h) without showing any obvious pulsatile
behavior in a cell-by-cell analysis of the constriction rate (Fig. 2i),
thus arguing that the average contractile behavior did not obscure
any underlying individual pulsatile behavior. Our initial photo-

activation protocol was based on a continuous and synchronous
administration of light, which might override any potential pul-
satile behavior induced by endogenous biochemical or mechan-
ical processes downstream of Rho signaling. Therefore, we
monitored apical constriction under different illumination con-
ditions. First, we tested whether changing the frequency of illu-
mination without modifying the laser power (10 mW) would be
sufficient to elicit pulsatile constrictions. The results from these
experiments demonstrated that, at intervals of ~55 s of
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Fig. 1 Light-mediated recruitment of RhoGEF2 at the plasma membrane causes tissue-level responses. a Schematic illustration of the CRY2/CIBN
optogenetic system used for controlling plasma membrane recruitment of the Rho1 activator RhoGEF2 during early Drosophila embryogenesis. The DHPH
catalytic domain of the GTP Exchange factor RhoGEF2 was fused to the light-sensitive PHR domain of CRY2 and either tagged with mCherry or left without
a fluorescent tag. In the absence of light, RhoGEF2-CRY2::mCherry localizes to the cytoplasm (left). Upon two-photon illumination, CRY2 undergoes a
specific conformational change and binds to the plasma membrane anchor CIBN::pmGFP (right). At the plasma membrane, RhoGEF2-CRY2::mCherry
triggers activation of Rho1 and its downstream effectors. b Cartoon illustrating the experimental setup used in this study. Stage 5 Drosophila melanogaster
embryos expressing the optogenetic module were mounted with their dorsal epithelium facing the coverslip, and a region of interest (ROI) of the desired
geometrical pattern (left) was defined to delimit the area of two-photon illumination. The plane of activation was restricted to the junctional plane at 4 µm
from the apical side of the epithelium (right top); over time photo-activated cells disappeared from the plane of acquisition (right bottom). c–k Confocal still
frames from time-lapse recordings of three representative embryos (N= 9) co-expressing CIBN::pmGFP and RhoGEF2-CRY2::mCherry. Images are
presented as integrated intensity projections of 3 µm. c In the absence of blue-light (~20 s before photo-activation), RhoGEF2-CRY2::mCherry localizes to
the cytoplasm. Inset shows the plasma membrane localization of CIBN::pmGFP at the time of photo-activation using two-photon illumination. d RhoGEF2-
CRY2::mCherry recruitment to the plasma membrane was restricted to the imposed circular area after eight consecutive rounds of photo-activation for a
total time of 2 s. In depth, the area of activation was restricted to three consecutive z-stacks centered at 4 µm from the apices of the cells. Inset represents
a magnification of the activated area. e Sustained photo-activation was alternated with mCherry excitation and recorded in intervals of ~21 s. After ~5 min, a
hollow matching the geometrical pattern of photo-activation formed on the dorsal epithelium as photo-activated cells disappeared from the plane of
acquisition. Similar experiments were carried out with a triangle (f–h) and a square (i–k). Scale bars are 10 µm
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illumination, cells displayed a pulsatile behavior (Fig. 3a and
Supplementary Movie 4), whereas at intervals below and above
this value, cells either did not constrict or constricted con-
tinuously and invaginated. At 55 s intervals, activated cells dis-
played cycles of apical constriction and expansion with a mean
period of 157 ± 63 s (Fig. 3d), that lasted for about 10 min before
endogenous gastrulation movements caused cells to move away
from the photo-activation plane, making them untrackable for a
longer period of time. This contractile behavior was not sufficient
to cause tissue internalization but rather resembled the pulsatile

behavior of amnioserosa cells during dorsal closure or that of
ventral cells in twist or fog mutant embryos, which lack the sta-
bilization phase and fail to invaginate44. However, differently
from these two conditions, constrictions induced by pulsed illu-
mination were synchronized. Cells constricted and relaxed in
phase as demonstrated by the preservation of oscillatory behavior
even after averaging out time-course measurements of multiple
cells (Fig. 3a–c). Considering the reversion kinetics of the CRY2/
CIB1 system (T1/2~5 min)32,40, it is unlikely that an administra-
tion of light at 55 s intervals was directly inducing contraction
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2D cellular model:  The spatial program controlling apical cortical mechanics
                             and invagination

• Optogenetic activation of the 
Rho1GTP pathway

• Rho1 activation causes MyosinII 
activation cell autonomously

Programmed tissue invagination: Gastrulation

contraction and expansion of the surface area, as seen during
dorsal closure43, or of contraction and stabilization, as seen
during ventral furrow formation44. The apical constrictions
induced by optogenetic stimulation of RhoGEF2 displayed a
monotonic increase and decrease in the constriction rate over a
period of ~8 min (Fig. 2h) without showing any obvious pulsatile
behavior in a cell-by-cell analysis of the constriction rate (Fig. 2i),
thus arguing that the average contractile behavior did not obscure
any underlying individual pulsatile behavior. Our initial photo-

activation protocol was based on a continuous and synchronous
administration of light, which might override any potential pul-
satile behavior induced by endogenous biochemical or mechan-
ical processes downstream of Rho signaling. Therefore, we
monitored apical constriction under different illumination con-
ditions. First, we tested whether changing the frequency of illu-
mination without modifying the laser power (10 mW) would be
sufficient to elicit pulsatile constrictions. The results from these
experiments demonstrated that, at intervals of ~55 s of
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Fig. 1 Light-mediated recruitment of RhoGEF2 at the plasma membrane causes tissue-level responses. a Schematic illustration of the CRY2/CIBN
optogenetic system used for controlling plasma membrane recruitment of the Rho1 activator RhoGEF2 during early Drosophila embryogenesis. The DHPH
catalytic domain of the GTP Exchange factor RhoGEF2 was fused to the light-sensitive PHR domain of CRY2 and either tagged with mCherry or left without
a fluorescent tag. In the absence of light, RhoGEF2-CRY2::mCherry localizes to the cytoplasm (left). Upon two-photon illumination, CRY2 undergoes a
specific conformational change and binds to the plasma membrane anchor CIBN::pmGFP (right). At the plasma membrane, RhoGEF2-CRY2::mCherry
triggers activation of Rho1 and its downstream effectors. b Cartoon illustrating the experimental setup used in this study. Stage 5 Drosophila melanogaster
embryos expressing the optogenetic module were mounted with their dorsal epithelium facing the coverslip, and a region of interest (ROI) of the desired
geometrical pattern (left) was defined to delimit the area of two-photon illumination. The plane of activation was restricted to the junctional plane at 4 µm
from the apical side of the epithelium (right top); over time photo-activated cells disappeared from the plane of acquisition (right bottom). c–k Confocal still
frames from time-lapse recordings of three representative embryos (N= 9) co-expressing CIBN::pmGFP and RhoGEF2-CRY2::mCherry. Images are
presented as integrated intensity projections of 3 µm. c In the absence of blue-light (~20 s before photo-activation), RhoGEF2-CRY2::mCherry localizes to
the cytoplasm. Inset shows the plasma membrane localization of CIBN::pmGFP at the time of photo-activation using two-photon illumination. d RhoGEF2-
CRY2::mCherry recruitment to the plasma membrane was restricted to the imposed circular area after eight consecutive rounds of photo-activation for a
total time of 2 s. In depth, the area of activation was restricted to three consecutive z-stacks centered at 4 µm from the apices of the cells. Inset represents
a magnification of the activated area. e Sustained photo-activation was alternated with mCherry excitation and recorded in intervals of ~21 s. After ~5 min, a
hollow matching the geometrical pattern of photo-activation formed on the dorsal epithelium as photo-activated cells disappeared from the plane of
acquisition. Similar experiments were carried out with a triangle (f–h) and a square (i–k). Scale bars are 10 µm
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Live imaging and photo-activation experiments, as well as image acquisition of
TUNEL and antibody staining, were carried out at 20 °C with a Zeiss LSM 780
NLO confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss) equipped with a 561 diode laser, an argon
laser, and a tunable two-photon laser (690–1040 nm) (Chameleon; Coherent, Inc.).
A 40×/NA 1.1 water immersion objective (Carl Zeiss) was used for image
acquisition. For sample location, bright field illumination was filtered through a
Deep Amber lighting filter (Cabledelight, Ltd.). The microscope was controlled
through the Zen Black software (Carl Zeiss) whereas photo-activation protocols
were carried out with the Pipeline Constructor Macro49. For all experiments, an
initial mCherry frame was acquired prior to activation (acquisition at 561 nm) and
followed by time-lapse recording of alternating mCherry and local two-photon
excitations. For experiments in which transversal cross-sections are shown,
a z-stack comprising the dorsal epithelium was acquired (69 planes, 1 µm spacing)
in mCherry during photo-activation and in GFP posterior to photo-activation.
Local two-photon photo-activation was achieved at 950 nm with laser power
set to 10 mW and scanning direction set to bidirectional yielding a pixel dwell of
1.27 µs. Unless otherwise stated, these settings were maintained throughout
experiments. Laser power measurements are reported as measured at 1 cm from
the objective.

For assessing the effect of RhoGEF2-CRY2::mCherry plasma-membrane
recruitment, the dorsal epithelium was activated within the given ROI (circle,
triangle, square) and limited to three consecutive z-stacks (1 µm spacing) centered
at 4 µm from the apical-most plane. An initial mCherry stack was acquired
followed by eight consecutive rounds of two-photon activation for a total
effective illumination time of 2 s (~257 ms per illumination round at 10 mW laser

power). Subsequently, a time-lapse recording of alternated mCherry and local
two-photon excitation was acquired. The time between two-photon excitations
was 21 s.

In order to follow apical constriction, myosin II dynamics, and any potential
induction of apoptosis upon photo-activation, a ROI of activation on the dorsal
epithelium was designed. An initial mCherry frame was acquired prior to photo-
activation followed by a time-lapse recording of alternating mCherry and local two-
photon excitations. The region for photo-activation was limited to three
consecutive z-stacks (1 µm spacing) centered at 4 µm from the apical-most plane.
During each round of activation, depending on the size of the region, a z-stack was
excited for a total effective illumination time between 152 and 380 ms per pulse, at
a laser power of 10 mW. The time between two-photon excitations was between 13
and 24 s.

In order to test the extent to which synthetic furrow could be induced to
internalize, to determine the extent of z-spreading of RhoGEF2-CRY2::mCherry
recruitment and myosin II accumulation, the same protocol as described above was
employed with the following modifications. The ROI was manually adjusted to fit
the initial area of activated cells as they moved away from the focal plane and
constrict their apical area. As the epithelium folded inwards, the central plane of
photo-activation was manually adjusted to fit the first four micrometers from the
cells’ apical-most plane.

Induction of pulsatile contractions. For discontinuous photo-activation, a ROI
was activated in three consecutive z-stacks (1 µm spacing) centered at 4 µm from
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Fig. 5 Sustained RhoGEF2 optogenetic activation is sufficient to drive a complete invagination. a–i Confocal images of three individual embryos co-
expressing CIBN::pmGFP, RhoGEF2-CRY2, and Hist2A::mRFP as nuclear marker. Within a rectangular on the dorsal epithelium, two-photon illumination
was restricted to three consecutive z-stacks (1 µm spacing) centered at 4 µm from the apical-most plane, and excited for ~152 ms during each acquisition
round. Sustained photo-activation was alternated with mCherry excitation at intervals of ~13 s. As the epithelium folded inwards, continuous two-photo-
activation was achieved by manually adjusting the ROI such that illumination was restricted to the initial group of photo-activated cells. In addition, the
focal plane of activation was manually rectified to match the cells’ apical-most plane. At the indicated time points, a z-stack comprising the dorsal
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at a depth of 4 µm. e Apices of activated cells at a depth of 14 µm. f Cross-section view of the activated area. g–i Three views of the dorsal epithelium after
12:59min of continuous activation. g Surface view of the dorsal epithelium at a depth of 4 µm. h Apices of activated cells at a depth of 17 µm. i Cross-
section view of the activated area. Dashed lines indicate the depths at which surface views were acquired (left and middle panels). Scale bars, 10 µm
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2D cellular model:  The spatial program controlling apical cortical mechanics
                             and invagination

• Optogenetic activation of 
the Rho1GTP pathway 
causes complete tissue 
invagination, suggesting that 
apical contractility is 
sufficient for complete 
invagination

Programmed tissue invagination: Gastrulation
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Apical constriction drives tissue-scale
hydrodynamic flow to mediate cell elongation
Bing He1*, Konstantin Doubrovinski1*, Oleg Polyakov2 & Eric Wieschaus1,3

Epithelial foldingmediated by apical constriction converts flat epi-
thelial sheets intomultilayered, complex tissue structures and isused
throughoutdevelopment inmost animals1. Little is known,however,
about how forces produced near the apical surface of the tissue are
transmittedwithin individual cells to generate the global changes in
cell shape that characterize tissue deformation. Here we apply par-
ticle tracking velocimetry in gastrulating Drosophila embryos to
measure themovement of cytoplasm and plasmamembrane during
ventral furrow formation2,3. We find that cytoplasmic redistribu-
tion during the lengthening phase of ventral furrow formation can
be precisely described by viscous flows that quantitativelymatch the

predictionsof hydrodynamics.Cellmembranesmovewith the ambi-
ent cytoplasm,with little resistance to, or driving force on, the flow.
Strikingly, apical constriction produces similar flow patterns in
mutant embryos that fail to formcells before gastrulation (‘acellular’
embryos), such that the global redistribution of cytoplasm mirrors
the summed redistribution occurring in individual cells ofwild-type
embryos. Our results indicate that during the lengthening phase
of ventral furrow formation, hydrodynamic behaviour of the cyto-
plasm provides the predominant mechanism transmitting apically
generated forces deep into the tissue and that cell individualization
is dispensable.

*These authors contributed equally to this work.

1 Department of Molecular Biology, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA. 2 Department of Physics, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA. 3 Howard Hughes Medical
Institute, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey 08544, USA.
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16 CHAPTER 1. A GALLERY OF SHAPES
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Figure 1.12: Tissue invagination.
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Figure 1.13: Tissue viscoelasticity.
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Fig 1A). This system allows for the selective stimulation of Rho

signaling at the apical surface of Drosophila epithelial cells, resulting

in the apical accumulation and activation of myosin-II in a light-

dependent manner (Izquierdo et al, 2018). Using this method, we

set up conditions to achieve an increase in myosin-II levels at the

basal surface of ventral cells (Fig 1B) corresponding to the amount

that is lost during invagination. Quantification of myosin-II levels

revealed a half-maximal reduction of ~3.5-fold at 5 min after the

onset of ventral furrow initiation (Fig 1C and D and Movie EV1).

However, during that time myosin-II levels dropped also at the basal
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surface of lateral ectodermal cells of ~1.5-fold, resulting in a net

reduction of ~2-fold in the mesoderm (Fig 1D). Therefore, in order

to not exceed the levels of myosin-II present in lateral ectodermal

cells, we established conditions that would allow an increase in

myosin-II levels at the basal surface of invaginating cells of about 2-

fold. To facilitate optogenetic calibration, we focused on the dorsal

epithelium at the end of cellularization, as this tissue is not internal-

ized and does not move at this stage. Embryos co-expressing the

catalytic domain of RhoGEF2 fused to the light-sensitive protein

domain CRY2 (RhoGEF2-CRY2), together with the N-terminal

domain of the CRY2 binding partner CIB1, which also contained a

plasma membrane anchor and GFP (CIBN::pmGFP), were photo-

activated using two-photon illumination (k = 950 nm) at the basal

surface of the cells for a total volume of 5 lm. Under the established

conditions, corresponding to a laser power of 13 mW and a scan-

ning time of 60 s at 95 s intervals, myosin-II levels (visualized by

the Sqh::mCherry probe; Fig 1E–H and Movie EV2) increased by

~1.6-fold over the course of 6 min (Fig 1I). During that time,

myosin-II remained tightly localized at the basal surface of the cells,

with a maximum spreading along the apico-basal axis (z-spreading)

from the most basal plane of ~4 lm (Fig 1G and H and Movie EV3).

This value was only slightly higher than non-activated control cells

(Fig 1J), demonstrating the efficacy of this protocol in the selective

up-regulate of myosin-II at the base. Consistently, RhoGEF2-CRY2

(RhoGEF2-CRY2::mCherry) displayed similar level of up-regulation

and spatial distribution (Fig EV1A and B). Selective basal optoge-

netic activation resulted in an almost 5-fold increase in the constric-

tion rate of the actomyosin rings present at the base of the

cellularizing epithelium in 5 min (Fig 1K). To exclude the possibility

that the increased actomyosin ring constriction caused a loss of

basal tissue integrity, we compared the density of actomyosin rings

inside and outside the photo-activation area. The result of this
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Figure 2. Stabilization of basal myosin-II inhibits ventral furrow formation despite normal apical myosin-II accumulation.

Ventral furrow formation was inhibited upon photo-stabilization of myosin-II levels at the cell base. Embryos co-expressing the optogenetic module and themyosin-II probe
Sqh::mCh were mounted with the ventral tissue facing the objective. A region of photo-activation (two-photon k = 950 nm) was defined at the cell base in the anterior half
of the embryo, and whole-cell myosin-II signal was recorded (confocal setup; k = 561 nm) in an alternating fashion. Scale bars, 20 lm.

A Top view showing apical myosin-II 10 min after the initial activation. While cells in the non-activated region have internalized and disappeared from the apical
focal planes (right), cells in the activated region failed to internalize despite showing myosin-II accumulation at the apical surface (left). Red and blue dotted lines
indicate the location of the cross-sectional panels displayed in (C) and (D).

B Quantification of apical myosin-II levels demonstrates that the defects in tissue invagination were not due to impaired apical myosin-II accumulation as the
average apical myosin-II level per cell did not significantly differ between the non-activated (NR) and activated region (AR). The intensity values were normalized
using the median value of the combined cell population in the NR and AR (N = 3 embryos; nNR: 94, nAR: 78). Significances (by two-sample t-test): n.s. indicates no
statistically significant differences. In each box plot, the central mark, the bottom, and the top edge of each box indicate the median, the 25th percentile, and 75th

percentile, respectively. Whiskers extent to the most extreme data point and the “+” symbol indicates an outlier.
C, D z-projections (transverse cross section) of myosin-II time-lapse recordings of the non-activated (C) and activated region (D). While cells in the non-activated region

internalized, resulting in a complete closure of the furrow (C), stabilization of basal myosin-II levels prevented invagination (D). Scale bars, 20 lm.
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3D cellular model: increased lateral tension and basal tension relaxation induce 
tissue invagination

removed, as visualized using Viking-GFP, a green fluorescent
protein (GFP) trap in the Collagen IV α2 chain29 (Fig. 4a–h,
Supplementary Movie 5). Both H/H and H/P folds were lost
(Fig. 4a–h, Supplementary Movie 5). Moreover, wing imaginal
disc cells increased their basal area, while the apical area did not

change as strongly (Fig. 4d, h, i). This observation suggested to us
that the ECM has an impact on the basally generated tensions. To
test this hypothesis further, we ablated apical and basal cell edges
of wing imaginal discs at 72 h AEL before and after collagenase
treatment and measured the resulting recoil. The average recoil
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Lateral tension increase can also induce fold formation. This
can be outlined in a simplified picture (Fig. 8). Increased lateral
tension leads to a reduction in cell height. Since basal tension is
high, the shortened cells deform the apical surface inwards, while
the basal surface resists deformation. As the cells resist volume
changes, they widen. Conceivably, increased apical tension in the
fold cells favors further basal expansion of the fold cells (see
Supplementary Figure. 7a).

Folding requires the transition of cells from a columnar to a
wedge-shape where the apical surface is smaller than the basal
surface. Previous work has stressed the role of mechanical stresses
generated by apical actomyosin networks driving apical con-
striction during folding2,9,11. Our work shows that for the epi-
thelial folds studied here apical constriction is not important.
Instead, they rely either on the basal widening of cells due to the
decrease of basal tension or alternatively on increased lateral
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Lateral tension increase can also induce fold formation. This
can be outlined in a simplified picture (Fig. 8). Increased lateral
tension leads to a reduction in cell height. Since basal tension is
high, the shortened cells deform the apical surface inwards, while
the basal surface resists deformation. As the cells resist volume
changes, they widen. Conceivably, increased apical tension in the
fold cells favors further basal expansion of the fold cells (see
Supplementary Figure. 7a).

Folding requires the transition of cells from a columnar to a
wedge-shape where the apical surface is smaller than the basal
surface. Previous work has stressed the role of mechanical stresses
generated by apical actomyosin networks driving apical con-
striction during folding2,9,11. Our work shows that for the epi-
thelial folds studied here apical constriction is not important.
Instead, they rely either on the basal widening of cells due to the
decrease of basal tension or alternatively on increased lateral
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F-actin (UtrABD::GFP)

Programmed tissue invagination: Gastrulation

A simplified picture resulting from our mechanical analysis
of how basal tension reduction can induce fold formation is as
follows (Fig. 8 ). Higher basal tension in the cells outside the
fold compared to cells inside the fold stretches the basal surface
areas of fold cells. Consequently, fold cells widen basally and
reduce cell height to maintain cell volume. The new force
balance state is characterized by apical indentation and wedge-
shaped, shortened cells. How is ECM depletion linked to a
decrease in basal cell edge and surface tension? In one scenario,
following ECM depletion, the actomyosin network lacks

stabilization via binding to integrins, reducing the active ten-
sion it can generate with myosin molecular motors. Alter-
natively, the ECM and cortical actomyosin network, linked
together via integrins and other molecules, can be seen as a
single composite material under tension34 . Elastic straining of
the ECM, e.g. during tissue growth, could give rise to a passive
mechanical tension within the ECM. As the ECM is depleted,
the composite material is reorganized and passive ECM stress
due to ECM straining could be lost, also contributing to the
overall decrease in basal tension in the fold.
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edges, as indicated. Mean and s.e.m. are shown (n= 15 cuts) (***p < 0.001, Student’s t-test). b–g Basal (b, d, f) and cross-sectional (c, e, g) views of wing
imaginal discs at the indicated stages expressing Vkg-GFP and Indy-GFP are shown. Green and magenta arrows point to the H/H and H/P fold,
respectively. Scale bars are 10 μm. h Ratio of basal Vkg-GFP pixel intensity for H/H fold cells and neighboring cells of 72 h AEL wing imaginal discs are
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dissection to induce MMP2 expression. Scale bar is 10 μm
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A simplified picture resulting from our mechanical analysis
of how basal tension reduction can induce fold formation is as
follows (Fig. 8 ). Higher basal tension in the cells outside the
fold compared to cells inside the fold stretches the basal surface
areas of fold cells. Consequently, fold cells widen basally and
reduce cell height to maintain cell volume. The new force
balance state is characterized by apical indentation and wedge-
shaped, shortened cells. How is ECM depletion linked to a
decrease in basal cell edge and surface tension? In one scenario,
following ECM depletion, the actomyosin network lacks

stabilization via binding to integrins, reducing the active ten-
sion it can generate with myosin molecular motors. Alter-
natively, the ECM and cortical actomyosin network, linked
together via integrins and other molecules, can be seen as a
single composite material under tension34 . Elastic straining of
the ECM, e.g. during tissue growth, could give rise to a passive
mechanical tension within the ECM. As the ECM is depleted,
the composite material is reorganized and passive ECM stress
due to ECM straining could be lost, also contributing to the
overall decrease in basal tension in the fold.
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Fig. 5 Local reduction of ECM and basal tension in H/H fold. a Average recoil velocity of the two vertices at the end of an ablated cell edge in the H/H pre-
fold region within 0.25 s after ablation for wing imaginal discs of the indicated times AEL. Recoil velocities are shown for ablations of apical and basal cell
edges, as indicated. Mean and s.e.m. are shown (n= 15 cuts) (***p < 0.001, Student’s t-test). b–g Basal (b, d, f) and cross-sectional (c, e, g) views of wing
imaginal discs at the indicated stages expressing Vkg-GFP and Indy-GFP are shown. Green and magenta arrows point to the H/H and H/P fold,
respectively. Scale bars are 10 μm. h Ratio of basal Vkg-GFP pixel intensity for H/H fold cells and neighboring cells of 72 h AEL wing imaginal discs are
shown. Mean and s.e.m. are shown (n= 4 wing imaginal discs). i Average recoil velocity of the two vertices at the end of an ablated cell edge of control
cells and cells expressing MMP2 within 0.25 s after ablation. Recoil velocities are shown for ablations of apical and basal cell edges, as indicated. Mean and
s.e.m. are shown (n= 15 cuts) (***p < 0.001, Student’s t-test). jCross-sectional view of a wing imaginal disc expressing MMP2 in a stripe of cells under
control of dpp-Gal4 labeled by expression of CD8-mCherry (red). F-actin staining is shown in gray. Larvae were incubated for 24 h at 29 °C before
dissection to induce MMP2 expression. Scale bar is 10 μm
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ECM: extra-cellular matrix
Tension inferred from 

ablation relaxation

A simplified picture resulting from our mechanical analysis
of how basal tension reduction can induce fold formation is as
follows (Fig. 8 ). Higher basal tension in the cells outside the
fold compared to cells inside the fold stretches the basal surface
areas of fold cells. Consequently, fold cells widen basally and
reduce cell height to maintain cell volume. The new force
balance state is characterized by apical indentation and wedge-
shaped, shortened cells. How is ECM depletion linked to a
decrease in basal cell edge and surface tension? In one scenario,
following ECM depletion, the actomyosin network lacks

stabilization via binding to integrins, reducing the active ten-
sion it can generate with myosin molecular motors. Alter-
natively, the ECM and cortical actomyosin network, linked
together via integrins and other molecules, can be seen as a
single composite material under tension34 . Elastic straining of
the ECM, e.g. during tissue growth, could give rise to a passive
mechanical tension within the ECM. As the ECM is depleted,
the composite material is reorganized and passive ECM stress
due to ECM straining could be lost, also contributing to the
overall decrease in basal tension in the fold.
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Fig. 5 Local reduction of ECM and basal tension in H/H fold. a Average recoil velocity of the two vertices at the end of an ablated cell edge in the H/H pre-
fold region within 0.25 s after ablation for wing imaginal discs of the indicated times AEL. Recoil velocities are shown for ablations of apical and basal cell
edges, as indicated. Mean and s.e.m. are shown (n= 15 cuts) (***p < 0.001, Student’s t-test). b–g Basal (b, d, f) and cross-sectional (c, e, g) views of wing
imaginal discs at the indicated stages expressing Vkg-GFP and Indy-GFP are shown. Green and magenta arrows point to the H/H and H/P fold,
respectively. Scale bars are 10 μm. h Ratio of basal Vkg-GFP pixel intensity for H/H fold cells and neighboring cells of 72 h AEL wing imaginal discs are
shown. Mean and s.e.m. are shown (n= 4 wing imaginal discs). i Average recoil velocity of the two vertices at the end of an ablated cell edge of control
cells and cells expressing MMP2 within 0.25 s after ablation. Recoil velocities are shown for ablations of apical and basal cell edges, as indicated. Mean and
s.e.m. are shown (n= 15 cuts) (***p < 0.001, Student’s t-test). jCross-sectional view of a wing imaginal disc expressing MMP2 in a stripe of cells under
control of dpp-Gal4 labeled by expression of CD8-mCherry (red). F-actin staining is shown in gray. Larvae were incubated for 24 h at 29 °C before
dissection to induce MMP2 expression. Scale bar is 10 μm
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process. Finally, the small cell numbers mean that computer
simulations can relate force-generating mechanisms within
individual cells to the tissue- and embryo-level deformations
that they cause.

Combining 4D microscopy, experimental manipulation of
actomyosin contractility, and computer simulation, we show
that sequential deployment of active myosin to different
endoderm cell surfaces is tightly phased with, and could drive,
a 2-step sequence of endoderm cell shape changes during
invagination. Our results suggest that apical constriction alone
cannot explain either step: during Step 1, both apical endo-
derm constriction and ectoderm epiboly contribute to shaping
a tall apically narrow endoderm plate. During Step 2, it is the
interplay between circumapical and basolateral endoderm
tensions, driving apico-basal shortening around tightly main-
tained, preshrunk apices, that causes invagination itself.

Results

4D Morphometric Analysis Shows that Endoderm
Invagination Occurs in Two Distinct Steps
We began by analyzing 3D reconstructions made from serial
confocal micrographs of fixed embryos during early gastrula-
tion (between the 64- and 112-cell stages; Figure 1A, Figure S1
available online). A comparative analysis of four different
species (Ciona intestinalis, C. savignyi, Phallusia mammillata,
and Boltenia villosa; Figures 1B–1D) reveals a core sequence
of cell shape changes that are tightly phased with the
conserved pattern of cell divisions.

At the 64-cell stage, embryos are approximately spherical;
animal and vegetal cells are equal in height and there is a
very small blastocoel. Between the 64- and early 112-cell
stages (lasting w30 min; left three columns in Figures 1B–
1D), the vegetal endoderm plate flattens and shrinks its apical
surface. The animal hemisphere spreads as cells shorten
apico-basally (64- to 76-cell stages), then divide (76- to early
112-cell stage). From early to late 112-cell stage (lasting w15
min; rightmost two columns in Figures 1B–1D), the presump-
tive endoderm cells invaginate, as the whole embryo bends
inward on the vegetal side to form a pit centered on the vegetal
pole. Invagination is followed immediately by endoderm cell
cleavage, and then involution of the anterior notochord and
lateral muscle primordia ([21] and not shown). We observed
the same sequence of events in all four species with onlyminor
variations (Figures 1B–1D and data not shown; see legend for
details). The entire sequence occurs without disruption of the
epithelial nature of the endodermal plate, as shown by the
constant presence of ZO-1-positive tight junctions (Figures
S2A–S2D), and without cell rearrangements. Thus invagination
is driven solely by the cumulative effect of individual cell shape
changes.

To more precisely characterize the cell shape changes that
accompany invagination, we used 3D Virtual Embryo software
[19] to reconstruct and quantify the shapes of all cells in
fixed Ciona intestinalis embryos (Figures 2A–2I). Between the
64- and early 112-cell stages, most blastomeres underwent
significant shape changes (Figures 2A and 2B) that were
different for each hemisphere, but common to cells within a
hemisphere. The apico-basal heights of vegetal cells first
increased up to the 76-cell stage and then shortened slightly
(Figures 2D and 2E). In parallel, the apices of vegetal cells
shrunk, whereas those of animal cells remained stable or
slightly increased (Figures 2G and 2H). There was also a slight
but significant decrease in endoderm cell volume during

Step 1 (Figure S2E). The pattern of cell shape changes was
dramatically different during the 112-cell stage. During this
period, cell deformations were largely restricted to the central
part of the vegetal plate (Figure 2C) and were most pro-
nounced in the 10 endodermal precursors, which dramatically
shortened apico-basally (Figure 2F), while slightly expanding
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Figure 1. Ascidian Invagination Occurs in Two Highly Conserved Steps

(A) Animal (top) and vegetal (bottom) views of Ciona embryos showing the
positions of cell cleavages between the 64- and 76-cell (early Step 1, left),
76- and early 112-cell (late Step 1, center), and early/late 112-cell (Step 2,
right) stages. Blue bars link newly formed sister cell pairs.
(B–D) Sagittal, vegetal, and frontal views of 3D-reconstructed Ciona intesti-
nalis (B), Phallusia mammillata (C), and Boltenia villosa (D, sagittal only)
embryos at the indicated stages. Yellow, endoderm; orange, mesoderm;
red, ectoderm.
Figure S1 shows interactive 3D views of reconstructed embryos.
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their apices (Figure 2I) and maintaining constant volume
(Figure S2E).

To characterize this further, we performed high-resolution
4D live microscopy on the transparent embryos of Phallusia
focusing on representative vegetal (A7.1, endoderm pre-
cursor) and animal (a7.16, epidermis precursor) blastomeres.
Significantly, we observed sharp transitions in the direction
and/or magnitude of changes in apical surface area and
apico-basal height for both animal and vegetal precursors
that coincided with the onset of invagination (Figures 2J and
2K, dotted lines). Analogous trajectories for A7.1 and a7.16
were observed in Boltenia (Figure 1D; Movie S1) and Ciona
(Figures 2L and 2M; Movie S2) embryos, although the lesser
transparency of these embryos precluded a full characteriza-
tion of cell shape changes in 3D.

We conclude that ascidian endoderm invagination occurs in
two well-defined and evolutionary conserved steps, charac-
terized by distinct patterns of underlying cell behavior. During
Step 1, endoderm cells shrink their apical surface while the
vegetal surface flattens, and the mesectoderm spreads and
cleaves laterally. During Step 2, the endoderm cells shorten
rapidly along their apico-basal axis with no further apical
shrinkage while their basal ends expand and the vegetal plate
invaginates.

Steps 1 and 2 Correlate with Distinct Patterns of Active
Myosin Accumulation
To distinguish potential roles for microtubules and the actin
cytoskeleton, we examined gastrulation in ascidian embryos

treated with nocodazole or cytochalasin D to depolymerize
microtubules and actin, respectively. Embryos treated with
1.3 mM nocodazole at the 64-cell stage stopped dividing,
although cycles of nuclear division persisted (data not shown),
but underwent a characteristic two-step invagination as deep
as controls (Figure S3A and data not shown). Thus neither
microtubules, nor cell shape changes associated with mesec-
toderm cell cleavages, are required for invagination. In
contrast, embryos treated with 1 mM cytochalasin did not
invaginate (data not shown), pointing to a role for the actin
cytoskeleton.
A likely role for filamentous actin in invagination is to support

actomyosin contractility. In nonmuscle cells, actomyosin
contractility is activated by phosphorylation of the myosin II
regulatory light chain at either the ser19 position (1P-myosin)
or at the ser19 and thr18 positions (2P-myosin) [22]. 1P-myosin
is primarily enriched within short-lived and rapidly changing
structures such as cleavage furrows [23], whereas 2P-myosin
is restricted to more persistent contractile structures such as
stress fibers [24, 25].
Immunostaining embryos with 1P- and 2P-myosin anti-

bodies revealed dynamic patterns of localization (Figures 3
and 4; Movie S3 and Movie S4). 1P-myosin was enriched cir-
cumapically in all cells during both steps and also on cleavage
furrows (arrowheads in Figure 3). During Step 1, 1P-myosin
was weakly detectable on the lateral surfaces of endoderm
precursors and strongly enriched on their shrinking apical
surfaces (Figures 3A, 3B, 3D, and 3E; Movie S3). Strikingly, in
early Step 2, when endoderm cells transition from apical
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Figure 2. Morphometric Analysis of Cell Shape Changes during Invagination

(A–I) Changes in cell geometry across whole Ciona intestinalis embryos between the 64- and late 112-cell stages. Color scales indicate both magnitude and
direction of changes (n = 3 embryos for 64-, 76-, and late 112-cell stages; n = 2 for early 112-cell stage).
(J and K) Measurements of apico-basal height (J) and apical surface area (K) for A7.1 (dashed yellow lines) and a7.16 (dashed red lines) cell pairs in
reconstructed Phallusia embryos, imaged live every 5min (each dashed line is an embryo), or fixed prior to imaging (solid lines, n = 7 embryos per data point;
error bars are standard deviations).
(L and M) Measurements for the same cell pairs in fixed Ciona intestinalis embryos (n = 5 embryos per data point).
See Figure S2 for additional data on cell volume change and maintenance of epithelial architecture during invagination. Movie S1 and Movie S2 show
time-lapse sequences of invagination.
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Figure 4. Different Zones of Localized Contractility Contribute to Invagination in Ciona savignii

(A–D) Cross-sectional views of embryos treated with 100 mMBlebbistatin during Step 1 (B) or Step 2 (D), fixed at the end of each step and phalloidin stained.
(A and C) Controls for Step 1 and Step 2.
(E–H) Apical surface area (E, G) and apico-basal height (F, H) of A7.1 blastomere pairs at early Step 1, late Step 1, and late Step 2 in Ciona savignii embryos
treated with 100 mMBlebbistatin (E, F) or 100 mMY-27632 (G, H). Dashed lines link data points at the onset, intermediate time points, and end of each treat-
ment. Measurements for pairedWT controls shown in solid yellow lines. Asterisks in (E)–(H) indicate significant differences (asterisks indicate p < 0.05 for 2-
tailed t test); error bars indicate standard deviations. Numbers of embryosmeasuredwere: Blebbistatin: nR 7 for all measurements; Y-27632: n = 4 and n = 5
for Step 2 control and Y-treated embryos, respectively, n R 7 for all other measurements. Embryos in (G), (H), (E), and (F) were fixed at a slightly different
times during late Step 2.
(I–R) Phalloidin (K, L), 1P-myosin (I, J, M–P), and 2P-myosin (Q, R) staining in controls and in embryos treated with 100 mMY-27632 for 30min and fixed at the
end of Step 1 (I–L) or Step 2 (M–R).
(I–N) Frontal sections.
(O and P) Horizontal sections along the lines indicated in (M) and (N).
(Q and R) Blow-up of subapical horizontal sections across the vegetal pole. Arrows indicate lateral cell-cell boundaries within the endoderm plate.
(S) Comparison of phosphomyosin levels on the indicated surfaces of A 7.1 cells in controls (solid black lines) and in embryos treated with 100 mM Y-27632
for 30 min prior to fixation at end of either Step 1 or Step 2 (light dashed lines). Figure S3 shows the effects on invagination of microtubule depolymerization
and dominant-negative inhibition of RhoA. Movie S5 documents apical expansion during Step 2 in Y-treated embryos.
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ment. Measurements for pairedWT controls shown in solid yellow lines. Asterisks in (E)–(H) indicate significant differences (asterisks indicate p < 0.05 for 2-
tailed t test); error bars indicate standard deviations. Numbers of embryosmeasuredwere: Blebbistatin: nR 7 for all measurements; Y-27632: n = 4 and n = 5
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times during late Step 2.
(I–R) Phalloidin (K, L), 1P-myosin (I, J, M–P), and 2P-myosin (Q, R) staining in controls and in embryos treated with 100 mMY-27632 for 30min and fixed at the
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(I–N) Frontal sections.
(O and P) Horizontal sections along the lines indicated in (M) and (N).
(Q and R) Blow-up of subapical horizontal sections across the vegetal pole. Arrows indicate lateral cell-cell boundaries within the endoderm plate.
(S) Comparison of phosphomyosin levels on the indicated surfaces of A 7.1 cells in controls (solid black lines) and in embryos treated with 100 mM Y-27632
for 30 min prior to fixation at end of either Step 1 or Step 2 (light dashed lines). Figure S3 shows the effects on invagination of microtubule depolymerization
and dominant-negative inhibition of RhoA. Movie S5 documents apical expansion during Step 2 in Y-treated embryos.
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requirement for Rho-kinase during Step 2, we applied 100 mM
Y-27632 from the end of Step 1 and examined embryos at the
end of Step 2. Again, we observed apical expansion and
reduced invagination with no effect on apico-basal shortening
(Figures 4G and 4H, dark green; Figures 4M and 4N; Movie S5).
Consistent with these phenotypes, 1P-myosin was lost on the
endoderm apices of Y-treated embryos during Step 1
(compare Figures 4K, 4L, and 4S), as was circumapical 2P-
myosin during Step 2 (Figures 4Q–4S). However, basolateral
accumulation of 1P-myosin during Step 2 was unaffected in
Y-treated embryos (Figures 4M–4P and 4S).

We conclude that at least two pathways differentially control
myosin activation during ascidian gastrulation: A Rho-depen-
dent pathway controls apical and circumapical accumulation
of 1P- and 2P-myosin and is required for apical constriction
and flattening during Step 1 and to prevent apical expansion
during Step 2. A second pathway, which is Rho independent,
or at least shows only weak dependence on Rho signaling,
controls basolateral recruitment of activated myosin during
Step 2, which is required for apicobasal shortening and invag-
ination.

Design of a Tension-Based Mechanical Model
for Ascidian Endoderm Invagination
Our experimental observations suggest that boundary-
specific cortical tensions, set by levels of activated myosin,
could be sufficient to cause the cell shape changes that drive
ascidian invagination. To test this idea, and explore general
design constraints on a cortical tension-based mechanism
for ascidian invagination, we developed computer simulations
that predict the dynamics of cell shape change given tension
values for different boundaries. Then we randomly sought
boundary-specific tension values for which the simulations

reproduce shape changes we observed during Step 1 and
Step 2.
Details of model construction and analysis are presented in

Supplementary Modeling Procedures. In brief, we modeled
a 2D frontal cross section of an ascidian embryo containing
a small blastocoel. We considered only the two cell types—
endoderm and mesectoderm (mesoderm plus ectoderm)—
distinguished by our immunostaining of phosphomyosin.
This implies seven distinct cell boundary types (Figure 5A):
apical, lateral, and basal boundaries for endoderm andmesec-
toderm, plus the lateral endoderm-mesectoderm boundary.
We represented each cell boundary as a connected set of
smaller elements (Figure 5A), and we endowed these elements
with two key mechanical properties designed to mimic those
of a cortical actomyosin network: active contractility, charac-
terized by a fixed tension T; and passive resistance to defor-
mation, characterized by an effective internal viscosity meff.
For simplicity, we set meff to a fixed value for all boundaries
and all simulations; relaxing this assumption had little or no
effect on the overall results (see Figures S4C and S4D). In
contrast, we allowed the tension T to vary for each of the seven
boundary types. We assumed that the cytoplasm of all cells
was effectively incompressible.
To compare simulated to measured shape changes, we

designed initial embryo geometries to match frontal cross-
sections of mid 64-cell (pre-Step 1) or early 112-cell (pre-
Step 2) embryos (Figure 5B). We used an independent starting
geometry for Step 2 rather than simply continuing successful
Step 1 simulations (with Step 2-specific parameters), because
the ectoderm cleavage that occurs between Steps 1 and 2
(Figure 1A) creates smaller and more cuboidal ectoderm cells.
Then we used quantitative geometric descriptors of cell and
embryo shape to define target geometries for simulations to
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Figure 5. Simulations Based on Differential Cortical Tension Support a Two-Step Mechanism for Endoderm Invagination

(A) A model embryo constructed from contractile/viscoelastic elements. Different boundary colors indicate boundary-specific tension values.
(B) Starting and sample end geometries.
(C) Criteria used to specify passing geometries for Step 1 and Step 2 simulations of ‘‘wild-type’’ ascidian embryos. Symbols are represented in (B).
(D and E) Summary view of how final geometries attained by simulation from initial Step 1 (D) and Step 2 (E) geometries vary as a function of tension ratios.
Colored embryos correspond to tension ratios lying nearest the clouds of passing parameter sets shown in (F) and (G).
(F and G) Position in tension ratio space of successful solutions shown as projections along the Mesecto_L/A (F) or Endo_L/A (G) axes. Values vary
logarithmically along both axes and the central color legend applies to both panels.
See Supplementary Modeling Procedures for details. Movie S6 and Movie S7 show examples of successful Step 1 and 2 simulations. Figure S4 shows
distributions of absolute tensions for Step 1 and 2 parameter space searches, and the results of parameter space searches with (a) boundary-specific
internal viscosities and (b) unconstrained variation of basal tensions.
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ascidian-like parameter sets for Step 1 (dark blue in Figures 5F
and 5G; Apical_EM > 1) or Step 2 (red in Figures 5F and 5G), we
set all tension values associated with a given tissue to zero,
thereby nullifying its mechanical contribution while maintain-
ing appropriate apical, basal, and lateral identity in the remain-
ing cells.

For successful Step 2 solutions, simulating endoderm
ablation caused an increase in mesectoderm span and a slight
reduction in its spread relative to control simulations (Fig-
ure 6B, bottom right; dotted lines show control measures).
Simulating mesectoderm ablation produced a 2-fold increase
in apical constriction and in the depth of endoderm invagina-
tion, without affecting endoderm cell height (Figure 6B, bottom
left). These results support the hypothesis that endoderm-
intrinsic forces are the major drivers for invagination and that
mesectoderm opposes apical constriction, thereby resisting
invagination.

When we simulated mesectoderm ablation during Step 1,
the endoderm cells hyperconstricted their apices and slightly
shortened apico-basally relative to controls (Figure 6B, upper
left). Conversely, for simulated endoderm ablations during
Step 1, the mesectoderm span increased, and its lateral
spread was reduced (Figure 6B, upper right). Thus for tension
parameter values that reproduce Step 1, the mesectoderm
does not push against endoderm as it flattens and spreads.
Instead, our simulations suggest that themesectoderm resists
apical endoderm constriction and that endoderm cells must
generate sufficient force to overcome this resistance.

These results predict that ablating mesectoderm in live
embryos should lead to an increase in apical endoderm
constriction during Step 1. To test this experimentally, we laser
ablated the 10 animal-most ectoderm cells at the late 32-cell
stage (Figure 6C), then monitored apical endoderm shrinkage
during Step 1 relative to paired controls (Figures 6D–6F;
Movie S8). In 5/5 experiments, we observed an increase in
the degree of apical endoderm constriction relative to the
paired controls (minimum surface area = 299 6 64 mm2 in
ablated embryos versus 413 6 55 mm2 in controls; p <
0.0001; n = 5), confirming the prediction that mesectoderm
normally resists apical constriction during Step 1.

Discussion

A fundamental goal for studies of morphogenesis is to under-
stand how embryonic cells organize force generation in space
and time to produce characteristic patterns of tissue deforma-
tion. The work we present here suggests how spatiotemporal
patterns of myosin activation could control cortical tensions to
orchestrate the dynamics of ascidian endoderm invagination.
First, our reconstructions identify a sequence of cell shape
changes, conserved in four ascidian species, in which apical
shrinkage and flattening of a columnar endoderm plate plus
mesectoderm epiboly (Step 1) precede rapid basolateral

shortening around tightly maintained apices (Step 2). Second,
analysis of phospho-myosin distributions reveals spatiotem-
poral patterns of active myosin accumulation, consistent
with the hypothesis that differential contractility drives cell
shape changes during both steps. Third, our computer simula-
tions show that distributions of cortical tension consistent with
the phospho-myosin patterns we observe can reproduce the
kinematics of invagination observed in normal and experimen-
tallymanipulated embryos. Tension parameter sets that repro-
duce Steps 1 and 2 occupy distinct, and widely separated,
regions of parameter space, strongly supporting the idea
that each step involves a unique distribution of boundary-
specific tensions. Although we cannot rule out that additional
force-generating mechanisms are involved, our results
suggest that differential contractility plays a major role in
shaping these boundary-specific tensions.
The systematic exploration of parameter space suggests

that the basic mechanism for ascidian invagination is robust
with respect to variation in tension parameter values. We
observed only minor quantitative variations in otherwise
similar patterns of cell shape change across four different
species, and these variations can be mimicked in our simula-
tions by small shifts in tension (data not shown). The finding
that gastrulation proceeds normally in cleavage-arrested
embryos and that simulations can reproduce both control
and cleavage-arrested morphologies for the same choices of
tension parameters further attest to this robustness.
Our simulation results suggest that in principle either apical

endoderm constriction or active mesectoderm epiboly (or
both) could drive endoderm deformation during Step 1.
However, only active apical constriction of the endoderm is
directly consistent with our 1P-myosin staining and can simul-
taneously explain the shape changes observed both in normal
and in cleavage-arrested embryos. Furthermore, simulated
ablations predict—and experimental ablations confirm—that
mesectoderm epiboly does not contribute by active pushing,
as is often assumed. Instead, contractile forces produced
within the endoderm drive both steps of invagination, and me-
sectoderm resists endoderm shape change—in particular
apical constriction—during both steps.
Both our data and simulations suggest that invagination

itself involves the endoderm-intrinsic combination of apico-
basal shortening and circumapical contraction—which we
call collared rounding (Figure 7). Indeed, our simulations
suggest that the apposition of strong basolateral and circum-
apical tension is the only way to reproduce an ascidian-
specific invagination based on differential cortical tension.
Importantly, inhibiting Rho/Rho kinase during Step 2 in vivo
causes excessive apical expansion and reduced invagination
without reducing apico-basal shortening, supporting the idea
that apico-basal shortening produces invagination only when
apical expansion is prevented by sufficient circumapical
tension.
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Figure 7. Model for a Two-Step Invagination of
Ascidian Endoderm

Red, 1P-myosin; blue dots, 2P-myosin. Black
arrows in Step 1 indicate mesectoderm resis-
tance. Magenta arrows indicate apicobasal
shortening and lateral spreading of mesectoderm
(mechanism unknown), which may lower mesec-
toderm resistance.
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The program of Invagination: 
Spatial and temporal control over cortical mechanics:

active stress generation (MyosinII contractility)

ascidian-like parameter sets for Step 1 (dark blue in Figures 5F
and 5G; Apical_EM > 1) or Step 2 (red in Figures 5F and 5G), we
set all tension values associated with a given tissue to zero,
thereby nullifying its mechanical contribution while maintain-
ing appropriate apical, basal, and lateral identity in the remain-
ing cells.

For successful Step 2 solutions, simulating endoderm
ablation caused an increase in mesectoderm span and a slight
reduction in its spread relative to control simulations (Fig-
ure 6B, bottom right; dotted lines show control measures).
Simulating mesectoderm ablation produced a 2-fold increase
in apical constriction and in the depth of endoderm invagina-
tion, without affecting endoderm cell height (Figure 6B, bottom
left). These results support the hypothesis that endoderm-
intrinsic forces are the major drivers for invagination and that
mesectoderm opposes apical constriction, thereby resisting
invagination.

When we simulated mesectoderm ablation during Step 1,
the endoderm cells hyperconstricted their apices and slightly
shortened apico-basally relative to controls (Figure 6B, upper
left). Conversely, for simulated endoderm ablations during
Step 1, the mesectoderm span increased, and its lateral
spread was reduced (Figure 6B, upper right). Thus for tension
parameter values that reproduce Step 1, the mesectoderm
does not push against endoderm as it flattens and spreads.
Instead, our simulations suggest that themesectoderm resists
apical endoderm constriction and that endoderm cells must
generate sufficient force to overcome this resistance.

These results predict that ablating mesectoderm in live
embryos should lead to an increase in apical endoderm
constriction during Step 1. To test this experimentally, we laser
ablated the 10 animal-most ectoderm cells at the late 32-cell
stage (Figure 6C), then monitored apical endoderm shrinkage
during Step 1 relative to paired controls (Figures 6D–6F;
Movie S8). In 5/5 experiments, we observed an increase in
the degree of apical endoderm constriction relative to the
paired controls (minimum surface area = 299 6 64 mm2 in
ablated embryos versus 413 6 55 mm2 in controls; p <
0.0001; n = 5), confirming the prediction that mesectoderm
normally resists apical constriction during Step 1.

Discussion

A fundamental goal for studies of morphogenesis is to under-
stand how embryonic cells organize force generation in space
and time to produce characteristic patterns of tissue deforma-
tion. The work we present here suggests how spatiotemporal
patterns of myosin activation could control cortical tensions to
orchestrate the dynamics of ascidian endoderm invagination.
First, our reconstructions identify a sequence of cell shape
changes, conserved in four ascidian species, in which apical
shrinkage and flattening of a columnar endoderm plate plus
mesectoderm epiboly (Step 1) precede rapid basolateral

shortening around tightly maintained apices (Step 2). Second,
analysis of phospho-myosin distributions reveals spatiotem-
poral patterns of active myosin accumulation, consistent
with the hypothesis that differential contractility drives cell
shape changes during both steps. Third, our computer simula-
tions show that distributions of cortical tension consistent with
the phospho-myosin patterns we observe can reproduce the
kinematics of invagination observed in normal and experimen-
tallymanipulated embryos. Tension parameter sets that repro-
duce Steps 1 and 2 occupy distinct, and widely separated,
regions of parameter space, strongly supporting the idea
that each step involves a unique distribution of boundary-
specific tensions. Although we cannot rule out that additional
force-generating mechanisms are involved, our results
suggest that differential contractility plays a major role in
shaping these boundary-specific tensions.
The systematic exploration of parameter space suggests

that the basic mechanism for ascidian invagination is robust
with respect to variation in tension parameter values. We
observed only minor quantitative variations in otherwise
similar patterns of cell shape change across four different
species, and these variations can be mimicked in our simula-
tions by small shifts in tension (data not shown). The finding
that gastrulation proceeds normally in cleavage-arrested
embryos and that simulations can reproduce both control
and cleavage-arrested morphologies for the same choices of
tension parameters further attest to this robustness.
Our simulation results suggest that in principle either apical

endoderm constriction or active mesectoderm epiboly (or
both) could drive endoderm deformation during Step 1.
However, only active apical constriction of the endoderm is
directly consistent with our 1P-myosin staining and can simul-
taneously explain the shape changes observed both in normal
and in cleavage-arrested embryos. Furthermore, simulated
ablations predict—and experimental ablations confirm—that
mesectoderm epiboly does not contribute by active pushing,
as is often assumed. Instead, contractile forces produced
within the endoderm drive both steps of invagination, and me-
sectoderm resists endoderm shape change—in particular
apical constriction—during both steps.
Both our data and simulations suggest that invagination

itself involves the endoderm-intrinsic combination of apico-
basal shortening and circumapical contraction—which we
call collared rounding (Figure 7). Indeed, our simulations
suggest that the apposition of strong basolateral and circum-
apical tension is the only way to reproduce an ascidian-
specific invagination based on differential cortical tension.
Importantly, inhibiting Rho/Rho kinase during Step 2 in vivo
causes excessive apical expansion and reduced invagination
without reducing apico-basal shortening, supporting the idea
that apico-basal shortening produces invagination only when
apical expansion is prevented by sufficient circumapical
tension.
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Our model, therefore, is built on Newton’s laws of 
motion and consists of a dynamical system of ordinary 
differential equations whose solution determines the 
global time history of the cell sheet geometry, given its 
initial configuration. Thus our “explanation” of how 
epithelial morphogenesis proceeds rests on solving the 
mechanical equations of motion based on the balance 
of cell-generated forces. That is, we view cell forces, not 
clocks, morphogens, or potentials, as the “cause” which 
“explains” the morphogenetic motion. We hope that the 
logical extension of this model will be to generate a 
series of hypotheses on the molecular basis for reor- 
ganization of contractile proteins inside the cell which 
would explain the phenomenological rules defined in 
this paper. 

CONCLUSION 

The deformations of cells that shape the embryo arise 
from forces generated by participating cells. The prob- 
lem of morphogenesis is to determine how these local 
forces are generated and coordinated so as to create 
organized multicellular structures. We have proposed 
one such mechanism for coordinating epithelial cell 
populations which can produce a variety of geometrical 
configurations, including folding and invagination. In 
our model, coordination at the population level arises 
from the local behavior of each cell automatically; there 
is no need to introduce poorly understood devices such 
as morphogens and cellular clocks. 

We have based our theory solely on two assumptions: 
first that during morphogenetic movements, epithelial 
cell populations obey the laws of conservation of mass 
and momentum, and second, that each cell acts as an 
excitable element in the sense described above. The first 
of these assumptions is hardly disputable. The second 
assumption is a plausible hypothesis on how contractile 
proteins change the shapes of cells. That they do is now 
well established despite the fact that the molecular 
mechanisms are still not completely understood. 

The coordination of epithelial cell shape changes is 
accompanied, we hypothesize, by the propagation of 
mechanical contraction waves. Each cell is equipped 
with subcortical contractile fibers (e.g., microfilaments) 
which can deform the shape of the cell. These fibers are 
organized so as to constitute an “excitable” viscoelastic 
medium in the following sense. Small dilations in cell 
shape are resisted by simple elastic restoring forces. 
Sufficiently large dilations, however, trigger larger re- 
storing forces which, if not resisted externally, cause 
the fibers to contract beyond their original equilibrium 
configuration in a fashion analogous to smooth muscle 
action. If the contraction of each cell deforms its neigh- 
bors sufficiently, a wave of cell shape change can be 
propagated across an epithelial layer. Depending on 

how the contractile machinery is distributed within the 
cells a variety of dynamic and static configurations can 
be generated: invaginations, exvaginations, uniform 
and periodic thickenings, wave propagation, and tube 
formation. 

APPENDIX 1: MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF AN ISOLATED 
APICAL FILAMENT BUNDLE 

The two dynamical variables characterizing the state 
of a single apical filament bundle at time t are its actual 
length, L(t), and its rest length, L,,(t). When the fila- 
ment is isolated, suffering no externally applied forces, 
the dynamical behavior of these two variables is gov- 
erned by eqs. (5) (Newton’s second law, with Fload= 0) 
and (6): 

dL -= 
at 

- y [L - L,], 

& 
x = G(L, Lo). 

(AM) 

When G is zero, the filament band is a passive vis- 
cously damped spring. When G is chosen appropriately, 
the spring becomes active and mechanically triggerable. 
Figure 3 consists of selected trajectories from a phase 
plane portrait of the second-order autonomous ordinary 
differential equation system (Al.l) and (A1.2). We pro- 
pose here one concrete choice (among infinitely many 
possible choices) of the function G that will yield a 
phase portrait similar to the one shown in Fig. 3. 

We make this concrete selection of the functional 
form of G not because we believe it alone to be correct, 
but because we cannot implement a numerical simu- 
lation without having a numerically calculable right- 
hand side of Eq. (A1.2). Having actually run simulations 
using several different choices of G(L, L,J, we are cer- 
tain that the detailed functional form of G is unim- 
portant, provided only that it generates the kind of 
phase portrait sketched in Fig. 3. Thus, in this first 
paper, we parameterize the functional recipe for G in 
such a way that changes in its parameters correspond 
simply and directly to known deformations of the phase 
portrait. Such a recipe is the following: 

2 = ,[cf - LLo][(+r + (+)” - 11 , (A1.3) 

where 

In (Al.l) and (A1.3) we use scaled (dimensionless) 
versions of L and &, such that the untriggered rest state 
of the filament band occurs at unit lengths, 

L = Lo = 1 (=Lol in Fig. 3). 
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the lateral surface of cells, while rubber bands modeled 
tension-generating machinery at the basal and apical 
ends. By variously distributing rubber bands on his 
model, he was able to reproduce a variety of possible 
epithelial cell sheet foldings. This assumed the exis- 
tence of some internal mechanism for timing and po- 
sitioning local changes in the rubber band density along 
the sheets. 

The most influential of the current theories of pattern 
formation involve the notion of “morphogen gradients” 
conceived by Turing (1952). The morphogens are un- 
specified instructional molecules which are presumed 
to be differentially distributed (e.g., by diffusion) over 
a cellular population, Pattern is established when each 
cell of the population then responds to the local con- 
centration of the morphogen by assuming a particular 
differentiation state. Meinhart and Gierer (1974), for 
example, have shown that a diffusing field of “activat- 
ing” and “inhibiting” morphogens can generate a va- 
riety of concentration patterns which are remarkably 
suggestive of observed morphogenetic patterns. 

Some reservations, however, should be noted. Unfor- 
tunately, except for cyclic AMP in slime mold aggre- 
gation, very few morphogens have been identified. 
Moreover, each cell must be able to “read” the local 
concentrations of morphogens accurately and differ- 
entiate accordingly. Thus the cell pattern is but a pas- 
sive reflection of a preexisting morphogen pattern. In 
effect, the problem of cell patterns has been replaced 
by the physical-chemical problem of distributing the 
morphogens appropriately by intercellular diffusion 
and reaction. 

Building on this work, Gierer (1977) developed a for- 
malism for characterizing cell sheet mechanics. He as- 
sumes that reaction and diffusion establish time-vary- 
ing morphogen patterns in the cell sheet. He assigns 
to each cell a mechanical potential energy function 
whose value depends on the morphogen values and on 
the surface area the cell has in common with its neigh- 
boring cells and the exterior environment. The me- 
chanical configuration of the cell sheet is computed at 
each time by minimizing the total potential energy. The 
relationship between the ad hoc potential and the forces 
generating the motion is not specified. 

Wolpert’s (1969) theory of “positional information” 
has been especially influential to current thinking about 
morphogenetic processes as disparate as chondrogen- 
esis (Summerbell et al., 1973) somitogenesis (Cooke and 
Zeeman, 1976), regeneration (Goodwin and Cohen, 1969; 
Bryant, et al., 1977) and neurulation (Jacobson and Gor- 
don, 1976). Unfortunately, the mechanisms proposed by 
which a cell “knows” its position usually depend on 
morphogen gradients, clonal lines, or are left unspeci- 
fied. For example, in an elegant study of neurulation, 

Jacobson and Gordon (1976) were able to reproduce, on 
a computer, the observed patterns of cell shape change 
and movement which accompany the forming of the 
neural plate. To do this, however, they had to assign 
to each cell an autonomous program of shape change 
as well as a cellular “clock” to time and synchronize 
the cell population. 

Viamontes et aE. (1980) have analyzed and modeled 
mathematically the inversion of Volvoa~ carteri em- 
bryos. They have measured spatiotemporal patterns of 
shape change exhibited by participating cells and have 
correlated these local shape changes with global defor- 
mations of the embryonic colony. Their mathematical 
model is kinematic only (that is, they impose pre- 
scheduled shape changes rather than deducing shape 
changes from cell-generated forces), and they do not 
address the question of how the cells coordinate their 
activities. Nevertheless, they give the most compelling 
argument we know of that the global (inversion) de- 
formation of the cell sheet is caused by local shape 
changes of individual cells (and by active radial trans- 
location of the cytoplasmic bridges between cells), and 
that these changes are caused by forces generated au- 
tonomously by each cell using its microtubule and mi- 
crofilament force transduction machinery. In addition, 
this paper contains observations (see the discussion of 
“elastic snap through”) indicating that the composite 
elasticity and viscosity of embryonic epithelial cells are 
such as to yield an elastoviscous relaxation time of 
-5 min = p/k. 

In this study we want to minimize both the number 
of complex instructions (e.g., morphogens and clocks) 
as well as the genetic programming required to gen- 
erate morphogenetic patterns. It is, of course, conceiv- 
able that each individual cell in the blastula is genet- 
ically programmed to execute a sequence of instructions 
directing each movement that cell performs as well as 
its precise timing. However, we regard such a view as 
evolutionarily implausible. Therefore, we have con- 
strained ourselves by two considerations. First, since 
the aspect of morphogenesis we are addressing is the 
geometrical shaping of cell populations, we wanted to 
ascertain whether a global morphogenetic process, such 
as gastrulation, could be programmed by purely me- 
chanical effects, without introducing prepatterns of 
chemical or electrical signals. Second, we wanted to 
minimize the load of genetic preprogramming required 
to generate morphogenetic patterns. We felt that to 
equip each cell with an autonomous program, and a 
precise “clock’ for activating that program, was 
unesthetic and probably unnecessary. At least part of 
the burden of pattern formation and regulation may be 
taken up by the equilibration of purely mechanical 
forces. 
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Our model, therefore, is built on Newton’s laws of 
motion and consists of a dynamical system of ordinary 
differential equations whose solution determines the 
global time history of the cell sheet geometry, given its 
initial configuration. Thus our “explanation” of how 
epithelial morphogenesis proceeds rests on solving the 
mechanical equations of motion based on the balance 
of cell-generated forces. That is, we view cell forces, not 
clocks, morphogens, or potentials, as the “cause” which 
“explains” the morphogenetic motion. We hope that the 
logical extension of this model will be to generate a 
series of hypotheses on the molecular basis for reor- 
ganization of contractile proteins inside the cell which 
would explain the phenomenological rules defined in 
this paper. 

CONCLUSION 

The deformations of cells that shape the embryo arise 
from forces generated by participating cells. The prob- 
lem of morphogenesis is to determine how these local 
forces are generated and coordinated so as to create 
organized multicellular structures. We have proposed 
one such mechanism for coordinating epithelial cell 
populations which can produce a variety of geometrical 
configurations, including folding and invagination. In 
our model, coordination at the population level arises 
from the local behavior of each cell automatically; there 
is no need to introduce poorly understood devices such 
as morphogens and cellular clocks. 

We have based our theory solely on two assumptions: 
first that during morphogenetic movements, epithelial 
cell populations obey the laws of conservation of mass 
and momentum, and second, that each cell acts as an 
excitable element in the sense described above. The first 
of these assumptions is hardly disputable. The second 
assumption is a plausible hypothesis on how contractile 
proteins change the shapes of cells. That they do is now 
well established despite the fact that the molecular 
mechanisms are still not completely understood. 

The coordination of epithelial cell shape changes is 
accompanied, we hypothesize, by the propagation of 
mechanical contraction waves. Each cell is equipped 
with subcortical contractile fibers (e.g., microfilaments) 
which can deform the shape of the cell. These fibers are 
organized so as to constitute an “excitable” viscoelastic 
medium in the following sense. Small dilations in cell 
shape are resisted by simple elastic restoring forces. 
Sufficiently large dilations, however, trigger larger re- 
storing forces which, if not resisted externally, cause 
the fibers to contract beyond their original equilibrium 
configuration in a fashion analogous to smooth muscle 
action. If the contraction of each cell deforms its neigh- 
bors sufficiently, a wave of cell shape change can be 
propagated across an epithelial layer. Depending on 

how the contractile machinery is distributed within the 
cells a variety of dynamic and static configurations can 
be generated: invaginations, exvaginations, uniform 
and periodic thickenings, wave propagation, and tube 
formation. 

APPENDIX 1: MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF AN ISOLATED 
APICAL FILAMENT BUNDLE 

The two dynamical variables characterizing the state 
of a single apical filament bundle at time t are its actual 
length, L(t), and its rest length, L,,(t). When the fila- 
ment is isolated, suffering no externally applied forces, 
the dynamical behavior of these two variables is gov- 
erned by eqs. (5) (Newton’s second law, with Fload= 0) 
and (6): 

dL -= 
at 

- y [L - L,], 

& 
x = G(L, Lo). 

(AM) 

When G is zero, the filament band is a passive vis- 
cously damped spring. When G is chosen appropriately, 
the spring becomes active and mechanically triggerable. 
Figure 3 consists of selected trajectories from a phase 
plane portrait of the second-order autonomous ordinary 
differential equation system (Al.l) and (A1.2). We pro- 
pose here one concrete choice (among infinitely many 
possible choices) of the function G that will yield a 
phase portrait similar to the one shown in Fig. 3. 

We make this concrete selection of the functional 
form of G not because we believe it alone to be correct, 
but because we cannot implement a numerical simu- 
lation without having a numerically calculable right- 
hand side of Eq. (A1.2). Having actually run simulations 
using several different choices of G(L, L,J, we are cer- 
tain that the detailed functional form of G is unim- 
portant, provided only that it generates the kind of 
phase portrait sketched in Fig. 3. Thus, in this first 
paper, we parameterize the functional recipe for G in 
such a way that changes in its parameters correspond 
simply and directly to known deformations of the phase 
portrait. Such a recipe is the following: 

2 = ,[cf - LLo][(+r + (+)” - 11 , (A1.3) 

where 

In (Al.l) and (A1.3) we use scaled (dimensionless) 
versions of L and &, such that the untriggered rest state 
of the filament band occurs at unit lengths, 

L = Lo = 1 (=Lol in Fig. 3). 
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We present a mechanical model for the morphogenetic folding of embryonic epithelia based on hypothesized me- 
chanical properties of the cellular cytoskeleton. In our model we consider a simple cuboidal epithelium whose cells are 
joined at their apices by circumferential junctions; to these junctions are attached circumferential arrays of micro- 
filament bundles assembled into a “purse string” around the cell apex. We assume that this purse string has the 
following property: if its circumference is increased beyond a certain threshold, an active contraction is initiated which 
“draws the purse-string” and reduces the apical circumference of the cell to a new, shorter, resting length. The 
remainder of the cell is modeled as a visoelastic body of constant volume. Clearly contraction in one cell could stretch 
the apical circumferences of neighboring cells and, if the threshold is exceeded, cause them “to fire” and contract. The 
objective of this paper is to demonstrate that our model, based on the local behavior of individual cells, generates a 
propagating contraction wave which is sufficient to explain the globally coherent morphogenetic infolding of a wide 
variety of embryonic epithelia. Representative computer simulations, based on the model, are presented for the initial 
gastrulation movements of echinoderms, neural tube formation in urodele amphibians, and ventral furrow formation 
in L?rosophila. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we initiate a study of the mechanical 
aspects of morphogenesis. In particular, we shall pre- 
sent a model for the folding and movement of cell sheets 
which we will apply to certain elementary types of gas- 
trulation and neurulation. 

It has long been known that global movements of cell 
populations are generally accompanied by local changes 
in the shapes of individual cells. Several authors have 
attempted to correlate observed cell shape changes to 
the morphogenetic process in which they participate; 
these workers have occupied themselves primarily with 
tracing and cataloging the patterns of cell movement 
via lineage and “fate-map” studies. These studies, while 
necessary to understanding morphogenetic patterns, do 
not suffice to e;cplain the patterns. This is because they 
are “kinematic” descriptions only, i.e., movements of 
cells are recorded, but the forces which drive the move- 
ments are not addressed. In recent years there have 
been great improvements in our understanding of the 
mechanisms for generating the forces responsible for 
cell shape change. We now know that cytoplasm con- 
tains a structural meshwork (cytoskeleton) composed 
of protein fibers (microtubules, actin filaments, and in- 

i To whom correspondence should be addressed at Department of 
Mathematical Sciences, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N. Y. 
12181. 

termediate filaments), and that these fibers, collabo- 
rating in various combinations, can sustain both tensile 
and compressive stresses and can transduce chemical 
energy to active force generation (cf. Clark and Spudich, 
1976; Korn, 1978; Snyder and McIntosh, 1976). Thus, the 
presumed machinery for driving cell shape change is 
beginning to be understood. Although precise details 
of the molecular mechanisms underlying the action of 
the cytoskeleton are far from clear, we believe that 
enough is known for us to draw on these cellular mech- 
anisms as we proceed to the next level of description. 
We address ourselves here to the problem of how local 
cell shape changes are orchestrated into global mor- 
phogenetic movements of cell populations in embryonic 
epithelia. 

2. THE BASIC MODEL 

2.1. Hypotheses 
We will present the model in the form of a set of 

hypotheses and discuss the consequences in a descrip- 
tive, qualitative fashion. Evidence in support of the 
hypotheses will then be presented. We reserve the quan- 
titative formulation of the model for the appendices. 

Consider first a single layer of uniform-sized cells, as 
shown in Fig. 1. These cells are attached to one another 
at their apical periphery so that the integrity of the 
external surface is maintained. For now we will also 
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we find that R-C 10m5. Therefore, the motion of the fil- load 

ament bundle model is always such that viscous forces k 
exactly balance elastic and external loading forces. 
Thus the equation describing the system is (3) with its -L- 

left-hand side set to zero and Eqs. (1) and (2) substi- FIG. 4. Schematic of viscoelastic unit used to model a filament 
tuted. This can be written as bundle. 

(5) 

That inertial forces are not a factor in morphogenetic 
processes is a crucial and little appreciated fact, and 
leads to some surprising and counterintuitive phenom- 
ena which will be discussed below. 

To complete the description of the model we need to 
describe how the rest length, L+, varies. This can be 
defined by a differential equation specifying how L,, 
varies in time when the spring is stretched: 

L=L, 
L /- 

T2 

TLa 
Lo2 LOI 

FIG. 3. Our postulates concerning the viscoelastic properties of the 
apical circumferential bundle of contractile filaments. The vertical 
axis (L) represents the actual instantaneous length of the cell’s apical 
bundle. The horizontal axis (Lo) represents the equilibrium (rest) 
length of the bundle; i.e., the length it would assume in the absence 
of stretching forces. The apical bundle is stress-free only when the 
actual length equals the equilibrium length: L = &. In the simplest 
case, we shall assume that the apical bundle has only two stable 
equilibrium lengths: long (J&) and short (&). By stable, we mean 
that following a small displacement in the actual length (L), the sys- 
tem returns to the same equilibrium point. For example, a dilation 
of the fiber bundle length from 4, to a point a, returns to 4, along 
a trajectory, Z’i. Separating the two stable equilibria is a “firing 
threshold.” A dilation from 4, to a point b which exceeds the firing 
threshold will not return to Lvl, but will contract along a trajectory 
T2 to the shorter equilibrium length L,,n. It is important to note that 
the trajectories traced out in (&, L) space describe the visoelastic 
response of an isolated bundle of contractile filaments, i.e., one ex- 
periencing no resisting forces other than those generated internally 
by their own deformation. 

$$ = G(L, L,,). 

The exact form of the function G(L,L,J used in our cal- 
culations is given in Appendix 1; however, the results 
depend only on its qualitative features. 

Equations (5) and (6) describe the dynamic behavior 
of a single apical filament bundle. Figure 3 describes 
the qualitative features of the fiber behavior for the 
case where the neighbor forces, (Fload), vanish. 

2.3. Construction of Mechanical Model 

The next step is to construct a mechanical model of 
a cell using the viscoelastic filament model. We do this 
as follows. Figure 5 shows a cross section of a typical 
cuboidal epithelial cell. Each face of the cell is repre- 
sented by one of the viscoelastic elements described 
above. For most of the applications we shall address, 
only the apical element need be active. 

The diagonal elements are required to model the in- 
ternal viscoelastic properties of the cell’s microtubular 
cytoskeleton. Finally, we shall assume that however the 
cell changes its shape, the internal volume remains con- 
stant (cf. Appendix 3). 

If the apical surface of the cell is stretched beyond 
the firing threshold, then the cell will undergo a cycle 
of shape change, as shown in Fig. 6. The shape history 
of each cell is computed by solving a collection of dif- 

Apical Surface 

Basal Surface 

FIG. 5. Cross section of an epithelial cell showing the arrangement 
of viseelastic units modeling the cytoskeleton. In our model, only the 
apical region is mechanically excitable. 
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FIG. 6. The sequence of shapes assumed by a cell following a su- 
percritical dilation of the apical filament bundle. 

ferential equations like (5) and (6), describing each vis- 
coelastic element. In the next section we shall examine 
the dynamical behavior of assemblies of such cells. By 
varying the geometrical and mechanical parameters of 
the viscoelastic elements we will be able to mimic the 
time course of a number of interesting epithelial mo- 
tions. 

3. APPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL 

In this section we shall demonstrate how large-scale 
epithelial motions can be coordinated by mechanical 
action alone. Initially, we shall restrict ourselves to sim- 
ple geometric configurations (i.e., spheres and cylin- 
ders) and to situations where cells do not change neigh- 
bors. These restrictions will be lifted in subsequent 
publications. 

3.1. Gastrulation 

The simplest epithelial arrangement is a spherical 
monolayer of uniform-sized cells whose apical periph- 
eries are firmly attached. This closely approximates the 
configuration of blastomeres in amphioxus (Conklin, 
1932) and sea urchins (Gustafson and Wolpert, 1967). 
Since the blastula is approximately rotationally sum- 
metric we can reduce the calculation considerably by 
examining a longitudinal cross section. Therefore, con- 
sider the cross-sectional ring of cells shown in Fig. ‘7a. 
If one of the cells “fires” and undergoes a rapid apical 
contraction, the following sequence of events occurs 
(refer to Fig. 7). The trigger cell in contracting its apical 
surface dilates the apical surface of its neighbors. If 
this dilation is sufficiently large, the neighboring cells 
wiil “fire” and undergo a rapid apical contraction as 
well. Thus the contraction of the trigger cell can initiate 
a spreading wave of contraction as each cell stretches 
its neighbors’ surfaces causing them to commence their 
contraction cycle. We therefore predict that the apical 
surface of the blastula constitutes an “excitable,” or 

“active,” medium which can propagate contraction 
waves in a manner analogous to the propagation of 
depolarization waves along nerve axons (cf. Hodgkin 
and Huxley, 1952) and the propagation of electrical 
waves over the brain’s cortical surface (cf. Cowan, 1970). 

The significance of contraction waves lies in the fact 
that a spreading wave can generate an invagination in 
the cell layer. This is shown in the sequence shown in 
Fig. 7 which is taken from a computer-generated movie 
obtained by solving the model equations sequentially 
in time. The mathematical details of the model used to 
generate Fig. 7 are described in Appendix 4. The in- 
vagination occurs roughly as follows. The contraction 
of the trigger cell and its neighbors initiates a “dimple” 
in the cell layer. As the wave spreads radially from the 
nucleation center the cell layer buckles inward at the 
wavefront, so that the outgoing contraction wave is con- 
verted into a buckling wave. The buckling in effect 
“pumps” cells into the interior of the sphere converting 
a convex surface into a concave one. 

The velocity of the buckling wave and the extent of 
the invagination depends on several features of the 
cells’ mechanical constitution: (a) the viscoelastic prop- 
erties of the fiber bundle, i.e., the velocity and strength 
of the contraction cycle, the firing threshold, and the 
elastic response to subthreshold excitation; (b) the vis- 
cous resistance of the cell to dilations and contractions; 
(c) the mechanical properties of the cell-to-cell junc- 
tions; e.g., viscous sliding of lateral surfaces may change 
the invagination pattern; (d) in addition to the above 
hypotheses concerning the mechanical constitution of 
each cell, a model of gastrulation requires specifying 
how the (incompressible) fluid filling the blastocoel is 
forced out during gastrulation. This is described in 
Appendix 4. Roughly, we assume that the blastocoel 
fluid is passively extruded out when the interior hy- 
drostatic pressure is elevated above ambient (external) 
pressure by circumferential tension in the cell sheet. 

FIG. ‘7. Computer simulation of gastrulation in sea urchin. The 
frames (ordered, a, b, c , ..-. f), were extracted from a computer- 
generated film obtained by solving the model’s equations derived in 
Appendix 4. 
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apical surface 

basal surface 

FIG. 1. Schematic of an epithelial cell layer in cross section showing 
apical junctions. 

insist that the cells adhere to one another laterally; one 
can also allow lateral slippage between cells. The me- 
chanical properties of the cells are the crucial feature 
of the model, which we now state in the form of hy- 
potheses. 

(a) Beneath the apical surface, each cell contains a 
network of contractile fibers (microfilaments) which are 
anchored to the plasma membrane at the lateral pe- 
riphery of the cell (e.g., the zonula adherens, cf. Spooner, 
(1975)). This is shown schematically in Fig. 2a. For the 
purposes of the model, we need not specify the precise 
configuration of these elements; we specify only that 
their contraction shortens the apical circumference of 
the cell and reduces the apical surface area (cf. Fig. 2b). 
Thus, a cell can deform to a trapezoidal cross section 
as a result of the “purse-string” contraction occurring 
in the apical cortex. Whether or not apical constriction 
actually occurs depends on whether the contractile fil- 
aments generate forces large enough to overcome in- 
ternal viscous forces and tractions applied externally 
by neighboring cells. 

(b) We shall assume that, during the contraction 
process, the volume of each cell remains essentially con- 
stant. Thus, the constant volume constraint will induce 
the cell to elongate basally in response to an apical 
contraction. We postpone specifying how the contractile 
fibers and structural reinforcing microtubules are dis- 
tributed elsewhere in the cell. We suppose only that 
their distribution leads to cell boundaries that act like 
passive viscoelastic structures, and bulk interior cyto- 
plasm that acts like a passive viscoelastic solid (cf. 
Marsland, 1956; Taylor and Condelis, 1979). 

(c) The apical contractile filaments constitute an ac- 
tive (i.e., excitable) system as follows. (i) If an apical 
fiber is stretched a small amount, by the drawing apart 
of the apical surface, it acts as an elastic material and 
when released; contracts back to its original length. 
(ii) If, however, the apical bundle is stretched beyond 
a certain point, the contractile system “fires” and an 
active contraction is triggered. This “rapid” contrac- 
tions works to shrink the apical bundle as shown in Fig. 
2b. The system does not return to its original config- 
uration; instead, it remains “frozen” in a new, con- 

tracted state with an apical surface area smaller than 
before. 

The viscoelastic properties of the apical filament bun- 
dle implied by hypothesis (c) are summarized in Fig. 
3. The mathematical model underlying Fig. 3 is given 
in Appendix 1. 

2.2. Description of Mechanical Properties 
The description of the mechanical properties of the 

microfilament bundle described in Fig. 3 can be sche- 
matized as the mechanical model shown in Fig. 4. The 
internal viscoelastic properties of the apical bundle are 
represented by a dashpot with viscosity cc, and a spring 
of elasticity k. The elastic restoring force of the spring 
is a function of the difference between the actual and 
rest lengths, 

F elas = -ML - LJ, (1) 

while the viscous drag force is proportional to the ve- 
locity of contraction, 

F. =- dL wse ’ dt . (2) 

The motion of this mechanical system must obey 
Newton’s laws: 

mass X acceleration = sum of forces. 

That is, 

md2L=F 
dt2 elas + Fvisc + Floadr (3) 

where Fload is the force exerted on the bundle, parallel 
to the bundle by neighboring systems, and m represents 
the net mass moved by a length change of the band. 

A simple argument, sketched in Appendix 2, dem- 
onstrates the following crucial fact. For virtually all 
embryological processes we can completely neglect the 
effects of inertial forces. That is, if we compare the 
magnitude of the acceleration term with the viscous 
term by using the dimensionless ratio 

apical filiment bundle 

(a) lb) 
FIG. 2. (a) Network of contractile filaments in the apical region of 

an epithelial cell. (b) “Purse-string” contraction of the apical circum- 
ference by the apical bundle. 
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we find that R-C 10m5. Therefore, the motion of the fil- load 

ament bundle model is always such that viscous forces k 
exactly balance elastic and external loading forces. 
Thus the equation describing the system is (3) with its -L- 

left-hand side set to zero and Eqs. (1) and (2) substi- FIG. 4. Schematic of viscoelastic unit used to model a filament 
tuted. This can be written as bundle. 

(5) 

That inertial forces are not a factor in morphogenetic 
processes is a crucial and little appreciated fact, and 
leads to some surprising and counterintuitive phenom- 
ena which will be discussed below. 

To complete the description of the model we need to 
describe how the rest length, L+, varies. This can be 
defined by a differential equation specifying how L,, 
varies in time when the spring is stretched: 

L=L, 
L /- 

T2 

TLa 
Lo2 LOI 

FIG. 3. Our postulates concerning the viscoelastic properties of the 
apical circumferential bundle of contractile filaments. The vertical 
axis (L) represents the actual instantaneous length of the cell’s apical 
bundle. The horizontal axis (Lo) represents the equilibrium (rest) 
length of the bundle; i.e., the length it would assume in the absence 
of stretching forces. The apical bundle is stress-free only when the 
actual length equals the equilibrium length: L = &. In the simplest 
case, we shall assume that the apical bundle has only two stable 
equilibrium lengths: long (J&) and short (&). By stable, we mean 
that following a small displacement in the actual length (L), the sys- 
tem returns to the same equilibrium point. For example, a dilation 
of the fiber bundle length from 4, to a point a, returns to 4, along 
a trajectory, Z’i. Separating the two stable equilibria is a “firing 
threshold.” A dilation from 4, to a point b which exceeds the firing 
threshold will not return to Lvl, but will contract along a trajectory 
T2 to the shorter equilibrium length L,,n. It is important to note that 
the trajectories traced out in (&, L) space describe the visoelastic 
response of an isolated bundle of contractile filaments, i.e., one ex- 
periencing no resisting forces other than those generated internally 
by their own deformation. 

$$ = G(L, L,,). 

The exact form of the function G(L,L,J used in our cal- 
culations is given in Appendix 1; however, the results 
depend only on its qualitative features. 

Equations (5) and (6) describe the dynamic behavior 
of a single apical filament bundle. Figure 3 describes 
the qualitative features of the fiber behavior for the 
case where the neighbor forces, (Fload), vanish. 

2.3. Construction of Mechanical Model 

The next step is to construct a mechanical model of 
a cell using the viscoelastic filament model. We do this 
as follows. Figure 5 shows a cross section of a typical 
cuboidal epithelial cell. Each face of the cell is repre- 
sented by one of the viscoelastic elements described 
above. For most of the applications we shall address, 
only the apical element need be active. 

The diagonal elements are required to model the in- 
ternal viscoelastic properties of the cell’s microtubular 
cytoskeleton. Finally, we shall assume that however the 
cell changes its shape, the internal volume remains con- 
stant (cf. Appendix 3). 

If the apical surface of the cell is stretched beyond 
the firing threshold, then the cell will undergo a cycle 
of shape change, as shown in Fig. 6. The shape history 
of each cell is computed by solving a collection of dif- 

Apical Surface 

Basal Surface 

FIG. 5. Cross section of an epithelial cell showing the arrangement 
of viseelastic units modeling the cytoskeleton. In our model, only the 
apical region is mechanically excitable. G.M. Odell, G. Oster, P. Alberch and B. Burnside. Dev. Biol.  (1981) 85:446-462

G.M. Odell, G. Oster, P. Alberch and B. Burnside. J. Math. Biol  (1980) 9:291-295
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initial 
, shape ,-Xi?] 

FIG. 6. The sequence of shapes assumed by a cell following a su- 
percritical dilation of the apical filament bundle. 

ferential equations like (5) and (6), describing each vis- 
coelastic element. In the next section we shall examine 
the dynamical behavior of assemblies of such cells. By 
varying the geometrical and mechanical parameters of 
the viscoelastic elements we will be able to mimic the 
time course of a number of interesting epithelial mo- 
tions. 

3. APPLICATIONS OF THE MODEL 

In this section we shall demonstrate how large-scale 
epithelial motions can be coordinated by mechanical 
action alone. Initially, we shall restrict ourselves to sim- 
ple geometric configurations (i.e., spheres and cylin- 
ders) and to situations where cells do not change neigh- 
bors. These restrictions will be lifted in subsequent 
publications. 

3.1. Gastrulation 

The simplest epithelial arrangement is a spherical 
monolayer of uniform-sized cells whose apical periph- 
eries are firmly attached. This closely approximates the 
configuration of blastomeres in amphioxus (Conklin, 
1932) and sea urchins (Gustafson and Wolpert, 1967). 
Since the blastula is approximately rotationally sum- 
metric we can reduce the calculation considerably by 
examining a longitudinal cross section. Therefore, con- 
sider the cross-sectional ring of cells shown in Fig. ‘7a. 
If one of the cells “fires” and undergoes a rapid apical 
contraction, the following sequence of events occurs 
(refer to Fig. 7). The trigger cell in contracting its apical 
surface dilates the apical surface of its neighbors. If 
this dilation is sufficiently large, the neighboring cells 
wiil “fire” and undergo a rapid apical contraction as 
well. Thus the contraction of the trigger cell can initiate 
a spreading wave of contraction as each cell stretches 
its neighbors’ surfaces causing them to commence their 
contraction cycle. We therefore predict that the apical 
surface of the blastula constitutes an “excitable,” or 

“active,” medium which can propagate contraction 
waves in a manner analogous to the propagation of 
depolarization waves along nerve axons (cf. Hodgkin 
and Huxley, 1952) and the propagation of electrical 
waves over the brain’s cortical surface (cf. Cowan, 1970). 

The significance of contraction waves lies in the fact 
that a spreading wave can generate an invagination in 
the cell layer. This is shown in the sequence shown in 
Fig. 7 which is taken from a computer-generated movie 
obtained by solving the model equations sequentially 
in time. The mathematical details of the model used to 
generate Fig. 7 are described in Appendix 4. The in- 
vagination occurs roughly as follows. The contraction 
of the trigger cell and its neighbors initiates a “dimple” 
in the cell layer. As the wave spreads radially from the 
nucleation center the cell layer buckles inward at the 
wavefront, so that the outgoing contraction wave is con- 
verted into a buckling wave. The buckling in effect 
“pumps” cells into the interior of the sphere converting 
a convex surface into a concave one. 

The velocity of the buckling wave and the extent of 
the invagination depends on several features of the 
cells’ mechanical constitution: (a) the viscoelastic prop- 
erties of the fiber bundle, i.e., the velocity and strength 
of the contraction cycle, the firing threshold, and the 
elastic response to subthreshold excitation; (b) the vis- 
cous resistance of the cell to dilations and contractions; 
(c) the mechanical properties of the cell-to-cell junc- 
tions; e.g., viscous sliding of lateral surfaces may change 
the invagination pattern; (d) in addition to the above 
hypotheses concerning the mechanical constitution of 
each cell, a model of gastrulation requires specifying 
how the (incompressible) fluid filling the blastocoel is 
forced out during gastrulation. This is described in 
Appendix 4. Roughly, we assume that the blastocoel 
fluid is passively extruded out when the interior hy- 
drostatic pressure is elevated above ambient (external) 
pressure by circumferential tension in the cell sheet. 

FIG. ‘7. Computer simulation of gastrulation in sea urchin. The 
frames (ordered, a, b, c , ..-. f), were extracted from a computer- 
generated film obtained by solving the model’s equations derived in 
Appendix 4. 
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Our model does not specify the mechanism for trig- 
gering the contraction of the first cell-we take it as 
an initial condition, given a priori. It is a common as- 
pect of morphogenesis that, before a developmental 
process visibly unfolds, the stage has been set by the 
previous processes. Thus, in the case of gastrulation, 
the information designating the site of invagination 
would be established in the blastula. Our model reduces 
the need for prepattern to specifying only the site of 
initiation and the distribution of contractile machinery 
in the cells. It eliminates a need for clocks or programs 
in the other cells participating in invagination. 

Several possible mechanisms for terminating invag- 
ination may be envisioned. Invagination may cease 
when the two cell layers abutt one another, so that 
cessation of gastrulation may result simply from me- 
chanical obstruction. Alternatively, the buckling wave 
may run out of active cells. A particularly obvious 
mechanism of termination is illustrated by Volvox car- 
tern’ (Kelland, 1977; Viamontes and Kirk, 19’77). In this 
organism, the spherical integrity of the “blastula” is 
pierced by an opening (the phialopore). A bending wave, 
beginning at the lip of the phialopore, propagates all 
the way to the opposite pole, thereby turning the spher- 
ical colony inside out. 

Whatever the mechanism of initiation and termi- 
nation, the crucial aspect of our model is that, once 
triggered, the morphogenetic process of invagination 
proceeds on its own, directed solely by the global bal- 
ance of mechanical forces generated locally by each cell, 
and with no requirement for individually prepro- 
grammed sequences or patterns of cell shape change. 

3.2. The Ventral Furrow of Drosophila 
In addition to simple invagination, epithelial sheets 

can roll themselves into tubes. Figure 8 models a cross 
section of a Drosophila blastula showing the ventral 
furrow (Turner and Mahowald, 1977). To simulate this 
morphogenetic process we take advantage of the em- 
bryo’s cylindrical symmetry and model only a cross sec- 
tion as before. Figure 8 is a sequence extracted from 
a computer-drawn movie of this process as generated 
by the model. Aside from changing the number and size 
of the cells to conform more with the actual geometry, 
a number of other parameters was altered. In partic- 
ular, the cavity enclosed by the epithelial sheet was 
maintained at a constant volume to represent a leak- 
proof yolk-filled interior, in contrast to the leaky blas- 
tocoel in the gastrulation simulation. 

3.3. Neurdation in amphibians 
In amphibians (and in amphioxus), the formation of 

the neural plate and the neural tube comes about by 

FIG. 8. Computer simulation of ventral furrow formation in Dro- 
sophila. 

a remodeling of the neural ectoderm. This process is 
accompanied by changes in the shape of the cells con- 
stituting the neural ectoderm, and it appears likely that 
the coordinated shape changes of the individual cells 
constitutes the driving force behind neurulation (Burn- 
side, 1973). Jacobson and Gordon (1976) constructed a 
computer simulation of the formation of the neural 
plate based on different autonomous, preprogrammed 
schedules of shape changes for different regions of the 
neural ectoderm. Their simulations did not address the 
folding of the neural tube, however. In our model we 
can achieve characteristic neural plate formation and 
folding by lowering the firing threshold in the active 
cells constituting the presumptive neural plate. Figure 
9 is a sequence extracted from another computer movie. 
The dynamics of this folding is quite different from 
that of the ventral furrow. The contraction of the first 
few cells is transmitted “instantaneously” to the rest 
of the cells which, because of their lowered threshold, 
fire quickly and adjust their rest lengths, &, to near 
their final values. Thus, before the actual deformation 
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Our model, therefore, is built on Newton’s laws of 
motion and consists of a dynamical system of ordinary 
differential equations whose solution determines the 
global time history of the cell sheet geometry, given its 
initial configuration. Thus our “explanation” of how 
epithelial morphogenesis proceeds rests on solving the 
mechanical equations of motion based on the balance 
of cell-generated forces. That is, we view cell forces, not 
clocks, morphogens, or potentials, as the “cause” which 
“explains” the morphogenetic motion. We hope that the 
logical extension of this model will be to generate a 
series of hypotheses on the molecular basis for reor- 
ganization of contractile proteins inside the cell which 
would explain the phenomenological rules defined in 
this paper. 

CONCLUSION 

The deformations of cells that shape the embryo arise 
from forces generated by participating cells. The prob- 
lem of morphogenesis is to determine how these local 
forces are generated and coordinated so as to create 
organized multicellular structures. We have proposed 
one such mechanism for coordinating epithelial cell 
populations which can produce a variety of geometrical 
configurations, including folding and invagination. In 
our model, coordination at the population level arises 
from the local behavior of each cell automatically; there 
is no need to introduce poorly understood devices such 
as morphogens and cellular clocks. 

We have based our theory solely on two assumptions: 
first that during morphogenetic movements, epithelial 
cell populations obey the laws of conservation of mass 
and momentum, and second, that each cell acts as an 
excitable element in the sense described above. The first 
of these assumptions is hardly disputable. The second 
assumption is a plausible hypothesis on how contractile 
proteins change the shapes of cells. That they do is now 
well established despite the fact that the molecular 
mechanisms are still not completely understood. 

The coordination of epithelial cell shape changes is 
accompanied, we hypothesize, by the propagation of 
mechanical contraction waves. Each cell is equipped 
with subcortical contractile fibers (e.g., microfilaments) 
which can deform the shape of the cell. These fibers are 
organized so as to constitute an “excitable” viscoelastic 
medium in the following sense. Small dilations in cell 
shape are resisted by simple elastic restoring forces. 
Sufficiently large dilations, however, trigger larger re- 
storing forces which, if not resisted externally, cause 
the fibers to contract beyond their original equilibrium 
configuration in a fashion analogous to smooth muscle 
action. If the contraction of each cell deforms its neigh- 
bors sufficiently, a wave of cell shape change can be 
propagated across an epithelial layer. Depending on 

how the contractile machinery is distributed within the 
cells a variety of dynamic and static configurations can 
be generated: invaginations, exvaginations, uniform 
and periodic thickenings, wave propagation, and tube 
formation. 

APPENDIX 1: MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF AN ISOLATED 
APICAL FILAMENT BUNDLE 

The two dynamical variables characterizing the state 
of a single apical filament bundle at time t are its actual 
length, L(t), and its rest length, L,,(t). When the fila- 
ment is isolated, suffering no externally applied forces, 
the dynamical behavior of these two variables is gov- 
erned by eqs. (5) (Newton’s second law, with Fload= 0) 
and (6): 

dL -= 
at 

- y [L - L,], 

& 
x = G(L, Lo). 

(AM) 

When G is zero, the filament band is a passive vis- 
cously damped spring. When G is chosen appropriately, 
the spring becomes active and mechanically triggerable. 
Figure 3 consists of selected trajectories from a phase 
plane portrait of the second-order autonomous ordinary 
differential equation system (Al.l) and (A1.2). We pro- 
pose here one concrete choice (among infinitely many 
possible choices) of the function G that will yield a 
phase portrait similar to the one shown in Fig. 3. 

We make this concrete selection of the functional 
form of G not because we believe it alone to be correct, 
but because we cannot implement a numerical simu- 
lation without having a numerically calculable right- 
hand side of Eq. (A1.2). Having actually run simulations 
using several different choices of G(L, L,J, we are cer- 
tain that the detailed functional form of G is unim- 
portant, provided only that it generates the kind of 
phase portrait sketched in Fig. 3. Thus, in this first 
paper, we parameterize the functional recipe for G in 
such a way that changes in its parameters correspond 
simply and directly to known deformations of the phase 
portrait. Such a recipe is the following: 

2 = ,[cf - LLo][(+r + (+)” - 11 , (A1.3) 

where 

In (Al.l) and (A1.3) we use scaled (dimensionless) 
versions of L and &, such that the untriggered rest state 
of the filament band occurs at unit lengths, 

L = Lo = 1 (=Lol in Fig. 3). 
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we find that R-C 10m5. Therefore, the motion of the fil- load 

ament bundle model is always such that viscous forces k 
exactly balance elastic and external loading forces. 
Thus the equation describing the system is (3) with its -L- 

left-hand side set to zero and Eqs. (1) and (2) substi- FIG. 4. Schematic of viscoelastic unit used to model a filament 
tuted. This can be written as bundle. 

(5) 

That inertial forces are not a factor in morphogenetic 
processes is a crucial and little appreciated fact, and 
leads to some surprising and counterintuitive phenom- 
ena which will be discussed below. 

To complete the description of the model we need to 
describe how the rest length, L+, varies. This can be 
defined by a differential equation specifying how L,, 
varies in time when the spring is stretched: 

L=L, 
L /- 

T2 

TLa 
Lo2 LOI 

FIG. 3. Our postulates concerning the viscoelastic properties of the 
apical circumferential bundle of contractile filaments. The vertical 
axis (L) represents the actual instantaneous length of the cell’s apical 
bundle. The horizontal axis (Lo) represents the equilibrium (rest) 
length of the bundle; i.e., the length it would assume in the absence 
of stretching forces. The apical bundle is stress-free only when the 
actual length equals the equilibrium length: L = &. In the simplest 
case, we shall assume that the apical bundle has only two stable 
equilibrium lengths: long (J&) and short (&). By stable, we mean 
that following a small displacement in the actual length (L), the sys- 
tem returns to the same equilibrium point. For example, a dilation 
of the fiber bundle length from 4, to a point a, returns to 4, along 
a trajectory, Z’i. Separating the two stable equilibria is a “firing 
threshold.” A dilation from 4, to a point b which exceeds the firing 
threshold will not return to Lvl, but will contract along a trajectory 
T2 to the shorter equilibrium length L,,n. It is important to note that 
the trajectories traced out in (&, L) space describe the visoelastic 
response of an isolated bundle of contractile filaments, i.e., one ex- 
periencing no resisting forces other than those generated internally 
by their own deformation. 

$$ = G(L, L,,). 

The exact form of the function G(L,L,J used in our cal- 
culations is given in Appendix 1; however, the results 
depend only on its qualitative features. 

Equations (5) and (6) describe the dynamic behavior 
of a single apical filament bundle. Figure 3 describes 
the qualitative features of the fiber behavior for the 
case where the neighbor forces, (Fload), vanish. 

2.3. Construction of Mechanical Model 

The next step is to construct a mechanical model of 
a cell using the viscoelastic filament model. We do this 
as follows. Figure 5 shows a cross section of a typical 
cuboidal epithelial cell. Each face of the cell is repre- 
sented by one of the viscoelastic elements described 
above. For most of the applications we shall address, 
only the apical element need be active. 

The diagonal elements are required to model the in- 
ternal viscoelastic properties of the cell’s microtubular 
cytoskeleton. Finally, we shall assume that however the 
cell changes its shape, the internal volume remains con- 
stant (cf. Appendix 3). 

If the apical surface of the cell is stretched beyond 
the firing threshold, then the cell will undergo a cycle 
of shape change, as shown in Fig. 6. The shape history 
of each cell is computed by solving a collection of dif- 

Apical Surface 

Basal Surface 

FIG. 5. Cross section of an epithelial cell showing the arrangement 
of viseelastic units modeling the cytoskeleton. In our model, only the 
apical region is mechanically excitable. 

• Rest configuration is a fonction of cell deformation

• Predicts wave of contractility and cell deformation that give rise to tissue
folding and invagination

G.M. Odell, G. Oster, P. Alberch and B. Burnside. Dev. Biol.  (1981) 85:446-462
G.M. Odell, G. Oster, P. Alberch and B. Burnside. J. Math. Biol  (1980) 9:291-295
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to the GPCR activates it which in turn activates the G-protein by inducing
release of GDP. Binding of GTP activates the G-protein which dissociates into
an activated ↵ subunit and an activated �� subunit. Adapted from Alberts et
al., Molecular Biology of the Cell, Garland Press.
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• Initiation of invagination: the transcriptional program
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S3B). Comparison of this spatial profile to that obtained by
FISH counts of cytoplasmic transcripts confirms that the pat-
terns obtained with both methods are comparable within
experimental error (Figures S3D–S3H).

mRNA FISH also provides a control for the behavior of our
construct in terms of absolute counts of mRNA molecules.
We count an absolute number of (220 6 20) molecules pro-
duced per nucleus in the anterior region during n.c. 13 (Figures
S3D–S3H). Assuming uniform polymerase loading on the
gene and that each fluorescent spot contains two replicated
sister chromatids [17, 20], this number corresponds to an
average spacing of 150 6 30 bp per gene, and a loading rate

of one molecule every 6 6 1 s per promoter. These results
are consistent with absolute counts of endogenous hb
mRNAand themaximumestimated rate of polymerase loading
in fixed embryos [17, 21]. These numbers allow us to calibrate
the integrated profile (Figure 3A) and the fluorescent traces
(Figure 1D) in terms of the absolute number of mRNA mole-
cules produced and the number of actively transcribing poly-
merase molecules, respectively (Figure S3H).
Developmental boundaries are characterized by the width

of their transition region and their dynamic range of expres-
sion (Figure 3A and S1B). The width determines the spatial
resolution of adjacent developmental states [3, 22], while a
large dynamic range allows for deterministic downstream
decisions [23, 24]. Our obtained spatial profile displays a first
clear sign of a boundary during n.c. 13. The width of the
transition does not change significantly between n.c. 13
(21% 6 2% EL) and n.c. 14 (20% 6 2% EL). On the other
hand, the dynamic range of the boundary changes noticeably
between n.c. 13 and n.c. 14 from 5.86 0.8 to 266 2 (Figure 3A),
as confirmed by lacZ-mRNA FISH (Figure S3H).
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Figure 2. Rate of Transcript Elongation and Dynamics of Initiation and
Termination

(A) Comparison of expression dynamics of a single allele of the enhancer-
construct in two nuclei (different embryos) with stem loops located at the
50 end and the 30 end of the lacZ gene, respectively. Images (7 3 7 mm2)
show Histone-RFP (red) and MCP-GFP (green) fluorescence; time 0 min
corresponds to anaphase 13. The histogram shows the distribution of
times of first spot detection. The difference of the distribution means (i.e.,
5.4 6 0.1 min [red] and 7.6 6 0.2 min [blue]) is used to measure the rate
of transcript elongation relongation = 1.54 6 0.14 kb/min (difference between
50 and 30 stem loop locations is 3.4 kb; errors are propagated from the SE
of the distributions; number of nuclei, n50 = 34 and n30 = 22).
(B) Average fluorescence in n.c. 14 as measured by the 50 and 30 constructs.
The ratio between the maximum 50 and 30 fluorescence level is 3.3 6 0.5,
consistent with the predicted ratio of 3.6 based on gene length. The red
dashed line is the 50 signal rescaled by 3.6. The gray bar is the estimated
detection limit of 6 6 3 nascent mRNA molecules per spot (Figure S2H
and Movie S2).
See also Figures S2 and S3 and Movie S2.
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Figure 1. In Vivo Tracking of Transcriptional Activity using mRNA Stem
Loops

(A) The hb P2 enhancer controlling the hb P2 promoter transcribes a lacZ
gene with 24 MS2 stem loops located at its 50 end. The MCP-GFP protein
that binds to the stem loops is provided maternally.
(B) Snapshots (263 26 mm2) of the anterior region of an embryo expressing
the MS2-MCP system in nuclear cycles 9 through 14, showing MCP-GFP
(green) and Histone-RFP (red) fluorescence. Brightness and contrast of
each time point were adjusted independently.
(C) Typical field of view of an embryo between 30%–50% egg length (EL),
anterior facing left. The scale bar represents 10 mm. See also Movie S1.
(D) Fluorescence traces corresponding to individual spots of transcription
(thin lines) color-coded by their nuclear position along the embryo as shown
in (B) and corresponding mean fluorescence over position-binned nuclei
(thick lines).
See also Figure S1 and Movie S1.
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S3B). Comparison of this spatial profile to that obtained by
FISH counts of cytoplasmic transcripts confirms that the pat-
terns obtained with both methods are comparable within
experimental error (Figures S3D–S3H).

mRNA FISH also provides a control for the behavior of our
construct in terms of absolute counts of mRNA molecules.
We count an absolute number of (220 6 20) molecules pro-
duced per nucleus in the anterior region during n.c. 13 (Figures
S3D–S3H). Assuming uniform polymerase loading on the
gene and that each fluorescent spot contains two replicated
sister chromatids [17, 20], this number corresponds to an
average spacing of 150 6 30 bp per gene, and a loading rate

of one molecule every 6 6 1 s per promoter. These results
are consistent with absolute counts of endogenous hb
mRNAand themaximumestimated rate of polymerase loading
in fixed embryos [17, 21]. These numbers allow us to calibrate
the integrated profile (Figure 3A) and the fluorescent traces
(Figure 1D) in terms of the absolute number of mRNA mole-
cules produced and the number of actively transcribing poly-
merase molecules, respectively (Figure S3H).
Developmental boundaries are characterized by the width

of their transition region and their dynamic range of expres-
sion (Figure 3A and S1B). The width determines the spatial
resolution of adjacent developmental states [3, 22], while a
large dynamic range allows for deterministic downstream
decisions [23, 24]. Our obtained spatial profile displays a first
clear sign of a boundary during n.c. 13. The width of the
transition does not change significantly between n.c. 13
(21% 6 2% EL) and n.c. 14 (20% 6 2% EL). On the other
hand, the dynamic range of the boundary changes noticeably
between n.c. 13 and n.c. 14 from 5.86 0.8 to 266 2 (Figure 3A),
as confirmed by lacZ-mRNA FISH (Figure S3H).
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Figure 2. Rate of Transcript Elongation and Dynamics of Initiation and
Termination

(A) Comparison of expression dynamics of a single allele of the enhancer-
construct in two nuclei (different embryos) with stem loops located at the
50 end and the 30 end of the lacZ gene, respectively. Images (7 3 7 mm2)
show Histone-RFP (red) and MCP-GFP (green) fluorescence; time 0 min
corresponds to anaphase 13. The histogram shows the distribution of
times of first spot detection. The difference of the distribution means (i.e.,
5.4 6 0.1 min [red] and 7.6 6 0.2 min [blue]) is used to measure the rate
of transcript elongation relongation = 1.54 6 0.14 kb/min (difference between
50 and 30 stem loop locations is 3.4 kb; errors are propagated from the SE
of the distributions; number of nuclei, n50 = 34 and n30 = 22).
(B) Average fluorescence in n.c. 14 as measured by the 50 and 30 constructs.
The ratio between the maximum 50 and 30 fluorescence level is 3.3 6 0.5,
consistent with the predicted ratio of 3.6 based on gene length. The red
dashed line is the 50 signal rescaled by 3.6. The gray bar is the estimated
detection limit of 6 6 3 nascent mRNA molecules per spot (Figure S2H
and Movie S2).
See also Figures S2 and S3 and Movie S2.
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Figure 1. In Vivo Tracking of Transcriptional Activity using mRNA Stem
Loops

(A) The hb P2 enhancer controlling the hb P2 promoter transcribes a lacZ
gene with 24 MS2 stem loops located at its 50 end. The MCP-GFP protein
that binds to the stem loops is provided maternally.
(B) Snapshots (263 26 mm2) of the anterior region of an embryo expressing
the MS2-MCP system in nuclear cycles 9 through 14, showing MCP-GFP
(green) and Histone-RFP (red) fluorescence. Brightness and contrast of
each time point were adjusted independently.
(C) Typical field of view of an embryo between 30%–50% egg length (EL),
anterior facing left. The scale bar represents 10 mm. See also Movie S1.
(D) Fluorescence traces corresponding to individual spots of transcription
(thin lines) color-coded by their nuclear position along the embryo as shown
in (B) and corresponding mean fluorescence over position-binned nuclei
(thick lines).
See also Figure S1 and Movie S1.
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• The tissue wave of invagination is not controlled transcriptionally

Monitoring the dynamics 
of transcription in vivo 

with the MS2/MCP::GFP 
system
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‣ α-amanitin is potent inhibitor of RNA Pol-II
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• The tissue wave of invagination is not controlled transcriptionally
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Self-propagating mechanical cycle

Tissue scale Model:
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• Invagination compresses cells 
anteriorly and against vitelline 
membrane

• Cells adhere to vitelline 
membrane and subsequently 
detach as they join invagination

• New cycle begins

Self-propagating mechanical cycle 

de-adhesion
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Tissue scale Model:

1. Invagination compresses 
cells anteriorly and 
against vitelline 
membrane2. Cells adhere to vitelline 
membrane and 
subsequently detach as 
they join invagination3. New cycle begins

Adhesion

Contractility

A. Bailles & C. Collinet et al, E. Munro and T. Lecuit. bioRxiv 430512; doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/430512
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